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PREFACE

The 17th European Conference on Controlled Fusion and Plasma Heating was held in

Amsterdam, the Netherlands, from the 25th to the 29th of June 1990 by the Plasma Physics

Division of the European Physical Society (EPS).

The Conference has been organized by the FOM-Instituut voor Plasmafysica Rijnhuizen,

which is part of the Foundation for Fundamental Research on Matter (Stichting Fundamenteel

Onderzoek der Materie). FOM is supported by the Dutch Research Organization NWO and

Euratom.
The Conference has been sponsored by the Koninklijke Nederlandse Academie van

Wetenschappen (KNAW) and by the Foundation Physica.

The programme, format and schedule of the Conference are determined by the

International Programme Committee appointed by the Plasma Physics Division of the EPS.

The programme included 18 invited lectures; from the contributed papers 24 were

selected for oral presentation and 470 for poster presentation.

This 4-volume publication is published in the Europhysics Conference Abstract Series

and contains all accepted contributed papers received in due time by the organizers. The 4—page

extended abstracts were reproduced photographically using the manuscripts submitted by the

authors. The invited papers will be published in a special issue of the journal "Plasma Physics

and Controlled Fusion" and sent free of charge to each registered participant.

The editors would like to acknowledge the skillful and dedicated support given by Laura

van Veenendaal - van Uden, Rosa Tenge - Tjon A Tham and Cora de Bruijne in preparing the

manuscripts for reproduction in these four volumes.

May 1990 The Editors
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PAPER IDENTIFICATION

All contributed papers are listed with their title and responsible author. In those
cases where no author was underlined the first author mentioned was taken. The
day of the poster presentation of each paper, followed by the number of the poster
board, is given under the title in the list of contributed papers. The four poster
sessions will be held on:

Monday afternoon indicated as Mo,
Tuesday afternoon indicated as Tu,
Thursday afternoon indicated as '11],
Friday afternoon indicated as Fr.

The poster boards are numbered from 1 to 130. From the 494 contributed papers,
24 were selected for oral presentation. The authors of those orally presented papers
were requested to give also a poster presentation. Most of them confirmed that they
were prepared to do so.
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TOKAMAK T—lO SOFT X—RAY IMAGING DIAGNOSTIC-

Biyifiaxrukhin, G.A.Bobrovskij, D.A.Kislov, E_S_Lyadina.

Kupchatov Institute of Atomic Energy,P.O.Box8402,Moscow,USSR.

L DIAGNOSTICS.
The T—lO soft X—ray

imaging system consists of

three pin—hole cameras
arranged at one toroidal
location (Fig- 1) . The

”vertical" array (3) (9:90"),
the "middle” camera (b)
(9:+30“) and the "bottom"
camera (C) (92—30“) consist of
20, 19 and 19 channels,
accordingly. The field of
View r/a<0.7. The spatial
resolution and the spatial
step are 2—2.5 cm for each
array. The detectors are Si
surface—barrier diodes
arranged in each camera in
two or three rows (1)
(Fig.1.).

The system allows to Fig.1. Shematic veiw of the T—10

register th miss’on with ' .

intensity 10g—108 cm—fic_1 in 50ft X~ray unagxng SYSteHL
the photon energy range

between 2.5 and 15 keV. For
this energy range the soft X—ray spectrum is Maxwellian and the
K line radiation from Cr, Fe, Ni ions is negligible (less
than 10%) in the ohmic stationary stage of the T—10
discharge. The relative calibration of the channels was made
by the comparison with the soft eay intensity profiles

measured with two Si(Li) detectors scanning the plasma in

vertical and horizontal directions at the stationary stage
of the discharge.

Temporal resolution of the system is up to 10 psec.
The local structure of the soft X—ray intensity

perturbations is reconstructed by the use of the 2D-tomographic

technique based on modified Cormack method [1].
II. RESULTS.

The T—lO soft X—ray imaging system was used to study the
plasma perturbation at minor and major disruptions [2] and during

the sawtooth crashes. This paper was restricted only for the

sawtooth mechanisms investigation. [The m=1 harmonic of the
perturbations at the sawtooth crash is dominated, therefore data
of only two array (14 channels in "a" and 5 in "c") were used for

sawtooth mechanism investigation in the case.]
SAWTOOTH CRASH MECHANISMS. Experimental study of sawteeth at
many tokamaks seems to point out that the mechanisms of the
sawtooth crash are different in various conditions. Analysis of
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the soft X—ray emission from the JET plasmas by tomographic
reconstruction technique indicated a quasi~interchange motion
during the sawtooth crash [3]. This behavior agrees quite well
with the Wesson model of the ideal mil mode [4]. But recent
experiments on TFTR [5] shown that in some cases the time
evolution of the magnetic surfaces agrees with the Kadomtsev
reconnection model [6]. The sawteeth on Alcator—C [7] and JIPP
TII [B] may have rather complex character. Is this difference
caused by a real distinctions in mechanism of the sawtooth crash
in different experiments or it is the result of using different
reconstruction methods?

To answer the question, the sawtooth crash was investigated
in two different T710 regimes but with the same tomographic
technique. The main parameters of the regimes are presented in
Table.I. The regimes under study are characterized by the
different Te profiles in the central region of the plasma. At the
stationary stage of the ohmically heated discharge it Can
indicate a quite different value of the shear S=rdq/dr in the
central region. According to the theoretical and experimental
results [9,10] one can expect different mechanisms of the crash
in such conditions.

Regime.l. with low—Tp (high—qL) value is a typical for the
experiments on the small tokamak or for the high—qL on the big
machines. The soft Xiray signals and the series of the
tomographic images for the case are displayed on Fig.2. A
flattered crescent—like region appears at the X—ray image at the
beginning of the crash. During the crash this plateau grows in
size and rotates in ”poloidal" direction which looks like
sinusoidal oscillations on the chord signal. The perturbation has
the m:1 poloidal structure. The flat region may be interpretated
as magnetic island proposed by the Kadomtsev theory but it does
not occupy all the central region during the crash. The maximum
size of the island is up to 0.5 r(q:l). This partial
reconnection may be connected with large stochastisity generated
during the crash [9].

The typical growth rate of m=1 Tode during the crash in the
the low—Ip regime is t:(l—2)losssci . It is consistent with the
growth rate of the internal resistive mode but it is too small
for the ideal mode.

A quite different mechanism of the sawtooth crash was
obtained for the Regime.II. with higheIp (low—qL) value (flat Te
profile in the central region). There is no precusor oscillations
on the soft X—ray signals and the symmetrical structure of the
counter line at the Xsray image just before the crash is the
typical feature of this regime (Fig.3.A.). At the first stage of
the crash ”cavity—like” perturbations start from the q:l surface
and simultaneously heat flows outside from the "hot" core and
spreads in poloidal direction (Fig.3.B.).

Later (the second stage), the cold cavities lengthen in
poloidal direction and the ”cold" valleys appear at the X«ray
image (Fig.3.C.)_ In some cases this valleys expend and tends to
surround the core from either two or one side- The core itself
becomes "cool" for the moment.

At the final stage of the crash, the ”cold" valleys
surround the core and new hot island sometimes appears
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(Fig-3d)- All the structure slowly rotates in poloidal
direction. (Sometimes the valleys contract instead of
surrounding the central zone and symmetric uniform structure
reappears after the crash.)

It should be pointed out that in all cases under study the
hot core (the region with maximum X—ray intensity) does not
d15p1ace during the crash in opposite to the results of JETES].

Duration of the crash in this regime is typically 100—200
p595 which is much smaller then the growth time of the
registive m=1 mode but agrees with the growth time of the

quasi-interchange mode . Indeed, the time evolution of the
tomographic images in qL~2 regime is something like to the
plasma motion induced by the ideal MHD m=l mode in plasma with
small shear. (The central zone remains unperturbed if q(0)>1.)

In conclusion , the results of the 20 tomographic
reconstruction of the soft X—ray profiles in the T-10 plasmas
with the modified Cormack method show that the different
gatDth mechanisms can be realized in tokamak. The
realization depends on the Te~profile in the central region.

This work was usefully supported by S.Hokin,MIT,Mass.,USA.

I FIB.2. X—ray image for Regime I.
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Tabe1.I.
[1] Dnestrovskii Yu.N,, et al. This Regime I II

Conference. I,MA 0.22 0.44
[2] Kislov D.A., et al. This Conference. BtT 2.3 3.0
[3] Granetz R.S., et al. Nucl. aLsm 0-32 0-32

Fusion 28 (1988) 457. qL 4.5 2.1
[4] Wesson J.A. Plasma Phys. 28 <ne>. 1019 m—3

(1986) 243. I 2 75 4 5
[5] Kuo—Petravich G.PPPL—2556(1988). 19 ' ‘
[6] Kadomtsev B.B. et a1. Fizika ne(0),10 m—S

Plazmy 1 (1975) 710 4.5 6.5
[7] Granetz R.S. et al Nucl. U5ur,V 1.3 1.25

Fusion 28(1985) 727. Te(0),kev 1.2 1.3
[B] Nagayama Y.,et a1. Jpn. J. Appl. Ti(0),keV 0.5 0.8

Phis. 20, L779 (1981). Zeff 2.5 2.0
[9] Lichtenberg A.J. Nucl. Sawteeth:

Fusion 24(1984) 1277 period,m5 6 7—10
[10] Bobrovskii G.A. et a1. 15th Europ. inv.radiu5;m 6 9

Conf.on Controll. Fus. and Plasma crash time,ms
Phys.,1988, Dubrovnik, v.1_, p.55. 0.5-1.0 0.1-0.5

t=SB9.35 n5
FIG.3. X-ray image for Regime II.
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MEASUREMENT OF NEUTRAL DEUTERIUM FLUXES DN T-10 PERIPHERY.

E.L.Berezovsky, V.P.V1asov, A.A.Medvedev, V.Yu.Mirensky,
A.B.Pimenov

I.V.Kurchatov Institute, Moscow, USSR
U.Wen2el, C.Grunov,

Central Institute of Electron Physics, Academy of Science,
GDR

Recently, great attention is devoted to neutral balance study
on large tokamaks. This steady interest is explained by the
facts: in the first place working gas atoms affect the energy
balances of electron (radiation losses) and ion (charge-
exchange)components; secondly, neutral density data allow us to
create the plasma particle balance models and to calculate
particle fluxes and corresponding diffusive energy losses.
Commonly, the information about energy and density of working
gas atoms in every point of plasma is necessary for solving
these problems. However, in many cases data, obtained using
axial symmetry penetration models with so called equivalent
boundary conditions, are sufficient. Boundary conditions are
determined by poloidal and toroidal averaging atoms fluxes,
going from different sources (commonly three dimensional). Main
object of given study was to get an information of energy and
atoms fluxes from different sources.

At first, the distribution of Da—line intensity along the
torus was measured (fig.l). For that purpose, the photodiode
array with simple optics and filters (FWHM=9 nm) were used. As
shown on figure, line intensity at section, where the rail and
aperture limiters were placed, several tens times greater than
that at other sections. Similar situation was observed on other
tokamaks [1]. Line intensity ratio between "limiter" and "wall"
sections depends upon discharge parameters. The limiter signal
dependencies on limiter radius (fig.2a),on plasma current
(fig.2b) and on density (fig.2c) give some information about
this ratio. Scaling for the Du—intensity on the wall isn’t so
pronounced. To answer the question about limiter source value,
the measurements of toroidal line intensity distribution in
limiter section were made. For that,periscope optical system
and COD—array with interference filter were used. Examples of
distributions observed are shown on fig.3. As shown, the
decrease constants at the boundaries of observed zone
(therefore, deposit of limiter atoms in neutral balance)
strongly depend upon plasma parameters. More details in spatial
distributions of line intensities at limiter zone will be
presented in a next paper.

Gas puffing deposit into total atom flux was measured in
experiments when at first the valve worked at section of these
measurements (fig.4a), then in identical discharge the valve
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was replaced in another section at 45° along the torus
(fig.4b). As shown on figure, the intensity increase at puffing
section wasn’t greater than 2.5 and fully disappeared after the
displacement. Simulations showed that at this case valve atom
fluxes were small enough.

Energy of atoms appearing on the wall and limiters was
measured by Doppler broadening of Dd-line. Monochromator with
CED-array camera was used for this purpose. At the wall
sections experimental curves were well fitted by three energy
components (fig.5a), one of which was connected with the rest
amount of hydrogen, and two others were determined by deuterium
energy distribution. Cold component energy was 4-7 eV (taking
into account Zeeman splitting and instrumental width). Energy
and amplitude of high energy component depend upon discharge
parameters and give (30—250) eV and (10-40) Z consequently. For
limiter zone Doppler profiles had more complex structure
(fig.5b). ”Blue" wing increase seems to be in connection with
existence of reflected atoms [2]. Ne intend to provide detailed
analysis of Doppler profile for this case, using a model,
accounting experimental geometry and limiter zone parameters.

Problems, connected with poloidal neutral flux
distributions will be presented in a future paper. However, as
experiments showed, in many cases the value of poloidal
asymmetry of fluxes from the wall and limiter isn’t great.
Obtained data are quite sufficiently to find radial
distributions of energy and atom fluxes, using models of
penetrations. The distributions founded will be used to
determine the role of ion energy losses in diffusion and charge
exchange processes.

1.N.L.Rowan,C-C.K1apper et a1. Nuclear Fusion,vo1.27,No.7,
(1987),1105.

2.P.Bogen, D.Rusbuldt et a1. B—th Plasma-Surface
Interactions, 1988, Julich, A20.

Fig.1. Toroidal distribution of Da-line intensity. Opened
points — UH, closed — ECRH.

Ip=220 k9, 88:28 kDe, Ne=3.101°cm'3, r1=26 cm.
Fig.2. Da—line intensity on the top of the movable limiter

versus:
a) the movable limiter radius;
b) plasma current;
c) averaged electron density.

Fig.3. The example of toroidal distribution of Du—line
intensity near by the movable limiter. Lower curve —
UH; upper — ECRH.

Ip=250kA, Be=28 kDe, Ne=2.2.101°cm-3, r1=“8 cm.

Fig.4. The examples of Da—line profiles:
a) on the wall,
b) on the movable limiter.

Ip=”50 kA, Be=28 kUe, Ne=3.1oi”cm“3, r1=28 cm.
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DENSITY FLUCTUATION MEASUREMENTS ON ATF
USING A TWO-FREQUENCY REFLECTOMETER"

E. Anabitarte

WURATOM/CIEMA T, Madrid, Spain

G R. Hanson,“ J. H. Harris, J. B. VVilgen, J. D. Bell,” J. L. Dunlap, C. Hidalgof)
C. E_ Thomas,“ and T. Uckan

Fusion Energy Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, U.S.A.

Introduction

A microwave reflectometer system has been installed and operated on the Advanced
Toroidal Facility1 (ATF) to measure density fluctuations. This system consists of two incli—
vidual reflectometers that use the same antenna system and operate in the 30~ to 40-GHZ

band. This arrangement allows operation at two frequencies along the same radial chord
so that radial coherence measurements are possible. During the initial operating period of
the reflectometer, a correlation was observed between a change in the edge density fluctu-
ation spectrum and a transition to improved confinement. Recently, local measurements
of the density fluctuation spectra in electron-cyclotron-heated (ECH) plasmas has been
shown to agree with Langmuir probe measurements at the edge. Furthermore, structure
in the spectra has been observed in some ECH plasmas.

System Description

The ATF reflectometer system operates at two frequencies simultaneously in the
same dual antenna system.2 Two tunable microwave sources allow continuous operation
between 30 and 40 GHz with separation frequencies from 10 MHz to 10 GHz. Homodyne
quadrature phase detection is used to measure the phase fluctuations in the reflected
signal. Quadrature phase detection allows decoupling of the amplitude and phase fluctu-
ations in the reflected signal. Because of the low operational RF frequency band of the
present reflectometer and the nearly flat density profiles in ATP, the radial extent of the
plasma that has been covered to date is limited to the outer third of the minor radius for
both O—mode and X-mode operation. A higher-frequency system operating between 65
and 85 GHz is planned to allow internal probing of higher~density plasmas.
‘Rescarch sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy, U.S. Department of Energy, under contract DE-
ACOS<84OR21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
")Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia.
”Computing and Telecommunications Division, Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc,
")Asociacién EU RATOM/CIEMAT, Madrid, Spain
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Radial Coherence IVIeasurements

The capability of the ATF‘ rnflertnmcter to operate at two frequencies simultaneously
along the same radial chord with a frequency separation as low as 10 MHz provides it
simple means of making radial coherence measurements. The coherence between the
signals reflected at the two critical layers is calculated using standard cross-correlation
techniques and is determined as a function of the frequency separation of the two signals.
Conversion to a radial distance is dependent on knowing the density gradient. It has been
found that, for coherence measurements, the amplitude fluctuations in the reflected signal
have only a minor effect on the coherence.

Figure 1 is a plot of the radial coherence of the density fluctuations measured by the
reflectometer versus the separation frequency of the two probing beams in the edge of a
plasma heated with neutral beam injection (NBI). The coherence length is estimated to
be 0.1—0.2 cm using the density profile obtained by the 15-channel Thomson scattering
system.3 The radial position of the cutoff layer is at T/ll 2 1.1, i.e., outside the last closed
flux surface. The radial coherence length in plasmas heated only by ECH is about 0.5—1.0
cm with some fluctuation peaks (similar to the one in Fig. ‘2) having coherence lengths up
to 3 cm. The density profile obtained by Thomson scattering indicates that the position
of the cutoff layers for this measurement varies from r/a : 0.85 to flu 2 0.9.

The fast reciprocating Langmuir probe (FRLP) on ATF can measure the poloidal
coherence length of floating potential fluctuations, FRLP measurements have been made
for r/a 2 0.9 in ECH plasmas and r/a 2 1,0 in NBI plasmas. In both cases, the frequency
averaged poloidal coherence length increases from approximately 0.2 cm in the velocity
shear layer to about 0.5—1.0 cm inside the plasma. The shear layer is consistently measured
to be at r/a. 1' 1.1. Thus, the radial coherence measurements of the reflectometer in the
edge of NBI plasmas and inside ECH plasmas are of the same order of magnitude as the
FRLP measurements and seem to follow the same radial trend.

Density Fluct uat ion Spectra
The ability to probe the plasma internally in order to measure density fluctuations

is one of the important advantages of microwave reflectometry as a fluctuation diagnostic.
The ATF reflectometer has been used to measure the density fluctuation spectra in the
outer third of ECH plasmas at 0.95 T and in the edge of NBI plasmas at 0.95 T and 1.9
T.

During the initial operating period of the rcflectometer, a clear transition in the
fluctuation spectra was observed in some NBI plasmas. In these discharges, the plasma
stored energy c rises quickly when the NBI was started and then decreases slightly
for about 50 ms (see Fig. 3). During this time, the density fluctuations at the edge of
the plasma measured by the reflectometer have a broadband spectrum with a maximum
at low frequencies (below 10 kHz). The line-averaged density measured by the 2-mm
interferometer also shows large fluctuations‘in the same frequency range.
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After decreasing for 50 ms, the stored energy then increases by a factor of 2 or more
(the NBI power remains approximately constant), corresponding to an increase in TE.

During this interval, the density fluctuation spectrum changes dramatically. The low-

frequency fluctuations observed by both the reflectometer and the 2-mm interferometer
rapidly diminish and practically disappear, while the higher-frequency fluctuations seen

by the reflectometer increase. In many shots, a narrow frequency peak grows and domi-
natEE the spectrum during this period. In Fig. 3, a three-dimensional plot of the density
fluctuation spectrum, showing the time evolution of the spectrum, is given. A large 25-
kHz peak dominates the spectrum in the valley created by the decrease in low-frequency

fluctuations. This fluctuation peak is coherent with a Mirnov loop signal located at a

bottom port 15° toroidally away. It is not clear whether the sudden change in the density
fluctuation spectrum is a cause or a result of the improved confinement, but it is clear (as

can be seen in Fig. 3) that the change in the behavior of the edge fluctuations is related to
a change in the stability of the plasma and/or the turbulence characteristics. The main
characteristic of this change in the fluctuation spectrum (for both the reflectometer and
the Mirnov loops) is the drastic decrease in the low-frequency fluctuations and an increase
in the high—frequency fluctuations.

Figure 2 shows detailed structure in the density fluctuation spectra obtained by the
reflectometer in a sequence of ECH discharges. In this experiment, the reflectometer
frequency was varied to scan the reflecting layer in radius from r/a 2 0.83 to r/a. 2 0.95.
At the edge, the density fluctuation spectra agree well with the FRLP measurements for
frequencies below 200 kHz. As the reflecting layer of the reflectometer probing beam
is moved further into the plasma, structure around 20 kHz and 40—60 kHz appears in
the spectra. As the radial position of the cutofl layer is moved still farther into the
plasma, the peak in the spectra decreases and then disappears. The reflectometer’s ability
to scan across such a large structure in the density fluctuation spectra and observe its
disappearance, even though the probing beam is passing through the fluctuation to get to
the reflecting surface, is an important indication that reflectometry can be used for local
measurements of density fluctuations.4

References

1.1.1“. Lyon et al., Fusion Technol. 10, 179 (1986).
2G. R. Hanson et al., “The ATF Two-Frequency Correlation Reflectometer", accepted for
publication, Rev. Sci. Instrum. (1990).
3R. R. Kindsl'ather et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 57, 1812 (1986).
"J. Sanchez et al., “Reflectometry Observations of Density Fluctuations Associated with
the Resonant q = 2 Surface in WENDELSTEIN VII~AS Stellarator", submitted to Nucl.
Fusion.
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MEASUREMENTS OF DEUTERON DENSITY PROFILES IN JET

W.Mandl, M.v0n Helll rmann, P.D.Morgan, H P.Summers, H.Weisen
/ M.Olsson ,P.van Belle, T.Elevant ),G.Sadler

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, UK
1Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden

reduction: ' .
Lb. rity, deuteron densrty no and deuteron temperature TD areThe plasm? Pu . . . ,
the governing parameters in determining the rate of thermonuclear lfuswn.
The Lawson criterion nDrETD>5X10 m keV .sec (re=energy confinement
time) is usually apphed ' to assess the fUSIOIl‘ product needed for a
nuclear reactor. _ In practice, the “electron densrty and temperature are
frequently used In the above criterion because they are. the more easily
measured. However, in high power neutral beam heated discharges, the ion
temperature can exceed the electron temperature by more than a factor of
two. Additionally, the high power denSity on material surfaces can lead
to a considerable impurity influx.

At JET a number of diagnostics 'are applied to measure these quantities
[1], Three different. spectroscopic methods are employed to derive
profiles of the deuterium densrty and ion temperature of the bulk plasma.
A further independent technique of obtaining the deuteron density relies
on measurements of neutron emission.

CXRS with light impurities
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Densities of the main light impurities, namely helium, beryllium, carbon
and oxygen, are obtained from absolutely-calibrated charge-exchange
recombination spectroscopy (CXRS), using the neutral-partic heating
beams as probes. A fan of fifteen nearly—horizontal viewing lines
intersects the beams at different radial positions
Simultaneously-recorded optical spectra give radial profiles of ion
temperature, impurity concentration and plasma rotation at a temporal
resolution of the order of 50 msec [2]. Additionally, the concentrations
of up to two further impurities can be monitored with a temporal
reSolution of 8 to 10 msec at the plasma centre [3]. The deuterium
density can then be calculated from the electron density profile,
assuming charge neutrality.

Zfiff profiles from Abel inverted visible bremsstrahlung
Measurement of visible bremsstrahlung is routinely used at JET to obtain
the line-averaged effective plasma charge, Zeff. Abel inversion of
measurements along 14 lines-of-sight are used to derive the Zeff profile.
For this method one has to make assumptions about the plasma geometry and
the symmetry of the Zeff profile. It turns out, that the result depends
sensitively on the electron density profile used for the inversion. The
example shown below illustrates the transition from a peaked to a hollow
Zm profile during increased impurity influx due to intense additional
heating.

line averaged Zeff Z Zefiiragial profile
——F of‘Zefl
# 20089 ,4 hol|ow profile 3-0 # 20089

2.5 /
//-_

_/"/ \\ t = 48 sec

t=455ec/\ ‘
I A I I L" I \/

1'0 42 44 46 48 50 52 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4.0
time (sec) radius (m)

Charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) with deuterium
CXR light emitted by deuterons rather than by impurity ions can be used
directly. In the past, it proved difficult to distinguish the signal from
CX reactions in the bulk plasma from that emerging from the plasma edge
due to resonant charge exchange with thermal deuterium atoms. These
problems, which have prevented the use of deuterium spectral emissions
for density measurements so far, are now being tackled. The use of
passive viewing lines and of beam modulation techniques allows us to
monitor the background radiation during neutral beam injection. The
energy dependence of the CX cross sections has to be taken into account
carefully. The atomic data base at JET has recently been updated and
extended to meet this requirements. The figure below shows the
CXR-emission cross sections for 80keV deuterium neutral beams and a

2.0 ‘

/
1‘5 » peaked profile
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1351113 target With Zeff =. 2.5 and [10 = 3"‘1019 In"3 as a function of the
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Active Balmer-alpha spectroscopy (ABAS)

A third, very powerful technique, active Balmer-alpha spectroscopy
(ABAS), uses light from the CX reaction with plasma deuterons together
with the relaxation radiation from excited fast deuterium atoms in the
neutral heating beams [4,5]. The local neutral-particle density can be
measured directly and can be used to calculate the plasma deuteron
density from the CX line intensity. In this way one does not have to rely
on the electron density from the beam emission as an external input
parameter. The line ratio of CX to beam radiation and the species mix of
light impurities as measured by CXRS enables the determination of a local
Zeff value, without recourse to Abel inversion or absolute calibration.
Combining the species mix of light impurities and radial Zefi profile
information gives the deuterium dilution profile.

Two examples of Active-Balmer-Alpha Spectra in the case of low and high Z E”
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Energy resolved neutron diagnostics
Neutron spectra measured with a time-of—flight spectrometer during
neutral beam injection are analyzed to determine the fractional neutron
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yields from the thermonuclear, beam-thermal and beam—beam reactions. F0,
cases in which the thermonuclear fraction is substantial it is possible
to determine its value with sufficient accmacy for further analysis. The
neutron emission strength and energy spectrum have been used to deduce
the deuterium to electron density ratio flD/fle at the plasma centre. The
temporal resolution depends on the absolute neutron flux and is for most
JET pulses of the order of one second.
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Summary and error assessment
A number of diagnostic techniques which allow the measurement of deuteron
density profiles are available at JET. Plasma dilution measurements with
CXRS are performed routinely. The error arising from uncertainties in the
instrument calibration and from photon statistics depends on the actual
plasma purity. It is estimated to be less than 30% at a plasma dilution
IlD/Ile > 50%. The uncertainty decreases for cleaner plasmas. Methods which
are independent of calibration (ABAS) have been developed and tested.
Independently-measured dilution factors from Abel inverted visible
bremsstrahlung and neutron diagnostics provide the means for extensive
consistency checks and are generally in fair agreement. Error estimates
depend on the plasma conditions in such a way as to make a ’standard’
error meaningless.
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FIRST MEASUREMENTS 0F ELECTRON DENSITY PROFILES ON JET WITH
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INTRODUCTION___.________
Microwave reflectometry offers the possibility of continuous

localized measurements of the electron density with both good spatial and
temporal resolutions. Recent applications of the technique to moderate
size tokamaks have been successsful [e.g.l,2] but the technique
employed.i-e- broad band sweep, is difficult to apply to larger machines
because of the need to locate the sources and detectors remote from the
torus: complicated waveguide systems in oversized guide are required and
mode conversion can lead to spurious signals when the frequency is swept
over a broad range. To overcome this problem we have developed a novel
technique, multichannel narrow band sweep, and applied it to JET and in
this paper we present "the first profile measurements. An advantage of
this approach is that, by keeping the the probing frequencies constant,
the same instrument can be used to measure fast density transients. and
data obtained in this way are also presented.

The JET multichannel reflectometer [3.14] probes the plasma with
radiation in the ordinary mode along the mid-plane with frequencies in the
range 18 - 80 GHz, which corresponds to a critical density range of 0.1; —
8x10 m' . When used in the swept mode a new data correction procedure
enables profiles to be determined with a time resolution of ‘ 5 ms. In
the fixed frequency mode, the system is sufficiently sensitive to monitor
changes of 5 1mm in the position of the critical density layers with a
temporal resolution of " 1 ms.

TECHNIQUE FOR PROFILE DETERMINATION

Fig.1 shows schematically the parameters of interest in a measurement
of the profile by the reflectometer. The two parameters determined
experimentally are 1:" and IX, the group delay differences between the arms

of the reflectometer for reflections from the inner wall and the plasma
respectively. For a given channel, the group delay into the plasma. 1: ,

P
from an arbitrarily placed reference plane is given by:

1’ - 1: + 1: - 'r
p 3: ref u

where r - 2(R — R )/C
re! re wt

The value of r for each channel is derived from the simple
X

expression:
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where E3 is the beat frequency at the detector and f. is the rate ”

change of source frequency. Values for r" are found using the same

relationship.
Simulation studies [5] have shown that the values of Tp are requireq

to an accuracy of a 0.1 ns to produce profiles accurate to m 1 cm after
inversion. To achieve accuracies of this order it is necessary to Carry
out a rigorous analysis of the phase detector signals which are used to
monitor the phase excursions when the source frequencies are swept up and
down. An example of phase detector signals for four channels of the
system are shown in Fig.2 Note that the fixed frequency signals ev01Ve
and even change direction over the period of the measurements. An
accurate value for fB is found from the phase detector data in the
following way. The fixed frequency data, on either side of a swept
frequency period, are used in a non-linear fitting procedure (cubic
spline) to produce, by interpolation, an accurate 'baseline’ over the
duration of the sweeps. Thia ’baseline' is then used to correct the swept
frequency data. A further correction is applied to account for the
non-linear voltage/frequency characteristics of the Gunn oscillator
sources. Linear regression is then applied to the corrected signals to
obtain f3. It is worth noting that this procedure makes use of all the
data recorded when the source frequencies are swept. The r values are

P
finally inverted to generate a density profile referenced to the inner
wall.

The reflectometer profile shown in Fig.3(a) was obtained in this way
for an ohmically heated plasma and is seen to be in good agreement with
the profile obtained with the FIR interferometer on JET (dashed line). It
should be noted that the radial location of the reflectometer profile is
fixed by internal calibration and is completely independent of the
interferometer profile. The lower section of a profile obtained under
H-mode conditions is shown in Fig.3b. It is clear that the gradient at
the edge of the plasma can be very steep: a vertical profile is within the
measurement ungfrtfiinties. The minimum gradient through the reflectometer
data is a 4x10 m

PROFILE EVOLUTION AND DENSITY TRANSIENTS

By keeping the source frequencies fixed, it is possible to use the
phase detectors to monitor the evolution of the density profile, starting
from a reference profile obtained. say, from the FIR interferometer.
Fig.4 shows some density contours, for each probing frequency, produced in
this way. -In this case the reference profile was taken at the time of
12.4 s and the variations in the profile were computed, both backwards and
forwards in time. The profile derived in this way can then be compared at
any time with that available from the FIR interferometer. Checks of this
type show that over the time interval of Fig.4 the radial discrepancies
between the two profiles are always < 5 cm. During the period when the RF
power was applied to the plasma (Fig.4), large sawteeth are clearly
visible. Detailed analysis of these density pulses has enabled values for
the particle diffusion coefficient to be determined and these are used in
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combined studies of localized particle and thermal trensport[6]‘.
CONCLUSIONS

A multichannel reflectometer has been implemented on JET and emplDYsa novel narrow band sweep technique to obtain the density profile.
Measured profiles are generally in good agreement with those obtained
with the FIR interferometer. The profile information obtained under H-310“
conditions confirms the existence of a very steep edge gradient (>4x102°
m' J. With the probing frequencies held constant, measurements of rapid
density perturbations can be made and, utilizing a transport code Which
simulates these measurements, the particle diffusion coefficient can be
determined.
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Introduction

The internal magnetic fields in tokamak plasmas are of paramount importance
in determining the plasma confinement and stability. There are, however, few
techniques available for making spatially resolved'measurements of these fields. In
this paper we describe a new method for determining the total magnetic field in the
plasma. Combined with data from other diagnostics it is possible, under some
circumstances, to derive the spatial distribution of the paramagnetic component of

the internal field.

The method combines measurements from two independent electron
temperature diagnostics: Electron Cyclotron Emission (ECE) which gives
temperature as a function of cyclotron frequency, and time-of-fiight Light
Detection And Ranging (LIDAR) Thomson scattering which measures temperature
as a function of major radius directly. ECE frequencies are identified with the
spatial locations which the LIDAR shows to have the same electron temperature.
Conversion of the cyclotron frequency scale to magnetic field then gives the total
field profile.

Description of the Method

In detail, the procedure is as follows. The ECE and LlDAR temperatures are
normalised to eliminate spurious effects due to any small difference in absolute
level. The low frequency side of the ECE spectrum (Figure 1a) and the low field
side (ie outer half) of the LIDAR electron temperature profile (Figure lb) are
selected. For peaked profiles, these curves are monotonic, ensuring a one-to-one
correspondence between equi-temperature points on the two curves. Linking these
equi-temperature points (Figure 10) gives cyclotron frequency (or equivalently, the
total magnetic field) as a function of major radius (Figure 1d).

g (g) g (b) g (c) g (a)
t3 i3 E A ,2 E A
5 8 S g E
E E 73 13 E
E / fi fi 5 15 iii ,2 B

/i
Frequency Major Radius Frequency Major Radius Major Radius

Figure l (a)Select low frequency side of ECE spectrum (b)Se1ect outer half of LIDAR Te profile
(c)L1nk equi-temperature points (d) Deduce total field as a function of major radius.
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In this work the ECE spectrum is measured by an absolutely calibrated
rapid-scan Michelson interferometer {1}. It has a spectral resolution of lOQH’
(zlScm spatial resolution), time resolution of 15 ms and relative system-nanc
uncertainty of the measured spectral shape of i 5%. The LlDAR diagnostic {2
uses 180" Thomson backseattering to measure the electron temperature profile as
a function of radial position. it has a spatial resolution of SlOcm and the error;
are dominantly statistical, at typically i 7%.

Numerical Simulation

To determine how the main sources of error and the measurement limits affeq
the accuracy of the field determination, an error analysis has been performed by
applying the method to simulated ECE and LIDAR data. ldealizcd ECE Spectra
and idealized LIDAR profiles were perturbed in various ways, representative of the
known measurement limitations and uncertainties. The method was then applied
to various combinations of the idealized and perturbed data. By examining the
effects of the ECE and LIDAR errors separately, and in combination, the relativC
importance of the different measurement uncertainties and limitations was
determined.

Uncertainties in the relative calibration of the ECE system were modelled by
applying to the ideal spectrum a sinusoidal perturbation of amplitude i5%,
random phase and periodicity similar to that of the estimated calibration errors
The statistical errors in the LIDAR measurements were modelled by multiplying
the ideal profile points by random numbers with a suitable Poisson distribution,
When field profiles were calculated from these perturbed data and compared with
those calculated from‘ the ideal spectra and profiles, it was found that the
magnitude of the errors were strongly dependent on the temperature profile shape
and that peaked profiles give the most accurate field determination.

The dashed lines in Figure 2 show the relative error in the deduced total field
for four different sets of combined simulated ECE and LIDAR errors. The input
temperature profile was similar in shape to measured peaked profiles. The envelope
curves (solid lines) are calculated by applying a Taylor expansion to an analytic
model of the method. This shows that the field error (63) resulting from a
temperature error (6T) in one of the measurements can be approximated as:

~63 ar 1 023 6T2 2
~6R 5R 2

The envelope curves give a good indication of the maximum of the error curves and
enable the errors to be estimated simply. Figure 2 shows that the magnitude of the
total field can be determined to :30/0 across most of the minor radius.

It was found that for typical temperature profile shapes, improving the
spectral resolution of the Michelson interferometers by up to 30% changed the field
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than 1% while an improvement of the spatial resolution of the55 less
rofile by 1e z40% changed the temperature profiles negligibly.LIDAR system of

Experimental Results and Analysis

The internal fields of JET plasmas during strong additional heating have been
termined and compared with those calculated by the JET magnetic equilibrium

‘2n {3}_ Figure 3 is an example of the results. It shows consistency within the
experimental uncertainties shown on the figure.

The poloidal field is known from independent measurements with a
{apinfrared polarimeter and so it is pOSSible to estimate the. paramagnetic field in
this case. The known vacuum field_and the measured polmdal field are removed
from the measured total field. Figure 4 compares the paramagnetic field so
obtained with that calculated by the magnetic equtlibriuml code. Since the

aramagnetic and poloidalfields are about an order of magnitude less than the
total field, the uncertainty in the deduced paramagnetic field is dominated by the
uncertainties in the ECE/LIDAR method: the uncertainties in the poloidal field
measurement are not significant. The uncertainty in the deduced paramagnetic field
is large, (z30%), and the two curves agree to within this limit.

Figure 5 displays the total field at a later time during the same plasma pulse,
while Figure 6 shows the corresponding paramagnetic field, which is larger than in
Figure 4 because the plasma current is higher.

Conclusions

A method has been developed to determine the total magnetic field in JET,
using two independent electron temperature diagnostics which is accurate to
typically 3% to 8% across most of the plasma profile. By introducing the poloidal
field measured by the JET polarimeter it is possible to estimate the paramagnetic
field to an accuracy of typically 30% to 80%. The results generally agree with the
fields calculated by the JET magnetic equilibrium code.

The authors would like to thank Dr. J O’Rourke for making available the
polarimetry data used in this work.
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1, INTRODUCTION _ . '
For establishment of a steady state tokamak reactor, techmques of nonmductIVe current

drive should be obtained. The current profile measurement is of great importance in order to
control the current profile in the steady state tokamak reactor. As the current profile can not be
djmcuy measured, a variety of methods measurrng the polordal magnetic field have been used to
eStimatC the current profile. The Faraday rotation measurement using a FIR laser gives the
average of the density times the component of the field along the sight-line[1]. In medium
tokamaks, the Zeeman polarlmeter using a Li beam has been used for the directly measurement
0f the local poloidal field[2]. However, because the Li beam attenuates severely in large
tokamaks, the diagnostics is in need of a high energy Li beam such as MeV range which is
difficult to obtain. Therefore, a current profile measurement system using a He beam has been
constructed for the diagnosis in the discharges with lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) on IT—
50[3]. Purposes of this paper are descriptions of the system and its application to the current
profile measurement in LHCD discharges on JT-60.
2. EXPERIMENTRAL SETUP

Figure 1 shows the outline of the current distribution measurement system consisted of a
neutral He beam injector and 4 spatial channel detection system. The beam intensity is
equivalent to 0.6A and the maximum energy is 200keV[4]. The neutral beam is also used to
measure ion temperatures by Ratherford scattering[5]. The neutral beam is generated from
positive ion beam by charge—exchange reaction in a gas cell. The neutral beam contains about
30% metastable (253$) atoms which are ionized in the peripheral region of plasma. The
component was estimated by a beam attenuation measurement using a Faraday cup and a
spectroscopic measurement. Four beam pulses with the durations of 100ms can be injected
during lsec in a discharge. The neutral He beam attenuates to about 1/2 at the electron density
of 3x1019m-3 and Zeff of 2.5 in the JT-60 plasma.

The spectral line of He beam atoms following collisional excitation with electrons is split

into three components by normal Zeeman effect. The line with AM=O transition (rt-component)

is polarized to the magnetic field. The local pitch angle B=tan'1(Bp/BT) of the magnetic field

lines can be determined by measuring the polarization angle of the tt-component[2].
Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of viewing optics layout. The collected light is

converted into a parallel beam by a condensing lens. In order to increase the sensitivity of the
angle measurement, the polarization direction is rotated 45 degrees by a N2 plate. A Wollaston
prism with its axis parallel to the toroidal field separates the incident light into two beams whose
polarization directions are perpendicular each other. After converting both beams into circularly
polarized lights with a N4 plate, the image is rotated by a prism so that the two beams enter the
Slit of a Littrow type spectrometer. The wavelength band of the spectrometer is 0.1A, because
the wavelength separation of the Zeeman components is about 0.3K The accuracy of the
wavelength of the spectrometer is checked remotely using an Ar laser.

The intensity of light emitted from the He beam is estimated to be 1016 photons m‘3
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sec‘l. Accordingly, considering the solid angle, the intensity of light coming to the System

becomes 106 sec’l. The transmittance of each optical component is higher than 0.96 except the
Wollaston prism and the spectrometer whose transmittances are 0.6 and 0.4, respectivcl
Therefore, the total light throughput is estimated to be 0.2. As a result, the intensity of the light
coming into the detector becomes about 5x104sec'1. In order to recover the difficulty of the
low intensity, we have developed a high efficiency avalanche photo diode detector Whose
detection efficiency is 30-32% at the wavelength of 5015A. As a result, the count rate is
estimated to be several times 103seC'1.

The Spatial distribution of the poloidal magnetic field is measured at four points as Shown

in Fig.1. The sight lines intersect the He beam at angles of 50-70 degrees. The pitch anglee

relates to the measured polarization angle (GM) as tan9M=cosytanB, where y is the angle
between the normal line to the magnetic surface and the sight line as shown in Fig.3. Fm
estimation of the current profile, MHD equilibrium should be calculated from the polarization
angle and the external magnetic data
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The measurement system was applied to estimate the current profile in LHCD discharges
with ZMW LHCD applied from a new multi-juction launcher. In the experiment, the current
drive product became up to 12x1019 MA m'z. And H-mode was also realized in the limiter
discharges with low threshold power (1.2MW)[4].

Before the application to LHCD experiment, the dependences of the polarization angle on
the surface safety factor qs were investigated in order to confirm the performance of the
measurement system. The Zeeman pattern was distorted by Stark effect in the electric field
originating from the product of He beam velocity and magnetic field. The observed Zeeman
spectrum and the calculated spectrum considering the Stark effect are shown in Fig.4.

Therefore, we observed the blue wing of the n-component which was not influenced by the c—
components. The line intensity was obtained subtracting noise signal due to the bremsstrahlung
from the raw signal. The observed count rate is the order of 104cps, and the ratio of the signal
to noise was 2-3. The polarization angle was determined from the ratio of the intensities of the
separate light beams. The accuracy for determination of the poloidal angle depends on the
statistical error coming from the count rate. And the accuracy also depends on the installation
accuracy of each Wollaston prism. In qs scanning experiments, the measurement of the
polarization angle suggested that the lower qs operation formed the broader current distribution.
However, the absolute current profile could not be deduced because of the difference between
the directions of the polarization axes of the channels. Therefore, a relative change of the
current distribution was estimated in the LHCD experiment. Figure 5 shows the comparison of
polarization angle between L-mode and H—mode phase in the LHCD discharges; Ip=1MA,

BT=4.5T, fié=3x1019m'3, PLHZIJMW, and the LH frequencies were 1.74 and 2.23 GHz.

The H-mode continued during several seconds, and the polarization angles were measured at 2
see after the H transition. Channel numbers of 1-4 correspond to the spatial points of 16.5,
35.0, 57.5 and 76.0 cm from the plasma center, respectively. The angle did not indicate
absolute one, because the axes of the Wollaston prisms were not calibrated to the toroidal field
direction. However, the change of the signal of each channel indicates a change of the poloidal
magnetic field. It is inferred from the figure that the poloidal field becomes larger in the outer
region and a broader current distribution is realized in the H-mode. The detailed investigation of
the current distribution needs an elaborate calibration of the polarization axis of the Wollaston
prism.
4. SUMMARY

The measurement system of the poloidal magnetic field using He beam was newly
developed. It was realized by adopting a high—transmittance spectrometer. And the avalanche
photo diode with the detection efficiency of 0.3 was also developed. As a result, the
measurement of the poloidal magnetic distribution in the large tokamak such as JT—60 become
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ssible- Applying to the measurement of LHCD experiment, it suggested that the current

ggnsity distribution became broader 1n the H:mode. However, because the offset angels were
not known at present time, elaborate calibration must be performed to obtain a more detailed
information of current profile.
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TOKAMAK BY A FLUORESCENT DETECTOR

B. Zurro and TH Team
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Excellent detectors have been developed or borrowed from other fields for radiation

diagnostic in tokamaks. Most Of these systems involve tens of channels to provide an almost

continuous in time and discrete in space, mapping of the plasma radiation in defined spectral

ranges. All of them involve sophiSticated electronics and data acquisition hardware which are

not justified for small plasma experiments, but where similar information must be gathered for

machine operation and plasma experiment documentation.

In this paper we describe a detector capable of obtaining global radiation profiles in a hot

plasma every 0.5 ms. by spatially scanning the fluorescence of a phosphor. The phosphor

chosen, sodium salicylate (55) when unfiltered responds to a very broad spectral range (x-rays

- 3500 A), which is the relevant region for radiation losses in many hot plasmas. Thus it is a

gQOd alternative for bolornetry and moderate size experiments and for studying impurity

problems so long as high spectral and time resolution are not required.

A simplified schematic diagram of the detector is shown in Fig. 1. The global plasma

radiation passing through a diaphragm shines into a quanz window where a uniform layer

of 35 has been deposited. Its fluorescent band emission, which peaks around 420 nm, is

scanned by means of a galvanometric mirror (Ml) which focuses the light onto a quartz fiber

bundle (3x5 mmz) by means of a quartz lens working with a magnification of l. The light is

guided to a filtered photomultiplier. The spatial resolution in the plasma equatorial plane is

around 2.5 cm, which could been improved by deconvolving the profile with a function taken

into account the finite size of the fibre bundle.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the ss detector. Fig. 2. Spectrum of 55 fluorescent light. curve a),

The system is installed at a top flange. excited by cleaning discharges of spectrum b).

The behaviour of 53 as a phosphor converter of x-ray and UV radiation into light has been
extensively studied and a good review is given in (1). The quantum yield is approximately

constant up to 80 eV (155 A), whereas in the x~ray region (above 12 keV) the energy yield is

constant. In the intermediate region is not constant but is well known. The absolute quantum

yield depends on, in addition to wavelength, the layer thickness and age. For our application

the layer thickness was chosen of around 6 mycmz, in order to not have stray light problems

due to the strong plasma light, and to reduce the influence of a non uniform deposition on the

detector spatial response.

The stray light rejection capability of the detector has been assessed by measuring the
fluorescent spectrum of ss excited by periodic tokamak cleaning discharges. This spectrum,
curve a), is shown along with the discharge spectrum, curve b), in Fig. 2. Since the most

prominent plasma line lying within the ss fluorescent band is the Hi3 (4861 A), as is evident

in b), and this is not visible in the 53 fluorescent spectrum we can conclude that the system has

good stray light rejection capabilities.
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The absolute calibration of the detector has been performed by an in situ procedure and the

deduced dB[

The procedure. explained in more detail in (2), is based in comparing the response

ector sensitivity is in excellent agreement with that deduced from basic detector

parameters-

of (his detector to a tokamak discharge with that of an absolutely calibrated pyroelectric

detector, by assuming poloidal and toroidal symmetry in the total radiated power. The

senSiIiVit)’ of the detector so obtained is of 2.7 V/mW, which must be corrected by the

observation geometry to get the total radiated power. Since the most important uncertainty in

absolute bolometry in tokamaks stems from the existence of radiation asymmetries, the

calibration method is good enough for practical applications.

Results obtained with this detector using ohmically heated discharges of the TH tokamak

are presented. This toroidal device (R0 = 30 cm; a: 10 cm) was operated with a plasma

current around 40 kA and a toroidal field ranging from 0.8 to 1.5 T. The detector can be

operated in two modes: when the scanning mirror is at rest. the detector is sensitive to the

central line integrated plasma radiation along a vertical chord; turning on the oscillating mirror

we can get line integrated radiation profiles. In Fig. 3, the 55 detector signal, when the

scanning mirror is at rest, is shown along with the trace of a central pyroelectric detector

which is sensitive to the whole plasma radiation spectral range (from x-rays to infrared) and

the Ha monitor; whereas in Fig. 3a we do not use any type of filter in front of the ss layer, in

Fig. 3b a hard UV filter was used. One observes the good agreement between the two

radiation detectors, 55 and pyroelectric, when the former is unfiltered. The 53 detector exhibits

some fine structure which is not due to noise but reflects rapid plasma fluctuations. The ss

detector tends to underestimate the total radiated power when the visible light is important, like

at the beginning of some discharges, but it responds better than the pyroelectric to hard x-rays

which are significantly produced in very low density discharges. In fig. 4a, the trace of the

modulated detector signal, showing the space—time evolution of plasma radiation, is depicted

along with the plasma current, pyroelectrlc detector and Ha traces in a typical TJ—I tokamak

discharge. In Fig. 4b, an expanded view of a particular radiation profile obtained with the

detector, in the scanning mode. is shown. This profile exhibit small wings at the plasma edge

and a slight hollowness at the plasma centre. Peaked. skewed and hollowed radiation profiles
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have been observed, with this detector, in the TJ-l tokamak which correlate with the global

behaviour of the discharge. Typical radiation profiles on varying the plasma density and

toroidal field will be shown, as well as the observation of deeps in the profiles, SUPPOSedly

due to the presence of magnetic island in the plasma. _—u

5' fij liNUWNi.

LL. .. LL l
l

A 55 unscrewFlLYERfiJ
55 GETE'ITUR

* uNFlLTERED
Z Z> _

‘ 3 L 3mo _
° "“0 a [touwtlntv

Fig. 3 Typical continuous signature of ss detector Fig. 4. a) Typical time evolution of radiation

4M
:0: mm

along with Ha and central pyroelectric traces. profiles in TM ohmically heated discharge; 1:)

Expanded view of a particular profile.

In conclusion, a simple detector capable of presenting in real time the line integrated plasma

radiation profiles has been developed. A reasonable method for absolute calibration has been

work out. It seems a reasonable alternative to standard bolometers as long as the plasma visible

emission is not a significant part of the total radiated power.
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Neutron rate

the deuteron 0 . . ' . _ _ . ' .

ohmic heating or H -miection, Since the velocity diéstribution function of the

plasma deuterons is Maxwellian. However, during D ’aeCtl'l the distribution

function is highly non-Maxwellian and thus needs to be calculated explicitly to

perform a temperature or density determination. A parameter study for neutron

rate calculations during deuterium injection, using a classical relaxation-time

ansatz or a simplified Fokker-Planck model to evaluate the distribution function

of the injected particles, shows good agreement of the results obtained from

both models for temperatures below 4 keV As an example for application,

calculated ion temperatures are presented for an ASDEX discharge.

measurements are often used to determine the ion temperature or

density in tokamak fusion plasmas. This can be done easily during

RELAXATION-TIME MODEL
ft,
Assuming classical energy relaxation for the injected particle:

dW W'.4 = _ —— / /
dt Iw

1

where \V is the particle energy and I“, the classical relaxation time as given by

Trubnikov. the stationary energy distribution function of the fast particles is:

_ ' I“!
Fb(W) — S W . /2/

Here, S is the number of local injected particles per second. Now. the local

neutron rate in a plasma containing ion species of type (i) and (j), e.g. deuterons

or deutei'ons and tritons. is given by:

mi 11)

1+5”

. . . 3 3 .
Q J‘JGHV_VI)1V—Vl fi(v)fj(v)dvdv /3/

where ni and nj are the densities of the interacting particles. 6 is the fusion
cross section and fi(v) and fj(v') are the normalised distribution functions. From
this. the local beam—target neutron rate QBT follows as:

(D

QBT = nD s frbww (5013T dW. /4/
0

Here. nD represents the deuterium density of the bulk plasma and <6V>BT the
fusion reactivity of a target—plasma with the temperature RT and a particle with

the energy W'.
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FOKKER-PLANCK MODEL

The pitch angle averaged distribution function F(v) is calculated using a Stead
state solution of the Fokker-Planck equation: y~

l

6F
-E-C(F)+S-L-O /5/

Where C(F) is the collision operator (see for instance Stix [1]), S is the 301m:
of injected particles represented by a delta function at the injection velocity an
L is a particle loss term which is needed to calculate the low energy part of ihn
distribution function. From the above given equation, Anderson [2] obtained a;
analytical expression for a first order differential equation for F(v) which Can be
solved quickly with numerical methods. The particular solution of this equation is
just the distribution function Fb(v) for the injected particles, while the homo_
geneous solution Ft(") represents the one of the bulk plasma particles.

10‘2 Usually, a linearised collision Operatoy
is used in which the diffusion C0effi.
cients are calculated with the classical
Rosenbluth potentials. To estimate the
error on neutron rate calculations due
to linearisation, a self—consistent solu.
tion which takes into account the

l ’ l ' l '

distribution function itself in the

. , .
3 Ti=Te= 2.0keV ll

v
ll
ll

l

r
I

Il
llH

l

l
I
Il
ll
ll
l

H O. a

ll collision potentials was calculated. The
non~linear integro—differential equation
was solved using an iteration technique.
taking the initial distribution as Max»

0 10 ‘ 210 3'0 ' 4O 5O wellian. Fig. 1 shows the calculated
distribution function Fb(E) from the

E [keV] linearised (solid line) model and the
FlG.1: Distribution functions calculated iterated solution (dashed line) foi-
using Rosenbluth potentials (solid) and T,3 = Ti = 2 keV and plasma data as
by iteration (dashed). used for the parameter study below.

The final difference in the calculated
neutron rates was 6%, which justifies the use of the linearised model.

Fb
(E

)
[s

/k
eV

l

|
II

1
1

II

10'5 - .

PARAMETER STUDY

For this study, the plasma data used R Ti :Te: 2.5keV
was as follows: ne = 4-10]3 cm-E.
nD/ne = 0.65. s = 5.961013 cm‘3s",
Einj = 4-0 keV. The plasma ion compo-
sition was: 18.1% H+, 78.45% D+ and
3.£1-5%1‘*i\17+ (average of 12C6+ and 1608+).

,
v
in

..
.

Fb(
E)

[s/
ke

V]
S i

"'i

Fig.2 shows the distribution functions
calculated with the two different mod-
els /2/ and /5/ for Te = T1 = 25 keV. _5 ‘ I I
The relaxation time model does not take 10 O I 10 I 20 ' 30 1 40
energy diffusion into account so that E [k V]
F = 0 if E > Em, while the Fokker- e
Plnanck solution shows a Maxwellian tail FIG. 2: Distribution functions calculated
in this energy range. Because there is with the relaxation-time ansatz (R) and
no loss model at low energies in the the Fokker—Planck model (FPS).
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FIG. 5: Ion temperature versus neutron
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. n—time ansatz, this distribution function is wrongly calculated at low
relax?“o If the ion temperature is just a few keV, the error on the beam-target
energies‘rate is small, because the cross~section, which is several orders of
neutronde Smaller for energies below 10 keV than for energies near the injection

n:laegrgi;utompensates this sufficiently.e .
e 7.52.5 T .

I’"
mil)

_

T u .

7920 mg 5.0 _
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"o 1.5 t: _
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FIG. 3; Neuton rate plotted as a FIG. 4-: Neutron rates for Ti/Te—ratios

Mn of the upper integration limit 1.0 (a), 1.5 (b). 2.0 (c) versus Te. Sohd:

in eq. /4/. relax-time mode], dashed: F.-P. mode].

The energy diffusion affects the neutron rate as shown in fig. 3. Here QBT+QTT
is plotted as a function of the upper integration limit in /4/ for T8 = T1 = 1 keV.

The relaxation time model overestimates the neutron rate for energies lower

than the injection energy, but the final neutron rate is about 6% smaller than the

Fokker-Planck result where energy diffusion is included. This effect becomes
more important With increasing temperatures but since in ASDEX the temperatures

are below 3 keV. the error in neutron rate calculation using the relaxation-time

ansatz can be neglected

6 Fig. 4 shows this in more detail. Here.
the neutron rates for different Ti/Te-

_ ratios (a: 1.0; b: 1.5; c: 2.0) obtained
from the two models are plotted
versus Te. Both electron and ion
temperature have an influence on the
number of particles in the tail. If the

‘ temperature ratio 'l'i/Te is greater than
1.0. the number of particles in the tail

— decreases with increasing electron
temperature because the plasma
becomes less collisional. Thus, in the
plotted temperature range, the calcu—
lated neutron rates based on the

Ti
[ke

V]
(2.)

00 I i ' é Fokker-Planck model are greater than
+ l 5 -3 _, the ones using the relaxation—time

Q11 t 10 cm 8 1 model if the Ti/Te-ratio is 1.0 or 1.5.
but they are smaller above 2.5 keV for

rate for different Tj/Te-ratios. Dashed: the case Ti/Te = 2'0'
F.—P. mode], solid.- reIaX.-ti'me mode].
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Fig. 5 shows the dependence of TI on the neutron rate. The temperature dEter
mination with the two models gives the same results at very low temperatUre‘
but for temperatures occurring in ASDEX discharges, ion temperatures determine:

1I

using the Fokker—Planck model are mostly lower than the ones calculated with
the relaxation—time model.

ION TEMPERATURE DETERMINATION

Neutron interpretation calculations have been carried out for various ASDEX
discharges with deuterium injection. As a representative example, the i0"
temperature for some time points of the discharge ”30953 was calculated L151“
both models, This shot had 1.25 MW Do-injection into deuterium plasma from
0.9-1.9 sec, The central electron density was 5—7- lolacm'B, Zeff varied from 1.4
to 2.0. The measured neutron rate for the time window 0.8-1.8 sec is plotted in
figbi The measured central electron temperature varied between 0.6 and 1.2 keV
and is plotted in fig_ 7. The calculated deuteron temperatures for the time Points
1.0, 1.3 and 1.65 sec are plotted as well in fig. 7. As expected, the Fokker—Planck
solution (FPS) gives due to energy diffusion smaller temperatures than the ‘
relaxation-time model (R), but the calculated temperatures agree well towards
the middle and the end of the discharge ‘

[1] T.I-I. Stix, Nuclear Fusion 15. 737 (1975)

90 2 5 : . I I I ' I ' I
H 2 O 3. ASDEX _:u 5 1M x: 30953 3
3 1-52— W 2
:3 10:— WWW
B 0.5 L ‘3 FIG. 6: Measured neutron rate
S O I I . I . L . I 5 for the ASDEX shot ”30953.
g '88 1.0 1.2 14 1.6

1 [sec]

2.5 _ - I I I . I ' I "1
I ASDEX :

2.0:— Fl 0 ‘ :1 30953 -_

u 1 5i FPS x ''''' a‘ ;
i) ; 3 FIG. 7: Measured central
fi 2 - electron temperature for the

1 T discharge “30953 and the
calculated ion temperatures

075:— _ (R: using the relaxation-time
1.25 MW NBI 2 mode], FPS: using the Fokker-

O l . I . I . I . I ' Planck model).
8 8 1,0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1 8

1 [sec]
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1, Principle
Our concept for absolute calibration at high neutron yields is based on absolute

measurement of the neutron finance (1) at a suitable position and on a Monte

Carlo calculation of the specific fluence 1p, i.e. the ratio between the fluence (I)

and the total neutron production Y in the plasma. These two results immediately

give the absolute yield Y.

Absolute measurement of a neutron fluence requires an absolutely calibrated

detector and unfolding of the response of the detector or an additional Monte

Carlo simulation of its response to the specific fluence tp. At present, we are

using nuclear emulsions and indium activation; though the treatment of emul—

sions is very time-consuming, they enable us to restrict the procedure to an

appropriate interval of the neutron energy spectrum.

2. Numerical treatment

General procedure Monte Carlo calculation of the specific fluence :p = (ii/Y is

started frOm the spectral local neutron birth rate, which is determined by means

of our NR code [1] from the measured plasma data for the discharges used for

calibration. Starting from this plasma neutron source, the VINIA-SDAMC

software [2] is used to generate stochastically neutrons, to follow their

migration and scattering through the full tokamak device. and to determine the

specific neutron fluence arriving in the active detector volume.

Tokamak model The Monte Carlo calculations use a full 3-dimensional model

of the tokamak. The intention in preparing our models is always to distribute all

essential masses as realistically as possible without taking into account all minor

geometrical details except in the vicinity of the detectors. As many details from

there as possible are included in the model in order to make sure that absorption

and scattering near the detector are properly taken into account. The constituents

of the detector device are always absorbing but are usually considered to be

collisionless. In fact, their masses are very small and they contribute little to the

scattered neutron flux, but their absorption is essential in determining the

absolute neutron fluence arriving in the detecting volume.

Output The output files from the VINIA—SDAMC software (PTO files) are

very detailed. They contain the coordinates of each point of neutron emission or

Collision, the coordinates of the corresponding point of detection in the active

Volume of the detector, and the energy and weight of each contribution to the

specific fluence.
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Nuclear emulsion response The response of the nuclear emulsion plates (NE?
to the contributions stored in the PTO files is simulated by the special Monte Ca
software NEPMC [3]. Owing to off-axis incidence of the neutrons - which als
exists to a small degree in collimated measurements — and to the limited 31161-0
resolution of the emulsion the apparent neutron spectrum is broadened in relation
to the incoming specific neutron fluence zp. Thus the integrated neutron fluence in
a certain energy interval is somewhat changed by the emulsion response function.

r10

Indium activation response The treatment of the response of the indium sample
is very simple. From the data in the PTO files just the absorption in the sample
and the total number of activated nuclei “dlnm is calculated.

3. Measurements
We are using nuclear emulsions for spectrally resolved measurements and indm
activation for spectrally integrated measurements. We have done measurements at
a sequence of different positions with stepwise improvement of the ASDEX
model, the software and the evaluation of the results. These positions are located
at ASDEX as follows:
Qosition_1_: horizontal radial measurement in front of the quartz window for the

Thomson scattering system,
position 2: horizontal radial measurement in front of vacuum vessel,
Qasitioni tangential measurement near the quartz window (co-emission),
Qosition i: tangential measurement near the quartz window (counter-emission),
Qosition i measurement near the quartz window,
position 1 measurement inside the vessel.
Positions 1 to 4- were used for collimated emulsion measurements in the energy
range 2.1 to 3.0 MeV, positions 5 and 6 for uncollimated emulsion measurements
in the energy range 2.3 to 3.0 MeV and for indium activation measurements.
For collimated measurements some basic aspects concerning a suitable choice of
position of the collimator and the orientation of its line of sight have to be
considered. First of all. tangential orientation of the collimator does not seem to
be recommendable, because the observed section of the plasma is rather compli~
cated and the results would be very sensitive to the plasma neutron emission
profile. However, our results for position 3 and 4 demonstrate that even such
positions could be used. provided that the neutron plasma source is well known.

In radially orientated measurements, the full cross-section of the plasma neutron
source should be observed in order to make the measurements insensitive to the
details of emission profiles. The ideal position for the collimator would be above
(or below) the tokamak, because in such measurements radial motions of the
plasma would not affect the results. Unfortunately. it is practically impossible on
large tokamaks to obtain such access to the device. Usually. vertical observations
must be restricted to a small part of the plasma cross-section and can thus
become sensitive to the emission profile and plasma position.

The best solution in practice is horizontal radial observation, which, in principle,
is what we are doing at ASDEX. As the plasma position is well measured.
problems due to the radial Shafranov shift of the plasma need not be expected.

Uncollimated emulsion measurements and indium activation measurements should
be made as near the plasma as possible. Positions near the vessel or a port are
usually easily accessible, but our experience shows that such positions cause
trouble in the form of large contributions from collided neutrons scattered in the
vicinity of the detector. For this reason we have now installed at ASDEX the new
measuring position 6, using a tube inside the vessel and a transport system for both
the emulsions and the indium samples.
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Calibration of the detectors

4. lear Emulsion The absolute response of the nuclear emulsion is simply deter-
E’U'GTEY the cross-section of the n-p collision and the total number of protons
min}; emu15ion, which itself is calculated from the quotations of the suplier llford
lift the hydrogen density and the emulsion thickness. Nevertheless, we calibrated
one emulsion at the accelerator of the PTB and got an agreement within 3% with

the data from Ilford.
Indium M11 The calibration of the activation measurements was also done
fipTB. lnfact it is a calibration of the Ge detector used for the Y counting.
ghereby two essential problems arise. Firstly, the counter efficiency depends on

the position of the point of Y emission inside the indium sample. Secondly, the

Sample is not homogenously activated and the situation inside the tokamak vessel
could not be simulated with an accelerator. Therefore we used different orienta-
tions of the sample at the accelerator and a reproducible positioning of the
sample above the counter, but it seems not to be possible to get the efficiency
by this way With an error smaller than 107.. Finally, we will take advantage of our
emulsion measurements done at the same position in ASDEX like the activation

and calibrate the indium measurements by the emulsion.

5. Results for absolute neutron yield
The tables 1 and 2 summerize the results obtained so far for ASDEX. For all of
them the ratio of the neutron yield Y determined by our procedure and the
neutron yield Y Obtained by the counters is between 0.9 and 1.2 with an error
between 20% and 30%. Thus, within the error bars the two results are in good
agreement. We Want to mention here, that this ratio Y/Yc is always the result of
three completely independent procedures: the measurements with the in-situ
calibrated counter array, the measurement of the absolute value of the local

neutron fluence or the corresponding activity, and the Monte Carlo simulation
including the measured plasma data. Thus the good result demonstrates the
quality of all three procedures.

Table 1: Results from nuclear emulsion measurements

Pos. (I) from NEP (p from VINIA Y = (D/cp Y from count. Y/Y
neutr./cm2 cm_2 neutrons neutrons C

1 3.0x105:12% 2.2x10‘8: 27. 1.4x10‘3tlzx 13:40”:s 1.1:28Z
2 2.7x105:12% 7.5x10‘8: 7% 3.6x101311473 3.2x1013:25% 1.1:29x
3 4.0x105111‘Z 6.4.x10“8:12% 6.3x1013:14~% 5.7x1013225z 1.1:30x
4 5.2x105x11z 7.5x10“8: 8% 6.9XI013:16% 5.7x101322sz 1.2:28%
5 6.7x106t11% 6.2x10'7i1zz l.IXIO‘3:16% 1.0x10131202 1,1126%
6 5.8x10‘6: 7% 6.2x1013i15%

Table 2: Results from indium activation measurements

Pos. A/Y from Vinia A/YC from counters Y/Yc
Bq/g neutron Bq/g neutron

5 3.5x10‘14115% 3.9x10_14i20% 1.1 =25z
6 1.6x10'13115‘z 1.4rx10_13t15% 0.9 121%
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In position 6 the neutron fluence is high enough to measum the activity for
single discharges with D-injection and to compare this with the result of the

counter array. By this way we get a direct check of the calibration of the [en

sensitive counter which is the most problematic one in the calibration procedure
For example we got for the ASDEX discharge 31135: .

yield from the counters YcounL = 6.2 >< 1013 r 15% neutrons

count rate per gramm indium CO/m = 0.476 t 4% counts/5g

efficiency of Y counter 15 = 0.055 t 10% counts/s Bq

activity of indium sample per g A0 = 8.65 i 11% Bq/g

specific activity from VINIA a = 1.58 x 10'13 t 10% Bg/g neutron

yield from activity and VINIA Y = 5.5 x 1013 t 15% neutrons
act.

6. Numerical Results
Table 3 gives for illustration the two distances between detector and plasma axis

resp. observation port and the scattered fraction of the specific fluence in the

respective energy interval of the emulsion and the activation measurements as

well as the fraction of specific activity caused by this scattered fluence.

The indium activation integrates over the full neutron energy spectrum, and

therefore over a much larger scattered fraction of the neutron fluence than the

emulsion measurement. But owing to the strong decrease of the activation

crosysection below 2 MeV the relative contribution of the scattered fluence to

the activation is reduced. On the other hand for the uncollimated emulsiOn

measurements in position 5 and 6 the contribution of the scattered fluence is

essentially reduced by the response function of the emulsion.

Table 3:

P05. dplasma dport (Pscatt. (pscatt. ascatt.

NEP In
[cm] [cm]

1 282 174 32". -- --
2 163 99 41% -— --
3 129 48 30% -- --
4 129 4-8 30% —— ‘—
5 110 8 39% 73% 55%
6 4.5 -- 16% 54% 35%
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ABSTRACT: Diagnostics in infrared and far-infrared range for Heliotron E are

described: (a) FIR interferometer for measuring electron density profile and (b) ECE

for electron temperature profile as routine work, and (c) Fraunhofer diffraction method

with a 002 laser for density fluctuation and (d) Thomson scattering with a D20 laser

(A : 385nm) for ion temperature, as new methods.

I. INTRODUCTION
As for diagnostics in infrared and far-infrared range for Heliotron E, (a) Far—Infrared

(FIR) interferometer for measuring electron density profile and (b) 2nd harmonic Electron

Cyclotron Emission (ECE) for electron temperature profile have been routinely used, and

these have been powerful methods for studying plasma properties. These characteristics

are described in chapter 2. In addition to these, new diagnostics in infrared and far—infrared

range for Heliotron E are being developed: (c)Fraunhofer diffraction method with a CO;

laser for measuring density fluctuation and (d)Thomson scattering with a D20 laser for

ion temperature measurement. These are described in chapters 3 and 4, respectively.
Heliotron Ell] confines a toroidal plasma by nested magnetic fields, but it does not need

plasma current for plasma confinement in contrast with tokarnak. It has high rotational
transform ( 0.5 at the center and 2.5 at the edge ) and thus high shear which is favorable
for stability. The major and minor radii are 2.2m and 0.2m (averaged), respectively. A
plasma is initially produced by electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH: 53.2 GHZ,
B = 1.9T), and additionally heated by neutral beam injection (NBI: 30kV max, 4MW
max.).
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II. FIR and ECE
For electron density profile measurement, a 7-Cliord interferometer using a FIR laser

(a 30mW cw methyl alcohol laser with /\ : 119p m)[2] is equipped. The laser beam is Split
into 3 parts, and 3 chords are simultaneously measured. Thus, 7—chord data are Obtained

in similar 3 plasma shots at least by shifting the laser beam, and the density profile is
reconstructed from the chord density. An example of chord density of FIR is Shown in
Fig.1, where 5 hydrogen pellets are injected into a NBI heated plasma. A rapid density

HELIOTRON E rise due to pellet injection is correctly
”42959 a:i.9r

I I I I I I I I I —I counted, asshown in the figure, whilea

in T5“ _ 2mm microwave 1nterferometer failed dne
g 08: (956Hz) to losing fringes. Moreover, from FIR Sig-
E 04: nals, density fluctuation with low fifequency

o (N QkHz) in the time interval from D1 to
D2 indicated in Fig.1 can be observed, and

l
I

G i

an internal disruption which occurs just 31.
ter the timing D2 is revealed. The plasma
is not collapsed completely by the disrup
tion. It should be noted that the central
chord density decreases at the internal dis-
ruption, while the outer-chord density in.

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

creases. This indicates particle flow in the
radial direction or rapid profile change.

0 30 60 90 120 Thus, FIR is useful for measuring density
profile, density fluctuation in low frequency
range, and dynamic particle flow.

For electron temperature profile, 2nd
Fig.1 FIR and ECE signals in harmonic electron cyclotron emission (EOE)

from a plasma in range of 75—110 GHZ is
case of 5 pellets injection. measured by a heterodyne radiometer with

a sweepable local oscillator. An example
of ECE signal is shown in Fig.1. In this case, frequency is fixed at 95 GHz, which corre-
sponds to the location of 1' N (1/2. The rapid temperature decrease due to pellet injection
is clearly observed. In the phase of higher density than about me = 7 X 1019m-3, the ECE
value is not correct because of ECE cutt—ol’l condition, but it can be used as a monitor as
shown in the figure. For instance, the temporal change of the ECE signal in the interval
from D1 to D2 in Fig.1 is interested, comparing with FIR signals.
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FRAUNHOFER DIFFRACTION METHOD FOR DENSITY
FLUCTUATION

For measuring density fluctuation in high frequency range of up to 400kHz, the Fraun—

III.

hofer diffraction methodm with a 50 W cw 002 laser (A = 10.6,um) beam is used. A beam

aist (W0 : 1.9mm), which is adjusted with lens7 is located in the plasma center. The
V . . . .lssentia‘l point is that the mixing s1gnal of the scattered hght due to den51ty fluctuation

e
and the non perturbed incident beam is detected. Thus the only one pair of ports opposite

to each other for one chord obser-
uzsa vation is necessary, which is ad-

L equate for Heliotron E configura-
E» L6 tion. The schematic View of exper—

Hellatron E . _ . .
Imental set-up 15 shown in Fig.2.
The detectors are 16 channels of

m5 ”AL: Laser

i L} _ .Wl:l HnTe photovolatatic type with
_ M2 3370 "7 n a frequency response of 100 MHZ.
_ By detecting the mixed beam pro-

”7/1’ //II III III III/IIII/ // I III/Ill I ll/I/I/ ll file in perpendicular to the laser

beam, the Fraunhofer diffraction
profile in the kl direction ( Ic_1_ is
the wave number, and J. denotes

F132 Experimental SEl'uP for the direction perpendicular to the
magnetic field line) can be obtained.

Fraunhofer diffraction method. one example of a Fraunhofer diffrac.

tion profile is shown in Fig.3.
The points are measured ones, and the
solid lines are fitted theoretical curves
with adjusting [C values for each frequency.
With this system, preliminary results of
density fluctuation are obtained; frequency 0
spectra (0 ~ 400kHz) and wave number
(It; 5, 1.5mm_1) of fluctuation. The pre4
liminary results show that the fluctua-
tions roughly agree with drift wave type.
Their eflect on particle confinement is
also being studied.

Fig.3 Example of Fraunhofer diffraction profile.
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IV. FIR THOMSON SCATTERING FOR ION TEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENT

For new ion temperature measurement, the far-infrared collective Thomson scatteriu

method using a D20 laser(/\ = 385mm) system is being developed. A pulsed singlemodE

CO; laser for pumping the D20 laser is constructed and tested for achieving high Power

with the wavelength (A = 9.26pm) efficient for pumping the D20 laser. From the View.

point of obtaining enough signal to noise ratio, a 200kW output power of the D20 laser

with a pulse duration longer than 1],L5 is required. For that, 002 laser energy of more than

60 I with pulse width longer than 1 p5 is required. The schematic drawing of the Whole

system is shown in Fig.4. The wave form of the pumping 003 laser operated with the

injection locking techniquem is shown in Fig.5a). The energy is achieved more than 801

The D20 laser waveform is shown in Fig.5b). The mode of the D30 laser is at present

multi-mode. This point should be improved by better resonator configuration.

355 ”m Fig.4 Schematic diagram of FIR
,."———-—A\ Thomson scattering system.

TEA co2 , ”I... Illlll H
LASEFI .H‘:-I:i=='=

" I.co 2LASER . l A ‘IEIIIII

_‘ 'MIMIt IEIIIIIIcolor 333 I. rn
”I a) 002 laser (500ns/div)

sea,

son:

\

L" " "’ Lo l “’ ‘ b) D20 laser (500ns/div)
ACKNOWLEDGMENT Fig.5 Wave forms of the lasers.
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NEUTRAL BEAM PROBE DIAGNOSTIC AT TEXTOR

A.A.E- van Blokland, E.P. Barbian, T.W.M. Grimbergen and T. Oyevaar

FOM—Instituut voor Plasmafysica Rijnhuizen, Association Euratom-FOM,

3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands

INTRODUCTION

A neutral beam probe diagnostic for measurements of the ion temperature in a defined

volume element of a hot plasma has been developed for application at the TEXTOR tokamak. In

a first experimental set-up the main components of the diagnostic have been investigated in a

[est—bed at Rijnhuizen. The performance of the ion source and the gas neutralizer, which are the

active part of the beam line, has been tested by a beam parameter diagnostic with computer

tomography analysis. The time—of-flight spectrometer has been tested and calibrated by an

independent beam source.

ELASTIC SCATTERING OF BEAM NEUTRALS

The diagnostic method uses the elastic (Rutherford) scattering of mono—energetic (20—

35 keV) He of H atoms on the plasma ions of a hot plasma. By momentum and energy transfer

at SinglC encounters with the nuclei of the ions, the velocity dism'bution of the scattered particles

becomes broadened and is then a direct measure of the local ion temperature. Scattering of light

neutrals with beam energies Eb >> Ti on plasma ions occurs preferentially in forward direction.

A sin‘4 6 dependence of the differential cross-section for Rutherford scattering [1] determines

also the intensity of scattered particles observed with an observational solid angle of the

analyser.
A scattering angle 9 of about 7° combines the advantage of still an appropriate spatial

resolution (~ 0.2 m) and a time resolution at the 10 ms range [2] and has entered the design for

the application of the diagnostic at TEXTOR [3, 4].
The shape of the velocity distribution of scattered particles observed at angle 9 is caused

in first instance by the randomly moving ions in the chosen scattering volume. In this case the

distribution is nearly gaussian and broadened in respect to the narrow distribution of the

incoming beam probe particle. From the observed half width AEm of the distribution which

depends on the beam energy and the mass ratio 7 = nib/mp of the beam and plasma particles, the

Ti-value can be determined from

AE1,2 = 4 sine W EbTi In 2 [eV]

with Eb and Ti in units [eV].
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The Ti-vaiue is not dependent on the intensity of the probing beam. Due to the Sl‘faight-on
observation, the scattering process is strictly one-dimensional and related to the ion VCIOCity
component situated in the scattering plane rectangular to the beam axis only. This opens the
opportunity observing the ion velocity distribution separately in poloidal or toroidal direction A
non—thermal distribution of the plasma ions appears as a shift of the measured distribution 01.
causes a deviation from a gaussian shape.

THE TEST-BED EXPERIMENT

The beam line to carry the neutral beam
probe through the core of the plasma is positioned
vertically in respect to the torus equatorial plane of
TEXTOR and has been mounted in a preliminary
configuration simulating the TEXTOR
environment. A multipole reflex discharge source
CORDIS produces with a single extraction
aperture of 10 mm diameter an ion beam of 40 mA
at 35 keV. This beam passes a focusing magnet
and the triangular shaped pressure profile of a gas
neutralizer (He, pmax = 5 x 10‘3 mbar) which
produces with a 50% efficiency the neutral beam.
Scraping diaphragms limit the beam to a diameter
of 16 mm and a permanent deflection magnet takes
away the residual ion component.

A scanning beam diagnostic is inserted
above the ion source and again beyond the
neutralizer to measure the intensity and divergence
of the probing beam. A wedge—formed target
rotates at constant angular velocity and cuts
successively in x- and y-direction through the
beam. Secondary electrons are collected by a ring-
shaped auxiliary electrode and the time derivative
of the current is processed by a tomographic
analysis [5] to attain a two—dimensional beam
profile.
By proper setting of the ion source parameters a
narrow beam profile can be attained as shown in
Fig. 2. From the scans with the upper beam
diagnostic a total neutral beam current equivalent
of 10 mA and a l/e—width of 4 mm in either
dimension can be derived.

limiting
diaphragm

2nd beam [-
diagnostic —\ .,

/
ion deflection

magnet

' _ |—l=gas inlet ,_=

-> to pump

focussing
magnet 7'“@421

/,<}—O —> topump
1st beam

diagnostic

ion source

Fig. 1.
Schematic view on the beam line
guiding the neutral probing beam to
the torus.
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CALIBRATION AND EFFICIENCY OF THE ANALYSER

The spectrum of scattered particles can be measured by a time-of—flight analyser (Fig. 3)

for single particle detection and coincidence technique. To cover the expected spectral width Eb
i 25%, a triple magnet preselector has been integrated into the analyser. The impact of low

energy charge-exchange neutrals or plasma radiation can therefore be excluded. An ionizing

carbon foil (1 t0 4 ug/cmz) has been used behind the entrance aperture to produce ions which

are guided through the achromat to hit the likewise thin start foil. There, at the front and at the

rear side, secondary electrons are released, which are guided to well—separated micro channel

plate start detectors. Particles clearly identified by coincidence circuitry follow the flight path to

hit the MCP stopping detector, Flight times of individual particles can be determined within the

processing time of 1 us, which allows to take spectra at a rate of 1 kHz [4].

K/y H j i MCP

9{9Q “W
3 "“11?

preselector Q 5 |
.‘ i 3: " .3: i : ,; 7:2; ,2 :7 7:. , :, E
fl ' i\ . . ion beam

} \ Cfoll
li i H

MCP i flight path .

Fig. 3.
Elements of the time-of—flight analyser.

Performance tests and energy calibration were carried out with an independent ion source
in the extended energy range between 10 and 65 keV. The instrumental width dE/E decreases
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with rising energy values of the
probing beam and is smaller than
0.03 in the working region (Fig. 4).
The main contributions come from
straggling effects inside the foils (A),
the spread of pathlengths of secon-
dary electrons (C), and the varia—

tional width of flight paths of atoms
due to the finite transversal size of
start foil and stop detector (B).

—
>

dE
/E

Fig. 4.
Instrumental width for He—atoms. O 10 20 30 40 50 60 7°
Thickness for the ionization and start
foils: 1.9pg/cm2. —> E (keV)

The triple achromat proved to be very sensin've to the angular variation of trajectories as
expected from numerical calculations. Foil ionization, transmission of the achromat, and time-
of-flight measuring section contribute each with a 10% efficiency to a total of 1 out of 1000
recording probability for 35 keV He atoms, which might be compared with a 1% value for H.
atoms as probing particles.

After the test—bed investigation the diagnostic has been integrated into the TEXTOR

environment and put successfully into operation. '
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1. INTRODUCTION

A diagnostic has been developed on TEXTOR to measure the intensity of
the bremsstrahlung radiation in the visible range, allowing the study of

the temporal behavior of Zee) —- the radial profile of the average ion

charge in the plasma. First results of Zen" profiles for different TEXTOR

plasmas ( ohmic and ICRH, as well as co— and counter NBI-heated plasmas )
are reported.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A block diagram of the experimental
setup is shown in Fig.1. The plasma is

scanned, using an oscillatory mirror light guide table

with a field of View of approximately r
35‘, enabling 907. of the plasma cross
section to be observed. The light emit-
ted by the plasma is collected through a
quartz window. As absolute measurements
are carried out, the transmission of
this window must be kept as constant as
possible. To this end a shutter has been
installed in front of the window to
protect it from sputtering during Condi-
tioning discharges in the tokamak. More—
over. the space between window and shut-
ter can be pumped and vented separately
from the tokamak operation. In this way
the transmission of the window can be
checked at regular time intervals. and

lens

, ——os:il|alury mirror
' ’\\quartz window

shuller
viewing port

vacuum vessel

:1“‘ plasma

if necessary the window can be exchan- ALT”
ged. To eliminate reflections from the vlewingdump
liner, 3 viewing dump was installed
consisting of small graphite tiles cove— FIGURE 1 : EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
ring that part of the liner, which is
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directly seen by the mirror. With an array of optical fibers ( Quartz
Silice, PCS6OOW, core diameter 0.6 mm, length i 30 m ) the light is Car.
ried outside the tokamak hall to a photomultiplier [ Thorn EMI 9658R ), 1n
this way the influence of neutrons and electric or magnetic fields on the
PM is easily avoided. An interference filter with peak transmission at
5230.1 A and a WHM of 21.9 A ( Barr Associates, Inc ) isolates a Spectral
region which is relatively free of line emissions [1]. '

The absolute calibration of the whole system is performed USing a
calibrated tungsten ribbon lamp and precision metallic neutral density
filters ( Melles Griot ) to attenuate the light reaching the detector to
levels which are normally measured during tokamak operation.

The time resolution of the diagnostic is determined by the time nee-
ded to scan the plasma once and is presently 150 ms.

Advantages of this diagnostic are: 1) no relative calibration of
different detectors is needed, 2) a complete profile of the line—
integrated emissivity is recorded, 3) insensitive to perturbations of
magnetic fields, RF or neutrons.

3.ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

The local emissivity of the bremsstrahlung continuum is given by [2] ._

_ 12400—29 2 — —1.50 x10 n°(r) Za”(r) gff e A Te[r) W

3A2 ’Te(r] cm Asr

wheat-e Err is the averaged free-free Gaunt factor, Te(r) in eV. neKr) in
cm_ , and A in A. Provided Ta(l") and ne(r) are known from other measure-
ments, a measurement of C(r) results in a profile of Zerr(r).

For the Gaunt factor grr, several approximations can be found in the
literature [2—5]. Among these different formulae, the formula of Elwert
for g” is the best approximation to the calculations of Karzas et al.[6]
for values of Zerr between 1 and 3, which are usually found in TEXTOR.
Therefore, this approximation of g” has been used in all subsequent cal-
culations. Electron density profiles are obtained from interferometric
measurements and the electron temperature profiles from the ECE diagnos~
tic.

5(r) =

The measured line—integrated emissivities have to be abel inverted in
order to obtain a profile of the local emissivity C(r). There exist seve~
ral procedures to perform an abel inversion. However, in the present case,
the application of these methods is not straightforward. As one of the
principal objectives of TEXTOR is the study of plasma—wall interactions,
various limiters ( ALT II, poloidal-, RF antenna—, bumper- and test limi-
ters ) are present inside the vacuum vessel. Their presence perturbs in
most cases the measured line-integrated emissivity, due to line radiation,
recombination radiation, etc [1] in their immediate vicinity. These per-
turbations of the measured data have to be dealt with in the analysis. An
abel inversion procedure has been used [7], which assumes that the sur-
faces of constant emissivity are circular but not necessarily concentric.
The emissivity profile is developed as a linear combination of orthonormal
polynomials and the line-integration of this expression along different
chords is fitted to the unperturbed part of the measured signal by the
method of adjustment of elements [8]. Implicit in this method is the de-
termination of the error on the inverted profile fir) and thus on the
obtained Zcrr(r) profile, provided the errors on ne(r) and EU) are
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In Fig.2. curve A shows an example of a measured line—integrated
profile; curve B shows the line—integrated emissivity profile,

been fitted to that part of the signal where no perturbations
The examples shown in the next section pertain to discharges

nized wall conditions.

I own.

' emissivj'ty
whiCh has
are seen.
under boro

4.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4 1.0HMIC DISCHARGES.

During the ohmic phase of a discharge, following the establishment of

a stationary density profile, ZuT(r) is usually peaked in its central

art and the shape of this profile remains practically unchanged during

She whole stationary phase of the discharge; the central peaking is more

Pronounced for low density discharges. Figure 3 shows typical Zerr pro—

files for four different values of the line—averaged central electron

density Eco in ohmically heated deuterium plasmas. For one of the curves

we indicate representative error bars. These curves also show the increase

of ZMT with decreasing densities. Good agreement with Zeff values from

soft—X ray measurements has been found for these shots.

4.2.AUXILIARY HEATED DISCHARGES ( ICRH, NBI-CO, MEI-COUNTER )

The analysis of several ICRH heated discharges shows that in general
Zur is slightly increased with respect to the ohmic phase. At the same

time the perturbing radiations from ALT II and the bumper limiter increa—
se. indicating enhanced interaction with the plasma at these
locations [9]. Figure 4 shows the evolution of ZuT(r) during the diffe-
rent phases of a discharge heated with 660 kw ICRH during 0.7 s. The pea—
king of ZuT in the central part of the profile, which is clearly seen
mming the ICRH phase, almost disappears after this phase and the Zen

approaches its pre—ICRH ohmic level.
Preliminary results show also a peaking of the Eat: profile during

most 00- and counter neutral beam heated plasmas, and it seems to be more

monounced as compared Io ICRH heated plasmas. After the N81 phase the

peaking decreases and Zerr returns close to its ohmic value. Figure 5
gives an example of this evolution for a TEXTOR deuterium plasma heated by
hydrogen co-inJection at a power level of 0.9 MW. Figure 6 finally gives
an example of a deuterium plasma heated with 1.60 MW of hydrogen counter—
nUection. The behaviour is more or less the same as for co-injection.
However. one should be careful in drawing general conclusions from these
curves, because the heating power is different for each case. A systematic
study will be undertaken in the near future.
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CTRON DENSITY PROPAGATION ON MAGNETIC SURFACE IN T-1O DURING
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PELLET INJECTION
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P V_Reznichenko, V.Yu_Sergeev, S.N.Ushakov, V.V.Chistijkov*

Kalinin Polytechnical Institute, Leningrad, USSR
* Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, USSR

The main purpose of this paper is to describe poloidal and

toroidal symmetrization of the electron density perturbation

created by the pellet injection.

In the experiment carbon pellets with diameter d.P = 350 pm

and velocity VP = 120 m/s were injected in direction of T-lO

chamber core. Electron density perturbations were measured

using 6~channel rf—interferometer. It was placed (+n/2)

toroidally away from the injection plane in the direction of

the plasma current. The ablation rate of the pellet and

interferometer data were registered with 10 us time resolution.

Interferometer data for shot fl 47015 with Ip : 209 kA, Bt —

2.9 T, a : 32 cm, Eb : 2.1'1013 cm—3 are presented in. Fig.1

(open circles).

We analyzed the evolution of the electron density' outflow

on magnetic surface using the following model.

The source of perturbation was calculated using the

ablation rate N(r). We supposed that the quantity of carbon

atoms evaporated between magnetic surfaces with radii r and

r+dr is equal to Na(r) : N(r)‘dr/VP. The poloidal length of the
electron source was taken equal to ionization length of ablated

62°“ 1 mm [1].
The propagation of electron perturbation along magnetic

atoms 1. : V 'T
I. 0.

field line was described as outflow with fixed ionssonic

velocity Vll : ( 2*I;dd/ m)1/2corresponding to the temperature

of secondary cold plasma Tond‘ The radial density transport

was neglected. We used the following expression for the

longitudinal distribution :
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Nq(t)- Zl(t) |1|
n(1,t):——————-exp —

2» syv” -t VH-t

This form of density perturbation conserves particle number h

the magnetic tube. Here, 1 — the length along magnetic fie”

line from the injection plane; S; — the area of cross—section

of magnetic tube; ZL— ion charge of secondary plasma. In the

model ZL(t) values were sequent increased from ZL : 1 to 6 in

accordance with the condition t > Tim, where T?“ is Imtzfi

ionization time [2] of carbon ions evaluated using electron

density UEUfi and temperature Te(r) profiles.

In the poloidal direction the motion of electrQn

perturbation is determined by a projection of toroidal motion

V8(r) : (V”(r)'r)/(q(r) R) and a poloidal plasma rotat10n

velocity V0(r). We assumed that density perturbation takes Hm

undisturbed value of the poloidal velocity Vo(r) immediately_

It’s clear that due to velocities V8(r), V0(r) originally

rectangular cross-sections of the magnetic tube ( in

calculations) deforms into parallelogram without area changing

8L: dr-2'11_ This deformation of magnetic tube cross—section

was taken into account in calculations of simulated

interferometer signals.

The profile of safety factor q(r) was obtained using the

plasma current value Ip and I;(r) in the assumption that

Spitzer conductivity being low and radially independent of the

effective plasma charge. The shape of plasma poloidal velocity

Vo(r) was approximated by a triangle form with maximum value

Omax at r = aL/2 . This radial profile is similar to a

neoclassical [3] and measured [4,5] profiles of V0(r)_ The

change of value and sign of max were provided in simulations.

Interferometer signal simulation results are presented in

Fig.1 for Thad : 10 eV, VOmox : O (dotted line) and 3'lod/S

(solid line). The sign of mx is opposite to the neoclassical

one. It is necessary to emphasize that for the range of nax=

O - 3'105 cm/s the interferometer experimental data disagree

with calculated ones for both signs of plasma poloidal

g
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tation- On the other hand, the rotation sign isn't valuable
to
for the agreement of experimental and calculated results at

high values Vow:
lgnificant difference between model interferometer signals for

s

> 106 cm/s. As can be seen from Fig.1 a

different VO'nux values is observed for the chord with r = +15

cm- This can be easily understood taking into account tracks of

pellet trajectories for the injection plane and for planes

5ituated (+n/2) and (—3n/2) away from injector. These tracks

are shown in Fig.2. For fast poloidal plasma rotation the

agreement of experimental and simulated interferometer signals

0 be good enough. A variation of Ibo in the range of 5seems t
Ld

' 20 5V weakly Changes the results of simulation for fast

rotation velocity_

Thus the behavior of interferometer signals during carbon

pellet injection in T-lO can be reasonably described as the

outflow 0f the cold secondary plasma with T;dd ~ 5 — 20 eV and

the fast plasma poloidal rotation with Vumax " 106cm/s.
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Fig.1 Time evolution of interferometer data at chords with

radii r = —21, —12, —3, 6, 15, 24 cm.
0 o o 0 experimental data
7 ~ — ~ calculation results for VDmW; 0 cm/s

calculation results for mm: 3'10d cm/s
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Fig.2 The geometry of a poloidal cross section at the

injector plane (a) and the interferometer one

(b). Tracks of the pellet trajectory for the

injection plane ( solid line in Fig.2a) and for

planes situated H/2 ( solid line in Fig.2b)

and —3n/2 ( dashed line in Fig.2b) away in the

toroidal direction from injector are shown.
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MEASUREMENTS OF ION CYCLOTRON EMISSION
AND ICRF-DRIVEN WAVES IN TFTR

G..]. Greene and the TFTR Group

Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey 08543, U.S.A.

Introduction The TFTR RF probe array is a general purpose diagnostic consisting
{seven probes that can be used for detecting or launching waves in the frequency rangeof 1 _ 500 MHz. The system 18 being used to study ion cyclotron harmonic emission

from ohmic and neutral beam—heated discharges With an aim of evaluatirEgRthe utility
of the spectrum as a qion product diagnostic. “faves mated by the I , F heating
ntennas are being investigated in order to determine the nature of the exc1ted fields

ii the edge region and their pOSSible correlation With impurity roduction and heating
Lfliciencv. The RF probes arealso being used as broadband .aunching antennas for
lCRF wave. propagation experiments in the edge region. This paper presents some
initial measurements relating to these topics.

EMArrangement Previous studies of ion cyclotron emission on TFTR
m utilized a small moveable double-loop probe that was located near the outer midplane
of the vessel. That probe has been replaced with seven larger fixed probes (loop area :
12 “112) positioned 10 cm inside the vessel wall. Four probes at toroidal angles (4)) of
0°, 18°, 90°, and 126” (where the Bay M lCRF antenna is located at (15 : 0) comprise
a toroidal array and are located slightly on the high-field side of the vessel center at
poloidal angles (6’) of 6°—9° (where 9 : 0 represents the top of the vessel). At the Bay
M location, two additional probes are located at 0 : 158° and 176°, while the seventh
robe is located at q‘) : 90°, 9 : 17]”. Each probe consists of two orthogonal, balanced

lbops that measure BE), and By; the data presented here utilized only the B,» loops.
Processed RF si nals are transmitted out of the machine area using wideband analo
o tical links andgare directed to spectrum analyzers or fixed-frequency amplitude and
pliase detectors. Broadband wave propagation experiments are performed using an RF
network analyzer that is coupled to a pair of probes via two RF optical links [2).

RF Emission during Beam—Heated Discharges During deuterium neutral beam
(NB) injection into deuterium plasma, a sequence of harmonically—related narrow peaks
in the fre uency spectrum was observed. A s ectrum taken 100 msec after the start of a
30 MW N ulse, using the probe at d) 2 0°, : 6°, is shown in Fig. l; as in the previous
study on Tf‘PTR, the frequencies of the peaks corresponded closely to mac-13,8496, where
«#:9q is the deuteron cyclotron frequency evaluated at the outermost plasma edge
(RP + up). lt should be noted that the probe in the earlier study was located near the
outer midplane, while the probes used for data presented here were located on the top
and bottom of the vessel at a major radius near that of the plasma center. It thus
appears that the source of the emission is spatially localized near the outer midplane
and that the waves propagate poloidally in the region between the plasma and the vessel
wall [a result also found on PDX [3]).

During intense neutral beam heating, a new feature of the emission was observed:
a broadband increase in the spectrum a peared, beginning near the fifth cyclotron
harmonic and extending for «200 MHZ. spectrum taken at a time near the peak of
the neutron flux is shown in Fig. 2 (for the same discharge as in Fig. 1). A waveform
representative of the time evolution of this component of the spectrum was obtained
by averaging the powar over a band of frequencies (200 - 240 MHz) for each sweep of
the analyzer. The result, plotted together with the time evolution of the neutron flux,
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is shown in Fig. 3. The waveforms are similar, with the rise of the RF probe pow
trace delayed by some 100 msec with respect to the neutron signal. The turnover in t}?
neutron flux (arising from a carbon bloom) is mirrored in the RF probe trace, as is the
pedestal durin the latter part of the trace. The lag between the signals is suggestive e
the rise time of a confined fast ion population and it is speculated that this COmPOneo
of the spectrum may be driven by charged fusion products. 111

In contrast, the amplitude of the ion cyclotron harmonic peaks during beam injec
tion did not show a clear relation to the neutron flux. Examination of the tlme evolutio-
of a single harmonic peak revealed that the emission consisted of short bursts (Fig, 4n
Similar bursts of RF emission were found previously by Buchenauer, et al., on PDX [3:
and were correlated with expulsion of fast ions and with fishbone instabilities. ‘

Harmonic Emission duril}LOhl’l]lC Plasmas Previous work on TFTR usin the
outer midplane probe revealed two weak, broad peaks in the emission spectrum ofoimic
plasmas, occurring in the 200-300 MHZ range and separated by a frequency corresp0nd_
ing to MUCH—edge (the proton cyclotron frequency evaluated at the outer plasma edge_
The new probes and signal processing electronics were sufficiently sensitive that all of
the ohmic emission spectrum was above the noise floor. A se uence of five or m0re
evenly spaced peaks was observed throughout the discharge, and1 the frequencies of the
peaks corresponded to (n + 1/2)“)C1'Iifidgci an example of this spectrum in shown in
Fig. 5. The peaks shifted in frequency appropriately during the toroidal field ramp.up
at the beginning of the discharge. Note that. these results differ from observations on
JET [4] where an ICRF antenna was used as a receiver and the frequencies of the PEaks
in the spectrum occurred at TWCD—edge-

Waves Driven by ICRF Heating Antenna During lCRF heating experiments
(D-majority, ll~minority, f :- 47 MHZ, Pnp : 273 MW, Bay M antenna energized
alone, 0-77 antenna element toroidal phasing), waves were detected on all of the RF
probes. The spectra of the received si rials showed no sign of parametric decay or of
subeharmonic components to a level 0 40 db below the pump am litude. ln general,
the wave amplitude was not si nificantly reater on probes locate closer to the heat-I
ing antennas, suggesting that tie observezf waves were in fact propa atin globallv. ln
high-power experiments where the density varied significantly during t 1e RT: pulse, large
amplitude modes were seen on the probe signals with minima and maxima occurring at
different densities for the different. probes (Fig. 6). Small modes were also seen on the
loading resistance (AR/R <20 ‘70), but in general these did not appear to be related
to the probe signal modulation. The largeiscale structure of the modulation was also
uncorrelated with sawteeth (which were frequently suppressed), edge density, Ho, light,
and MHD activity. The mode structure is likely a result of RF wave propa ation and
interference and may represent high-m fast Alfvén modes that can be excite by radial
antenna currents and propagate in the plasma as surface waves [5].

Waves Driven by RF Probes The above observations suggest that propagating
waves exist in the low—density region between the plasma boundary and the vacuum
vessel wall. The nature of the propagation in this region is of importance as it may
govern both the distribution of potentially undesired wave fields from the RF antennas
(e.g., during in—phase antenna strap excitation) as well as the global propagation of
RF emission from poloidally localized sources. An effort has be un to directly examine
the characteristics of these waves by using one RF probe as a. aunching antenna and
detecting pro a ating waves with the ot er probes. In addition, these experiments
allow study 0 tfie vacuum toroidal eigenmodes that have been proposed as a possible
means for tile bakeout in a tokamak I6] An example of the vacuum transmission over
the range of 1—150 MHz, using two B¢ probe loops separated toroidally by 120°, is
shown in Fig. 7. The toroidal cavity is cut off below about 70 MHZ, while above that
frequency the modes quickly take on the form of a continuum (possibly due to mode
broadening from damping by the significant amount of resistive graphite in the vessel).
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.. ”alog race for a_ typical deuterium plasma discharge is shown in Fi . 8. At
111"- file uencles there 15 Significant communication between the two probes. fiowever,
hlgh i (:1 large decrease in the transmitted signal over a band of frequencies for which
there 15m” Cydotron resonance layer is located between the center and outer edge of
h plasmfi- ' 0th transmitting and receiving probes were located at the same major

I. SiUS (close to that of the vessel center), and the apparent asyn'unetric absorption is
ra estiVL’ of the expected difference in absor tion and reflection coefficients for waves
fufgched from the high-field or low-field side 0 a resonance-cutoff layer in an H-minority
dZuterillm plasma [7] Further experiments will use phase detection, multiple probes,
and varving Br“? and the minority concentration inorder to elucidate the nature of the
waves Being excxted and determine the utility of this technique for investigating ICRF
wave pll)’51 C5"
AcknOWlEd ement
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gimme-
]. RF emission spectrum early during 30 MW NB heating pulse, showing harmonically related peaks.
2. RF emission spectrum at time of peak neutron flux, showing rise of broadband componentt
3, Time evolution of averaged broadband RF power (200e240 MHZ) and the neutron flux.
4. Time-resolved amplitude of the sixth harmonic peak (luring shot with 11 MW NB injection.
5, RF emission spectrum during ohmic discharge, Peaks occur at u} : (n + l/lCH—cdge-
6. Time evolution of amplitude of four RF probe signals during 2 MW lCRF heating pulse.
7. Transmission between two probes separated toroidally by 126°, from 1-150 MHZ. in vacuum torus.
8. Transmission as in Fig. 7, but during typical ohmic deuterium plasma discharge.
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ity Fluctuation Measurements from Microwave Scattering on TFTR
Dens

N.L. Bretz, R. Nazikian, and KL. Wong

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton. NJ 08543 USA

Introduction: A spatially scanning microwave scattering system operating in the
[/— . . n -

aordiflafy mode at 60 GHZ IS used to study small scale densrty fluctuations in TFTR
extr
plasmas [1] Heterodyne measurements of density fluctuation in the wave number range
2001714 S kl 3 25cm” are made at various radial and poloidal locations. Power spec-

tra at r/a z 0.3 for linear and saturated ohmic, L-mode, and supershot plasmas have

stong similarities. In all cases the highest fluctuation amplitude occurs at the longest

resolvable scale lengths corresponding to kip. < 0.5. Estimates of the local density fiuc‘

tuation level shows general agreement with the mixing length estimates. 617... is 1/(kLLn).

However, direct comparisons of ohmic and L—mode plasmas with the same, Ip, BT,n5(r),

and Te(7-)/T€(0) indicate that (inc/n5 for strongly heated Lemode plasmas is several times

higher than the ohmic level. In ohmic plasmas no features have been observed propa-

gating in the ion diamagnetic direction; however, plasma rotation is probably shifting all

spectral features substantially toward the electron side.

Density fluctuation Spectra in ohmic and Lemode plasmas in TFTR share most fea-

tures observed on other tokamak plasmas [2,3]. Observations in the central plasma region

for similar supershot plasmas indicate that for kl Z 2cm‘l these fluctuation spectra are

also very similar to L—mode and ohmic spectra. Comparisons have been made with shoti

by‘shot scans of k m It; s kg at z/a m 0.3 with a scattering volume of dimensions (at the

10 dB power level) of (WARZXZAz) z (r52)(150/k)cm3. No quantitative comparisons
are made between It, and k9 because the beam geometry is not flexible enough to do
this at the same location and because the rotationally and diamagnetically shifted parts
of the spectra are used to distinguish scattering from the central region from anomalous
scattering at low frequency. For values of kl less than ‘2cm‘1 the spatial resolution begins
to include the edge region where scattered intensities are approximately ten times higher

than in the plasma interior.

Ohmic: In ohmic plasmas we observe frequency shifts in the electron diamagnetic
direction whose sign is determined by 'v De~ k where c E k'fl",./eBLn and k E km“ , kim
The measured shift is usually larger than that predicted by the linear dispersion relation
for electron drift waves. For example, Fig. 1 shows a typical spectrum for If; 2 4.2cm‘1
in a helium plasma with 1,, = 1.4.MA,BT : 3.8T, and 116(0) = 4.2 x 1019cm‘3 where
tips % 0.5. This plasma is in the confinement saturation regime where TE is independent

Oil-density. The spectrum is dominated by an electron diamagnetic feature at -130 kllz.
The electron drift wave estimate, to E wml — mm : [slope/(1 + kipg), predicts a shift of

only ~20 ltllz. We interpret the difference as bulk plasma rotation in either the (electron
diamagnetic) poloidal direction or the (counter) toroidal direction. The feature near zero
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frequency is probably caused by low level wings in the transmitting and receiving ante
patterns which sample low values of k from a larger plasma volume [4]. This feature
is unaltered when the plasma is rotated with neutral beams whereas the diamagnetic
feature is further shifted (negative for counter or positive for co-injcction). In compariml1
spectra in helium and deuterium plasmas in the linear confinement regime at ”5(0) : 2.5
x 1019cm'3 show no significant features in the ion (positive frequency) direction and no
substantial differences in the spectra themselves. Similarly, higher density helium plasmas
with ne(0) : 6.4 x 1019cm’3 show no feature in the ion direction. Except in the highen
density helium plasma where T; profile measurements cannot be made, charge exchauge
recombination T; profiles give 77; E Lfl/Ln : 1 to 2 in the scattering volume (a = Lni

has been assumed). The anomalous feature at low frequency and the apparent width of
the electron feature make it difficult to identify an ion feature on the negative frequency

side of the line. The expected separation of the electron and ion features is considerably
less than the observed shift or width of the spectra. TFTR scattering data can thus
neither exclude nor confirm the observtions of Brower [4].

If the width of the fluctuation spectrum perpendicular to B is assumed to fall within
the instrumental resolution, Ale” m 0.4c7n‘1, is isotropic in this plane, and is cut off at
A1 : 2cm'1 then (inc/n,3 z 5.0 x 10‘3 when 718(0) : 2.3 x 1019cm_3. and 6718/”5 g
1.6 x 1043 when new) 2 4.2 x lOlgcm’s. In both cases the mixing length estimate
gives (inc/ne z l/(kiLn) : 5.0 x 10—3. These estimates rely on a calculation of the
extraordinary mode single particle cross section [5] and on ray tracing estimates of the
scattering volume and its distortion by refractive effects. The instrumental uncertainty in

the absolute measurement of fine/nc is estimated to be +100%, —50%. The power spectrum
Shown in Fig. 3a reaches its maximum at the lowest resolvable Value for kl m 2cm”.
For kl 2 86m"1 the signal level is below the instrumental sensitivity.

L-mode: A typical wave number spectrum in a deuterium L—rnode plasma with the
same no, IF, and BT as the ohmic case of Fig. 221 but with heating power PB = QMW
is shown in Fig. 2b. The shifted electron feature is due to counter beam rotation and
the spectral broadening is primarily due to radial variations in rotational velocity across
the scattering volume. The kl spectrum is shown in Fig. 3b and has the same general
structure and magnitude as the ohmic spectra at the same density. With the same
symmetry assumptions we estimate (inc/ne % 4.0 x 10‘3. The mixing length estimate
(5.0 x 10‘3) is the same as in the ohmic. helium case. Within the measurement accuracy
the fluctuation amplitudes of the ohmic and L—mode of Figs. 2a and 2b are the same.
More accurate relative measurements are presented below.

_ Slipershot: A k spectrum for a supershot is shown in Fig. 3c. For this Case In =
'1.01l/IA,BT = 4.6T, 115(0) : 3.4 x 101907773. and P3 : 16M l/V. A supershot with a weakly
peaked density profile (i.c., one formed using the full aperture with R/a : 268/093771)
is used to avoid complications arising from bcmu refraction. For this case, the nominally
.
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balanced injection was altered for 100 ms to separate scattering which originates from

the crossover region of the main lobes of the transmitter and receiver antennas from the

a“Ominous feature at low frequency. The fluctuation amplitude is 6m/ne z 3.0 x 10’3

and l/(l-LLL") :3 4.5 X 1073_

L_mode/ohmic comparison: The change in spectra from ohmic to L-rnode (PB =

9_1MW) is examined in a set of discharges in which the density was kept constant at
”6(0) : 4‘1 x lmcm‘3 in both the ohmic and L—mode phase of the discharge. The

density profiles are also indistinguishable. The wave number spectrum is shown in Fig.

5‘ The L-mode Spectrum has a higher amplitude and is more peaked at low k, leading

to an increase in the ting/n.e ratio between ohmic and L-mode of 3.3. Fig. 6 shows the

scattered power increasing steadily with total heating power [PHEAT = POH + PB] at a

fixed [a : 4.2cm’1. However, the shot-toeshot variations are substantial. The scattered

in ohmic lasmas at kl : 4.2cm‘1 can be as lar e as in L-mode lasmas for
power P g P

PHEAT/POH 5 6'

WThe lei spectra of all types of TFTR discharges look very similar as

long as the profile shapes and other external parameters (BT,Ip,nC(O)) are kept the

same. This strongly suggests that the fluctuation are caused by drift waves which are

dominated by long wavelength modes. However, based on current data TFTR scattering

cannot distinguish 7]; modes from electron magnetic drift waves. To do this parametric

studies of distinctly different density profile shapes are needed. Differences between ohmic

and L—mode fluctuation levels for similar plasmas with nearly identical density profiles

indicate that other factors are influencing the measurement i the kl spectrum below

2cm‘1 may be important or differences in TC/T; or 7]. may be affecting our results.
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NFLUENCE 0F NEUTRON SCATTERING ON MEASURED
1 TFTR NEUTRON PROFILES y

.l.D. Strachan, A.L. Roquemore, M. Diesso, S.L. Liew,
and J. Roberts

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory
Princeton. New Jersey 08543

The TFTR multichannel neutron collimator [1] consists of ten vertical channels which view the

a from below. The detectors are hydrogen/2118 (NE 451) scintillators located 6.3 meters from

plasfiiasma midplane. The detectors are shielded by 80 tons of lead and concrete. The collimation

the]? h channel has been tested with a Cf neutron source at the vessel inidplane. The detectors

Ol caiimaril'y sensitive to neutrons which originate within the 7 cm diameter field~ofeview. It has

22::established by a series of experiments where sets of channels were blocked [1] that the signal

in each detector arises from neutrons which travel down its associated flight tube.

The scattered neutron flux can originate both from neutrons which scatter from components

that are in the collimator sightline above the plasma, and from neutrons which scatter from the

neutron collimator aperture. The local neutron emissivity is usually small near the plasma edge

so that signals from channels that observe the outer plasma region are dominated by the scattered

component However, the virgin flux is m 95% of the signal in the channel which views the plasma

center.
Several design features of the TFTR multichannel neutron collimator were intended to reduce

the flux of detected scattered neutrons. These include: (a) the NE 451 scintillator responds to higher

energy recoil protons. Thus, the neutron energy degradation caused by neutron scattering tends to
make the detectors less sensitive to scattered neutrons. Also, the detector is relatively insensitive to

garnmaS; (b) the vacuum window at the bottom of the vessel was recessed approximately 0.5 meters

into the shielding; (c) the vacuum window at the top of the vessel was thinned to he 3 mm of steel

located 125 or 1.45 m above the vessel midplane. The next observable neutron scattering centers

are located above the machine or approximately 5 In above the horizontal midplane. Thus, the

vertical Viewing TFTR multichannel neutron collimator was arranged to directly view a minimum
of scattering centers; and (d) the collimating tubes were extended 3.3 m beyond the scintillators.

Plasmas with small minor radius [2] were used to evaluate the effect of neutron scattering. For

these plasmas, many of the channels do not have any plasma above them and their entire count

rate arises from scattered radiation, The detected neutron fluxes (Fig. 1) exterior to the plasma are
1 —+ 5% of the fluxes detected from the plasma center (Table 1). The magnitude of the scattered
signal is comparable to that obtained from MCNP calculations [3] of the neutron scattering from
some typical scatters (Table 2), such as thin steel plates (windows) and the entrance aperture to

the collimator.
The data in Table l was used to subtract the scattered component from each channel’s signal

by assuming that the neutrons originate from a line source located at the plasma magnetic axis,

and that the scattering occurred from material components located :I: 1.4 m above the horizontal
midplane. This means that the scattered signal in each channel for a plasma with a Shafranov
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shifted magnetic axis of ltsHAv and a total volume-integrated neutron intensity Ina.” is for Cha
1' (located at major radius, R,»): fine

[SCATT : (.3 1-4 Ineut .

l V102 + (RsHMT — 31V ll

where C,- (Table 1) is the experimentally determined scattered fraction pl‘OjECtEd to occur when the
plasma is located directly above the channel (i.e., is maximum).

The above model reasonably describes the signal in exterior channels which are proportioned lo
the volume-integrated neutron emission and insensitive to the small changes in RSHAF that actual}V
occur in TFTR (Fig. 3). Such validation is only available for channel 10, since most channels at;
usually interior to the plasma.

In summary, neutron scattering is a small (a 5%) component of the neutron flux detected in
the TFTR multichannel neutron collimator and comprises the entire flux in the outer Channels
(Fig. 3). The magnitude of the scattered component is in agreement with simple neutron streaming
calculations for typical scattering centers.

Efforts to further reduce the scattered component do not yet seem necessary but could be made
by: (a) shaping of the collimator aperture to reduce the influence of scattering from the collimator
entrance throat, and (b) reduction of material that can he observed above the plasma.

The techniques of using small minor radius plasmas to experimentally evaluate the neutron scat.
tering has been valuable and should be considered for CIT and ITER where horizontally mounted
collimators may have a larger scattered component. So far, Eq. (1) has been used to subtract the
scattered signal from about 2,000 TFTR plasmas and always predicts an edge neutron emissivity
near zero (e.q., Fig. 3).
Acknowledgments » The authors thank K. Young, and L.C. Johnson for their support. This
work was supported by the US. Department of Energy Contract No. DE-ACO‘Z-TG-CIIO-BOTB.
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Channel Major Radius Sensitivity (Fig. 1) (Used in Eq. 1)
R.i(rn) 101° fif‘ Scattered C,»

Signal (10,13)_cpi
CentralChannel n/‘sec

1 1.80 6.3 0.049 2.1
'2 1.94 7.1 0.037 1.3
3 2.08 3.5 0.033 2.1
4 2.23 5.3 0.051 1.8

Table l 5 2.47 3.1 0.006 1.08
6 2.68 3.8 0.021 1.25
7 3.00 1.0 0.0110 5.3
S 3.16 1.4 0.03.5 0.3
9 3.32 3.6 0.002 1.5
10 3.118 (1.2 0.018 0.05
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FIG. 1. The calibrated line—integrated neutron emission for (a) inshifted and (b) outshifted TFTRplasmas. The Signal In the channels which view outside the plasma are interpreted to be scattered
neutrons originating near the TFTR vacuum vessel.

Typical Scatterer Edge Scattered
Signal/Central Signal

Mouth of aperture
1 cm Fe plate 1.3 m below plasma
5 cm Fe plate 2.5 m above plasma
0.5 cm Fe plate 2.5 m above plate

0.008
0.03
0.019
0.01

Table 2
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ON ASDEX

Ft. gghuben. F. Braun, J. Gernhardt. F. Hofmeister, F. Leuterer,

EDGE DENSITY X-MODE REFLECTOMETRY OF FtF-HEATED PLASMAS

M. MUnich. J.-M. Noterdaeme, F. Wesner, ASDEX Team

' Max-Planck-lnstitut fiir Plasmaphysik
' Euratom Association - D 8046 Garching - Fed.Ftep.Germany

l
r RF lheating methods need special diagnostics to help better understand the

interaction of the wave with the plasma. Of particular interest is the influence of the
wave on the edge plasma in the direct vicinity of the'FiF heating antenna. One
important parameter in this context is the electron denSIty, which can be measured
b means of microwave reflectometry.

In this paper we describe a fast X-mode reflectometer installed on ASDEX. We

present measurements of the edge density profile in the range 1011cm'3
1'5 '1013Cm-3

<ne<

Princi le f he m suremen and x erim n | -
Reflectornetry has been used previously to measure electron density profiles

(s. 9,9. [1], [2]). We extended the range to the very edge (to 2.5 cm behind the
limiter) and installed two system at different toroidal positions to give the density
profile, which might be different at toroidally different positions in the SOL. Fig. 1
shows the principle, which is the same at the two positions. The microwaves from
the generator (BWO) are split by a directional coupler (DC) into a signal branch
(emitted to the plasma and reflected at the cut-off, the point in the plasma beyond
which a propagation is not possible) and a reference branch. Changes in the
relative phase of these two branches lead to maxima and minima (fringes) in the
output signal of the phase detector. Due to the use of the X-mode (E perp. B) it is
possible to follow the location of the cut-off from r=rant, the position of the antenna
mouth, to about 20 cm into the plasma and consequently to calculate the density
profile by sweeping the microwave frequency up from f1 < fec(r = rant) to f2. In the

final configuration a sweep from 60 - 80 GHz was performed in 150 us, which gives
a fringe frequency of about 1 MHz. A repetition time of about 2.5 ms together with a
data acquisition of 2 x 100 ms at 10 MHz allowed to sample about 2 x 40 sweeps
per shot. The two sets of microwave antennas we installed are located in the
equatorial plane on the lowfield side of ASDEX. The first one consists of a
hornantenna (opening: 8 mm x 10 mm, emitter) and an open-ended waveguide (1.9
mm x 3.8 mm, receiver) and is inserted in a diagnostic opening of the faraday
screen of an lCRF-antenna. The second one consists of two hornantennas (16 mm
x 10 mm, emitter. and 8 mm x 10 mm. receiver) and is placed about 6 cm toroidally
away from the LH-grill antenna.
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Influence of the electron densitv fluctuations
In first tests with a slow sweep and an expected fringe frequency of 6 kHz no

clear fringe pattern could be seen. Experiments at fixed frequency showed that the
fringes were blurred out by strong intensity modulations of the reflected signai (fi
2, fig. 3). Similar problems have also been reported in an Ovmode system Willi
much bigger antennas [3]. These strong modulations (factor of 10 and larger
cannot be explained by radial movements of the cut-off layer due to electron densit
fluctuations and are probably caused by interference effects due to poloidan
inhomogeneous electron density fluctuations [4]. Our way to make possible the
fringe counting despite these perturbations, was to reduce the sweep time and thus
to increase the fringe frequency to values higher than that of most fluctuations_
Fig. 3 shows that the bulk of the fluctuations are below 500 kHz, so that fringes at
1 MHz can clearly be distinguished from the fluctuations by frequency.

Results
Fig. 4 shows the raw data of the first 40 us of a sweep. The reflection begins Only

at to, which is, within the error bars, identical to the electron cyclotron frequency at

the antenna mouth. This is a particularity of the X-mode, and allows to give the
location of the first reflection, which is not possible in an O-mode system (s. e.g.[5]).
In an O-mode system the very low densities at the edge demand the use of very I0w
microwave frequenCies. which give a very poor spatial resolution. The fringes in the
mixed signal (upper trace, fig. 4) are clearly seen. As a sweep is performed on the
time scale of the fluctuations, one single sweep gives a momentary profile, which is
not constant during the time of the sweep. Fig. 5 shows the momentary profiles of
35 sweeps during a stationary plasma phase. Averaging over these sweeps gives
reproducible electron density profiles. Fig. 6 shows the profiles measured in two
stationary phases, where the plasma has been moved 5.3 cm horizontally. The
measured shift of only about 4 cm in the edge may be explained by toroidal
asymmetries and by edge profile changes due to the bulk movement. From the
momentary profiles we can also calculate absolute and relative fluctuation levels
(fig. 7; comparison to other fluctuation measurements on ASDEX: [6]. [7]). A
comparison to Thomson scattering data shows good agreement (fig. 8). Reflection
coefficients for the LH-waves calculated from density values we measure in the

plane of the LH-griII (typically: ne =.51012 cm'3 and dne/dr = .5 1012 cm'4) are in

good agreement with experimental ones.The influence of the LH can be seen in
fig. 9. This steepening of the electron density profile at the very edge during LH is
also reported on Castor [8].

M
We demonstrated that reflectometry is applicable to measure electron density

profiles at the very edge of the plasma, This was only possible by the use of the
X-mode, which has in contrary to the O-mode, even at very low densities a finite cut-
off frequency (fcut-off-X > fee). The perturbations by the density fluctuations could

be overcome by increasing the fringe frequency to over 1 MHz. The very limited

access to the plasma it requires (a few cm2) and its good spatial resolution makes
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flectometry an ideal diagnostic for the measurement of local effects during
repheating. As it can measure the absolute edge electron density profile
fidependently of other diagnostics and because. of the possibility of a further
'm rovement of the sweep and the data acquismon it can be considered as
Landidate for standard diagnostic.
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MEASUREMENT OF POLOIDAL ROTATION ()N ASDEX
1 v Ll! QFMANN, A. R. FIELD. G. FUSSMANN and the ASDEX team

Max-Planck-Inrrimrfi'ir Plasmaphysik
EURATOM—IPP Association D-8046 Gare/ring. FRG

Introduction: Measurements of the poloidal drift velocities of the ion species in a Tokamak
a are of fundamental importance for investigating a number of physical processes involving

Plasm ntum sources and sinks. viscosity and radial electric fields. In particular, various authors
mom: othesized marked changes in the radial electric field near the separatrix during the L —) H
hafnigt in NI heated plasmas. Experimental investigations on the DIH-D Tokamak have revealed
:2: shifts of a 'warm‘ component of the He II (4686 A) line corresponding to poloidal rotation
velocities of vpot = 18-104 ms'1[l]. From this the existence of a negative radial electric field of
2_7.104Vm'1 during the H-phase is inferred. Analogous measurements have been performed on
the ASDEX Tokamak in the visible spectral range where the required resolution is easily achieved.

Code calculations and measurements show that the lines ofC 111 (4647.4 A), B IV (2821.7 A) and
He ll (4686 A) are emitted from radially localized shells near the separatrix.

l.

2, Principle of electric field measurements: The basic relation between the perpendicular
motion of particles and the radial electric field is obtained from the radial component of the
momentum equation:

3P2
or

This equation pertains for all charged particles provided the radial velocities are sufficiently small
so that the corresponding friction forces can be neglected. The perpendicular velocity component
VLl. being relevant in equ. (l) is tangent to the magnetic surface and nearly in the poloidal direction.
We may rewrite equ.(l) as

=eznztE.+<v7><fi).1 <1)

. _LE,+ v1i is-“ :2 (2).
Only in the case that the right hand side of this equation, with pz'= d(ns)/ dr. is small compared
to the two terms on the left hand side, the electric field can be directly determined by measuring the
perpendicular velocity.
A few notes appear appropriate in this context. First, choosing low-z impurity ions existing in
narrow shells in the boundary region, we notice that in the case of E, = 0, the velocity will have
different sign on the inner and outer sides of the shell. in fact, different ions but of the same
charge (e. g. C IV and 0 VI ) may have opposite velocities at the same radial position. This
paradoxon is solved by realizing that the velocities bearing in the above equations are macroscopic
velocities of diarnagnetic kind; for E, = 0 these are solely produced by the gyration of the particles
rather than by a motion of the gyro-centres.
If we are going to determine vu by the shift of spectral lines some attention must be paid to the
question whether the photons emitted from a particular point in the plasma do virtually reflect the
gradients of nZ and TZ over a distance of the order of the gyro-radius as it is assumed in a micro—
scopic derivation of the above equations. This is the case if the life time 'c =l/A of the excited ions
is small compared to the reciprocal gyro-frequency 037:1 (Lo. 0); T << 1). In the opposite case (oz 1'
=1 or a)z 1: > 1, the spectral shift is in addition influenced by the gradient of the excitation rate and
the measured velocity VLL‘ is obtained from an equation of type (2) with the density r1z being
replaced according to

n _) n’ A = ! nZ ne c, elec. excitation
z l l nz+1 noc. cx -recombination (3)
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This effect may be of importance in particular in case of charge exchange recombination oflowz
ions (He II) in the boundary region. In this case the recombination and cascading from hi ‘
quantum numbers can result in relatively large Life times on one hand, and on the other hand tlih

neutral hydrogen density n0 is characterized by large gradients. c
The decay length A = (‘ [12 T2)/ ( 112 T7,), or )6: ( [12* A TZ)/ ( [11* A Tl)" respectively, allmvs lls
estimate the electric field being equivalent to the right hand side of equ. (2) 1°

Ex:TZ/(Cz}tl (4)-
For a typical case T2 : 50 eV, A = 5 cm, and z = 2 for instance we obtain E}, = 0.5 k-lv In
magnetic field of B = 2 T this corresponds to a diamagnetic velocity of 250 ms". a

3. Eweriment and accuracy: Light emitted from the edge region of the plasma is CUUimated
into a 1m Czerny-Turncr spectrometer using a lens, a rotatable mirror at the port entrance and 1W0
edge minors above and below the plasma mid»plane. This provides two nearly anti~parallel lines of
sight; the lower mirror looking upward in a vertical poloidal plane; and the upper mirror 100king
downward at 50 to the vertical plane opposite to the direction of the plasma current. By seaming
the rotatable mirror the lines of sight may be scanned from 3 cm inside to 7 cm outside the
separatrix at the horizontal mid~p1ane. By using a prism to rotate the slit image by 900a radial
resolution of 0.1 cm was achieved. The spectrometer was equipped with a 2400 1mm" grating and
a 1024 channel photo—diode array detector providing spectra at 20 ms intervals. The dispersitm of .
the instrument at this wavelength is 3.11 Anmrl or 0.078 ApiX'l. Contributions to the spectra fiom 1
lower wavelength lines in second order were suppressed using a filter and additional broadening ‘
due to Zeeman splitting by cutting out the circularly polarized o—components with a polarizer.
The accuracy with which the line centroids could be determined was estimated using two i
techniques. Firstly, the C 111 triplet was deconvolved using a PET technique and then fitted witha l
3-Gaussian line profile. The weighted mean of the shift of the centroids of these Gaussians froma
reference wavelength could be determined to an accuracy of :t 0.005 A corresponding to a velocity i
of i 300 msl. Secondly, spectra ofa line from 21 Cd lamp were recorded as the grating was turned ‘
in steps of 0.01 A. A plot of the line shift determined from the spectrometer setting versus the shift
of the centroid of the fitted Gaussian is shown in fig.1. Assuming that the spectrometer settings
were perfect yields an accuracy of 0.012 A in determining the line centroid. Any inaccuracies in
these settings would result in this estimate being too large. An estimate of the accuracy of
determining the line centroids is thus between i 0.005 A and i 0.012 A corresponding to velocities ‘
oft 300 ms1 and 800 ms1 respectively.
The radial emission profile of the C III multiplet (2s3s 331 — 253p 3P0112: 4647.40 A, 4650.16 A i
and 4651.35 A) could be measured either by shifting the plasma radially or by scanning the rota-
table mirror.

4. Results: From measurements of the C [H multiplet performed whilst shifting the plasma and
measurements performed whilst scanning the rotatable mirror we determined the maximum of the

emissivity of the C Ill shell being located at the separatrix to an accuracy of ilcm. The radial extent
of the shell is about 6 cm FWl-IM. This shell moves radially outward during N1 and broadens t08
cm FWHM. Numerical code calculations predict a radial position 2 cm outside the seperatrix during
the OH phase. The B IV shell is predicted to be located further inside the separatrix and was not
fully accessible to our measurements. For this reason these measurements concentrated on the C III

multiplet.
Figs.2(a) and (b) show the spectra of the C 111 triplet measured during the OH and Co-Nl heated {

phases (ASDEX # 31199 D°—>D+, 2.7 MW), respectively. The instrument profile is deconvolved g
from these profiles using a FFT technique. The corresponding intensity profile fitted to the sum of ’
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. 5 and a constant background is shown in figs. 2(c) and (d). The estimated errors in the
3 Gausflflon of the fit parameters are propagated through subsequent calculations of the derived
dctel‘mm

ctel‘S.

- 'tieS.
The [mantis 3(a)—(d); note the increase in intensity at the onset of N1 at ls (NI: 1 - 2.6 s, H-

intensity ratios. separations and shifts of the three lines as a function of time are

'n . . . .shown 1‘ 2 _ l 8 s)- As a conststency check of our measurements we find that the line rattos in fig.
hgfc'cmain equal. within the estimated uncertainties, to the line ratios determined from the

3( ‘tical weights of the upper level of the transition of 1:06:02, indicated by the dashed lines.

' n temperatures derived from the widths of the line profiles agree to within the estimated

The ‘0 ’ ties and are about 45 :t 5 eV. This may be understood in terms of an equilibration time

“Hamill-an the ionisation time for C III. The separations of the lines, fig. 3(a), also remain

longer tat values Close to those tabulated (dashed lines) of 1-2: 2.76 :t 0.007 A and 1-3: 3.95 :t:
coggff-g Fig. 3(d) shows the shifts in the centroid positions of the 3 fitted Gaussians relative to

ilieir mean positions determined over the first four time points. The weighted mean shift of the

triplet is indicated by the solid line. The estimated uncertainty of this mean shift during the
sustained phase of the plasma is i 0.005 A. . .
The corresponding velocities derived from these shifts are shown in fig. 4. The data presented here
were measured using the upper edge tnirror viewing downward at r = a - 0.02 m = 0.38 m. There

is a statistically consistent increase in the poloidal drift velocity on the onset of NI at l s and a

decrease in this velocity at the termination of the H-phase at 1.8 s. In contrast to our expectations,
however, we do not observe a decrease with the end of NI heating at 2.6 5 during the plasma ramp—
down phase. The sign of the velocity corresponds to a downward flow of the C Ill ions at the outer
edge of the plasma. When viewing with the lower edge mirror a blue shift is observed of the same
magnitude. These results are thus consistent with a poloidal compo- nent of the C III drift velocity
of 1600 i 300 mS‘l. Data from OH and LH heated plasmas do not show statistically significant
dn‘ft velocities. .
The typical toroidal rotation velocities for this parameters on ASDBX are about 4-104 mS‘l at a
minor radius of 0.38 m during NI [2]. With q = 3 and taking into account the 5° angle of the line of
sight to the vertical poloidal plane the found poloidal rotation velocities are explicable as the
poloidal component of the ion flow parallel to the magnetic field.

slatlS

4. Conclusions: Measurements of the drift of the C III ions located near the plasma seperatrix
show poloidal velocities of 1600 i 300 ms"1 during Co-N'l heating in the direction of Bpol. The
estimated accuracy of this measurement is of the order of magnitude of the diamagnetic drift
velocity. The C Ill ions in the ASDEX tokamak certainly do not exhibit as high poloidal drift
velocities as measured on DUI-D. The consistency of the line intensity ratios, separations and ion
temperatures of the C [II triplet lend credence to our measurements.
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1. Introduction

Reflectometry is based on the propagation and reflection of probing
waves in the inhomogeneous fusion plasma. For 0-mode propagation the
density of a reflecting plasma layer ne(Xc) is determined by the microwave
frequency (F) which equals the local plasma frequency: the position Xc is
evaluated from the phase delay m(F) between the incident and reflected
waves. If the frequency is swept, a density profile can be obtained from
the phase shift dtp/df the wave undergoes in the plasma, integrated from
5:0 to f = F: F

c d0x00?) = 7/— (F2
- f2)-1/2 df

2n 0 df

In fixed—frequency, global plasma movements and local plasma density
fluctuations can be studied from the phase shift dtD/dt resulting from the
movements of the reflecting layer.

Broadband swept systems have been recently developed for TORE SUPRA
/1/, ASDEX /2/ and DIII-D /3/, and a multichannel narrowband system for JET
/4/. The ASDEX reflectometric system consists of three reflectometers
(o—mode) in the frequency bands 13-26.5 (K-band), 26.5—40 (Ra—band) and
40-60 GHz (U—band), as described in /2,S/; electron densities measurements
can be performed in the region starting from the plasma radius close to the
magnetic separatrix on to the gradient region, (from 0.4 to 4.45*1013
cm'3). Broad band experiments were made with simultaneous swept operation
of three reflectometers (s). Plasma density profiles and density
perturbations have been measured for several plasma scenarios. Results are
presented and the scope and the limitations of the evaluating techniques
are discussed.

2 - Experimental results

As an example of typical broadband reflectometric measurements, we
show in Fig.1 a K—band signal obtained (a) during shot 27328 (ohmic, as =
3.9"10'3 cm'J) and (b) before the plasma discharge. Clear fringes due to
the plasma can be observed; the frequency minima are automatically detected
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(as indicated below the horizontal aXis of the figure). The phase Shift
MD/Af is evaluated from the minima for each frequency band and fitted to

_ | ‘ ‘ | _ unique curve as shown i
(a) Fig.2(a); the curve exhibits

oscillations that result
‘ from the plasma density

fluctuations. The
. corresponding denSity

profile is shown in Fi
2(b); the data from both Ht};
(— — -) and YAG (o) lasers
is also presented.
Several numerical analysis
techniques were developed in

. I l l - order to smoothing and/or
m) filtering the perturbatiohs

/6/. These techniques aim
at obtaining the
nondisturbed density

J profile. Figure 3 shows the
profile of shot 27328 after

_ . smoothing (a); it can be
seen that the shape (Fig.2b)

l . l . ~ has not been changed. In
.750 ,533 n_m n m 5_m 2,” Fig.3 it is also plotted (b)

Fa the profile concerning shot
£91;__l: Output signal of the K band 37294 13 _3 (LHCD
reflectometer obtained (a) during ASDEX “9:1'3*10 cm )' in Order
shot 27328 (1100 ms A 1102 ms:, and Lb) t0 111“t the Wide range
before the plasma discharge. Of densities measured With

the reflectometric system.
The influence of the non-measured part of the phase shift curve (below

fi =16 GHz) on the evaluation of the profiles was studied, by assuming
different profile shapes between XO(ne=O) and the first reflecting layer
x1(a ). The study showed that the shape of the nonmeasured part of the
pedestal affects mainly: (i) the outer part ( AX s 1 cm) of the evaluated
density profiles, (10—20%); (ii) profiles concerning high density plasmas
(fie> 3xl0'3 cm 3 ).
Two similar shots, 27327 and 27328, (with the plasma radially displaced by
1.7 cm), were analyzed; a linear shape for the pedestal was considered.
The measured density profiles for he < 2'10'3 cm'j, are presented in Fig.
4. The radial shift of ~ l.7 cm between the two profiles is recovered,
showing both the validity of the assumed linear shape for this case, (from
the point of view of profile evaluation), and the accuracy of the
reflectometric system in measuring radial movements of the plasma.

In some situations significant modifications of the plasma reflected
waves are observed. An example is presented in Fig. 5, for shot 29285
when a m=2 tearing mode is present. The output signal of the Ka band
reflectometer shows both amplitude and phase modulations due to the
rotating (fm‘) mode (Fig.5). The period of the modulations can be
determined, namely from the time interval At = 700 us between two beat
frequency maxima, as indicated in Fig.5; the mode frequency can be
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.1 - , A I .
, ~ ~l.4 kHz this Deein in a reement With the

estimated. frat At ' g g
magnetic

Broadband reflectometry can therefore give the time scale of

data -z.ed modifications of the profile occuring during the 2 ms measuring

localiamplitude information can also be obtained. A detailed study of this

timelle is done in an accompanying paper /7/
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E19 2: (a) Phase shift curve including the phase information from the
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27328; (b) density profile evaluated from phase shift curve (a).
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. Fig.5: Dutpm
1 J Signal of Ra ban
, reflectometer’

from t=1565 m5to
JK lwrl‘r\\f\\jfllr“‘ 1566.3 ms, to:

Al 7700;15 ——>

shot 29265, wher
a rotating

_ magnetic 151and
(fmt~l.4 KHz)
present.

u

dunno: nnblmubnnn n‘u 13 mm um ‘1“ A \u made n no
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3 — Concluding remarks

The ASDEX reflectometric system had started swept—frequency operation
by mid~December 1988. The analysis of the broad band data reveal that the
difficulty of profile evaluation comes from the errors in the phase shin
resulting from the plasma density fluctuations. Nonlinear stochastn
numerical filters have been develloped (now being tested) that may provide
a useful tool for routine evaluation of the data, for situations where the
reflectometric signals are strongly disturbed by the plasma fluctuationa

Fixed frequency measurements (homodynic detection) were carried out
and the study of plasma density fluctuations, based both on fixed mm
broadband experimental results, was initiated. A new heterodynic detection
is beeing developed that will allow more sensitive measurement of plasma
density fluctuations. 7

The reflectometric system was upgraded during the summer 1989 shutdown
of ASDEX by installing three new reflectometers, aiming at fixed-frequency
correlation reflectometric measurements; experiments have started recently.
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Tangential Soft X-Ray/VUV Tomography on COMPASS-C
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The coMPASS Tangential Soft X-Ray Camera (TAN SOX)

This diagnostic exploits toroidal symmetry to tomographically reconstruct soft x-ray or

VUV emissivity contours from a tangential view of the plasma [1,2,3]. A 0.4 mm pinhole

images the plasma onto a P-ll (ZnS:Ag) sc1nt1llator screen [3]. Between the pinhole and tlus

screen is a filter wheel With two soft x-ray edge filters (1 keV and 2 keV) and two VUV filters

(10 ev and a 140 um, 10 run FWHM interference filter). The efficiency of the system peaks at

3,4 keV and decreases monotonically thereafter so that the effective energy range lies between

a selected filter edge to about 15 keV.
The phosphor screen is fiber optically coupled to a Microchannel Plate (MCP) intensified

photodiode camera. The camera has a resolution of 128x128 pixels and a maximum framing
rate of330 Hz. The MCP gain is externally controllable from 103 7106 and can be gated down

to 5 11sec.

The camera control and data acquisition are managed by an IBM AT compatible PC
Which is linked to the camera via fiber optics. An add-in board containing an Intel 8253

programmable timer provides the camera with the frame timing (synchronized to the plasma
to) and the MCP gate commands. This board also controls the MCP gain.

The video data is sent to the PC via a 50 MHz analog optical link and is digitized by
a frame grabber board (Data Translation 2861). The frame grabber has sufficient on-board
memory to acquire up to 256 frames per shot and is coupled to a fast (8 MFLOPS) array
processor (DT7020) which is used to tomographically invert some of the raw data.

Because of the very large amounts of data that this diagnostic can generate (up to 4 MB per

shot, though the typical data load is presently < 1 MB) on-line data compression is used before

the data is stored in the main COMPASS data archive. Differential run length compression [4]
is used which results in a compression factor of about 4 with no loss of information content. The

raw data is compressed by the PC processor at 30 sec/MB and then sent to the data archive

on the main COMPASS VAX via Ethernet. The PC-VAX link is controlled by Digital’s PCSA
software which allows the PC to directly access VMS files.

The techniques used for the tomographic reconstructions are Maximum Entropy [5] and

Bayesian Regularized Least Squares Optimization [6]. The two techniques produce similar
results though the latter is preferred for on-line processing because of its greater speed. Using
this algorithm a 32x32 pixel inversion typically takes 10-15 seconds to converge. Thus, several
images may be reconstructed between shots.

Further details on the system and the inversion techniques used will be presented in [7].

Results from Ohmic Discharges

Figure 1 shows reconstructions of two typical COMPASS discharges. Parameters
for these shots were, respectively, 100 kA, 1.0 T, 1.7x1019m'3 and 100 kA, 1.2 T,
1.7x1019m‘3. The frame times were, respectively, 13 and 14 msec while the filters were
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Figure 1: Reconstructions of typical ohmic discharges (shots 1640 and 1796).

1 keV and 2 keV. Both distributions are basically circular (within the uncertainties of
the reconstruction).

Results from Runaway Discharges

The TAN SOX diagnostic was designed to image the bulk, thermalizecl plasma but it is
also useful for studying the behavior of suprathermal electrons. Suprathermals generate hard
x-rays which are not imaged (since the pinhole plate is transparent to hard x~rays they cause
a spatially uniform increase in the background level of the image) but they also generate soft
x-rays which are imaged. Assuming that the supratherrnal bremsstrahiung spectrum is given
by the Kramer approximation [8] and that the thermal bremsstrahlung is consistent with the
enhanced free~free form [9], then the ratio of the soft x-ray power at the photon energy E
produced by the suprathermal electrons (Wu) to that produced by the thermal electrons (We)
15

W” _ 0.67 n.e E... 1” E/T,rv’. ‘ E ’n; in) e <1)
where n.“ and E“ are the density and energy of the suprathermal electrons, 12.6 and T2 are
the density and temperature of the thermal electrons and E is the enhancement factor due to
recombination. E is in the range 1-15 keV for TAN SOX while a typical central T8 for ohmic
discharges on COMPASS is about 700 eV. The suprathermal electrons can emit significant
amounts of soft x-ray radiation, e.g., for T2 : 700 eV, E : 3.5 keV, E,C : 100 keV, 1113/71.. :
.005 and E : 10, the ratio of suprathermal to thermal radiation is of order unity. Accordingly,
during runaway discharges TAN SOX will image both thermal and supratherinal electrons.

Figure 2 shows a COMPASS poloidal diverter discharge with interesting suprathermal
activity. At about 40 msec the shaping circuit is activated to produce an inboard x—pointl
This initiates an immediate decrease in the density which continues until the x-point moves
into the vacuum vessel (as indicated by the inboard Be coil) at 65 msec when the density
begins to recover. This density drop is possibly due to a decrease in recycling at the edge
but is currently not well understood. The density drop is expected to cause an increase in
the runaway production rate [10] as E/ED rises from 0.045 at 40 msec to 0.076 at 55 msec
consistent with the hard x-ray monitor signals in 2b. The upper curve represents emission at
0.05-1 MeV and the lower 0.5-2 MeV.

The two hard x-ray traces begin to rise together. However, at 55 msec the high energyr
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Figure 2: Discharge 1861, an ohmic shot with an inboard x-point.

may signal from detector two enters a plateau while the medium energy signal continues to
climb for about 7 msec. This is significant because it indicates that after 55 msec electrons

continue to run away but that some process is interfering with their free fall acceleration to
higher energy‘

The electron cyclotron emission (ECE) trace (2nd harmonic x-xnode, BT:1.1 T) in 2b
shows a dramatic increase which begins at 55 msec. This increase is seen on all the low field
side (54-605 GHz) ECE channels. This rise would seem to be too large to represent a change
in the over all bulk temperature and is probably due to suprathermal ECE emission. This type
of broad band enhancement is characteristic of suprathermal activity and especially runaway
instabilities [e.g., Parail-Pogutse) [10,11]. The ECE and 100p voltage data were digitized at
too slow a rate (2 kHz) distinguish the fast spikes normally associated with this instability.
However, the presence of a velocity space instability could explain the behavior of the hard
x-ray signals since it effectively damps the free fall acceleration of the runaways as parallel
momentum is periodically converted into perpendicular momentum.

After 65 msec (when the density begins to rise again) the enhanced ECE emission dies
away and the hard x-ray signals begin to rise together. It would thus seem that at this point
the instability may be suppressed by the rise in density [11].

Figure 3 shows TAN SOX reconstructions before and during the suspected runaway insta-
bility. The images were taken with the 1 keV SXR filter with a frame time of 14 msec. Figure
3a shows an exposure from 28-42 msec. It is typical of ohmic, circular discharges. Figure 2b
shows the exposure taken from 56-70 msec. Here the distribution is dramatically different.
The distribution is broader (though the peak emissivity has decreased by 40% from figure
la). A clear cresent shaped feature is apparent which is shifted outwards from the geometric
plasma center by 4 cm. No known systematic error could account for this non-circular feature
which is only seen in shots with runaway activity and then only while there is enhanced ECE
emission. It is therefore thought to represent the actual plasma emissivity distribution despite
the fact that it is very different from the expected central flux surface geometry (though the
outer surfaces remain consistent with the reconstructions from magnetic data).

Discussion

It is thought that in figure 3b suprathermal soft x~ray emission is important. During a
runaway microinstability (Parail-Pogutse) the density of trapped suprathermal electrons is
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Figure 3: Reconstructions of SXR emissivity before and during the runaway activity at 55.70
msec. Each plot is normalized to unity at the peak and the contour interval is 0.1.

enhanced due to pitch angle scattering [9]. The distribution shown in 3b may represent the
emission from banana trapped suprathermal electrons superimposed on the thermal soft X-ray
emission. Such an effect was reported on TOSCA [12] and CLEO [13] where trapping was
enhanced by ECRH.

This image is somewhat difficult to interpret since it contains information from both the
thermal plasma and the runaways. However, it shows that with suitable filtering (e.g., using
a filter edge at 4 a 5 Te) a tangential scintillation camera can be used to study the spatial
distribution of suprathermal electrons in a tokamak discharge as a fluiction of time, an area
in which little experimental data is available.
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Electrical probes are widely used to determine the electron temperature, density

and electrical fields in magnetized plasmas such as in the scape—off layer of tokamaks.

In addition to that a rotatable electrical double probe can be used to determine the ion

temperature in such a plasma as we have shown recently / 1/. Besides these parameters

the measurement of the plasma flow is important to understand the transport and the

plasma wall interaction in the scape-off layer of machines like tokamaks. In this

contribution we demonstrate that the rotating electrical double probe is also well suited

to measure the plasma flow speed parallel to the magnetic field.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The measurements have been performed in the scape-off layer of the tokamak
TEXTOR. Parameters of the machine and details of the probe have been describes in

reference /1/. The probe head consists of two cylindrical probe pins with a diameter of

5 mm, and a length of 5 mm. Their distance is 10 mm, Fig. 1. The axis of the probe is

perpendicular to the magnetic field and rotates around this axis, cf. Fig. 2, during the

tokamak discharge with a frequency of ca. 2 Hz.

RESULTS

During the rotation of the probe the pins remain on the same flux surface.

Simultaneously the probe measures a characteristic every 2.5 ms from which the electron
temperature and density can be deduced in the usual way. The envelope of the probe
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Fig. 1 Probe pin configuration in the magnetic field
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Fig. 2 Position of the rotating probe on the tokamak TEXTOR
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current gives the ion saturation currents to the two probe pins as a function of the angle

of rotation a, Fig. 3. At the angle a = 0 one probe pin screens the other one from the

flow from one side. For a non—streaming plasma the envelope of the ion saturation

current is symmetric to I = 0 for all angles a. For a streaming

plasma at the angle or : 0 one probe pin collects only the up-stream, the other Only the

down-stream flux, which are different. This asymmetry of the ion saturation current to

the two probe pins at a = 0 is a measure for the Mach number of the plasma flow

parallel to the magnetic field.

Among the different models which have been proposed to relate the asymmetry

of the upstream/downstream probe currents to the Mach number the theory of Chung }

and Hutchinson /2/ seems to describe the present plasma conditions best. We have to i

keep in mind, however, that the ion temperature in the present plasma /1/ is not Small

in the sense of ref. /2/. This entails that the values of the Mach numbers which are

quoted here are lower limits. Larger probe pins would give more accurate results for the

present plasma conditions, cf. /1/.

determined from this procedure for the scrape-off layer of TEXTOR is shown for an

Ohmic discharge. In the layer adjacent to the core plasma between 44 and 46 cm the

direction of the plasma flow is the same as that of the plasma current, not determined

by the distance to the nearest limiter. Further outward the direction of the plasma flow

reverses. Here in the shadow of the toroidally symmetric ALT II limiter, r z 46 cm, the

results are in qualitative agreement with numerical calculations of Gerhauser and

ClaaBen /3/.

/1/ K. Hothker, I—I.—J. Belitz, W. Bieger and H. Amemiya Rev. Sci. Instr. 61 (1990)
114

/2/ K. S. Chung and H. I. Hutchinson, Phys. Rev. A38 (1988) 4721
/3/ H. Gerhauser and H. A. ClaaBen, Workshop on Plasma Edge Theory,

Augustusburg (DDR), Sept. 1989

l
l
l
i

In Fig. 4 the Mach number of the plasma flow parallel to the magnetic field as

l
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Intmduction

In the almost shearless stellarator WENDELSTEIN VII-AS strong correlation between

the confinement properties and the rotational transform iota has been found [1,2]. Re-

duced confinement was observed for the low order rational values 1/2 and 1/3. In their

vicinity best confinement is observed. In general optimum confinement is obtained

in the low shear configuration if the ”resonant” iota values can be excluded from the

plasma- column. The iota profile inside the plasma is affected by toroidal currents and

beta effects. Although the global net current can be kept at zero level using a small OH

induced current opposed to the gradient driven bootstrap current, the different currents

flow at different radial positions affecting the iota profile. Tools for configuration con-

trol inside the plasma are besides OH current vertical fields and the currents driven by

the NBI and most promising the ECH heating systems. In this context experimental

information on the iota profile is highly needed. The localization of rational surfaces by

reflectometry seems possible.

Experiments
Radially resolved density fluctuation measurements have been carried out by means

of a simple microwave reflectometry system. The method is based on the reflection of

microwave radiation in the millimeter range at the plasma cutoff layer. The phase delay
between the launched and the reflected waves gives information on the location and the
movement of the reflecting layer. The use of electronically tunable oscillators allows to
probe radially different reflecting points. As the simplest approach a homodyne receiver

has been used. In this case the microwave beam is launched and received by using the
same antenna. The wave reflected at the plasma and that reflected at some reference
(the vacuum window) are mixed in a square law detector diode.The output voltage at
the detector is:

v(t) = 110 + 121 + 2x/P0P1 coal5ltll
po is the pOWer coming from the reference, 111 that one coming from reflection at the
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plasma cutoff layer and 6(t) is the phase delay of interest. The variation in the output
of the diode responds to changes both in the phase 6 and in the amplitude p1 of the
signal coupled from the plasma. If no coherent MHD activity is present, v(t) Shows
a broadband spectrum. When a density fluctuation with a well defined frequenCy n
exists, the reflecting layer will have an oscillating movement too. So the phase shift Can
be written as:

6(t) = 60 + Act sin fit

Thus the amplitude spectrum of the signal shows harmonics of the density fluctuatkm
frequency 0. The number of harmonics with significant amplitude is the higher the
bigger AQ is. An analysis of the ratio of amplitudes for the harmonics of the same Parity
leads to a determination of A1). For 1.25 T operation the relevant cutoff frequencies for
the X—mode wave lie in the range 40 - 85 GHz. A system in the microwave V—band has
been used covering the range 47 - 80 GHz. The accessible density range is: 7x10“? _
4x10” m‘a. This gives access to the whole gradient region up to the separatrix. The
measurements were performed in a special NBI heated discharge with pellet injection
at 1.25 T. Currentless plasma was produced by applying a 10 ms ECH pulse of 200 kW
power that gives place to a 1.5 MW NBI (45 keV) heating period with tangential
injection. The two neutral beams used are balanced to minimize the driven Ohkawa
currents. The rotational transform at the edge, c(a), is kept constant slightly above 0.5_

A series of reproducible shots has been produced under these conditions. During this
series the beam frequency of the reflectometer was changed shot by shot to reflect at
different radial positions. Six different frequencies were chosen to cover the density 7

range of interest. Electron density and temperature profiles have been measured by
Thomson scattering. Fig. 1 gives the density profile and the location of the 6 reflection

points. The accessible range is between about 0.17 m and 0.09 m. For each of the 6
different frequencies, reflectometry data where taken during 3 - 4 shots. The output
voltage from the detector was digitized with a sampling rate of 1 MHz during the time
interval 0.11 - 0.16 5 (5x104 points are taken).

Results And Discussion
The amplitude spectrum of the reflectometer signal which is obtained by fast Fourier
transform technique is given in fig.2 for channel 5 as an example. In the spectrum
a monochromatic density perturbation with a frequency of 22 kHz is observed. The
harmonic structure agrees with what is expected. The determination of the phase oscil-
lation amplitude can be achieved by the analysis of amplitudes at different harmonics.
Fig.3 shows the radial distribution of the phase oscillation amplitude A‘I’ along the ra-
dius for 0.122 s, the time of maximum activity. A well defined mode is observed located
at 0.105 m. In addition strong oscillation at the plasma edge outside the separatrix is
present. An estimation of the amplitude of the density fluctuation can be done using
the expression:

6n/n =(AQ/21T)A0Vn/n

resulting in about 3 per cent relative fluctuation level at 0.105 m. In the following we
only concentrate on the instability at r = 0.105 m and its configurational implications:

The vacuum iota profile of WENDELSTEIN VII—AS for this series of discharges shows
a low positive shear which brings iota close to 0.5 at the plasma center. As mentioned
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small 0H current is induced to compensate the bootstrap current keeping the
above 3 nt at zero level. Nevertheless the bootstrap current. and the induced current

net currc‘iaifferent radial positions resulting in local net currents. Small deviations from
flow atiwced heating and beta effects (Pfirsch-Schlfiter-currents) modify the iota profile
the ba nally- Under these conditions the rational value c 2 0.5 (q = 2) can be reached
fdc'iétlihe plasma giving place to island formation and pressure driven instabilities. The
l[mtelikely interpretation for the origin of the MHD activity observed is therefore the
Egtion of the resonant surface q = 2 at the radial position r = 0.105 in.

Additional information about the position of the rational q = 2 surface can be
derived for the same series of discharges from the time evolution of the reflectometer

Signals. The OH transformer used to keep the total plasma current at zero level shows a
small 300 Hz ripple. This ripple modulates the plasma current around its average zero
level, resulting in a 300 Hz modulation of the rotational transform t:. The oscillating
current must flow in the external cold region where the resistivity is high enough to allow
for short skin times. The amplitude of the iota oscillation around the controlled value is
small (47410—3) but the high sensitivity of the plasma properties to iota changes in the

vicinity of rational values generates 300 Hz modulation in different plasma parameters.
In figA the time evolution of the rms value of the reflectometer signal is shown for two
extreme radial points. The rms signal of the detector output gives information about

its ac components. The 300 Hz component is a modulation of the amplitude of the
broadband turbulence. A clear synchronization between iota and refiectometer signals
exists exhibiting a phasejump as function of radial position. For the channels probing at

radial positions r 2 0.11 m, iota minima correspond to increasing turbulence. The phase
is opposed for r g 0.11 m : high turbulence appears at the iota peaks. The signals are
in phase for r S 0.10 in (channel 6) and in opposed phase for r 2 0.11 m [channels 1-4).
The phase jump appears just at the position where stronger MHD activity is observed.

The observed effects can be used to obtain information on the iota profile even when no
well defined MHD activity or coherent fluctuation is present. This can be an effective
tool to be used in current control experiments. If a receiver measuring directely the
phase delay is used (heterodyne system with sin/cos detector], no iota modulation is
needed: the local turbulence at different radial positions can be compared directely.
Such a system is now under construction. In any case the iota modulation helps to
show clearly the configurational origin of the local enhanced turbulence.
References
[1] H. Renner, WVII-AS Team, NBI Team, ECRH Group, ICRH Group,
Plasma Phys. Contr. Fus. 31, 1579 (1989)

[2] H.Renner, WVII—AS Team, NBI Team, ICRH Group, ECRH Group,
"Configurational effects on the confinement in the stellarator WENDELSTEIN VII-AS” .
7th International Workshop on Stellarators, April 10 - 14, Oak Ridge, TN, 1989
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Introduction
A multichannel heterodyne radiometer system with two times 12 channels is used on

WVII-AS to measure the electron cyclotron emission (ECE) both time and space re—

solved [1]. In this paper we report about sporadic observations of density and tempera-

ture fluctuations using this system. The observations are made under different operation

conditions concerning field, rotational transform, and heating scenario. In the case of

density fluctuations no direct measurement is possible using ECE diagnostics. The con-

clusions are drawn from observations near the cut of? conditions and are of qualitative

character. The fluctuation level necessary to explain the observed phenomena seems to

be model dependent.

Density Fluctuations

During neutral beam injection (NBI) heating the electron density usually reaches the cut

off density resulting in a breakdown of the EC emission. Because cut off conditions are

reached at first in the plasma center, the EC emission spectrum becomes hollow in that

part which corresponds to the emission from the central region. Simulations of the EC

spectrum based on temperature and density profiles as measured by Thomson scattering

show sharp edges of the central hole in contrast to the experimental observations where

flat slopes are found. The observations can be understood if density fluctuations are

taken into account, which are treated as follows:

Plasma density and temperature are specified in 3-dimensional space. For given mag-

netic coil currents and plasma profile parameters density and temperature values are

calculated at meridional torus planes in a quadratic pattern. The distance between the

matrix points is 1.5 cm, the meridional planes are separated by 2.25 degrees in toroidal

direction. Between the points linear interpolation is used. Density fluctuations are
included by multiplying the density Value 11 at each matrix point by 1+F6n/n, where
F is a random function varying between -1 and +1. Fig.1 gives a density distribution
generated in this way which is a momentary picture of the fluctuating plasma. After
running the ray tracing code about 30 times the results are averaged.

Fig.2 gives an example of the result obtained during 1.25 T operation. As can be seen
the simulated ”profile” clearly shows the flat slope of the central hole as indicated by
the 7 channel ECE data. At 1.25 T only 7 channels are available. They all correspond
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to the high field side of the profile and monitor the 2nd harmonic X mode ECE. The
absolutely calibrated spectral data have been converted to radiation temperatures
function of plasma radius in the usual way. Thomson scattering data are included for
comparison.
The concept of fluctuating density can also serve to explain the power deposition Profiles
during electron cyclotron heating (ECH). They are found to be broader at densities he“
cut off than obtained by ray tracing calculations for given non fluctuating Stationary
profile. Fig.3 gives an example.
A further case which confirms the concept is its application to the spatial power distri.

bution of ECH power after passing the plasma. With an antenna array which is mounted
opposite to the launching antenna rather high power levels have been observed at large
angles which cannot be understood assuming an unperturbed static plasma. Simula.
tions on the basis of scattering in the presence of density fluctuations lead to good
agreement with the observations.
It should be mentioned that the fluctuation level 6n/n necessary to explain the data must
be of the order of 10 per cent. This high level is not confirmed by other diagnostics.
Investigations on the influence of the pattern used in the simulation code are being
carried out.

Temperature Fluctuations
Two examples may demonstrate in which way temperature fluctuations reflect the cen.

finement properties of WENDELSTEIN VII-AS. In general good confinement is ob.
tained if the edge value t(a) of the rotational transform is slightly above or below the

low order rationals 1/2 and 1/3. Confinement is strongly reduced in the shearless con.
figuration when da) reaches these values [2].
Strong temperature fluctuations were observed during EC heated transient plasma dis-
charges conducted at 2.5 T which cross v(a):1/3 due to the monotonic development of
a bootstrap current.
The low field side of the electron temperature profile was monitored with the ECE
radiometer system at 12 different radii. When the resonant iota value is reached, the
confinement time collapses to about 15 per cent, accompanied by a shrinking of the hot
core of the plasma column. It takes about 100 ms until the regime of poor confinement is

crossed. This interval was analyzed by applying autocorrelation techniques to determine
the relative level 6T5/Te of the temperature fluctuations. Fig.4 gives the result as a.

function of the plasma radius. About 3 per cent are found in the central confinement
region of the plasma with a strong increase towards the plasma edge.
After the t range of poor confinement is crossed, the high fluctuation level almost
completely disappears: Fig.4 for comparison gives 6Te/Te as determined from the same
discharge about 150 ms later. The central value is reduced by about a factor of 3, while
the edge value drops to at least 1/15.
The whole phenomenon can be suppressed by controlling the plasma current to zero
level with the aid of a small counterdirected OH current. The results obtained in a dif-
ferent shot conducted under these conditions are included in the figure too. Within the
estimated experimental errors they are identical to results obtained in the unperturbed
phase of the discharge discussed before.
Two fundamental difficulties in the measurement of temperature fluctuations with ECE
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should be mentioned. A fundamental fluctuation level always exists observ-

an incoherent, thermal light source. The level observed depends on the detection

hod appllEd i.e. coherent or incoherent detection, and the input and video band-

“)t fthe radiometer involved [3]. Below this fundamental lower limit of temperature

WIdth clions no source fluctuation can be detected. The fluctuation level of 1 per cent

fluctfiais reached in the plasma center corresponds to this limit for the parameters of

Whl‘i‘c radiometer in use. Therefore the true temperature fluctuation in the plasma

the r cannot be measured in this case. Crossed sightline correlation techniques may

cent-e e the fundamental difficulties.

The second difficulty deals with the optical depth of the plasma at its edge. It depends

both on the electron temperature and density. Because the radiation temperature de—
ends on the optical depth, the measured ECE signal is not only determined by the

Electron temperature but becomes dependent on the electron density at the plasma edge
too. In this way density fluctuations can be converted to apparent temperature fluctu-

ations. The total fluctuations observed are a combination of density and temperature

fluctuations and are always higher than the temperature fluctuations alone.

diagnostics

overC0111

Cross correlation between channels monitoring at different radial positions shows that

the strong fluctuations as found during the t=1 /3 crossing are coherent over a large part

of the profile whereas in the current controlled case spatial coherence is clearly below 1

cm.
The dominating part of the fluctuation spectrum is restricted to below about 3 kHz,

reflecting the timescale of rearrangement of the bootstrap current in the plasma column.

In a second example the relative fluctuation level has been measured near the plasma

center (1 ECE channel evaluated only) during a series of shots in which v(a) has been
scanned around 1/2. As mentioned above confinement maxima are found in close vicin-

ity to the sharp confinement minimum at 1/2. In this series of shots the line density
has been kept constant. No stationary discharge could be established at the resonant
iota value 1/2.
Fig.5 shows 45T5/Tc as function of c(a). A broad minimum in the fluctuation level
is observed which corresponds to the maxima of confinement near r=1/2 and its flat
decrease with increasing distance to this value. Because no stationary discharge was
possible at $21 /2 the expected sharp peak in the fluctuation level cannot be observed.

Again the central fluctuation level at optimum confinement is about 1 per cent identical
to the radiometric fundamental level. At poor confinement in the wings of the curve

about 3 per cent are found as before in the transient discharge.

References
[1] H.J. Hartfufi et al.,” ECE Diagnostic for the new Stellarator Wendelstein VII-AS”,
Proc. of EC-6, Joint Workshop on ECE and ECRH, September 16—17, Oxford, 1987

[2] H. Renner, WVII—AS Team, NBI Team, ICRH Group, ECRH Group,
”Configurational effects on the confinement in the stellarator WENDELSTEIN VII-AS”.
7th International Workshop on Stellarators, April 10 - 14, Oak Ridge, TN, 1989
[3] HJ. Hartfufl, ”Coherent Versus Incoherent Detection Schemes”,
Proc. Joint IAEA Technical Committee Meeting On ECE and EC-7 Meeting,
May 8-11, Hefei PR China, 1989



Fig.1 Snapshot of the fluctuating plasma. as
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W
[n this paper we describe a versatile tool which is used to scan

a number of optical fibers in front of the entrance slit of a

multichannel spectrometer. It is now a common technique, especially

on Tokamaks with high radiation level, to use fibers with good

transmission (T2702 for 60m length) in the visible spectral range

(250—800hm) which transport the radiation flux to the detection system

behind the biological shield. ln long duration discharges as in Tore

Supra (10 sec) radial scans with a single diode array (DNA) are an

alternative to a 2—dimensional CCD where all the fibers can be viewed

simultaneously,

Instead of using a moving mirror, sweeping the cross— section of

the plasma, we preferred a fixed multifiber configuration: each of the

9 fibers corresponds to a precisely mapped viewing line. Five groups

of 9 fibers are installed on Tore Supra for Bremsstrahlung,Ha and

other measurements, but we will concentrate here on the 9-fiber system

located in the equatorial plane since it intersects at 9 points the

lower half of the plasma diameter; the first fiber being about central

(r~0) and the last one in the scrape off layer (r=80 cm) fig.:1.

Light is collected from a cone expanding from 25 mm at the entrance

pupil (EP) of the specially designed triplet lens (f/2,f=50 mm,wide

angle 30") to a spot of 60 mm at the inner carbon bumper limiter‘ A

rotating dichroic sheath polarizer mounted at the EP allows analysis

of the d and n polarized Zeeman pattern emitted by light impurities

[1]. In Tore Supra the toroidal field increases from the outer edge to

the inner wall from 3 to 6 Tesla, which results in a complete

separation of the Zeeman pattern of some selected lines (e 9. Ha, HeI.

CII). This simplifies the line spectrum, especially in the n

(parallel to St) position, As is shown in detail in fig.:2, reliable

ion—temperatures can thus be Calculated once the instrumental function

I.F. of the Czerny—Turner (f/S, f=640mm, ZAOOQr/mm) spectrometer is

deconvoluted from the measured profil {I.F.=O.5 ,entrance slit=50

pm). All components of the optics are made of UV—grade fused Silica,

The PCS~1000 (Quartz and Silice) fiber (core diameter=1mml shows good

transmission at 280nm for a fiber length of 60m. An interesting

feature of our fiber—multiplexer is that fiber bundles can be
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interchanged very quickiy with fiber connectors. aiiowing a seiectiOn
of the viewing region. As an exampie we show the Hydrogen and Carbon
recyciing at the front face of the pump Iimiter [fig.:3i.

DESCRIPTION OF THE FIBER MULTIPLEXER
It is essentiaiiy composed of a quick scanning stepping motor at

the front face of the spectrometer (fig.:4). A typicai step-time of
4msec can be achieved with an adjustabie brake. The shaft bears a
iight—weigthed wheel with a convenient diameter. so that one step
corresponds at the circumference of the wheel to an arc of 1.5mm which

is the externai diameter of the fibers. 10 of them are cioseiy spaced

at the rim of the wheei and 2 quartz Tenses (f/Z;f:50‘100mmi form the

image of one fiber at the center of the entrance siit with 2.5 x

magnification (@(image)=2I5 mm). This is the heigth of the 1024 pixei

CCD—array. An important feature is that the intersection between the

fiber—image and the siit {width:50pml is insensitive to the
osciiiations of the braked whee] at the end of each step. In fact we

are iimited by the intensity of the spectra] iines, using CCD—scan

times of at ieast 32 msec. At the end of this scan, the stepping motor

is triggered and the diodeearray is zeroed during one dummy scan

(t=32 msec). The whoie cycie takes in this case 9x32x2=576 msec, which
produces about 10 compiete radiai scans during a typicai current

piateau of Tore Supra, Naveiength caiibration and instrumentai

function measurement are done with an auxiiiary fiber, which

superposes the radiation of a spectral lamp to the piasma emission,

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
When the piasma is Timited by the inner Carbon waii, strong

recyciing is observed. which depends poioidaiiy on the distance

between the Carbon wail and the Test ciosed fiux surface (LCFS). This
emission is so strong that the contribution from the remaining viewing

chord can be negiected‘ This is true for fibers 1 to 6 , since the

Zeemann spiitting (strong-fieid approximation) shows the l/R

dependence of the Tokamak fieid‘ Due to the Zeeman spiitting. the

emission can be Tocaiized with respect to the major radius R with an

incertainty of :5 cm (fig :1). As in the case of the outside limited

piasmas, the remaining fibers show a spiitting which is the sum of the

emission of the two intersections of the viewing chord with the
radiating Iayer. In fig.:2 we show three OII lines ciose to HY in the

n and d poiarization. A Mercury Tine yieids the I‘FV for the

deconvoiution of the centrai n components‘ within the error bars no

poioidai dependence of the edge in temperature appears‘ We find:

TiiH)=4.6 :0.8 eV, Ti(0)=40 :3 ev, TiiCi= 49 r 2. eV. These ion

temperatures are characteristic for the coid infiuxes at the very

edge.
Figure 3. shows the recycling of H‘D and C at the front face of
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the pump—limiter. Deuterium is continuously injected, Hydrogen comes

mostiy from the dissociation of the H2 contained in the graphite
of ali plasma facing surfaces‘ The increase of the Ha signal may be

due to outgasing of the pump—limiter heating up during the plasma

shot.
Figure 5. shows the strong increase of Hydrogen and Carbon

recyciing during D2 peiiet fueiiingi The Carbon emission can be
iocaiized due to the Zeeman spiitting (weak fieid approximation}. He

can see that it corresponds to a major radius R=1.73m (Btot:5.3Ti at
the inner Carbon waii. Smaii d—components are visibie due to a
misalignment of the poiarizer with respect to the total magnetic

fieid.

[1] P.G. CAROLAN and ai‘ Pias. Phys‘ Contr. Fus. g1. 1101 (1985)
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A new diagnostic has been recentiy set on TORE~SUPRA , to observe
charged fusion particies . Both 3 MeV ( D + D » P + T ) and 14.7 MeV protons
( D + He + P + He ) can be measured .

DETECTOR ASSEMBLY

The detector is Tocated in a verticai port . It has been instaiied in a
tube separated from the piasma vaccuum by a 6 pm stainiess steei foii . It
aiiows us to modify the detector configuration more easiTy , but Timit the
measurement to the protons oniy . Active cooiing is necessary ; the 190°C of
the vessei are too hot for the detector

The detector is a muTtipie siiicon strip chips : it is equivaient to 16
smaii detectors , pieced cTose to one other . The entrance window , which
support the 6 pm foii , is used as a coiTimator ‘ Each strip is Tooking at
particies with different pitch—angie ( angie between the particie veTocity
and the magnetic fie )

i , i |

2cmWTcH—HNGLE

SILICON CH|F

;er/?T/\ \
_ r \c PmN TRHIECTORY E i _

\ (3MeV) i‘
\ i

»(
/ T

FIG/1 DETECTOR assmew’fmmw
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PROTONS TRAJECTORIES

For given toroidal and poloidal fields , the knowledge of the pitch,angle permits to calculate the particles trajectories each detector strjis then looking at the plasma on a different chord . Figure 2 shows threeexamples ( projection in a poloidal plane ) . They correspond to the threEvalues of pitcheangle from figure 1 The proton flux on the detector ishighest for the most central trajectory

, can be used exactly in the same way asmore classical straight chords ( e.gi optical diagnostics ) it is possibleto calculate the proton emission profile from the integral fluxes receivedon the detectors The spatial resolution is then related to the angularresolution of the detector/collimator assembly , and to the knowledge of themagnetic fields

These complex lines of sight

l
s FIG' 2' :DETECTOR TUfi‘E

'5 cm
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DETECTOR EFFICIENCY AND RESOLUTION

Due to the width of both the detector and the window , and Rutherford
scattering in the foil , the pitch—angle resolution of the system is about 3
degrees , corresponding to a spatial resolution of 5 cm ; this value does
not take account of the uncertainties on the magnetic fields , mainly on the
current profile . Pitch—angle efficiencies of eight detector strips are
given on figure 3a

Figure 3b shows a calculated proton flux versus pitch—angle for
parabolic temperature and deuterium density profile . The right—hand side of
the curve ( high angles ) corresponds to banana trajectories , and the
19ft—hand side ( small angles ) to passing trajectories . The modulation is
due to the ripple : each peak can be correlated to a toroidal field coil

: lif;El££ll§Ii£;lLi FIG. :5 a g

3_ rnz . s r /A a '1' _

:_ A \l —;
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FIRST EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS__E4_______A__.____s_____

\

A measured proton signaT is piotted on figure 4a , with plasma current( 4b ) and neutron fiux ( 4c ). During that shot , four deuterium peiietshave been injected in the piasma . The last peak on the neutron signa] 15due to runaway eiectrons ( photo« neutrons ) produced during the disruption.So , it does not appear on the proton signal

\

Direct measurement of the Doppier broadening of the proton Tine (AE = 91.6 [T ) has been performed , but with a bad tempera] resoiution , dugto the weakness of the fluxes ( countig time of 2 200 ms ) . However 5 itshows the cooTing of the plasma due to the peiiets ( see figure 4d )measurements made just after the injection are Tower than Tater ones

Width 1
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ilRST DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS OBSERVATIONS BY C02 SCATTERING

[N TORE SUPRA

CLAVIRON, X.GARBET, J.OL1VAIN
Association EURATOM-CEA, CEN Cadarache (France)

and
A.TRUC, AQUEMENEUR, RHENNEQUIN, D.GRESILLON, F. GERVAIS

PMI- Ecole Polytechnique- Palaiseau (France)

introduction

A new C02 scattering experiment has been conceived and recently

stalled on the Tore Supra tokamak.
Using a 10.6 mm electromagnetic wave to observe electronic density

uctuations has several advantages compared to microwave radiations: easy

ropagation in open air, negligible refraction effects (letting the possibility to

robe high density plasmas), large sensitivity and, from the technical point of

iew, easy plasma interface. Unfortunately the C02 usual apparatus suffers a

reat limitation: the scattering angles are so weak that no spatial resolution in

me direction of the probing beam remains. All the fluctuations issued from a

slasma chord are observed.
On Tore Supra, we take advantage of the existence of a variable

nagnetic shear along the plasma radius to get a finite spatial resolution.The k

wave vector of the natural turbulence is mainly perpendicular to the local

nagnetic field. For a probing beam following a vertical diameter, the local

iirection of the magnetic field (fi = Em + fipol) varies along the beam. For

:ach 5y element of a diameter, the natural turbulence is located

perpendicularly to the local magnetic direction. An heterodyne technique is

used. The local beam is fixed. The main beam can rotate 271'. around the local

beam, so that the optical EA vector, which is always perpendicular to the local

beam, can explore all directions (Bobs) perpendicular to the vertical direction

(e.g. successively exploring a poloidal direction, then the toroidal direction and

so on...) Presently, during one experiment, 90135 is fixed and so each element

of the vertical diameter contributes with a weighting factor related to the

mismatch between the azimuthal location of the turbulence and the azimuthal

value of Bobs. For one particular position of the main rotator (Bobs ~ 90° in

our case), the EA is located in the meridian plane and the turbulence arising

from the centre of the discharge, where the shear vanishes, is detected. When

Bobs is increased, (~ 95 to 100°), the analyzing vector EA has left the meridian

plane. Fluctuations stemming from a positive ordinate (y>0) are detected.

Conversely, Bobs ~ 80 to 85° coincides with negative y ordinates. By this eobs

analysis, it is possible to have a finite spatial y resolution.
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A further advantage of the existence of a spatial resolution results in the
use of an heterodyne receiving technique. Two acousto—optic crystals are used
in serial to modulate the main beams in such a way that the complex Spectrum
of the fluctuations is accessible. So it would be possible to determine the
direction of rotation of the turbulence in the various domains of the plasma
(centre, gradient zone, periphery plasma and scrape off layer).

II.Experiment

The apparatus is able to silrnultaneously measure the fluctuations
associated to two wave vectors El and E2 .The beam issued of a C02 laser is
splitted into three beams using two acousto-optic deflectors. Two of these
beams have the same power and constitute the main beams, the third one, of
weak power, is used as a common local oscillator for an heterodyne detection
(one of the main beams and the local oscillator are respectively modulated at
frequencies f1=42 MHz and f0=80 MHz).The two scattering signals
superimposed on the local oscillator are collected on a photovoltaic detector.
The radius of the beams in the plasma is about 3cm; it corresponds to a k
resolution Ak=0.7 cm-l. The modulus of the accessible wave numbers are
between 3 and 40 cm-l.

III Spatial resolution

For a fixed EA observation vector, wich makes an angle Bobs with the
toroidal direction, each element 8y of the vertical plasma diameter contributes
to the scattered signal, with a weighting factor related to the mismatch
between Bobs and the azimuthal direction of the fluctuation k vector.

The 5y element of the scattering diameter, located at the y ordinate , is
assumed to have a gaussian azimuthal turbulence distribution around the angle
§(y) =Arctg (Bpo1(y)/e).The probing beams have a gaussian angular
resolution around the value Bobs of the form exp—((9-90bs)/Ak/1(A))2 where 9 is
the azimuthal angle.The density fluctuations are inhomogeneous along the
probing beams . A radial turbulence profile can be assumed, as given in
ref(l), for instance: 8n/n = ( 3 10'3 +0.1 (y/a)3), where a is the radius of the
plasma.

The power scattered by an unit element of the scattering volume is
proportional to the quantity

S(eosYskA) = 5112(y)ICXP-((9-§(y))/A9))2 6X1)-((9-9obs)/Ak/ka))2 d9,
where A9 is the turbulence spectrum width.Fig(l) and Fig(2) give some
examples of this calculation and of the expected radial resolution for different
values of kA and eobs. Fig(l) shows that for the chosen values of kA and Bobs
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he scattered signal mainly originates from the central region whereas in Fig.2
t corresponds to the upper part of the plasma. Typically, for kA 2 9 cm-1 in
rarying Bobs we can separate the contribution coming from the upper,the
:entre and the lower part of the vertical diameter. For kA 2 15 cm-1 the
vertical spatial resolution is better than 15 cm (FWHM) e.g.~ a/5. The
cattered detected signal S(90bs,kA) has to be proportional to the integral of
uch a curve (y varying between iymax = $1.2 r/a to include the turbulence of
he scrape off layer).

V Experimental results

Preliminary experimental observations herewith reported confirm the
)otentiality of the diagnostic as a tool to detect the fluctuations issued from a
ocalized radial domain and to estimate the sense of rotation of the turbulence
n the Laboratory frame.

For instance, Fig.3 corresponds to a kA=12 cm'1 wave number analysis
"or eobs = 95°. A significant negative shift in the turbulence spectrum is
ioticed (AF ~ 120 kHz corresponding to a rotation velocity of 0.6 105 cm/s).

Zonversely in Fig.4, for kA= 6 cm'1 and 90b5=85° a positive shift is observed

AF ~ 50 kHz corresponding to a velocity of 0.5 105 cm/s). These emissions
tpproximately originate from the gradient zone of the plasma.

Fig.5 is an illustration of a numerical simulation of the expected
izimuthal variation of the peak amplitude of the turbulence and its associated
~requency integrated value as a function of the azimuthal coordinate for kA = 6
:m'1 in standard working conditions of Tore Supra. Fig.6 is the result of a set
)f experiments with 60b5, variations. Crosses refer to the positive frequencies
)f the maximum amplitude (F ~ 100 kHz) of the fluctuations and dots to the
iegative values. In this case, we successively detect the upper, the central and
he lower part of a vertical diameter. The turbulence spectrum is broad but we
revertheless notice a shift in the frequency spectrum corresponding to a
‘otation of the plasma.
V Conclusion

It has been experimentally shown that the scattering apparatus on TS
ilIOWS a spatial resolution of the turbulence and a determination of the
:lirection of propagation of this turbulence. A more accurate determination of
:he localization domain sizes is in progress and the possibility of simultaneous
neasurements for two different wave numbers will be explored.

Reference:(1) J. OLIVAIN in Proceedings of the Cadarache Worshop on Electrostatic
I'urbulence,EUR-CEA-FC 1381 Report (1989).
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TURBULENCE STUDIES IN TJ-I TOKAMAK
BY MICROWAVE REFLECTOMETRY

T. Estrada, A.P. Navarro, ,1 Sanchez, B Brafias

Asociacion EURATOMJCIEMAT 28040—Madrid, SPAIN

Introduction
The analysis of density turbulence in the plasma bulk with microwave reflectometry

contributes to the program on turbulence studies and anomalous transport which is being

conduCted in the TH tokamak (R=0.30 m, a=0.10 m, Ip<50 kA, Bt<1.5 T).

The microwave reflectometer installed in TJ-I operates in the x—mode and covers the

frequency range 33 to 50 GHZ with homodyne detection. The system uses a single antenna

for launching and receiving the microwave beam (1).
In this paper we present experimental results on density fluctuations taken in the radial

range from the plasma center to r/a:0.7 (3 cm from the plasma edge), operating in standard

discharges at IT and central density about 1—2x1019 m'3. Operation in frequency sweeping
mode enabled to obtain this radial scan of the turbulence level in a single shot.

Operation at higher field (1.4 T) allowed us to reach the plasma edge and compare re—

flectometer and Langmuir probes results.
In addition a new method to study coherence lengths is presented.

Radial sweeping
Most of the reflectorneters use direct homodyne detection techniques. This method has

the major advantage of simple broadband operation but in the other hand suffers from ambi-
guity in the determination of the phase delay between the reference and the reflecting layer.

Heterodyne methods or quadrature phase detection can be used but they are essentially narr

rowband and a complete radial scan is very difficult.

In the homodyne system the phase delay 4: of interest is measured indirectly trough an

interferometric method: the interference term which carries the phase information is:

v: E1 E2 cost) [11
Where E1 is the field amplitude of the reference beam and E2 the field amplitude of the

beam reflected from the plasma.
Two problems arise: first, COS¢ and not (1) is determined, the sensitivity of V to an oscil-

lation in (i) will depend on the point around which the phase is oscillating. Second, due to

the characteristic of the microwave equipment. E1 and E2 are functions of the incident fre»

quency with a sharp structure which cannot be easily precalibrated and, in addition, E2 can

be time dependent due to the changes in the plasma geometry during the discharge.
A method must be used to bring into a comparable scale the turbulence levels which

have been measured at different radial positions with different frequencies of the microwave
beam.

We have used frequency sweeping with this aim: If we make a frequency sweeping

during the discharge the phase ¢ will increase monotonously and, according to the expres—

sion [1], V will have a senoidal shape as a function of the frequency , For a given frequency

point, the difference between neighboring maximum and minimum is a good on-line estima—
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tion of 2 x 131 E2. This is true if the “beat” frequency of the senoidal structure in V(t) is
higher than that of the changes in El and E2.

The resulting waveform V(t) has a senoidal shape which carries as a ripple the oscilla.
tions due to the turbulence. To obtain the radial distribution of phase turbulence we PrOCeed
on steps: First the raw signal is filtered around the beat frequency to get the normalizin
function, then the raw signal is normalized and the RMS of the signals with frequencies
above the beat frequency is taken.

In addition the method shows the periodic sensitivity of the rcflectometer as (l) is in-
creasing and some averaging can be performed, which is not possible in fixed frequency ex-
periments.

The procedure can only work if the oscillations in (1) due to turbulence are below 27:,
which is the usual situation for microturbulence.The observation of the microscopic oscilla.
tion of V around the senoidal function can give thus a direct estimation on the phase oscilla—
tion magnitude. On the other hand a higher dynamic range in the detection system is needed
in the sweeping experiment to observe with good accuracy the turbulence ripple around the
senoidal variation in V(t). A good linearity in the detector diode is also necessary.

The speed of the displacement of the reflecting layer (7 m/s in the experiment in TJ-I)
will produce a Doppler-like effect on the observed plasma waves. To minimize this effect
the sweeping must be slow. Radial coherence lengths play also some role. Simulation
experiments show that the effect of the traveling reflecting point is not severe and that the
radial distribution and spectrum of the density turbulence can be reproduced in a similar way
as fixed frequency experiments can do.

The rate of frequency change and the subsequent beat frequency must be their carefully
chosen to fulfill all the requirements.We can play with the delay paths in the reflectometer to
have a suitable 8¢l5£

For one-antenna reflectometers the path lengths must be also chosen in such a way that
the parasitic reflections can be spectrally separated from the relevant signals. In this sense is
always easier to apply the present method to reflectometers with separated antennas to
launch and receive the beam.

The experiment was performed in TJ-I by sweeping from 33 to 46 GHz in 10 ms, fig 1
shows the frequency spectrum of the recorded signal. Around 3-4 kHz we have the plasma
to reference beat frequency and turbulence is taken for f > lOkHz. The peak around 0.5 kHz

(13*.

c2: '\
1 | “1‘. In.

c 2:4 i ‘ Vii
' w‘\. a) t l:

E n i=4 l “A.u: “V, 5
\ “al c.::—. vf'

ii. at . ‘ i I O 0v .79 . when r: .l a ... 3 . ... . . ‘ |r=0.09m
lD ‘0 IO f :—‘i,,,'. _- -.___fi_l_.,

FREQ (HZ) 7.27343 2:: 35.: III 4.2.: u”: 45.: 45,:
FREQ (GHz)

Fig.1 Spectrum of thc rcllectomctcr signal in Fig.2 RMS ofthc normalized rcllcctomcter signal
a frequency sweeping experiment in a slow frequency sweeping (10 ms)
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. duB to the beating between the reference beam and the reflected one at the vacuum
ls'ndOW- Fig 2 shows the normalized turbulence level for the different incident frequencies (
W31 GHZ corresponds to r=7 cm and 46 GHz are close to the plasma center for this dis-
Emma-The fine structure in the turbulence which appears on fig 2 is non-significant since
. is in the order of the present accuracy of the method. Further improvements in the dynamic
ltnge of the detection and in the normalization procedure could give meaningful pictures of
{tie turbulence fine structure (rational surfaces).

A normalization of the radial density fluctuation level for this experiment can be ob—
tained by taking into account the vacuum

n.sn- wavelength and density gradient for the differ—
N ent reflecting points. This will still enlarge the

M, \ magnitude of the edge fluctuations (lower mi—
“hr crowave frequencies). The result is consistent

with previous reflectomettic measurements
MI and with the probe results at the edge: strong

density fluctuations are present at the plasma
\1] WW edge and they decay very fast when moving to

' ‘1 deeper radial positions (2), (3).
WV 1 A similar experiment was taken with a

faster sweeping (33 to 48 GHz in 1 ms) which
“‘05. is more convenient for the short plateau times

r=0.09m r=0.0 (10 ms) in TJ-l but has the disadvantage of 3
MW . ~~-t—— 7 7 77 v __ higher beat frequency ( 40 kHz) and a higher, 1 r—fi 1 1 t . t . .

39.0144) inn inn «Ln 1?.{1 H." m." mu sun Doppler Shlfl. Only turbulence frequenctes
FHEOlGHZ) above fbcal can be taken into account. Fig. 3

shows the distribution of turbulence in this ex—
periment for frequencies higher than 60 kHz.
The radial behavior is similar to that obtained
in the slow sweeping experiment.

Turbulence with frequencies below the beat frequency will appear as a phase modula-
tion effect. If we make a very fast sweeping the density profile with the local perturbations
due to the turbulence could be obtained. Then the analysis of density fluctuation on time
could be changed to the analysis of a density variation on space. Some simulation studies
will be accomplished to evaluate whether a local density profile reconstruction process could
bring the high accuracy needed to observe density
variations in the 1% range. A.uf

The spectra of the density fluctuations for dif-
ferent radial positions have been obtained, no major \ \V
changes in the spectra structure were found for stan- ‘
dard discharges without strong MHD activity. Pmbe WW
Comparison with probe measurements were per- ‘
formed in discharges at 1.4 T were the reflecting
layer for 33 GHz goes closer to the plasma edge. Fig .
4 shows the amplitude spectra taken by a LangmuirA-U-
probe and by the Reflectometer in fixed frequency /
aperation. The spectra are very similar, mainly at /
low frequencies, the maximum amplitude appears at / ll

Fig.3 RMS of the nonnalized reflectometer sig-
nal for a fast frequency sweeping (1 ms).

llv’l|’ l‘ltllilur v I

70 kHz for the reflectometer and at 100 kHz for the iiii’llilvHelleclomeler M
probe. The decay of the power spectrum fits F“ Hm;Vi‘TFflflifl‘ffl” 5 ""

. 2

With at: 2.8 for the reflectometer and a=2.9 for the ‘0 'eq ‘0
Fig.4 Amplitude spectra of the density
turbulence from reflectometric and probe
measurements.

probe. Coherence between both signals is very low (
< 0.2), this is consistent with the distance between
Llie probing points: 1cm in radial direction and 3 cm
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in poloidal direction for the same toroidal position.

Coherence studies
One of the most interesting features of reflectometry is the ability to obtain radial C0r~relation lengths of the density turbulence by the use of systems with two simultaneous fre_quencies. The spatial resolution needed and the line integrated effects as well as the possibil~ity of poloidal and toroidal correlation measurements have been discussed elsewhere (2), (4)
Again the use of homodyne receivers is very convenient for broadband operation (whichallows the complete radial mapping of correlation lengths) but some new problems are in-

volved: The coherence of cos 5(1) and cos (5(t)+50), where 5(t) is the oscillating phage, is
only equivalent to l for 50=n1r and goes to very low values for 50=(2n+l)(1t/2), this effect
depends on the amplitude of the oscillation of 5(t). Thus fixed frequency homodyne experi~
ments could produce errors in the determination of the coherence.

We propose a slow frequency sweeping method to overcome this problem : one of the
oscillators remains at fixed frequency ( a fixed gunn will be used) and the other ( BWO tube)

makes the slow sweeping, then 60 increases mo-
' . DENSWCOMERENCE notonously and. the coherence. measured shows

. nmacromersneousnauce maxtma and mlnima, the maxlma Wlll be taken
as significant coherence values. This allows in
addition the determination of the coherence
length in a single shot.

A simulation has been done to observe the
swinging effect in the coherence and check
whether the correlation length determined in the
dynamical process corresponds to the physical
one for the density fluctuations.

The density turbulence was generated by a
random distribution of magnetic islands (2). The°'° MB results are shown in fig.5: following the model,
the coherence of the density turbulence decays to
0,3 in 4 mm . This is very similar to the behavior
of the reflectometer coherence which shows the
expected maxima and minima. We can also see
that strong errors could arise if only a few dis-
crete points are chosen with the reflectometer.
The number of swinging periods can be in-
creased by increasing the delay paths in the re-
flectometer.

1.0

mo: a.“ 0,03
DISTANCE (r/I)

Fig.5 Simulation of coherence measurements.
Solid line: fitting of the coherence of the den-
sity fluctuation for the different distances be~
tween points, dashed line: fitting of the coher-
ence as determined by a homodyne reflecto-
mcter in frequency sweeping.
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X—MODE BROADBAND REFLECTOMETRIC
DENSITY PROFILE MEASUREMENTS 0N DIII—D*

E.J. DOYLE, T. LEHECKA, N.C. LUHMANN, JR., W.A. PEEBLES,

AND THE DIII—D GROUPT

Institute of Plasma and Fusion Research, UCLA, CA 90024, U.S.A.

In recent years, there has been a resurgence of interest in refiectometric tech-

niques for density profile measurements. This interest has been driven by difficulty

in obtaining sufficient access for interferometer systems, especially on D-shaped ma—

chines such as DIII—D and JET, while most Thomson scattering systems are limited

to at most a few pulses per discharge. Reflectometry, by contrast, can generate mul-

tiple profiles per discharge and requires only minimal vessel access, preferably on the

horizontal plasma centerline.

Two alternative approaches to refiectometric profile measurements are available;

narrowband and broadband techniques. Narrowband systems, employing modulated

Gunn sources, are attractive because of the simple source teclmology and low capital

cost.1‘2 However, in practice on DIII—D and JET, actual machine performance has not

matched that of laboratory tests, though more sophisticated schemes are currently

under investigation.3 By contrast, both 0— and X—mode broadband systems, which

employ frequency tunable BWO sources to sweep through a range of critical densi-

ties, have obtained satisfactory results on a variety of tokamaks.4'5'° However, none

of these results were obtained with H-mode or high beam power L—mode discharges,

such as are frequently encountered on DIII—D. O-mode systems have the advantage

that the refractive index depends solely on the plasma density, while X—mode sys-
tems cover a larger portion of the density profile for a given frequency range, thus

requiring fewer sources. In addition, due to the magnetic field dependence, X-mode
systems can penetrate beyond the plasma centre. Taking these factors into account,
a 50 to 75 GHz, X—mode, broadband reflectometer system was installed and is now
operational on DIlI—D. Profiles have been obtained under a wide range of conditions,
including Ohmic, L— and H—mode operation.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The system utilizes a 50 to 75 GHz BWO as source and X—mode propagation.
Thus, the density coverage is dependent on the toroidal field strength; at full field

(2.1 T) the density coverage is m2.0 X 1018 to 3.5 X 1019 m‘a. A schematic of
the microwave circuit is shown in Fig. 1. Overmoded waveguide is used to reduce
attenuation, while mode generation at bends is minimized by the use of reduced
height, DeRonde, bends. As shown, a bistatic arrangement is utilized, with separate
transmit and receive horns viewing the plasma through a vacuum window and an
adjustable mirror. The tube can be swept full band in as little as 200 us and, allowing
for the reset time of the tube, density profiles can be measured every 2.5 ms. Currently,
the minimum sweep time employed is 500 #5, due to the data rates at higher sweep
speeds being beyond the bandwidth of the electronics. Fringes are measured using
an automated fringe detection, timing and counting system employing a zero crossing
detector and a DSP model 2904 timer/counter module. Profiles are currently obtained

* This work was sponsored by General Atomics Subcontract SC120536 under US.

Department of Energy Contract No. DE-ACO3-89ER51114.
T General Atomics, San Diego, California.
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at seven selectable times per discharge, expandable to 132 profiles per discharge,Fluctuation data can also be obtained, simply by using the tube in CW mode, anddirectly digitizing the mixer output.

PROFILE INVERSION
The measured data, ¢m(f), the phase of the reflected signal as a function ofBWO frequency, have three components; <25,” = ,, + (bu, + 175?, where qt,” 45,, and(15,, are, respectively, the contributions from the air/vacuum path length, waveguide,including dispersion, and plasma density profile. The air/vacuum and Waveguidecontributions can be determined by an in—vessel calibration, so the desired Plasma.contribution can be obtained by subtraction. ¢P(f) are line integrated quantitiesrelated to the density profile through the same expression as for interferometry, viz:

=(T f)
(151701.): 2ko/ #(7‘, f)d1' — 7r/2

a

where kc is the wavenumber of the probing beam, [.L the plasma refractive index, andTa and re are the limiter and cutoff radii, respectively. For O—mode propagation, thisintegral can be analytically solved for the density profile using an Abel inversion. ForX—mode propagation, however, no analytic solution exists and numerical methodsmust be used. A numerical algorithm has been developed to invert the data whichis similar in outline to that given in Ref. 5. However, it does not suffer from thenumerical instability problems encountered with that Work.5'7
Consider an arbitrary step in the profile inversion process. Assume the profileis known up to the n’th frequency, fn. Then,

7‘:(fn)w") = era/cf #(nffldr
To

For the next frequency, fn+1, the measured phase can be represented as:

"c(fn+x) 1
¢(fn+1)= 4Trfn+1/C/ #(7',fn+1) 117‘ + E ATM (Tmfn) — #(Tn+1, fn+1)l

where Ar is the extra distance propagated by increasing the frequency from fn tofn+1. Now, by definition, p(rn+1,fn+1) = O, and all the other quantities, exceptAr, are known because the profile for f,, is known. Thus, it is pOSSible to solve forAr, whence rn+1 = 'rn + Ar, and the density at this radius is known from the cutoffcondition. The density profile can thus be extended in a step by step manner usingthe above algorithm. However, the edge profile up to the density corresponding to50 GHz must be modelled.

EFFECT OF DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS
In measuring ¢,,(f), the largest experimental problem is the effect of the intrinsicplasma density fluctuations. These impart a random Doppler shift to the frequencyof the measured fringes and can distort or entirely mask the desired profile informa‘tion. While this Doppler shift is determined by the plasma conditions and cannot be
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modified, its effect on the measured fringes can be minimized by utilizing the fastest

ossible sweep time. This can be understood as follows: If the IF frequency is low,
the signal voltage will be close to zero for an appreciable time turing each half period.

Thus, only relatively small fluctuations are necessary in order to generate additional,

spurious, zero crossings, increasing the measured phase. These spurious counts can

only increase the measured phase, and their number is directly proportional to t, the

sweCP length. If the sweep is suficiently fast to minimize these spurious counts, the
fluctuations can still modulate the counting rate by both advancing and retarding the
time of the zero crossings. In this case, using a random walk type argument, the rms

deviation from what the count would be in the absence of fluctuations is proportional

to \fl Therefore, the influence of both forms of phase distortion can be minimized
by reducing the sweep length, while the desired profile induced phase shift, 45?, is in—
dependent of t. As density fluctuations are largest during L—mode discharge phases,
it is immediately apparent that L—mode profiles are the most difficult to measure.
On DIII—D, sweep lengths of 500—750 [1.5 have been employed and this will be further
decreased to 200 ps in order to cater for the most turbulent discharges encountered.

RESULTS
Using the techniques described above, good agreement has been found with

Thomson profiles in Ohmic, L— and H—mode discharges under a variety of conditions.
Examples of refiectometer density profiles, and comparison Thomson profiles, are
shown in Fig. 2. An example of the fringe quality during an Ohmic discharge phase
is shown in Fig. 3. Fringes obtained during H—mode are similar, while those for
L—mode are considerably more distorted during high beam power discharge phases.
One unexpected observation is that the plasma VSWR can change such as to affect the
measurements. During H—mode, the plasma can become a very good reflector, with
signal levels comparable to those of actual mirrors. Under these conditions, a spurious
second harmonic signal component can be generated due to multiple reflections, which
can cause distortion unless filtered out.

SUMMARY
Refiectometric density profiles are obtained on DIII-D which are in good agree-

ment with Thomson profiles, but only with the use of fast sweeps. The large changes
in plasma profile which occur between 0 'c and H—mode operation are observed
to change the plasma VSWR. The system is still under development: By adding
an additional 50-75 GHz BWO and mixers, the present system will be reconfigured
to act as a correlation reflectometer, while still retaining the capability to measure
density profiles. These alterations are currently underway, and it is hoped to obtain
preliminary data by the time of the EPS conference.
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sTRONGLY NON-MAXWELLIAN ELECTRON VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS
OBSERVED WITH THOMSON SCATTERING

AT THE TORTUR TOKAMAK

C.J. Barth, A.C.A.P. van Lammeren, Q.C. van Est,
G.C.H.M. Verhaag and A.J.H. Donne

FOM—Instiruut voor Plasmaf sica Ri'nhuizen,

Association Euratom-FOM, PO. Box 1207, 34 0 BE ieuwegein, The Netherlands

TORTUR is a small tokamak (R = 0.46 m, a = 0.085 m, BT = 2.9 T) in which a plasrriaj

cugrentl S 55 kA is confined during ~ 30 ms. At the plasma centre Te S 1 keV and ne S 10

' . Fas current ramping at plasma formation induces a state of weak turbulence, which is

maintained during the plateau stage [1]. Additional heating is performed b superimposing a

fast (I = 10 us) current pulse (AI = 30 kA) on the lateau current [2]. The homson scattermg

diagnostic of TORTUR [3] enab es us to measure 6 and ne at r = 5 and 60 mm. At r = 5 mm

scattered light can be collected perpendicular (J_) and parallel (/l) to the toroidal axis: radial and

tangential scattering, res ectively. According to the scattering geometry (Fig. l) tangential

scattering makes it possib e to observe components of V//.
The scattered light is spectrally resolved w1th a high transmission 29—ch nnel

polychromator [3] an is detected with GaAs photomultipliers. At me = 5x10 9 m' the

observational error is less than 1%; the signals of individual spectral channels have an error of ~

3%. In Fig. 2 typical spectra are depicted along with the deviations with respect to the fitted

gaussian after correction for relativrstic effects: 8y11= {yi-f(?ti)}/A, where i is the measured

signal, fOtj) is the value of the fit and A is the amplitude of the gaussran. nder some plasma

conditions - which will be presented later - 8y; is very small (Fig. 2a) but durin the current

flat-top distortions with res ect to the expected gaussian are found on radial ( i . 2b) and

tan ential (Fig. 2c) spectra. he value of 5yi amounts up to 5 times the observation error and

1s Lgerefore substantial. The typical shape of the distortions is found by averaging 5 i over 30

Observations (Fig. 3a and b). At l M» > 30 nm all data points match the fitte gaussian

accurately. Observational errors of tan ential spectra are larger than those of radial spectra, due

to a smaller collection efficiency. he devration spectra ByOt) for radial and tangential

observations are characterized by two symmetrical dips at A}. = +/— 15 nm with an amplitude

<5y> of ~ 7%.Correlation studies concerning the largest negative deviations in the 4 innermost

channels of the red and the blue wing of the s ectrum show four combinations with a total

probabilit of 80%. The four channels involve have a wavelength shift A?» = 1-10 of —17.2,

-11.4, +1 .1 and +22.6 nm. When the position of these minina was purely a matter of statistics

a total probability of 25% is expected.
Due to the gyration of the electrons around the toroidal magnetic field lines the electron

velocity distribution for a tokamak plasma is given by f(v) = f(v]_, v/ ). So, in princi le it is

possible to determine f(v) from the spectra observed in the radial, f()L_Lé, and tangenti , f(?t/{)

direction. However, straightforward determination of f(v) from f(7\._|_) and f(7t//) is not possib e

since both measured 5 ectra represent a projection of f(v) on the radial and tangential scattering

vector, respectively. urther complications arise from relativistic effects [4]. Therefore, a

computer code [5] has been written to calculate for any anisotropic electron velocity distribution

the corresponding Thomson scattering s ectra for each scattering geometry. Application of this

code demonstrates that the congruence etween the observed spectra can be well explained by

an isotropically distorted velocity distribution. In that case the velocity distribution is

proportional to the derivative of the spectrum: f(v) o< df(7t)/d7t [6]. A typical spectrum is

obtained by superimposing the mean dev1ation spectrum on a thermal distribution of 600 eV, as

is shown in Fi . 4a. The corresponding f(v) is shown in Fig. 4b. From this it is clear that the

small spectral eviations (~ 7%) correspond to large deviations (~ 50%) in the electron velocity

distribution. Calculations showed that the collisional relaxation time of such a distorted

distribution is of the order of 0.5 us [7], which is much larger than the duration of one

measurement (20 ns). To et an idea of the number of electrons involved in the distortions, a

partial density, Arte, is de ned as:
Arie : NxR 2| Syi l 5%] / 0i ,

)3 1/0i
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where RF is the calibration factor for Rayleigh scattering, N is the number of Channels Withithe wavelength interval from -30 to +30 nm, 5% is the channel width and 0i is th:observational error of channel i. It was found that Arie scales proportional w1th ne [3] resultinin Ane/ne = 5% and 9% for the radial and tan ential direction. A typical evolution in time isfound for Ane just after the in'ection of the fast eating pulse. The time de endence of the mainplasma parameters is depicteci in Fig. 5, using a logarithmic timescale for demonstrating the us_and ms-phenornena in one picture. The smooth spectrum of Fig. 2a was observed at At = 1 0ms, after the fast current pulse. Correlation in time between Ane(t) and fi(t) was found. Thelatter was obtained from AD = 4 mm collective scattering measurements [3, 8] in the frequencyinterval of 0.7-3 MHz (Fig. 5g).
Similar phenomena were found shortly after minor disruptions which a peared as aresult of strong gaspuffing. The time dependence of Ans/[1e as a function of the relative time Atafter the start of a minor disru tion is shown in Fig. 6. There is a similarity in this timedevelopment compared to that a ter the fast current pulse (Fig. 5). Here the collective scatter-insignals showed strong bursts in the frequency ranges between 0.7 and 3 MHZ and betweenand 50 MHz [9]. In both cases — fast current pulse and minor disruption - Arie reduces When aredistribution in Te(r), j¢(r) and nc(r) takes place.In conclusion, Thomson scattering measurements at the TORTUR tokamak demonstrate

arise: do these distortions also exist in other tokamak discharges. or are they a speci 10 result ofthe state of weak turbulence? What is the impact of such distortions on the particle and energytransport?

This work was erformed under the Euratom—FOM association agreement with financialsupport from N W50 and Euratom.
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MICROTURBULENCE STUDIES ON DIII—D VIA

FAR INFRARED HETERODYNE SCATTERING

R. PHILIPONA, E.J. DOYLE, N.C. LUHMANN, Ja, W.A. PEEBLES, C. RETTIG

K.H- EURRELL,l RJ. (Rosanna,T H. MATSUMOTO,t AND THE DIII—D GROUP

Institute of Plasma and Fusion Research, UCLA, CA 90024, U.S.A.

A far infrared collective scattering system, to measure density fluctuations, has

been installed and is operational on the DIII—D tokamak at General Atomics in San

Diego- The primary goal of the present measurements is to determine the eflect

of H—mode operation on fluctuation spectra. In addition, particular emphasis has

been placed on identifying 7].; mode turbulence in Ohmic, L» and Hemode operation.

Search for the existence of 7'),- modes has initially been conducted in the saturated

Ohmic regime which occurs at relatively low densities in Dlll—D. Fluctuation spec-

tra were found dependent on plasma conditions with both electron and ion features

observed. However, large toroidal rotation velocities (2O km/s) possessing strong

radial dependence were measured which, together with possible poloidal rotation,

complicate a clear identification of 1;,- mode turbulence. During H—rnode operation a

dramatic drop of low frequency fluctuations is observed coincident with the drop in

Da light and the k spectrum appears to narrow. This is followed by a gradual rise of a

high frequency component possibly connected with profile modification and rotation

effects.

FIR COLLECTIVE SCATTERING

The scattering system consists of a 245 GHZ (A = 1.22 mm) twin frequency

far infrared laser. In the equatorial plane of the tokamak, the laser probe beam is

directed radially into the vessel and reflects from a special carbon tile on the centerpost

of DIII—D. The laser beam enters slightly above the midplane of the tokamak and is

angled downward by 1.50 in order to isolate the probe laser cavity from modulation

caused by feedback laser radiation. Scattered light from the returning probe beam is

reflected out of the machine by a large metallic mirror and through two 25 cm diameter

fused quartz windows. A vertically mounted optical table close by the machine holds

the optical components for the receiver channels, while the probe laser beam and the

local oscillator are transmitted by two overmoded circular dielectric waveguides from

the laser, which is located outside the machine pit.

At present three receiver channels are available to study poloidally propagating

fluctuations along the entire midplane of DIII-D in the range of 0.2 S kyp, g 2

The system is currently limited to wavenumbers of 2.5elfi cm‘1 at the outside edge,

2710 cm*1 at the center and 2—7 cm‘1 at the inside edge because of the required

misalignment described above. Simultaneous measurements of different wavenumbers

and or different spatial locations can be made. The beam geometry of the system

dictates a wave—number resolution of A k m 0.7 CID—1 and a radial spatial resolution of

:I:20 cm at k : 10 cm‘l. The propagation direction of the fluctuations is determined

via the use of heterodyne detection techniques. Quasi optical biconical GaAs Schottky

Barrier Diode Mixers are used for the optical mixing of the local oscillator and the

scattered light. The mixed signal is amplified and digitized at a sampling rate of

5 MHZ using Le Croy Model 6810 digitizers which provide a measuring time window

of 100 ms per channel.

l General Atomics, San Diego, California 92138-5608, U.S.A.

t Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute.
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DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS IN THE OHMIC REGIME
Fluctuation studies were initially made in the Ohmic regime of DIII—D plasmas.Measurements at the outside edge of the plasma (R : 220 cm) show strong, narrow,frequency spectra with fluctuations in the range of 50—250 kHz, predominantly atsmall wavenumbers in the range of 2—5 crn‘l. The measured spectra extend to higherfrequencies but decrease strongly in scattered power at larger wavenumbers (dr0pof two orders of magnitude in power from k : 2.5 to 7.5 Cm‘l). Depending 0nplasma parameters and plasma shape, heterodyne measurements show a detachedpeak from the intermediate frequency (IF or a rolloif in frequency space which canbe observed in either the ion or electron iamagnetic drift direction. In general, thecharacteristics of density fluctuations in Ohmic DIlI—D plasmas are in aceord Withobservations made on other tokamaksd‘3 Frequency range and wavenumber spectraare comparable as well as the level of density fluctuations which scale with the meandensity (ii/n 2 constant). However, the propagation direction is found to dependon plasma parameters and plasma shape and seems to be correlated with toroidalrotation.

Simultaneous measurements with three receiver channels are shown in Fig. 1,Two channels measuring wavenurnbers of 3 and 6 cm"1 respectively are set up in theoutside edge of the plasma (R = 220 cm) while a third channel is set to measurefluctuations at 6 cu?1 at the inside edge (R : 120 cm). Spectra from the outside

As mentioned earlier, the propagation direction of density fluctuations has beenfound to be dependent on plasma parameters and plasma shapes. In limiter plasmasdensity fluctuation spectra show throughout a dominant electron diamagnetic drift
plasmas, however, show ion or electron features depending on magnetic field, plasmacurrent and density. At low current, low density and low magnetic field (0.5 MA;1.5 X 1019 m‘ag 1.1 T) the spectra show predominantly an ion drift while at highfield (2.1 T) an electron feature is observed. Maintaining the high field and low densitybut increasing the current (1 MA) switches the propagation direction back to the ionside. At high field and high current but increasing now the density (4 X 1019 m‘3),brings the propagation direction again back to the electron side. Together with theseobservations, 3. large toroidal rotation velocity (up to 20 kin/s) pOSsessing strong radialdependence was measured using CER5 spectroscopy. In all of the above mentionedcases, changes in propagation direction of density fluctuations were measured to beconsistent in sign and magnitude with changes of toroidal rotation. Figure 2(a) and2(b show toroidal rotation and scattering measurements respectively from the outsidemi plane in the case of a plasma current scan. High currents show an importantpositive toroidal rotation at p = .6418 where turbulence is strongest and fluctuationsare predominantly in the ion direction. At low currents, rotation is decreased andthe fluctuation spectra show an electron feature. For positive toroidal rotation (i.e.direction of neutral beams) a Doppler shift of scattered signals towards the ion sideis expected. As regards 7]; mode turbulence, scattering data in saturated Ohmicoperation appear to be entirely Consmtent with spectral shifts resulting from theobserved large toroidal rotation effects. Therefore, no clear supporting evidence has,so far, been found for the existence of 77; modes on DIII—D.
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FLUCTUATION SPECTRA IN L—MODE, H—MODE AND ELMs

The narrow low frequency fluctuation spectra measured in the Ohmic regime
are typically enhanced in amplitude and broadened in frequency with injected beams.
During the L—mode phase preceding the H-mode, frequency spectra are slightly
5hifted in the ion diamagnetic drift direction. Strong low frequency turbulence is
observed at low wavenumbers (k : 2—4 cm”) which seems to evolve depending on
beam power and duration of the L—mode phase. At the transition into H—rnode, a
dramatic drop of the low frequency fluctuations is observed coincident with the drop
in D“ light.4 This is followed by a gradual rise of a high frequency component shifting
further to the ion direction. The high frequency component evolves typically in the
first 10 to 50 ms of the quiescent Himode phase before settling to a frequency several
hundred kHz on the ion side. At larger wavenumbers (k : 6 cm"1) the reduction of
the integrated scattered power is greater, which seems to indicate a narrowing of the

poloidal wavenumber spectra in H—mode. Figure 3(a) shows the photodiode trace and
the FIR time slices of a single null deuterium discharge at 2 Tesla, 1 MA and a density
of 3.8 X 1019 m‘3. Co-injected deuterium beams at a power of 8 MW are injected at
2000 ms and the Hemode transition occours at 2085 ms. Density fluctuation spectra
measured in the outside midplane at k : 3 cm‘1 are shown in Fig. 3(b) during the
Ohmic, L—mode, H—mode phase and during an ELM. The evolution of the frequency
shift again is in accord with rotation effects as shown from CER measurements.5
Co—injected beams enhance positive toroidal rotation which in the Himode phase is
strongly increased and which may be responsible for the frequency shift to the ion
direction measured with the scattering diagnostic. ELMs basically show very similar
fluctuation characteristics to those measured in L—mode, supporting the hypothesis
that ELMs represent a transient return to Limode.6

SUMMARY

Although fluctuations have been observed to propagate in the ion diamagnetic
drift direction in the laboratory reference frame, no clear evidence for 7},- mode turbu-
lence in Ohmic DIlI—D plasmas has been established thus far. Links found between
scattering measurements and toroidal rotation measurements strongly suggest shifts
in frequency space due to rotation effects. Much larger frequency shifts have been
measured in the H—mode phase where plasma rotation is known to be well above
Ohmic levels.

This work is sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy under contracts DE-
FG03—86ER53225 and DE—ACO3»89ER51114.
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ION TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS AT JET

mm, M.von Hellermann, R.Barnsley, J.J.Ellis,R.Giannella, W.Mandl, G.Sadler, H.Weisen, K—D.Zastrow*

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, UK
*Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden

Introduction
Record performances of the JET tokamak in 1989 are reflected in aSignificant increase of the product of ion temperature and deuterondensity and the length of time for which those values were sustained.The measurement of a radial ion temperature profile and its peak valueson axis play a key role in the assessment of fusion performances. Weaddress in this paper the reliability of ion temperature measurementsand compare the diagnostic techniques at the JET tokamak.
Instrumentation
The measurement of ion temperatures at JET is based on four independentdiagnostics (Fig.1), a high resolution X~ray spectrometer [1] and twoactive beam charge exchange diagnostics [2,3] using visiblerecombination radiation, and a neutron yield monitor measuring the totalneutron rate[4].
The X—ray spectrometer (KXl) views the plasma at a single horizontalline of sight along the mid plane of the JET torus intersecting theplasma centre twice. The instrument is of Johann type with a bentcrystal of long focal length (25m) providing high resolution(A/AA=20000) and a geometry with crystal and detector placed outside thetorus hall. The maximum time resolution is 20ms.
The multi chord charge exchange diagnostic (KS4) uses a fan ofhorizontal viewing lines intersecting the neutral beams in the torus midplane at radii between plasma centre and plasma boundary taking spectraat up to 12 discrete radial positions. An additional charge exchangediagnostic (KT3) uses a single vertical viewing line intersecting theseneutral beams at a major radius of 3.1m (plasma centre. The collectedlight of both CX diagnostics is transferred by quartz bres to remotespectrometers and multichannel detection systems. A UV optical linkwithout fibres is presently comissioned. Splitting the light intodifferent spectrometers enables the simultaneous ion temperatureanalysis of the main light impurities and that of the bulk plasmadeuterons.
The neutron yield monitor diagnostic (KNl) consists of 3 pairs offission chambers (detectors) attached to the magnetic limbs at the torusmid plane. Since the neutron production is concentrated to the plasmacore, the observed neutron yield is representative for the centralthermal ion temperature and deuteron density. The yield is recordedcontinously with a sampling rate of 10ms.

Data analysis and results
The spectroscopic ion temperature measurements are based on the Dopplerbroadening of spectral line§6+ emitted by either highly ionized medium Zimpurity atoms, e.g. Ni in the case of high resolution X—ray
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spectroscopy [St or in the case of charge-exchag} e—s ectrosc0py byfully stripped ’ght impurity ions, Be or C 2,3}? The passiveemission of the resonance line of Ni represents the hot plasma core,whereas the locations of the active CX emission are defined by theintersection of neutral beam and respective viewing lines giving aspatial resolution of the order of 1% of the major radius (13cm).During ohmic heating the neutron production can be assumed to beentirely thermal and central ion temperatures can thus be derived fromobserved absolutely calibrated neutron ield, and a deuteron densitderived from an averaged value 0 Zen, measured by visiblebremsstrahlung.
Fig.2 gives an example of a JET pulse (#20934) showing results of the 3ion temperatures in the various heating phases. In the ohmic phase thevalues of Ti(neutron) and Ti(X_~ray) agree typically within 20%. Thelatter dependin on the concentration of nickel in the centre of theplasma require for a minimum signal-to—noise ratio. In the additionalheating phase, characterised usually h an enhancement of nickelconcentrations and light impurity levels 0 the order of 1 to 5% of theelectron density, the X-ray and CXS diagnostics measure the iontemperature with t pical 20ms time resolution.The sensitivity 0 the X-ray diagnostic and the analysis procedure hasrecently been improved enabling the retrieval of ”central iontemperature even at photon fluxes as low as 310 P°°ns m2" 3corresponding to nickel concentrations of the gbrder 0f n(Ni2{n(e =10‘6.The resonance line of helium-like nickel (Ni ,w) is fitte with a.Voigt-function which is truncated on the long wavelength side of theline to avoid unresolved dielectronic satellites.At high electron temperatures gem) > SkeV inferred central iontemperatures have to be corrected or profile e ects induced by thebroadening and central burn—out of the emission profile of helium—likenickel in the plasma centre. As a result of a broad emission profile theuncorrected ion temperature presents an averaged value weighted t0wardthe plasma. centre. In contrast to this, an apparent Doppler broadeningcan result from a velocity shear across the line of sight or a rapidlychanging toroidal velocity during a sampling time interval. Theseeffects are taken into account by a new model which creates a syntheticspectrum [6] and fits it to the observed spectrum with the central iontemperature being one of the fit parameters, thus providin Ti°°"(0).The synthetic spectrum is based on atomic p ysics data, actualprofiles of electron temperature and density, and on the assumption ofproportionality of the radial profiles of ion and electron temperatureTi(r)aTe(r) and the flatness of the toroidal rotation frequency profileof the plasma (Lemon < 0.5). If this assumption is not valid , forinstance during a hot-ion—mode plasma, with high toroidal velocities andhi hly peaked radial 3flprofiles, it is re laced by the merge functionsTi r)=Ti(0gexp£—2rtr)\ll(r) ) and wrot(r =wrot(0)exp(-s<w)\lt(r) ), where\P(r is t e ux surface index and so) the respective peaking factorstaken form the charge-exchangeSpectroscopy data [7]. The results inFi. 3 and 4 shew that even in extreme cases with ion temperatures of30 eV and central angular frequencies of the order 5 10 rad/sec, theobserved spectra can be matched by the calculated emission profile, andlead to consistent values of central ion temperatures.For ion temperatures derived from Doppler broadened charge—exchange-spectra, several errors sources are considered. Statistical errors
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crease from the edge (typ.3%) to the plasma centre (typ.10%), as a
“1:, of beam attenuation. This also results in an increased ratio of

emission of edge lines at the CX wavelength to the OK lines, and can
cause additional uncertainties when the CX signal is low. Effects from
»1ume emission’ from hydrogen-like ions produced outside the
observation volume and drifting into the line of sight, are estimated to
down-bias central temperatures by less than 5%. Distortions of the
observed emission spectra. due to the energy dependence of'the CX cross
sections have been systematically investigated using the recent up—date
of atomic cross-sections of He(4—3 and C(8-7) (8]. For the JET viewing
eometry, ion temperatures an toroidal ve ocities the decrease of

observed central ion temperagyres is calculated to be less than 5% for
the 11:8 to 7 transition of C in the centre of a 20keV plasma. Overall
uncertainties are therefore typically between 5% (near the edge) and 15%
(centre).

in
res

Conclusions
Generally the diagnostics agree within 10 to 20% and provide values for
the central ion temperatures which appear to be consistent with
predictions of neutron rates based on radial profiles of CK ion
temperature and deuteron density [91; In hgtjon—mode plasmas with
highly peaked rotation profiles and road Ni emission profiles the
observed X-ray spectra need to be modelled. On the ‘other hand in high
density plasmas, typical for pellet fuelling or long pulse H—modes,
beam penetration can be rather poor and CK spectra difficult to analyse.
For future JET operations it is planned to investi ate the options of
using hydrogen-like nickel emission spectra, or in te case of of CK
analysis to explore the enhanced beam penetration of neutral He beams.
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Figure captions
Fig.1 Layout of the ion temperature diagnostics at the JET torus.
KX1=high resolution X-ray spectrometer, KS4=multichord (horiz.)
CX-spectrometer, KT3=single—chord (vertical) CX—spectrometer,
KN1=neutron yield monitor, KH2=pulse height analyser, NBI=neutral beam
in'ector.
Fig.2 Comparison of ion temperature measurements in ohmic and combined
NBI and RF heating phases. During additional heating a non—Maxwellian
deuteron velocity distribution does not allow the derivation of an ion
temperature from the measured neutron yield. 5+
Fig.326Hot-ion—mode pulse #20983. Comparison of central Ti(C ),
T&(Ni ”) and corrected value of Ti(Ni i), taking into account profile
e ects.
Fig.4 Radial profile of ion temperatures.
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A SIMPLE AND SENSITIVE INSTRUMENT

FOR PLASMA ELECTRON TEMPERATURE DETERMINATION.

Yu.V.C—ott, V.A.Shurygin

I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, U.S.S.R

The results of designing and application of a simple and

sensitive integral photoelectron spectrometer, (PES-I), allo-

wing one to study the evolution of temperature Te and plasma

electron energy distribution in time are given in the paper.

The photoelectron method of Lmeasuring [1,2] is based

on the fact that the thermal X-ray continuum of Maxwellian

plasma a

an 2e
of, f7:— eX/O (- Ex/E)7 (1)

whereE is the X-ray quantum energy, is transformed, as a re—

sult of photoeffect, into a photoelectron spectrum

0% /25 . .
(/2: ”V if 95/58) E)8Xp/—Ee/7;)5<2)

where E and [ears related by E7 =’ f; + 54’ where [Leis

the energy of photoelectron knocked out from the [-th atomic

shell, 5, is the electron binding energy in this shell, ”6 is

the plasma electron density,@{Ec;Ljis the function representing

some details of X—rey spectrum transformation into the photo—

electron one. The function Spa-Que a weak dependence on E8

and it allows one to find 7; directly from the experimental

spectrum.
Such an exponential form of photoelectron spectrum for a

Maxwellian plasma is retained in the integral photoelectron

spectrum, A/e , too. Indeed, from (2) it follows that

fl/e»=Efj—:::dé swam,
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Thus, the slope of integral photoelectron spectrum repre-
sented in semi-logarithmic scale can also be used for 7édeter-
mination.

The PES-I sketch is given in Fig.1. The X-rays enter thro—
ugh a filter 1 ( carbonic foil,.500§ thick) a thin ( 1003)
carbonic target 2, located at 45° towards the incident radia~
tion. The photoelectrons emitted from the target are energy
analysed in the retarding electric field concentrated between
the target unit 3 and the unit, where the microchannel plate
detector 4 is located. The grounded grid 5 increases the Big.
nal contrast range . Venetian blinds 6 reduce the probability
of the fluorescent target radiation registering with a detec—
tor. The fast photoelectrons passing through retarding field
incident upon the venetian blinds and knock out the low-ener-
gy secondary electrons which are accelerated by the potential
N50 V and are registered with the detector.

The filter 1 was used to suppress the background produ-
ced by an ultra-violet plasma radiation. The PES-I has a mag-
netic screen 7 and a lead shield against a hard X-ray radia-
tion effect.

The PES-I calibration was done with a monochromatic X-ray
radiation in the energy range 1.5 - 8 keV.

The developed instrument was used for determining of the
plasma electron temperature in the experiments on a small toke-

mak with plasma density 1012-1013 cm'3,discherge current 20—50kA,
minor radius 6 cm, major radius 37 cm, discharge duration 10-
20 ms.

The integral photoelectron spectra measurements were per-
formed in the current mode of operation in the energy range
0.1 — 2 keV by two methods:
a) by changing of analyzing voltage during the time interval
determined by the X—ray radiation intensity. In these expe-
riments it was equal to 1-2 ms;
b) by changing of analyzing voltage from one discharge to ano-
ther.This method allows one to follow a change in the photo—
electron flux with the energies higher £f( see(3)) during the
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vhole discharge. At the good reproducibility of plasma parame—

;ers, it is possible to determine its temperature, 7;, at any

:ime with the resolution higher than that in a).
The results obtained by both methods for a stationary

ghase of discharge coincide with each other. The spectra ob-

:ined for different discharge currents are given in Fig.2.The

temperature of a main, 7;”, and superthermal part, 1&5, of

plasma electron energy distribution function and a relative

amount of superthermal electrons,CX , are given in the Table:

curve in Fig.2 I,kA 7;h,eV 7Zfiuev CK ,%

1 25 94 280 9
2 40 100 433 4

3 48 132 1170 2.6

In conclusion one should emphasize the main advantages

of the technique under discussion:

1. The PES-I is a simple instrument with the sensitivity suf-

ficient for spectral measurements in the current mode of regis-

tration. The absence of loading limits is an essential advan—

tage of the PES[j,é]and PES-I over traditional X—ray PEA sys-

tems.
2. The spectrum scanning in a wide energy range, with high

time resolution, essentially simplifies ( in comparison with

the filter method) the delivery of information on the evolu-

tion of plasma electron energy distribution.

3. The detector of the PES-I, as well as in that of PES, does

not face the plasma directly. It is especially valuable for

diagnostics of the D-D and D-T plasmas.
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DETERMINATION OF POLOIDAL FIELDS BY THE PEOULARITIES
0F ELLIPTICALLY POLARISED PROBE WAVE IN TOKAMAK

Yu.N.Dnestrovskij. E.S.Lyadina, V.V.Chistjakov

I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy. Moscow. USSR

A technique of poloidal field distribution reconstruction
by the characteristics of a probe wave with an arbitrary
elliptic polarization has been developed. This technique is a
generalization of poloidal field. diagnostics by the Faraday
effect. This technique allows one to carry out the measurements
under operatins conditions. when the relationship

Refit—19M <<1
necessary for the diagnostics based on the Faraday effect. is
not satisfied. In this case the following opportunity emerges:

1) to increase the wave length of a probe radiation;
2) to include the regimes with high density and with a

strong toroidal field into the range of the regimes accessible
to measurements;

3) to rise the magnitude of a registered signal. thus
improving the signal—to—noise ratio.

The model of S.E.Segre [1] has been used for representing
the evolution of electromagnetic wave polarization in plasma.

The point on the Poincare sphere with 10 itude 2¢ and
latitude 2 represents uni uely the state of .he olarization
ellipse: or enta ion ¢ and e ellipticity s=b/a. g x = ib/a.

1 tThe evolution of the poéfrizatégnuggtatfh for1 a plane
e ec romagnet c wave propaga ng o e p asma s
accompanied by the moving of the polarization vector 8 on the
Poincare sphere and is described by the following differential
vector equation:

=5 (1) ®§(1) (1)EJ
IEE

I

_. (13 S

where n = _E_ ( n1—u2 )' c2
w is the wave frecuency. u1 and “2 are the refractive indices
of the slow and fast characteristic waves in local space point.
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502 is the polarization vector of the fast characteristic
wave.

Vector é, depends on the wave length. total toroidal
plasma current and toroidal nsgnetic field. on the fingnitude
and. profiles of plasma density and poloidal magnetic
field. Electromagnetic wave propagating through the plasma
provides the information about local .distributions of the
poloidal field and plasma density which can be used for the
reconstruction of these parameters.

An algorithm for solving a direct problem (1) allows to
calculate several parameters of outcome elliptically polarised
wave as a function. of the position of the View chord at
different initial probe wave polarizations. Such parameters
are: Stokes parameters s1. s2, 33, ellipticity s ,
orientation m ,the fraction of the output radiation power in
the polarization orthogonal to the input polarization and the
projection E of the polarization ellipse into one of the
coordinate axis which is experimentally registered.

The dependences of these characteristics on:
1) probe wave length;
2) magnitude and profile of plasma density;
3) direction and magnitude of toroidal magnetic field:
4) direction and magnitude of toroidal plasma current

have been studied.
The sensitivity of the registered signal to the variations

of the current density profile is studed also (Fig.1).
The optimal relationship between the current direction in

the plasma, toroidal field and the probe beam direction,
providing the best sensitivity of the method. have been found.
Fig.1 shows that the measurements are informative only at that
side of plasma cross section where the probe wave and the
vertical component of poloidal magnetic field have the same
direction. Therefore the real diagnostic experiment should
guide probe wave in two opposite directions inside/outside the
plasma center.

It has been found that an elliptically polarized wave
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provides a greater information about the poloidal field
distribution near the plasma center . than a linear polarized
wave. Fig.1 shows that for different plasma current profiles
the magnitudes of the registered signals at (X=0) are different

too. This fact allows to correct q—value determination in
plasma center. For the linear polarized wave used by the
Faraday effect diagnostic and for the axial symmetric model of

plasma the different current density profiles have the same

value of registered signal at (X=0). Therefore q(0)—value may

be determined only from the gradients of the experimental

curves. At the measurements of the elliptically polarized wave
the different values of registered signal at (X=0) give absolut
(but nonlinear) scale for q(0) determination. In this case the
connections between registered signal and internal plasma
parameter distributions are more complex (in particular,

nonlinear), than for linear polarized wave, but these

connections are not degenerated in plasma center.
The multichannel electromagnetic wave probing with known

initial polarization allows to reconstruct the local space
distribution of poloidal magnetic field with the using of

pecularities of the outcome elliptically polarized wave.
An algorithm for solving a non—linear inverse problem on

the recovery of a poloidal field. current density and q

profiles has been developed. The distribution of the poloidal

field belongs to the functional class:

B(r)=Bo(r)+B1(r)

where B0(r)=2 b r (1—r2/2) corresponds to the parabolic

distribution of the current density,
m

B1(r)=r (1—13)2 2 c1131
i=0

simulates the deviation of the solution from B0(r).

Natural physical conditions
B(O)=O. B(a)=b=0.EIO/a, j'(0)=0, j(a)=0 are satisfied.
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The coefficients c1 are determined by approximation of
experimental data. The special regular algorithm for
minimization of nonlinear discrepancy functional is designed.

The numerical simulation allows to study the processing
accuracy and stability. Processing consists in the sequential
solution of two inverse problems:

the first step: electron density profile reconstruction from
phase measurement with the certain level of noise;

the second step: B(r) —profile nonlinear reconstruction with
noisy profile n(r) and noisy value of registered signal E(x).

The variations of B(r).j(r).q(r)—profiles with the many
realizations of experimental perturbations are studied. It has
been found that n(r) reconstruction accuracy by elliptically
polarized probe wave has some advantages in relation to the
Faraday effect diagnostic.

Developed procedure for solving of nonlinear inverse
problem allows to avoid some experimental problems and moves
the difficulties from experimental into processing area.

Reference.
1.S.E.Segre, Plasma Physics, V01.20,1978,p 295~307.
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SPACE—TIME TOMOGRAPHY PROBLEM

FOR PLASMA DIAGNOSTIC

Yu.N.Dnestrovskii, E.S.Lyadina, P.V.Savrukhin

I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy. Moscow, USSR

1 . INTRODUCTION .
Tomogra hic reconstruction of plasma arameters local

space distr butions is effective instrumen for study of

tokamak plasma internal structure.
The adaptation of the tomographic methods to fusion

diagnostic has some difficulties. he main of them is limited

number of chords and view directions. However physical

tomography has an additional opportunity for use of d fferent

'a riori' information, in particular the condition of

cont uous time evolution of reconstructed image.
If some fusion diagnostic maintaines rather hi time

resolution, it is possible to use the whole 3 atistic

information contained in total 3—D e erimental data array for

procedure regularization and rel able space—time image

reconstruction. The multichannel 3—direction measurements of

the soft X—ray emission from the T—10 plasma with high time

resolution are the example of such a diagnostic.

2. METHOD.

The combined algorithm for tomographic reconstruction of

2—D emissivity space structure and for investi ation of its

time evolution is desi ed. It is based on c assic Cormac

inversion [1] using t e expansion of the solution into

trigonometric Furier series in angular component and expansion

into orthogonal Zernicke polinomials Rm (7') in radial

component :
M cos sin

g(r,e,t) = 2 [gm (mt) 003 me + gm (mt) sm me]
m=O

L
gm(r,t) = E am1(t)RmZ(r)

1:0
The number of angular harmonics (MM) is equal to the

number of view directions.
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The central point of the processing is the determination
of the optimal number L in rad al expansions, consistent with
number of chords and with level of measurements errors.
Unfortunately the ads uate statistic estimations given by
standard re ession ana ysis at separate time cross—section are
very sensit ve to noises if number of chords is small (N=5—15)
and plasma structure is rather complex.

The combined algorithm uses the universal method of
stabilizing factors [2] for known ill—posed problem of
summation of Furier series with noisy coefficients.

In this case the stabilized solution has radial component:

gm(7“.t): 2 qHMmZHJR mm
1

where qml(t) factors (0 g qmz(t) s 1) ensure the stable
summation of the spatial expansion.

The optimal values of stabilizing factors can be obtained
by the statistic analysis of time dependences Gml(T) of the
spatial expansion coefficients (Fig.1). We use the smoothing
spline approximation of noisy functions aml(t) by cross
validation method [3] without 'a priori' noise variances
giving. It allows us to obtain some statistical estimation for

variance Oil of each noisy coefficient amt and to construct

optimal stabilizing factors

qmz(t):[1—(OgZ/dgz(t))] . [nl/aflzmm]

These factors are consistent with the level of measurement
errors. With increase of spatial harmonic number 1 variance

_‘I

031 increases also and stabilizing factor qml{t) tends to
zero. The stabilizing factors procedure realizes the adaptive
filter selecti the valid 81 al and surpressing the noisy
component. In act this metho takes into account the real
spectral characteristics of 51 a1 and. noise. In comparison
w th abrupt limiting of spatia harmonics number this method
allows to surpress artifact osciillations of reconstructed
image at plasma edge.

The use of the spline approximation for the time
dependences of the coefficients aml(t) ensures the smooth time
evolution of the reconstructed image.

Numerical simulation have de ined the processi accuracy
and insensitivity to noise at real detector configura ion.

Space—time numerical procedure is realized on IBM PG—XT/AT.
Grafic service allows one to show the continious film on time
evolution of contour plots and profiles for total reconstructed
emissivity (Fig.2) an for several perturbation modes.
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3. CONCLUSION.
The study of time dependences of the Fourie—Zernickee ansion coefficients gives the criterion for optimalregularization oI the processing procedure and allows to get

the smooth time evolut on or the reconstructed image.
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ELECTRON AND ION TAGGING DIAGNOSTIC FOR
HIGH TEMPERATURE PLASMAS

F. Skiff, D. A. Boyd and S. C. Luckhardt*

Laboratory for Plasma Research
University of Maryland, College Park, MD, USA

*Plasrna Fusion Center
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, USA

I. Introduction

Progress in experimental science is closely linked to the development of measurement
techniques which not only address the appropriate variables but also provide sufficient
precision. Especially in the study of complex systems, such as tokamak plasmas, the
issue of thorough diagnostics is essential in order to test the validity of theories as well
as to define the parameters for improved theories. Unfortunately, the study of plasma
transport processes has, for many years, been impeded by the fact that theoretical
and experimental studies typically involve discussions of different variables. Theory
and experiment are only indirectly related. Measurements of the variables necessary
to discriminate between different theories are frequently not available.

A second difiiculty in the study of transport has to do with the nature of the pro-
cesses themselves. Transport is inherently a nonlocal process. If some physical quantity
is transported, then it is moved from one location at one time to some other location
at a later time. Therefore, neither point measurements nor global average measure—
ments directly measure transport. Global measurements may provide the bounds or
the scaling properties of transport, and point measurements may give an indication
of the state of the plasma, but neither approach indicates how transport has actually
occurred. This is particularly true in collisionless plasma where the macroscopic 0b—
servables may be influenced by a variety of microscopic processes. For this reason, the
development of new and appropriate diagnostics is of vital concern to the understand—
ing of transport. In particular, diagnostics are needed which address the processes of
transport as directly as possible.

Relatively recently, the study of ion transport processes has made significant process
through the introduction of test-particle techniques.“3L Test particles usually are chosen
to be identical to a given component (ions or electrons) as regards their dynamics, but
somehow distinguishable from the bulk plasma for the purposes of diagnostics. In the
case of the ion transport experiments, test particles are selectively produced in space,
time, and velocity by means of laser-optical pumping of ions into stable or metastable
quantum states. Since the dynamics of ions, in collisionless plasma, depends only on
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the ratio of charge to mass, these test ions have the same dynamics as the bulk ionsand are distinguishable through laser fluorescence on transitions from the test particlequantum state. This technique is also known as “tagging” because the test particlesare effectively labeled. Since the plasma is “seeded” with test-particles at one IOCation
and the position and velocity of test particles is subsequently detected, test particle
methods provide a direct measure of particle transport. Depending on the method of
detecting test particles, information on the transport of energy and momentum may
also be available.

Due to the appropriateness of test particle methods to the study of transport, it
would be advantageous to extend their application to electrons and to high temperature
plasmas. Unfortunately, electrons have no known internal structure. Furthermore,
both spin states are reasonably stable in magnetized plasma, and the spin orientationis very difficult to measure. Collisionless (high temperature) plasmas do, however7
support ballistic (free streaming) perturbations which may be generated so as not to
significantly produce macroscopic fields.“ Furthermore, these perturbations may be
selectively excited and detected through wave-particle interaction.
II. Theoretical Basis

Ten years after Vlasov began the kinetic theory of plasma waves, Van Kampen
showed that collisionless plasmas support both wave-like and free—streaming
perturbations.‘1 Because fields and waves depend on the moments of the particle velocity
distribution function, perturbations 6f of the distribution functions which have very
small moments (e.g., f 6fdv ~ 0) will propagate with the unperturbed particle motions.
The particle motions themselves will be unperturbed because there is no self-consistent
field generated.

In many presentations of plasma Wave theory, ballistic perturbations tend to “fall
through the cracks” because only the Fourier space dielectric 6(a), k) is considered. Re-
cently, there has been theoretical work which naturally includes ballistic perturbations
(or “modes") and which demonstrates their role in wave absorptions‘6 Wave absorp-
tion may be viewed, in this context, as a mode conversion to ballistic modes. Such
a formulation avoids the usual problems of the linear theory which does not conserve
energy (thus the need for quasilinear theory). With the advent of these more appro-
priate theoretical formulations, the analysis of ballistic mode excitation through wave
absorption is made clear. In general, the particles which are involved in the ballistic
mode created by a (“pump”) wave satisfy the wave~particle resonance condition

w -— kllvll ~ mac/7.

The detection of ballistic modes may be performed by approximately the inverse
process of their excitation. Wave absorption, as measured via the transmission coeffi-
cient of a “search” wave, is a sensitive measure of the phase space density of resonant
particles. These are the particles which satisfy the resonance condition

to, — kl’lU” ,— n’wé/y ~ 0
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with w' and kl’l corresponding to the search wave. The harmonic number of the search
interaction 11’ need not be the same as for the pump interaction and the local electron
cyclotron frequency to; (given by the magnetic field) may also be different. A Vlasov
tagging signal is obtained if ballistic modes generated by the absorption of the pump
wave travel to the location of the search wave and also satisfy the corresponding reso-
nance condition. Three conditions are important, therefore, for the diagnostic signal.
Firstly, the spatial separation of the beams will imply spatial transport. Secondly, if
the resonance conditions are tuned so as not to overlap, then velocity space diffusion
is indicated. Finally, the time of flight or time delay between the pump and search
signal indicates the speed of transport. In practice, the transfer function between the
pump and search beams is the measured quantity as a function of the wave frequencies
(Mu/)1 wavenumbers (kn, kill) and the spatial separation.

An analogy can be drawn here between the laser-induced transitions used in ion test-
particle techniques and the free-free transitions produced by wave particle interaction
which produce and detect ballistic modes. The concept of a transfer function is also
central to the interpretation of ion taggingF“7 Figure 1 illustrates a possible combination
of wave-particle resonance conditions for electron Vlasov tagging. For perpendicular
propagation (kll = 0) of, say, the pump beam the resonance condition is a circular arc
in velocity space. For an oblique search beam various curves are obtained depending
on the angle of propagation. Different sets of curves are obtained for different wave
frequencies. If pump and search curves intersect (as in Fig. 1) then velocity space
difiusion may not be necessary to obtain a signal.

0.!

J3;

O. ‘
'OJ 0. 0.]13"

Figure 1. Resonance condition in velouity space. Circular arc, 6 =
W/Wc = .998; other curves (0/d = .995 and 9 as indicated.
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III. Experiments
A schematic View of Vlasov tagging is shown in Fig. 2. The first objective is tocreate and detect ballistic perturbations. Experiments are planned for the Versatortokamak involving the IOWer-hybrid system, an ECRH system, and the electron cy—clotron transmission diagnostic. The first experiments will use short pulses of lowerhybrid waves or electron cyclotron waves to generate ballistic perturbations and thetransmission diagnostic to detect them.a

pump beam Search beam

569
E: (;ballistic mode
X._.._.__._—_._—_—_

//1
resonant _flfl///
interactions

detector

Figure 2. Experimental set-up for electron Vlasov tagging.
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TRANSIENT INTERNAL PROBE DIAGNOSTIC

Dr. R.J. SMITH, E.J. LEENSTRA

AERP. University of Washington, Seattle, Wa.

INTRODUCTION
Internal probing of laboratory plasmas on a transient time scale is

becoming popular without its generality being fully realized. What is
meant by "transient internal probing" is the introduction of foreign
material into a plasma for a time interval much less than the plasma's
lifetime and in such a manner that unperturbed properties of the plasma
state can be measured. In general. the plasma survives this intrusion.
Examples are: retractable Langmuir probes to study the edge region of
tokamaks involving the mechanical insertion and withdrawal of a probe.
the injection of low Z pellets such as carbon, lithium or deuterium to
study transport. internal magnetic fields from Zeeman splitting of ablated
material and heat loading. and, if the plasma is translatable, the insertion
of a probe array in the plasma's path to map the equilibrium.(1'2-3’ This
paper investigates a transient internal probe (TIP) that encompasses all
of the above in principle and is of greater generality. The proposed
device is a diamond projectile that is fired through the plasma at high
Speeds and capable of measuring some properties of the plasma state
along its path.

THE TRANSIENT INTERNAL PROBE
Table 1 details the properties of materials that are commonly

considered for plasma probe jackets. Diamond isn’t usually included in
the list but for projectile size probes, diamond is a possibility. The figure
of merit for diamond, as shown in the last column of Table 1. is 6000
times better than that of quartz. Diamond has the highest thermal
conductivity of any material, a very high boiling point, high dielectric
strength, introduces only low Z impurities into the plasma, and is
transparent over a wide optical range. Diamonds, of the size needed for
projectiles. are not expensive, are synthetically produced as single
crystals and can be appropriately machined to carry a payload.

A translating probe in a laboratory plasma is akin to a satellite that
would be used to study astrophysical plasmas such as the earth‘s
ionosphere or magnetosphere. The TIP could contain microcircuits and a
laser diode that would relay analog signals from its sensors to the lab.
Even an energy source is present via magnetic induction from the
spatially inhomogeneous fields and the probe's velocity.
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Table 1. In order to
Properties of some common probe materials. measure magnetic

Material TB(°K) p K C tBP2 fieldstalong the TIP's
ra cc 0 . a ma n —Quartz 1900 2.65 .015 .74 9X104b J W g etooptic material of highInconel 1700 8.25 .3 -2 1x106b Verdét constant can be

Alumina 2300 2.6 .26 .26 1x105b placed on the TIP as
Diamond 4000a 3.5 26El .52 5.8x108 sh0wn in Fig.1. By
3 CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics. ffifemlllagblastgr 1E1}: 1:}:(1)1?
1984—5. 65th Ed. . _
b Reference 5. retro-reflecting the

light back to the lab
and detecting the rotation of the plane of polarization of the laser light, a
magnetic field measurement can be made. To give one an idea of what is
possible. the properties of the semi-magnetic semiconductor
Cda1_xTe are briefly detailed.(5:6-73 By changing x, this crystal can be
tailored to the laser's frequency. for HeNe at 633nm. x would be .42. A
high Verdét constant of 15° per cm-gauss is obtained. The temperature
dependence of the Verdét constant can also be zeroed to first order for a
given frequency. Such sensitivities would allow the measurement of sub-
milliTesla fields using miniature crystals of the order of 1 mm in size
with the use of known detection schemes. The bandwidth of the crystal
is greater than 3 GHz allowing the characterization of RF heating and
many low frequency instabilities appearing in the magnetic field.

Using laser light of three different frequencies. three components
of the field can be simultaneously measured as shown in Fig. 2. The

diamond's surface is angled to the
laser beam due to light reflected
from the the diamond—vacuum
interface. The TIP is of 1 carat size
and would be mounted in a sabot as
shown. This is necessary since the
diamond will ruin the muzzle of the
gun, being much harder than the
steel. A sabot is also advantageous
for a number of reasons. first the
jerk from the acceleration of the TIP

Faraday Rotator Material can be very high and some of this
Mnl-xCde can be absorbed in the sabot,
.15°/cm-gauss second. the diamond does not have

Sabot g} to be made cylindrical in shape or
used to seal the muzzle. third, the

TIP mounted sabot being made from soft material
inaSabot can easily be spun up from the

Fig. 2 rifling of the barrel allowing the TIP
Schematic of a TIP with a to fired with high rotational speeds.
magneto-optic sensor to measure 3 and fourth. the sabot can be used to
orthogonal field components. block some of the blast from
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following the TIP. The velocity of
frontview the probe is expected to be in

excess of 5 km/sec. This is
accomplished using a two stage
light-gas gun and presents no
significant demands on the

' technology. The light-gas gun would
use helium or deuterium gas so that
the vacuum system would not be
compromised. It may be hard to
control the flight characteristics of
the TIP. Tumbling can be
circumvented by spinning the TIP
and wobble can perhaps be
minimized or tolerated.

8: Bandpass filtCl‘S- A measurement of local plasma
1): Dielectric mirrors (3X) density along the probe's trajectory
C 45° reflectors (4x) can also be measured optically.
d: Verdét material Many electrical signals can be

converted to optical signals using
2 this crystal as an electo-optical

Detailed “6;" of sensor. conversion device. If microcircuits
are incorporated then various
sensors can be added to the TIP, for

instance. Langmuir probe. capacitive probes, etc. Not only can
measurements taken, but tasks can be performed. Impurities can be
deposited on the TIP using diamond deposition. allowing either low Z
impurities that would be better tolerated by the plasma or high Z
impurities that would radiate longer to be deposited in specific regions of
the plasma. Deuterium ice payloads can be loaded into a diamond shell.
The shell would offer some protection and greater injection speeds
allowing the deposition of the deuterium at much deeper regions than is
presently possible, possibly allowing fueling of the plasma at the magnetic
axis, for instance.
ELECTROSTATIC SHEATH DEVELOPMENT AND HEAT LOADING

A characteristic time for probe effects to become important is the
time required for the surface of the probe to reach its boiling point. tB.
The heat loading is strongly dependent on the plasma's temperature. T
and density, n and is given by“)

n mi For a Ideuteriump plagmsaléhlig
m = ——'\l —+ . expressmn 1ves = . x '

( ) 1’27cmi T’l‘[ln me 4) n(cm-3] T3 2(eV) W/cm2. The
energy loading of the probe is

essentially the particle collision rate times the average energy per
particle incident on the probe's surface. However the electrostatic
potential of the probe is the floating potential. Vf, which is negative with
respect to the plasma's potential due to the higher mobility of the
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electrons. The probe is essentially shielded from most of the electron's
heat flux. The probe is further thermally insulated by strong magnetic
fields and a sheath of colder particles in the vicinity of the probe. In
general the calculations may be considered to be conservative. tB has
beg? calculated from the one dimensional heat equation and found to
be

2 T132(mcpC) where K is in W/°K-cm, p in g/cm3, C in JFK-g,
tBP = 4 ' TB in °K is the boiling temperature and P is the

heat flux incident on the probes surface in W/cm2. Table 1 details these
values for the four probe materials.

Fig. 3 shows the probing time in some contemporary devices. Of
significance, are the

_ H 400 usec time in; .823 fig: Ia' A1 DIII-Dt and theLS4O
- usec ime in X.

10 k: TFTR. / 40 usec Dia6l Both are considered
5 .0 usec tz to be exem lar5‘ 5 DHID~L .63 usec Ia. A1 plasmas in ltheiIrl

.2 1 16> \3’1‘ 10 400 usec Dia class. More detailed
E :\ ' {<5 I I results on internal
H : LSX lusecQtz probing of
g - FER“ .\ 10 usec Inc. A1 magnetically confined
aIOOE \\13% 6.4 millisec Dia plasmas Will be
E g \‘ p r e s e n t e d a n d
fl _ N \ possible studies

10: 10 psec Qtz / \ . \ concerning the LSX—
3 100 ”sec Inc. M \\ FRC and the DIII—D
I 64. millisec Dia tokamal-r will be
I. l Illlllll l I Illlu] I I Illlll I I lillllf\l lll discussed from the13 14 15 16 17 18 point of View of a TIP

10 10 10 10 10 10 diagnostic.
Density (cm-3)

Fig. 3
Boiling times for probe materials in

various magnetic fusion devices.
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ON THE POSSIBILITY OF LASER DIAGNOSTICS OF ANISOTROPICALLY
SUPERHEATED ELECTRONS IN MAGNETIC FUSION SYSTEMS

A . E . Kukushkin
I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy,Moscow,USSR

The anisotropically superheated electrons (ASE) are known
to be generated by a resonance interaction of high—frequency
electromagnetic waves with electron plasma. Under definite
conditions the ASE energy‘ may essentially exceed ( by the
order of magnitude or even more) thermal energies of
background electron plasma, the ASE distribution in
pitch—angle being concentrated around definite directions.
This situation is typical for, e.g., the electron cyclotron
heating of magnetic mirror plasmas (generation of "sloshing"
electrons) [l] and for current drive in tokamaks by means of
lower—hybrid or,sometimes, electron cyclotron waves [2].

In this work, an analysis of the possibility of the ASE
laser diagnostics is based on the calculations of Thomson
scattering of laser radiation by plasma electrons. The model
electron velocity distribution functions, which provide
qualitative description of the ASE peculiar features, were
used in calculations. The analysis of the resulted spectral
and angle distributions for scattered radiation leads to
following conclusions:

1) if ASE effective temperature exceeds the temperature
Te of background plasma by a factor of only few units , the
ASE give negligible contribution to ”red” wing of scattered
radiation spectrum even for relative concentration of the ASE
in background plasma A=10% . This fact, in turn, allows

la) to determine Te by applying of conventional
“maxwellian” procedure to ”red” wing of Thomson spectrum
(see,e.g.,[3] and cited there references);

lb) to separate ASE contribution to total spectrum by
means of the subtraction of background plasma spectrum from
”blue” wing of total spectrum;

2) the availability of adequate interpretation of ASE
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Thomson spectrum depends on A, laser wavelength R0 and

scattering geometry:

2a) the choice of scattering geometry (the directions of

incident Bo and scattered 3 radiation) should be based on the

fact that an increase on electron energy leads to the shift of

scattered spectrum towards larger radiation frequencies w and

to concentration of scattered radiation angular distribution

around the directions (in velocity space) of ASE formation

Since scattered intensity with fixed w is determined by the

electrons located within the definite plane in velocity space

(m . m0):§/c*(w E rwoho), favourable scattering geometry

corresponds to the intersection of ASE velocity distribution

by a mentioned planes at as large angle between the plane and

ASE direction as possible. Most favourable conditions for the

determination of ASE velocity distribution occurs when the ASE

are formed along one definite direction (e.g.,fcr lower—hybrid

heating). In this case one has most strict correlation between

w and the mean energy of the corresponding cross—section of

ASE distribution function.

2b) The ASE Thomson spectrum may be allocated within a

desirable interval of the values of scattered radiation

wavelength k by means of an adequate choice of R0. Thus, an

operation on the first harmonic of neodimium glass laser leads

to the values of R which are typical for ”blue” wing of the

spectrum corresponding to scattering by background plasma of

usually used second harmonic radiation of the same laser.

In what follows, described approach is applied to the

diagnostics of ”sloshing” electrons which are generated by

electronucyclotron heating of plasma in mirror magnetic trap

DORA-4 (see [4]). The distribution function of sloshing

electrons may be considered as localized ( in velocity space)

in the vicinity of two (symmetrical with respect to magnetic
1/2

axis) cones with opening angle 93L: arcsin((BO/BS) ), where

Be is magnetic field value on the resonance surface, B0 is

minimal value of B on a given force line [1]. The vector 50 is

orthogonal to magnetic axis and to vector 5, the angle between
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a and magnetic axis ShZSOD, polarization vectors of incident
and scattered radiation are coincident, both being orthogonal
to the “scattering plane“ which contains a and fig.

Fig.1 gives exact relativistic Thomson. scattering
cross—section U which is differential with respect to
X:(A/KD~1) and solid angle, and is expressed in terms of
squared electron classical radius. The curve (1) corresponds
to Maxwellian distribution function with Te:5 keV (no
particles in the loss cone 8(450). Some deviation from
conventional Maxwellian spectrum (curve (2)) prevents from
using of universal ”Maxwellian“ procedure for the
determination of Te,which relies on existing approximate
analytic formulas (see,e.g.,[8]). Therefore, the temperature
dependence of the signal ratio for arbitrary pair of spectral
channels should be calculated and then compared with
corresponding experimental value to give finally Te'
Repetition of this procedure for different pairs of spectral
channels allows to evaluate the accuracy of the result
obtained, and ,moreover, permits to verify the very fact of
one—parametrical (namely,temperature) dependence of ASE
distribution function. Other curves on Fig.1 corresponds to
ASE Thomson scattering cross—section weighted by the relative
concentration of the ASE plasmazo=UAsEA/(l—A). Here A=O.l,
ESL2800 (probing of magnetic trap central point), ASE
effective temperature TSL215,30,50 keV (curves 3,4,5).
Applying then a procedure, which is in general analogous to
that described above for the determination of background
plasma temperature Te, one may find TSL. For the ASE Thomson
spectrum to be detected, the requirements of 2b item should be
satisfied; as to item 2a ,existing scattering geometry
described above is found to be quite satisfactory.

Investigation of the dependencies of Thomson spectrum on
ASE parameters reveals that it is the peculiar features of ASE
distribution function hat permit to estimate the main
parameters of the ASE without solving the ‘ill—posed” problem
Of a reconstructing the electron velocity distribution
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function( in general case, non—maxwellian, nonwonei

parametrical ) from it‘s functional ( scattered radiation

spectrum, which is an integral over electron velocities )_

The author is indebted to A.A.Skovoroda and V.A.Zhiltsov

for valuable stimulating discussions.
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COLLECTIVE SCATTERING SPECTRA WITH ANISOTROPIC
DISTRIBUTIONS OF FAST IONS AND ALPHA PARTICLES

Gal/)iali S., [.milano M., Tarmri U.

[stilum di Fisica do] Plasma, EUR/l'I'Ol'l'I-I'fi’Wf/i-CNR /lss., Milano, Italy

Collective 'l'homson Scattering ((i'l'S) is known to be strongly influenced by fast ion
and/or alpha particle populations. This taking into account, it has seemed interesting to in-
vestigate the effects of the anisotropies often involved in the production, treating, confine»
ment and slowing down of these populations as concerns both the amount of additional
information made available by C'I‘S measurements and the possibly conflicting role of the
dilferettt non»thermal features. We present preliminary results on two kinds of anisotropics:
a) that associated with the perpendicular acceleration ofthc (minority) ions in lCRH /I/ and
LllRll /2/, leading to high temperature ratios R, = NH], for the heated species, and b) that
associated with transverse particle losses due to orbits intersecting the walls /3/ and/or due
to the magnetic field ripple /4/. Anisotropies ofthe former type are expected to be dominant
in the heated region of the plasma, usually the central one; that of the latter will be mainly
significant off-axis. A kind of complementarity therefore exists, while the above mentioned
anisotropies in principle can involve both fast ions and alpha particles.

Anisotropy induced by external heating - 'l'hc non-isothermal and anisotropically—distrihuted
(minority) population has been modeled by assuming a bimaxwellian distribution in a 0th
crwise thermal plasma. For not too low magnetic angles 4; (sin 4) : (g - LIN/(B, k being the
fluctuation wave vector), the spectral density function Sig. m) can he obtained simply by
delining an efl'mrriw lPHZ/Wl'flllll'? for the species (i), given by

7%: 7(1) (2052(1) + 730 sinzd), (l)

where '1‘!) and ’15“ are the perpendicular and parallel temperatures, with an associated
imidimensional velocity distribution. The energy spread due to 'IK” and to 7i” will determine
the shape of the CTS spectra at large and stnall (/1 -valucs, respectively

Numerical siintilations of SM, or) have been performed with reference to .lli’l‘, where
NB + l(‘R heating has been applied to l) plasmas with II or lit" minority species, leading to
an estimated mean energy of the fast ions of :1 lMeV with R up to 50 /5/. Fig. I shows
simulated (ITS spectra for JET with a Kilt-heated Ila“ population and R7 = 50. It is seen that
the effect of the suprathermal population largerly dominates in the to," region and above
(f 2 ZGHZ), while it extends for a range Afr. [0 6/12. The spectral level is l —:- 3 orders of
magnitude lower than that of the thermal ion feature. In many respects the spectra are
similar to that produced by a population ofalpha particles ofcomparable concentration /6/',
the general conditions for (liagnosability are therefore also quite similar. liven taking into
account that the suprathermically heated species can be selectively chosen (for instance, D
ions in a ”T plasma) and thus that the anisotropy induced by external heating does not
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directly affect the alpha particles. it is apparent that the two conflicting populations can be
discriminated only if the anisotropy associated with the lower-mass heated ions is evidenced

by ("l‘S measurements at two sufficiently different 4) —angles.

Anisotropies due to transverse losses - In a Dil‘ toroidal plasma the energetic

(E, g 3.52Mcl’) alpha particles (and eventually, although at a lower extent, the

anisotropically heated minority ions) can escape from the confinement region since large

perpendicular energies favour trapping in the magnetic field ripples, with consequent drift

towards the wall, and/or make the drift surfaces "touch" either the chamber wall or the

limiter /7/.
The effect of ripple-induced transverse losses mainly consists in a symmetric depletion

of the fast ion distribution function at small iv, values, We represent this situation by an in~

rm‘se Inssucnne disIri/mlimz of‘ the form

.fldh0l=‘f%‘—Aflhfifldwlivdi (a
’10

where A, is the isotropic alpha distribution, solution of the unidimensional Fokker Planck

equation for the collisional slowing down; i) = cos 0 . 71.1 = cos fin, [in defining the inverse

loss-cone region : — lln < I] < ~l— an. Being interested in the high frequency part (maS/t'l’w) or

the spectra, we shall neglect the isotropic low energy part of the alpha distribution (for

S, < [5,, where [5, is defined in /’4,/).

The asymmetric (in V“) losses due to the intersection ofthc alpha drift surfaces with the

walls can be approximated by generalizing eq.(2) in the form:

. 1.kdem=—-7mfimUmrvd+mM"W]- (D
‘”’7T_

l3q.(2) is recovered for I]; : —— 17.. Since we are interested in the effects ofthe anisotropies and

asymmetries, we can describe the alpha particle distribution merely by a high temperature
M axwellianflhh) =./},i.tfl'l

The unidimensional distribution 1".(11) E fd‘rdtu ~ It It‘lltjlflfl', 0) , directly involved in

the nnmagnctizcd S(/_{, in), is given by 17,01) 2 (in/7r“?l’,ll"tu/l',). where

7 ‘2 +0" 2 47 ,,

rub—Ll (150’: [110“) ei:/(\/Xl(§.,\'l) l HtirHler/(fltfpri)],
~ 711"]: ._

2

xité, x) 2 will} — l) — zit-[(1+1,2i+t\-?u,?—fli, (4)

and 1: tan Ill, l// = 11/2 7 (I), 1,: tan [3,, 1‘: 1,2. Being very energetic {7}, (g f), g 35Mnl’), the

alpha particles can be taken as unmagnetizcd. Further, for sufficiently high values ofthe
Salpetcr parameter a. , provided that:

f . m1 .
of sin d) >

'1
2:

.
7

“
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in the range m 2 (1),. the ratio between the alpha and the electron feature, 51/5,, can become
large /6, 8/. Thus 5(3. m) can be approximated by /{,(u) alone, obtaining

Stfi, m) 2 1% [ram/k). (6)

Figs. 2 and 3 show the approximated (."I’S spectra obtained under the assumptions
mentioned above and refer to the distributions (2) and (3), respectively, for different values
of the magnetic angle 4) . A thermal ion component has been included to represent the fre7
quency range covered by the ion feature. 1701' 1/) > 10°, in the range 1.5 < f < 4.2 ($112, .8”,
directly determines the shape of the spectral density function. The density fluctuations
propagating at small (f) angles turns out to be particularly sensitive to the transverse losses.
Fig. 2 shows the effect of the symmetric anisotropy of cq. (2) for If": 75”. The C'I‘S signal
is depressed in the low frequency part with decreasing (I) . 'l‘wo measurements at dill‘erent if)
values therefore in principle can give information on the symmetric inverse loss-cone in the
alpha particle (or even the energetic minority ion) distribution. liig. .1 refers to the case of
the asymmetric loss region described by eq. (3). lior /i, = ‘70” and [i2 = 120° 21 strong
asymmetry in the two ”wings" of the spectrum appears, which again is better observed for
(I) 2 80°. Information on this kind of asymmetry therefore can be obtained if both wings of
the (”TS spectrum are spectrally resolved and compared.
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FEASIBILITY STUDY OF BULK ION TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT ON JET BYMEANS OF A COLLECTIVE SCATTERING OF A GYROTRON RADIATION

F. Orsitto

Associazione EURATOM<ENEA sulla Fusione, Centro Ricerche Energia Frascati,
CF. 65 — 00044 Frascati, Rome, Italy

In the proposal for a Thomson scattering diagnostic of fast ions and alphaparticles in JET [I], using a gyrotron (A0 = 0.214 cm), the possibility of measuring theplasma ion temperature was considered briefly and a preliminary conclusion was thatthe signal to noise in this type of experiment should be large enough, provided plasmaturbulence effects do not affect the spectrum.
In this report we discuss the possibility of the measurement of the bulk ionfeature in detail, because the proposed diagnostic could give detailed information onthe ion dynamics through the measurement of the spatial ion temperature profile,possibly resolved in time.
The predicted error on the ion temperature as measured by this diagnostic is ofthe order of 15%, the spatial resolution should be a few cm, and the temporalresolution is of the order of 10 ms.
The recent results of the Lausanne collective scattering experiment [2] giveconcrete support to these ideas, because the general understanding is that the theoryat our disposal and the signal to noise ratio evaluation are in broad agreement withthe experimental findings, at least in conditions in which strong refractive effectsare not present.
In the present work we give a brief report of the study of the bulk ion feature inthe scattered spectrum, made considering various geometries 95 = 20°, 40°, 90°,148°, for the plasma parameters given in Table I and we calculate the scatteringstructure function S (k, m) at a given k = 4n(sinGs/2)/Ao, and frequency w/Zrz, for adeuterium plasma, and related signal to noise ratio for a measurement in theseplasma conditions. It is found that the scattered power received by a heterodynedetector at a given angle is:

Ps(k,co=0)=3.6 10-18 ne13(Po(kW)/400)Ti(keV)~1/2 a4
sin-1(05) sin'1(65/Z) (1+a2(1+ZTe/Ti))‘2 (W/Hz)

where “e13 is the electron density in units of 1013 cm'3, Po the incident power whichis supposed focused into the plasma at a waist radius of 5 cm and a = l/kAD is the

TABLE I

PLASMA PARAMETERS USEDIN IMPURITIES PRESENTIN CHARGE MASSNUMBERA
THE CALCULATIONS THE DEUTERIUM PLASMA

ne=3X1013-1X1014 cm-3 1H1=10% = n(H)2nj 20 = 8 Deuterium A=2
Te = 5—10 Rev 1608 = 6% 2c = 6 Oxygen A=16
Ti = 5—25 Rev 12C(, = 5% Carbon A=12
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Fig. 1 — q: = 0°, Te/Ti =1.o; Mass = 2-, z = 1.0-, 0 = 40.00
Te(keV) = 10.0; ne = 3.0 1013 cm'3; BT : 3.4T

collective parameter (An = Debye length). For example at 40° the scattered power is

5 10‘18 W/Hz.
The signal to noise ratio S/N is given by:

S/N(k,m=0)=11 ne13(P0(kW)/400)Ti(keV)-1/4sin‘1(95) sin*1(65/Z)

where a > 4., Te 2 Ti and Z = l are supposed , the noise temperature assumed is

TB=500 eV, the integration time 10 ms, and the spectrum full bandwidth at half

maximum is divided in 5 channels. For example at a 05: 40°, r1913: 4, P0 = 400 kw,

Te 2 T1 = 10 keV, we obtain and S/N=66 on a central channel (m=0), with a bandwidth

of 100 MHz: at 100 ms, which is significant for the JET plasma the S/N is of the

order of 200.
The calculation of S(k, m) for a plasma with impurities, mainly, C, O, is carried

out and a strong modification of spectra comes out from the presence of these

impurities.
Typical fractions of impurities used are: “(Hl/flion,total=10%a

n(oxygen)/nion,tota1=6%,n(carbon)/nion, total: 5%. The presence of the impurities

changes the deuterium feature because the dielectric function of the plasma changes

the deuterium feature and the cross section is enhanced by a factor 2—3 for

frequencies w/coD < 0.8 (wD/Zrz is the halfwidth at l/e of the maximum of the

deuterium thermal feature) at 05: 20° and ne=1014cm‘3. Figure 1 is typical example

of the deuterium spectrum with impurities, the individual ion features are also shown.

The form factor 50:, m) is calculated (Fig. 2) also taking into account the
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Fig. 2 — 4, = 85.0”, Te/Ti =1.o; Mass = 2; z = 1.0; o = 40.0°Te(keV) = 10.0; ne = 3.0 1013 cm-3; BT : 3.4T

magnetic field effect, and a general condition on the angle c1) (between the k vectorand the magnetic field direction) is given in order to avoid the spectrum modulationat the ion cyclotron frequency induced by the magnetic field and the depression inthe electron responce at low 4) [3]. We find that at 65: 40° the angle between themagnetic field and the k wavevector must be less than 80° in order to avoid themagnetic field effects on the form factor.
The role of turbulence in the modification of the scattered spectrum isanalyzed [4], in order to establish the signal level due to the scattering on non—thermal density fluctuations and the expected range of the mean wavenumber typicalof the JET turbulence is it = 0.2—3 cm'l, while the frequency characteristic ofturbulence is of the order of 200-600 kHz‘, i.e. the diamagnetic electron frequency.This means that the turbulence affects heavily only the central channel wherepresumably a notch filter should be used. A well accepted fit of the behaviour of thenon-thermal form factor based on gaussian behaviour in k and w gives the conclusionthat the turbulence has no effect on the ion spectrum, but a power law fit, alsocompatible with the available data base, should attenuate that conclusion: so anexperimental measurement of turbulence in the range of k and w typical for the ionfeature could be useful.
It is important to determine the influence of turbulence on scattering volumedefinition. The signal to noise ratio (S/N) degradation due to this effect must beincluded in the calculations. It is found that the plasma density fluctuation at theedge, which is of the order of 0.1-0.5 could decrease the S/N by the same fractionbecause it determines a fluctuation of the principal beam waist into the plasma.
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Spectrum asymmetries are caused by the mass motion of the plasma [5]. It turns
out that the drift of the electrons causes an asymmetry of the collective spectrum.
Such asymmetry is given by

R-1 : Si0n(-x1)/Sion(xil = (4 T1/ZTe)(Xdk/x1)

where Xdk=Vdrift cosx/Vthe (x is the angle between R and VD), and xi = m/mi. If we
choose the geometry in order to have X = O, the xdk = 0.1 for JET plasma. It turns out
that in order to measure an xdk = 0.01 in a plasma with Ti=2.5 Te and Z=2.5 at xi:1,
an S/N=50 must be achieved.

The frequency instability of the central gyrotron frequency must be taken into
account in the design of the detection system and frequency tracking could be useful,
Furthermore the presence of gyrotron spurious modes in the frequency region of the
ion feature spectrum must be considered. As consequence the upper limit on the
tolerable gyrotron power present in these modes must be determined. For 400 kW
of incident power, we can tolerate on the detector a stray power radiation of 6 10—19
W/Hz, when we measure at 40° scattering angle. This figure must be respected in
each channel of the spectrum.

Because the extraction of the ion feature from the measured spectrum depends
upon the knowledge of the electron temperature, density and Zeff, a fitting
procedure is necessary in order to determine the contributions of the various ions
present into the plasma. The experimental errors on the measurements of Te, ne,
Zeff affect the error of ion temperature measurement. A preliminary analysis
[following Ref. 6] leads to the conclusion that, for an error on the electron
temperature and density in the range of 10%—20%. The possibility of an ion
temperature spatial profile, resolved in time, could be realized tilting the collecting
mirror. It turns out that if we arrange the collecting optics in order to collect the
light at a scattering angle of 40° at the plasma center, we have at half radius an
almost doubled bandwidth and half signal to noise ratio. The S/N decrease to 1/10
from the centre to the plasma edge. Correspondingly the spatial resolution improves
in the spatial scan.
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ON THE POSSIBILITIES OF SPECTROSCOPIC MEASUREMENTS OF VARIOUS ELECTRIC FIELDS

AND RELATED PLASMA PARAMETERS FOR TOKAMAK CONDITIONS

E. Oks

Ruhr-Universitat, lnstitut fUr Experimentalphysik 5, Postfach 102148,

D - 4630 Bochum 1, FRG

1. Analyze the possibilities of corpuscular—spectroscopic diagnostics

of quasimonochromatic electric fields (QEF) E*(t) = E: coscut in tokamaks.

These fields may represent microwaves from the external source used for addi—

tional heating or some regular waves exited in a plasma (as it was experi—

mentally revealed in the T — 10 tokamak /1/).But for the conditions in which

a beam of neutral atoms with velocity Tris injected across a magnetic field T?

the beam atoms experience a strong Lorentz field—E ='Vx'§7c of order 10—100

k V/cm. It was already experimentally demonstrated that this strong static

field T? leads to a significant shift /2/ and/or splitting /3/ of spectral li-

nes (SL).The question arises whether it is possible to detect relatively weak

QEF ’Efit)'<z F in spite of a strong field TPby analysis of spectra of beam

atoms.0ur main idea is to use some spectroscopic manifestations which may be

caused only by joint action of a static field ETand a dynamic field Tit).

The first proposal is to utilize a lithium beam and then to observe the

profile of SL Li I 4603 A (2P - 4P,D,F).As a starting point recall the re—

sults of cup previous papers /4,5/, devoted to the revision of the problem of

Baranger-Mozer satellites of dipole—forbidden SL /6/ (appearing in spectra

of helium— or alkali-atoms under the action of QEF) caused by the allowance

for additional static field ET It was shown in /4,5/,that even relatively
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weak field F,510_1 E0 drastically changes the spectra; in particular, the

field Erleads to the appearance of intense satellites separated by faofrom

dipole-allowed SL (this type of satellites was formerly known only in spectra

of hydrogen SL under the action of QEF).

In our present case the strong field f*completely mixes the states

4F,4D,4P of Li atom and they respond to a weak field ETt) as a hydrogen—like

structure displaying pronounced satellites separated by faofrom the line com—

ponents 2P—4D and 2P-4F.The numerical examplezthe Ll-beam with the energy

100 kev is injected across the magnetic field B=2.8T(so that F=46 kV/cm).lf

lain represent the oscillations at electron—cyclotron frequency,then the sate—

llites appear separated by :1“ =fwflf/(27L’cfirom the position Roof main

components.Their relative (with respect to a main c3mponent)intensity is

S/Iax [0.2 EO(kV/cm):]2.Thus upon E0315 kV/cm we have S/IagOJ, i.e. the
quite observable effect.In order the Doppler width of all features(controlled

by a beam divergence)to be smaller than,%u,the angular divergence of the beam

should be vL/v"<102.

The second proposal is to use a hydrogen beam and then to observe the

profile of the SL Hfi 4861 A. A strong field fressentially splits hydrogen de—

generate states and they may respond to a weak field ETt) by appearance of

a pronounced forbidden components(unresolved satellites)in the line centre.

Recall that under the action of static field only (EO:O)the SL Hfl has no

central Stark components.The numerical example the H-beam with the energy

40 keV is injected across the magnetic field 8:1.4 T (50 that F=40 kV/cm).

The separation between Stark components of Hfi isARF':O'030 F(kV/cm)=1.2 A.

The relative increase of intensity in the centre of Hfl (with respect to main

maxima)after switching on a microwave field lit) is lf/Iarv(6 EO/F)2.Thus

upon E053 2 kV/cm we have If/Ia ;3 O.1,i.e.the rather observable effect.ln
order the Doppler broadening to be smaller than the Stark one,the angular
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divergence of the beam should be vim/”<22 10'2 B(T)¢::0.03.
In the both proposals it was assumed that the splitting of a multiplet

in the Lorentz field dominates over the pure Zeeman splitting.This is the
case under the condition,that a beam velocity v>c/(205.5 n).For the princi—

pal quantum number n=4 the corresponding condition for a beam energy is
Ebeam>ECl" where Ecr:4'9 keV for Li and Ecr:0'7 keV for H.

2. A new spectroscopic method for local determination of the effective
charge left in tokamaks was theoretically proposed /7/ and recently experi—

mentally realized/8/.The method was basedon the two ideas.The first one is
that for tokamak conditions the broadening of hydrogen SL by protons and by
impurity ions is not quasistatic but impact. the impact withr'being proporti-
onal to Zefffiut I" is approximately one order of magnitude smaller than a Dopp—
ler width AwiZJhe second idea was to use laser saturation of excited transi—
tion(with laser line width Awr

1/2
of F in spite of a large value owfiIAs the strength of laser light EC) in—

«Awifl/z )in order to extract a small value

creases,occurs an increase of fluorescene SL width (so—called energy broade—
ning):{"g=I’(1+G)1/2,GE(d12EO/'h)2/(X/"),where X is the radiative level width.
This means that Doppler and energy broadenings may be distinguished from the
profiles of hydrogen fluorescence line,so that the values ofr‘and Zeff can be
measured .

Our third proposal is to improve this method by carrying out the analo-
gous laser saturation spectroscopy measurements but on hydrogen atoms of beam
injected into a p1asma.The advantages are the following : 1) the uncertainties
intrinsic to the method /8/vanish,since the proportionality coefficient be-
tween r' and left is now controlled by the well—known beam velocity Vbeam
(instead of hydrogen atom mean velocity<va>,which is not usually well-known);
2) the Doppler width is drastically reduced (since it is now controlled by the
beam diveregence vL/v"<<1);it becomes possible to carry out the laser satu-
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ration experiment on isolated Stark components of SL and the response of c0m_
ponents widths to the laser field action will essentially increase.

The formula forlqin this case significantly differs from /7,8/ and may
be expressed as follows:

r'={12(h/me)2f(n,n')N v"1e beam
I 2 2 2 2 [2 l2 I If(n,n hen [h +(n1-n2) -m -1]+n [n +(n1-n2)

where n1,n2,m and n1',n2',m' are parabolic quantum numbers of upper and lower

lnL-Zemgcvbeam/(3n3h2B)]}Zeff,2 <1)I 2 I I l—m -[]-4nn (n1—n2)(n1-n2),

levels correspondingly; Ne—electron density.

Our fourth proposal is to combine the saturation technique not with H-
but with He- or Li-beams.The suitable SL are He I 4471 A,He l 4922 A or Li I
4603 A(all transitions are 2P-4D).The general expressions forffiis
F :{L-ByrNe/(3<Vrel7flfhr12/(meaoflzlnfiax(1’meao<vrel>2/(hr124w12)2?}Zeff’(2)
where r12 and A0J12 are a dipole matrix element and a distance between the
states 4D,4F.For thermal He-or Li—atoms the relative perturber-radiator ve—
locity<:vreFmVTa,so that the logarithm in (2)equal to zero (no impact broade-
ning).But for He-or Li-atoms in a beam < Vrefa:vbeam’so that the ratio meaO
-<vre1>2/(hr12Aao12)increases in Ebeam/Ta~402—103 times,what leads to an
essential value off7.ln other words, a beam may change to mechanism of He—or
Li~lines broadening by impurity ions from quasistatic to impact.Due to the
strong Lorentz field the allowed and forbidden components have comparable in—
tensities.Hence laser saturation measurements of Zeff may be carried out on
both 2P—4D and 2P—4F components.

The author express his sincere gratitude to the Alexander von HumboldtFoundation for the sponsoring his work.
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MODELLING OF NON-THERMAL ELECTRON CYCLOTRON
EMISSION DURING ECRH

V Tri baldos and V. Krivenski

Asociacién EURATOM/CIEMAT para Fusion, CIEMAT, Madrid

The existence of supratherma] electrons during Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating
experiments in tokamaks is today a well established fact. At low densities the creation of large
non—thermal electron tails affects the temperature profile measurements obtained by 2nd
harmonic, X—mode, low-field side, electron cyclotron emission.1 At higher densities
suprathermal electrons can be detected by high~field side emission.2 In electron cyclotron
current drive experiments a high energy suprathermal tail, asymmetric in v” , is observed.3

Non-Maxwellian electron distribution functions are also typically observed during
lower—hybrid current drive experiments.4 Fast electrons have been observed during ionic
heating by neutral beams as well.5

Two distinct approaches are currently used in the interpretation of the experimental
results: simple analytical models which reproduce some of the expected non-Maxwellian
characteristics of the electron distribution function are employed to get a qualitative picture of
the phenomena ( see for example Ref. 6 ); sophisticated numerical Fokker-Planck calculations
give the electron distribution function from which the emission spectra are computed.7 No
algorithm is known to solve the inverse problem, i.e., to compute the electron distribution
function from the emitted spectra. The proposed methods all relay on the basic assumption that
the electron distribution function has a given functional dependence on a limited number of free
parameters,4 which are then "measured" by best fitting the experimental results.

Here we discuss the legitimacy of this procedure as follows. We consider as
"experimental" result the emission Spectra obtained from the distribution function computed
numerically by a Fokker-Planck code and try to fit this result by a model distribution function
which depends only on a few parameters: non-thermal population, current, parallel and
perpendicular energy.

The following tokamak parameters are considered:
Te=Te(0) exp( —( ( r/a )/O.37l )1~2) , T (O) = 1.3 keV ,
n = n(0) (l- (r/a )2) , n(0) = 2.5 X 1013 cm'3 ,
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B=BO/(1+x/R) , B=2.16T, f=60GHz , PEC = 500 kW ,

a=26cm, R: 100cm, V1: 1.5 , Zen: 1.9.

Oblique, low-field side injection of ordinary mode electron cyclotron waves is considered in an

ohmic discharge. In Fig. la the level lines of the Fokker—Planck distribution function are

presented at r = 0 ( u = p/pLh ). Note that during ECRH the distribution function has a complex

bidimensional form. We then fit the numerical result with the following analytical model:
2

Tri()iri()/lflp[r[('irm -
We consider the direct problem: the knowledge of the local current, non-thermal population,

parallel and perpendicular energy, as given by the Fokker—Planck solution, allows us to

determine the free parameters of the model. For comparison the level curves of the model

distribution function at r = 0 are shown in Fig. lb and n(E) ( 5 fraction of non-thermal

particles with energy larger than B ) in Fig. 2 . The high field side cyclotron emission is

presented in Fig. 3 for the Fokker-Planck solution, the previous model and for the

corresponding model with Tu = Tl- We observe that the model is in fair agreement with the

Fokker—Planck result when the radiation is emitted by relatively low energy electrons. In the

case of vertical emission, where high energy electrons give an important contribution, the

agreement is poor.

We next consider the inverse problem, i.e., the uniqueness of the parameters giving the

same temperature profile. The radiative temperature for a given frequency is the result of the

contribution of electrons with different energy, as determined by the spatial dependence of the

resonance condition ( Ercs(x) = mac2 ( (2fc(x)/ f )2 — 1 ) ) ; as an example the local radiative

temperature and the power deposition are shown in Fig. 4 for f = 2 fc( x = 1.4 cm ) . The

lines of constant radiative temperature vs the model parameters are shown for the same

frequency in Figs. 5 : (a) for a relatively low resonant energy ( x = -O.6 cm , Ems = 14 keV )

and (b) for a high resonant energy ( x = —1 cm , Ems = 25 keV ). It appears that the same local

radiative temperature ( which labels the curves in keV units ) can be obtained by different sets

of parameters.
In conclusion, we have discussed on the basis of a simple example the possibility of

modelling the non-thermal electron cyclotron emission during ECRH. Specifically, we have

shown that a simple analytical model based on the knowledge of the suprathermal population,

current and energy distribution, can fairly well reproduce the low energy non-thermal emission

as given by the numerical solution of the kinetic equation. On the other hand higher energy

emission, which depends on higher momenta of the distribution function, cannot be reproduced

by the model: reproduction of this part of the spectrum could be obtained only by using

parameters which does not correspond to the actual distribution function. As far as the inverse
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problem is concerned, we have shown that even a simple model does not allow a uniqueinversion of the free parameters that "measure” the distribution function.
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PHYSICS STUDIES OF COMPACT IGNITION PLASMASUSING NEUTRON MEASUREMENTS
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INTRODUCTION- This contribution deals with the plasma physics studiesthat can be performed based on neutron measurements with new techniques. Inparticular, we discuss the use of the magnetic proton recoil (MPH) spectrometer asa basic instrument for neutron measurements in compact ignition D-T plasmas.Parallel exists with present diagnostic systems in use, for instance, at JET for thedetection of D-D neutrons. Therefore, we use the .JET results both as guidance forsystem design and to predict what kind of physics studies could be performed witha diagnostic system exploiting the high neutron production of D-T burning plasmas.NEUTRON MEASUREMENTS IN COMPACT EXPERIMENTS- Thefirst proposal of a compact ignition experiment was made in 1975 [1]. Since thattime, the basic premises of these experiments have been essentially confirmed,and the design of these devices has been optimized. In this work we take thelgnltor device as an example (see Table for a list of the lgnitor design parametersassumed in this work).
Neutron diagnostics stand to gain in importance in fusion burning experi-ments for two reasons. First, measurements of 14-MeV neutrons can provide cru-cial information on oc-particle issues and partially replace direct a-particle observa-tions (which are rather difficult). Second, the higher neutron fluxes and neutron en-ergies cf D-T plasmas are intrinsic advantages for neutron measurements and canbe exploited even if the associated high background radiation levels (in the form ofbackscattered neutrons and y—rays) require effective background insensitivity of themeasurements.
The main parameter determining the choice of possible neutron detectors formeasurements in compact experiments is the expected fusion neutron flux at thedetector location, F, and the width, W (FWHM), of the neutron spectrum. The formerwill largely depend on the fusion performance of the experiments. For instance, thelgnltor device is expected to produce D-T plasmas with ion densities (nD=nT)of theorder of 1075 cm'3. confinement times 11520.4 3 and ion temperatures (TDETT) of 4keV at the beginning of the current flat top. Having achieved these plasma condi-tions, the (ti-particle heating would increase rapidly and the plasma would reachthe ignition condition at an ion temperature TD=13 keV in about 2 s [2]. The neutronspectrum is expected to be of a Gaussian shape with W(keV) =177TD(keV)1/2. Thefusion power level at ignition would be 150 MW or more. The neutron yield in theself-heating phase would be in the range 5-1013-5-1019 n/s.
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COLLIMATION GEOMETRY- Assuming the lgnitor biological protection
wall to be at a distance of about 7.5 m from the plasma, a neutron detector located
just outside the wall would record rather high neutron fluxes in collimators with rea-
sonable apertures. In particular, we consider a collimation geometry consisting of a
9-channel camera (see Fig.1) with Aap=10 cm2, A8": 100 cm2, D: 750 cm, A: 12.5
cm (here Aap is the collimation aperture, AB" is the effective plasma cross section
area viewed, D is the detector distance from the plasma centre and A is the dis-
tance between two adjacent channels at the plasma centre). This choice of pa-
rameters gives a spatial resolution (relative to the vertical minor radius) similar to
the resolution of one of the two ccllimators in use at JET; the latter is found to be
adequate for detailed profile studies [3]. For a central line of sight and for peaked
emissivity profiles, the neutron flux at the detector per unit total neutron production
rate ((1)) is found to be about 4-10'10 cm'2, corresponding to a neutron flux of
21010 ncm‘QS‘1 for a total neutron production rate of 5-1019 n/s. Since (I) in a
central line of sight can vary at most by a factor of 2 in JET [3], we also expect the
central value of (D to be fairly insensitive to the shape of the lgnitor emissivity pro-
file. This is not the case for the peripheral lines of sight. Using again the results of
Ref.[3], we see that the central to peripheral (i.e, at 2/3 of the plasma vertical minor
radius) brightness ratio is =10 for broad profiles and 2100 for peaked profiles.
These reference values are used in the following discussion of neutron measure-
ments in lgnitor plasmas.

THE MPFl DETECTORS- MPR detectors [4] can be designed having high
(AE/E=2.5% FWHM) to modest (AE/E=20%) energy resolution and corresponding

efficiencies in the range 2-10'5 to 10'3 cm2. respectively; this makes them suitable
for use as high resolution spectrometers (MPRs) as well as neutron counters
(MPRc). Here we consider a neutron diagnostic system for lgnitor based on these
detectors, consisting of one horizontal neutron camera for neutron brightness pro-
file measurements, and one or more spectrometers for measurements of the ion
temperature at different locations in the plasma.

The reference MPRs considered here is schematically shown in Fig.2. lt con-
sists of a Quadrupole-Dipole-Quadrupole (QDQ) magnetic spectrometer which
momentum-analyzes the recoil protons from n+p reactions in a 10 mg/cm2 thick, 10
cm2 large CH2 target located at the collimator aperture. The acceptance of the
QDQ system is 10 msr corresponding to a neutron detection efficiency of 2-10-5
cm2. The protons are detected by a hodoscope consisting of an array of plastic
scintillation counters. The energy resolution is 2.6% as determined essentially by
target (1.9%) and optics (1.8%) contributions.

Since the detection takes place in proton counters placed out of view from the
direct neutron and yflux, this spectrometer has excellent count rate capabilities and
background rejection. The time resolving power (1/At) of the MPRs, defined as the
inverse of the collection time reSUIting in a :10°/o statistical accuracy in To mea—
surements, is plotted in Fig.3 as a function of the total neutron yield in lgnitor plas-
mas. The upper limit corresponds to a maximum expected count rate of 400 kHz,
i.e.,At<1 ms.
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MPFtc's can be used in the neutron camera. High efficiency and small dimen-
sion are the main requirements for this application, whilst a modest energy resolu—
tion is sufficient for discrimination against backscattered neutrons. The optimization
of the MPFtc design has not been attempted yet, but it should be possible to
achieve an efficiency of 210'3 cm2 and an energy resolution of i20% with detectors
of vertical dimension =50 cm. The time resolving power of an MPFIc camera for
profile measurements, defined as the inverse of the collection time resulting in a
i10% statistical accuracy in the peripheral channels for a ratio of central to periph-
eral brightness of 100, is similar to that of the MPRs spectrometer and is shown in
Fi .3.

9 PHYSICS STUDIES USING NEUTRON MEASUREMENTS- The ex-
cellent time resolution of the MPR instruments opens new possibilities in terms of
physics studies of fusion burning D-T plasmas. By use of the same methods ap-
plied in Fief.[3] to representative JET data, the TD profile could be derived from 14-
MeV neutron brightness measurements with the assumption of a known fuel con-
centration nDnT/ne2. This would be determined experimentally at the plasma centre
with the spectrometer measurement. and can be assumed to be constant along the
plasma radius if the plasma impurity content is not large; this could be checked by
a second MPRs measurement along a peripheral line of sight. The main uncer-
tainty comes from using the he profile in lieu of the ion density profile, but this
should have a small effect as long as the temperature profile is steeper than the
density profile. Therefore the total (absolute and statistical) uncertainty on the ion
temperature profile derived from neutron brightness measurements and central
temperature measurement should not exceed i10°/o for plasmas with a low impu-
rity content. This uncertainty would allow to determine the m profile [3] with suffi-
cient accuracy. and is marginally sufficient to separate the ion and electron tem-
perature profile in the plasma. This is essential for studying the ion heat transport.
More precisely, it would allow to determine the ion heat flux qi from power balance
analysis, and hence the ion heat transport coefficient xi (defined as xi=-qi/VTi). In
fact, the excellent time resolution of the measurements allows to study other phe-
nomena related to the topic of ion heat transport. An example is the heat pulse fol-
lowing a sawtooth crash. The interpretation of the observed brightness pulse. how-
ever, needs to be discussed in more detail than it can be done in this general dis-cuss:on.

Apart from ion temperature profile information, the neutron camera measure-
ments provide a direct determination of the a-particie birth profile. Again this has
an important application in the power balance analysis. since it allows to determine
the or-heating profile. We also mention that the good space and time resolution of
these measurements makes them also suitable for studying the consequences of
possible a-particle driven instabilities on the plasma temperature and/or density.

Finally, a different application of the MPR detectors can be considered, wherethe 14-MeV neutron emissivity profile from Ignitor D-plasmas is measured to de-
termine the triton burn-up fraction [5]. This measurement would have a modest timeresolution (213), sufficient to provide information on the burn-up fraction profile un-
der quasi-stationary plasma conditions.
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CONCLUSION- We conclude that the use of new techniques allows neutronmeasurements to take on the role they are expected to play in future ignitionexperiments, especially with regards to studies of the physics of plasma ions and of
oc-particle heating.
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Main Parameters of Ignitor
Plasma minor radius (horizontal) 45.5 cm
Plasma minor radius (venical) 82.5 cmPlasma maior radius 126.5 cm QuadrUPO'e
Total magnetic field at plasma centre 132 T
Toroidai plasma current 12 MA
Volt seconds available to drive plasma current 31.5 proton detector hod S
Additional ion cyclotron frequency heating ~10 MW 0 mp9
Duration ol plasma discharge 10 s
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THE MULTI-CHANNEL INTERFEROMETER/POLARIMETER
FOR THE RTP TOKAMAK

A,g2.A.P. yam Lammemn, S.K. Kim and A.J.H. Donné

F0M-[nstituut voor Plasmafysz‘ca Rijnhuizen, Associarie EURATOM—FOM,PO. Box 1207, 3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands.

Introduction
A sophisticated interferometer and polarimeter system was designed for themedium-sized RTP tokamak (Rijnhuizen Tokamak Project); a = 16 cm, R = 72 cm,B0 = 2.5 T and plasma pulse duration 200 ms. RTP is specifically dedicated to transportand fluctuation studies. For electron heat transport studies two 60 GHz, 200 kW gyrotronswill be used.
The multichannel interferometer system is dedicated to the study of plasma transportsuch as electron density pulse propagation induced by sawteeth, oscillating gaspuff, pelletinjection and density effects of (modulated) ECRH, as well as routine density profilemeasurements.

Interferometer
A sketch of the multi-channel interferometer is given in Fig. 1. The system uses adual-beam optically-pumped FIR (Far Infra-Red) laser [1]. At a wavelength of K = 432 pmthe laser system produces a total power of 65 mW. By detuning the cavities, an IF(Intermediate Frequency) of 1 MHz can be obtained between the two beams. The twobeams are both expanded to a slab~l1ke beam by a set of two parabolic mirrors. This, incombination with the large diagnostic ports of RTP, makes it possible to observe nearly thecomplete minor plasma cross—section. After one beam has passed through the plasma, thetwo beams are recombined on an array of 9 corner-cube mixers with Schottky diodes. Thepositioning of the detectors can be changed on a shot-to—shot base. The number ofinterferometer channels can be increased to a maximum of 19. This set-up gives theopportunity to optimize the detector positions according to the plasma parameters.The outputs of the mixers at the IF frequency are fed into phase detectors whichdetermine the phase differences between the signals from the probing beam and thereference channel. The accuracy of this phase detector is 10. The overall accuracy isexpected to be better then 2x101 m-2 for a line density of 2x1019 m-Z.

Polarimeter
The interferometer system will be extended in the near future with a polarimeter. Thiscan be done by replacing the beam splitter by a polarizer and placing a second array ofcomer-cube detectors perpendicular to the interferometer array [2]. One has to keep inmind, however, the polarization dependence of the mixers, which complicate this simpleset-up.
Calculations show that the expected Faraday-rotation angle for a standard RTPdischarge is in the order of a few degrees (see Fig. 2). Earlier experiments showed that it ishard to obtain an accuracy better than 0.150 if one uses the above scheme of Soltwisch[2]. Another detection scheme is that of Kunz and Dodel [3]. In their scheme thePolarization of the probing beam is modulated over a few degrees. By using lock-in
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Fig. 3 Calculations done for a standard RTP plasma (see legend ofFig. 2) for difi'erentpositions (r/a = -1, -0.4, 0.2. 0, 0.2, 0.4, l). The polarization angle of theincoming beam is modulated with an amplitude of 100, the ofi’set angle of thepolarization is 00. The ellipticity of the incoming beam is 0.a) The polarization angle of the probing beam after propagation through theplasma, b) the ellipticity of the probing beam.

techniques one can detemline the Faraday-rotation angle. The major drawback for thisdetection scheme was the difficulty to modulate the polarization of the beam over a fewdegrees. We will now discuss some aspects of this scheme.
Suppose that we are able to modulate the polarization angle of the probing beamSinusoidally. If plasma is present, the Faraday‘rotation angle will add a dc-Ievel to the sinewave. Figure 3a shows the output polarization of the probing beam for several chordsthrough the plasma as a function of time for a stand RTP discharge. The amplitude ofthe modulation is chosen to be 10°. In Fig. 3b the corresponding ellipticity is shown. Fromthe calculations it is clear that the ellipticity remains acceptably small. No problems areexpected if the modulation amplitude is kept small.

T 1/4 x-plate
Hr: ‘/\UU

\.¢

1/4 A—plate I“). polarizer
,

variable mixer Aattenuator

mixer B

Fig. 4 Test set-upforpolarization modulation of the probing beam. The mixers A and Bare used to analyse the beam polarization.
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Our scheme for modulating the polarization is rather straightforward and is shown in
Fig. 4. The probing beam is split by a beam splitter into two parts. Each part is sent
through a quarter wave plate. Both beams are now circularly polarized but with different
orientations. In one of the paths a time~varying path length difference is introduced. After
this the two beams are recombined. If the two beams have the same amplitude, which can
be tuned with the variable attenuator, the recombined beam will be linearly polarized. The
polarization angle is proportional to the phase difference between the two beam paths. To
analyse the beam, two mixers are used which observe the different polarization components
of the beam. To modulate the path length we used a loudspeaker with a small mirror in the
centre. This limited the maximum modulation frequency to 1 kHz.

An example of polarization modulation is shown in Fig. 5. In this case the
modulation amplitude was chosen to be larger than 45° at a modulation frequency of
500 Hz. One can Clearly see the inversion of the signals at the largest (and smallest)
polarization angles. The first results of the test set-up are promising.

Next, we will compare the results of different detection schemes considering accuracy
and time resolution in a test set—up. If possible the RTP polarimeter will be constructed in
such a way that one can easily switch between one detection scheme and another. In this
way we hope to measure accurately the current density distribution in RTP.
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Abstract
Funcn'on Parametrization (FP) provides a way to do complex data analysis in a fast and reliablemanner that allows inter~shot analysis. The method has been used to analyze polarimetry andinterferometry data at TEXTOR. A stand TEXTOR discharge is investigated, allowingcomparison of the results obtained by FP analysis with results obtained previously. Agreementbetween results of the two methods is good. FP allows easy incorporation of additional datainto the analysis.

We have determined the value of q0 = 0.8 -_t- 0.09. This is in close agreement with thevalue obtained by other methods from the same data.

1 . Introduction
In a tokamak, the total toroidal plasma current can be programmed, but it is not possible tocontrol the distribution of the current over the plasma column. In fact, it is not even possible tomake direct, accurate measurements of the current density profile. The only measurementsavailable are indirect, such as the magnetic fields outside the plasma (which give very littleinformation on the current density in the plasma centre) and the Faraday rotation a polarisedlaser beam experiences when passing through the plasma. To construct the current distributionfrom those measurements, it is in general necessary to parametrize the plasma state (i.e. theprofiles of density and current, or the MHD equilibrium) and to simulate the measurementscorresponding to that plasma state. The problem is to find a set of parameters for which thesimulated measurements match the experimental values within the measuring accuracy.This type of problem is very well suited to be tackled with a method known as FunctionParametrization (FF) [1]. In general terms, this method provides a direct mapping of theobservables onto the state parameters of a physical system. For the problem at hand, this meansthat the current density profile is parametrized, and the profile parameters are expressed in termsof the magnetic fields or faraday rotation measurements. To achieve this, a database isgenerated containing a large number MHD equilibria. The equilibria are chosen in such a waythat all normal plasma conditions are covered by the variation in the database. Along with eachequilibrium, a set of simulated measurements is computed and stored. The database is subjectedto a statistical analysis procedure that results in a direct mapping of the measurements onto thephysical parameters. This mapping is a set of simple functions which express the plasmaparameters in terms of the observables. These functions can be evaluated for experimental datausing a minimum of CPU time. Thus, the advantages of FF are twofold:
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- once set up, the analysis is very fast,
- the analysis is internally consistent, i.e. one always finds results within the class of

parametrized MHD equilibriar

2 . Interpretation of interferometry and polarimetry data at TEXTOR
At TEXTOR, the plasma is intersected by nine linearly polarized Far Infrared laser beams,vertically aligned in a poloidal cross-section. A more detailed description is given in Ref. [2].

The plasma equilibrium is computed by means of a fixed boundary ideal MHDequilibrium code: HBT [3]. The code has been extended to perform polarimetry simulations. Inthis computer model, a state of the plasma p is identified by the following set of quantities:
1) Main plasma parameters:

12D (plasma current) and B0 (toroidal magnetic field on toms axis)
lux surface geometry parameters specifying the location of the magnetic axis andparameters specifying the shape of the plasma boundary

3) Profile parameters specifying the equilibrium profiles p'(\ll), FF‘WI)
4) Electron density parameters specifying the electron density nc
The profiles are represented in parametric form.

To get an indication whether the parametrization chosen is sufficient to describe realdata, interferometry and polarimetry data of a prototypical TEXTOR shot (# 14214) werecompared to data simulated by the equilibrium program HBT. The data were taken at time t =1.33 s., when the plasma was in steady-state. The plasma state parameters were adjusted untilsatisfactory agreement with the measurements was obtained. We found that satisfactoryreproduction of the measurements was possible using the parametrizations selected. A databaseof equilibria was created by varying the plasma state parameters around this typical state.
The database thus obtained was analysed by means of the function parametrizationanalysis program FP. The result of this was a mapping of the interferometry, polarimetry,plasma current and toroidal field measurements onto several interesting plasma parameters.
We perfomied an extensive error analysis on the mapping obtained. Quantities related tothe outer plasma regions such as amin are indetenninate, as can be expected from this type ofmeasurement. Use of magnetic diagnostics should improve the latter. Likewise, 8 cannot beestimated accurately, due to the fact that the polarimetry/mterferometry probing beams are 0.1 mapart in the central region. However, the plasm boundary position, R 60, can be determined

with an accuracy of 1 cm.; n30 with 9 - 101 m4; and (10 with 0%9. This accuracy iscomparable to the accuracy obtained with the iterative analysis method now in use at TEXTOR(Method 1): 2.5% for n80 for FF against 3% for Method 1; 11% for qo for FF against 15% forMethod 1 [4].

2)

3 . Application to TEXTOR data and comparison to Method I
We have performed the analysis as described above. Here we present results for TEXTOR shot# 14214. We have selected a small number of plasma parameters from the large array availableas being indicative of the possibilities of the reconstruction method: n, mac and q0.

Figure 3.1 shows the time trace of the plasma current. There is a minor disruption at t =0.79 s.
Figure 3.2 shows the time trace of Rgee as computed using PP. The plasma performs afast inward movement followed by a fast outward movement during the disruption. Thisbehaviour is confirmed by the plasma position signal A that is computed using the method

described in [5]. However, the fast outward movement could be an artefact due to the non-fulfillment of the assumption ne = new).
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Figure 3.3 shows the time trace of 119.0 from FP. A steep drop in central electron density at thedisruption is followed by a recovery shortly after. The recovery is not complete. The negativedensity Spike is reflected on the Shafranov shift, showing a sharp drop followed by a rapidincrease to its original value.
Figure 3.4 shows the time trace of qo. After the start of the discharge, the signal steeplydecreases to a value of around 0.8, crossing the q0 = 1 line. Prior to the disruption the valueincreases slightly but stays below 1. During the disruption it drops slightly. It is interesting to

see that both prior to the disruption, when sawteeth are absent, and after the disruption, whensawteeth are observed, qo = 0.8 < l.

4 , Results for discharge # 14214
The value of qo obtained with FP (q0 = 0.8 i 0.09) compares well with the value obtained withMethod I (q0 = 0.7 -_t- 0.1). We stress that this result is obtained by means of a self-consistentmethod employing ideal MHD equilibria as the basis for the analysis. Given the plasma modelwe have chosen, we are able to devise a xz-test, and reject the hypothesis qo 2 1 with 95%certainty. In other words, qo 2 1 would require a more complex model than the one adoptedhere. The data presently available are well represented by the model used here, however, andtherefore the need for a more complex model is not apparent.

Time traces for several important plasma parameters for the typical discharge # 14214have been obtained using FP analysis. These traces satisfactorily reproduce the traces obtainedby method I.
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Feasibility of alpha particle diagnostics for the active phase ofJET, using Charge Exchange Recombination Spectroscopy

G.J. Frieling, R. Hoekstra, F.J. de Beer:
FOZVI Institute for Atomic and Alolecular Physics, Amsterdam;W. Mandl, A. Boileau, H.P. Summers, M. von Hellermann:

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon.

Introduction

Observations of spectral emission from impurity ions in fusion plasmas following chargetransfer from neutral deuterium or hydrogen beams has made great impact on deduction ofimpurity ion temperature, ion density and plasma rotation in recent years. The reactionsare:
X‘++Dt’m(18) —' X“‘”+(nl)+D+

(1)Xi"1)+(nl) H X(“1)+(n’l’)+hu,
where X‘+ is a fully ionised impurity ion of nuclear charge 2.
In JET, transitions 72 —» n’ in the Visible spectral region /\ > 3500 A are observed andthe D0 source is the neutral heating beams with primary particle energy in the range 40 -80 keV/amu. The experimental arrangements, diagnostic methodology and deductions ofthe JET plasma behaviour have been reported previously [1,2,3]. In this paper, attentionis focussed specifically on He II(n : 4 - 3) emission at /\ = 4686 A.
Experiment
The emitted photons from the plasma are observed through several windows in the toka—mak (figure 1). A multi-cord system containing 15 quartz fibres is mounted at point A.

Figure 1: Arrangement of viewing
lines. Location A: collection optics
mutichord system with horizontal
viewing lines; Location B: single
vertical viewing line. 6

Each fibre provides the possibility to ’Iook’ with a small solid angle into the plasma. To-gether these fibres form a fan of horizontal viewing lines intersecting with the injectedneutral beams at major radii between 2.7 and 4.0 m. The relevant Charge Exchange(OX) processes (eq. 1) only occur at two locations: a) near the plasma wall where neutral
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deuterium desorbes from the surface, and b) in the plasma bulk along the injected neutral
deuterium beams. Generally the measured He 11(4 a 3) Doppler broadened spectrum is
fitted with two Gaussians: a narrow feature corresponding with CX-processes at relatively
low temperature near the plasma edge, and a broad feature coming from the hot plasma
bulk due to charge transfer between impurities and the injected neutral beam. Analysis
of these observations allow space and time resolved deduction of many plasma parameters
e.g. absolute impurity ion density, ion temperature and plasma rotation [1,2,3], which is
performed at JET routinely.

Simulation He II(4 —i 3) emission at JET, and diagnostic implications

The Charge Exchange spectrum I(/\) [photons - s‘1(sr)’1m‘3A_1] of He II (n = 4 - 3), due
to charge transfer between alpha particles in the plasma and injected neutral deuterium
has been calculated as a function of the plasma temperature and for various observation
angles 7 between the horizontal viewing lines and the injected neutral beam. The prin-
ciple of the simulation is illustrated starting by defining a spherical coordinatesystem at
observationpoint O in the plasma (fig. 2). DETECTOR

ALPHA

Figure 2: C'oord-inatesystem and PARTICLE ‘
velocities at observationpoint 0
in the plasma.

The alpha particles have a certain velocity distribution function fu(vc:)- The crucial
factor in the calculation is v”; (the speed of the alpha particle relative to the injected
neutral beam), since it can take all values and it is directly linked with the ratecoef‘licient
k(v,.,,,) : 0(1),“) - v", for emission of photons. Both theoretical and experimental CX-cross
sections have been collected [4,5,6,7], examined and stored in the JET atomic database.
I(/\) is expressed in the following analytic equation:

11(A) = fi/{I‘9/6(vxi‘vucosfi)-k(v,e1)-nDn-fu(oa)-v:sin9dvad0d¢, (2)

which can be solved numerically.
The importance of this simulation is to investigate the influence on the shape and posi—
tion of the observed spectrum due to the variation in the ratecoefficient k as a function of
11”,. A measured spectrum is usually fitted with Gaussians, which implicitely assumes a
constant ratecoefficient (chosen at the collision speed equal to the velocity of the injected
beam), whereas in reality the ratecoefiicient changes with all possible values of no, relative
to the velocity of the injected neutral beam. Therefore the shape of the real spectrum
is not identical to a Gaussian. The consequences for deduction of ion temperature, ion
density and plasma rotation velocity are briefly discussed in the next paragraph.

Conclusions on emission of thermalised and slowing down alpha particles

Thermal populations:

When a simulated emissionspectrum obtained with equation 2 is compared with a Gaus-
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sian spectrum corresponding with the same temperature and plasmaconditions, differences
are observed. This is illustrated in figure 3 for the case of a 20 keV ion temperature plasma,
half energy component (20 keV/amu) of the injected neutral beam and observation angle
7 = 45 degrees.

1(arb. LL) Simulation

0‘2 ' i — Gauss
Figure 3: Predicted Gaussian and
simulated emission spectrum
corresponding with identical plasma 0 1 _
conditions {scaled on mazima}. '

m A[A]
0.0 l L 1

4660 4680 4700 4720 4740

The simulated spectrum represents a realistic prediction of the spectrum to be observed.
Fitting this spectrum with a Gaussian yields a ’measured’ temperature smaller than 20
keV; the appeared shift AA from the atomic wavelength at 4686 A gives rise to an artificial
plasma rotation velocity and from the difference in the areas underneath the curves, an
incorrect He2+ ion density is deduced. Corrections for the ’measured’ quantities have been
calculated as a function of the plasma temperature and for all beam energy components
and for various observation angles 7 with respect to the injected neutral beam. A few
typical results are presented in figure 4 (corresponding with full beam energy component
of deuterium, and observation angles 7 in steps of 10° plus additional 45° as indicated).

”1 730 ‘ 4 . u

TGWMJ (4“) /‘9°” MM] (4”) ./ 0 16. Mano-”ma
//'"/ /, .

20- l //¢//-45° 3
/ '4-

////é'0° 2 1
10 f;/// 1

1'2-

0 - - 0 V ~90° 1.0 , . ‘
0 10 20 30 0 10 20 30 0 10 20 30

Figure 4: Results for a) corrected temperature, 1)) induced red shift AA, and c) efiective
cross section.

Generally speaking the slope in the cross section curve determines the displacement A)
of the peak and the curvature causes the change in the width of the spectrum afi'ect-
ing the ’measured’ temperature. Since a simulated spectrum is still very well described
by a Gaussian, the real spectral observations can still be analysed by the conventional
procedure with Gauss fittings, taking into account the corrections for ion temperature
and rotation velocity afterwards. The correct ion density is obtained by introducing an
reflective ratecoeflicient he“ 2 Gaff -vbmm, taking Jeff from figure 4c.
Analogue corrections have been obtained for other ion species e.g. carbon and oxygen,
but for these cases the introduced corrections are significantly smaller.
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Slowing Down alpha particles.-

Concerning future measurements at JET, simulations have been done for alpha particles

produced by fusion of deuterium and tritium. Initially created at 3.5 MeV with a source
rate SQ [silmd], the alpha particles slow down by electron collisions to a critical speed
vc (2 100 keV/amu) at which point ion collisions become important. The slowing down
velocity distribution [8], f,d(va), of this population is written as:

no.) = (5;?) ({—) . (3)
with r, the slowing down time7 usually in the order of a few seconds. With the extensive

knowledge of the cross section behaviour required for the simulation, substitution of (3)
in equation (2) produces the emission that is expected from this population.
In figure 5 an illustration is presented for an expected typical future case of JET (an
ion temperature T.- = 20 keV, a power production to input ratio Q : l and an energy
confinement time TE : 1 s).

0.5 . Total spectrum
Thermal spectrum
Slowmg Down spectnim

0.4 -

I(arb. u.)
01 r

—. MA]
0.0 4

4600 4659 4700 4750

Figure 5: Expected thermal and slowing down spectra of He2+ in the tritium phase of JET.

Extraction of the slowing down feature provides a. unique future tool for local measure-
ments of alpha particle source rate Sm slowing down time T, , critical velocity vc and the
slowing down velocity distribution function.
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POLARIZATION ROTATION AND ION THOMSON SCATTERING

D. A. Boyd

Laboratory for Plasma Research
University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742

U. S. A.

in the ion Thomson scattering diagnostic1 proposed for JET a 140 GHzbeam of radiation will be Injected from the top of the machine and traveldownwards at various selected angles to the vertical on its way to theobserved scattering volume. The beam will be launched as an ordinary modeat the plasma edge and it is assumed that most of the power will remain inthe ordinary mode as the beam propagates across the plasma to the scatteringvolume. Likewise. the scattered ordinary mode is presumed to propagatetoward the receiver preserving its state of polarization and emerge at theplasma edge as an ordinary mode.

It has been shown2 that if an ordinary mode is launched so that itpropagates exactly perpendicular to the magnetic field all the way acrossthe plasma it preserves its state of polarization. This restrictedcondition matches a situation in which the beam propagates vertically andperpendicular the the magnetic surfaces in the discharge. Naturally theproposed diagnostic seeks to probe at a variety of launched beam angles toobtain. a greater spatial range for the location of the scattering volume.Consequently this study seeks to investigate the evolution of the polariza~tion state of a beam launched as an ordinary mode as it propagates acrossthe plasma at an arbitrary angle to the vertical.

For simplicity the calcu]ation uses a ”circuiarized" description3 ofthe JET plasma. A ray is launched at R=Rn. the major radius, and z=+a. theminor radius, at an arbitrary angle to the vertical. The ray propagatesroctiilnearly. No refraction is allowed although the ray propagates at anangle to the density gradient. Both the extraordinary and ordinary modesare constrained to propagate along the same ray path. A formulation of theproblem due to Segre“ is used as a basis for a computer code whichintegrates the propagation equation for the evolution of the three Stokes'parameters which describe the polarization state along the ray.

The parameters of the ”circularized" JET are: RD=2.96m, a=i.25m,Bn=3.5T, nu=(ng(O)-n(a))(i—(r/a)‘)+n(a). n(a)=2x10‘7 m‘“. The poioidalmagnetic field is defined by q=q(0)+(q(a)-q(0))(r/a)“. For this studyq(0)=1 and q(a)=3 with S=2 or 4. The results of the calculation areexpressed in terms of the properties of the polarization ellipse. ThisEllipse is shown in figure 1a. Since it is the divergences of the ellipseparameters from those of the local ordinary mode that are of concern. it is
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these differences which are plotted in the figures.

”if

figure 1a figure 1b

The geometry of the system is described in figure lb. The origin is
at the major radial coordinate Ru. x is in the major radius direction and
y is in the toroidal direction. 2 is vertical. S measures the length
along the wave propagation path. whose direction is specified by the
angles alpha and gamma, from the injection point (0.0.a). The Stokes’
parameters are evaluated in another coordinate frame. In this frame 2 is
in the 3 direction and y is parallel to the magnetic field at the injection
point.

The orientation of the polarization ellipse is given by the angle Psi
and the elliptlcity is given through an angle Chi by b/a=tan[chi)
Computation of the evolution of the Stokes' parameters allows the evolution
of the angles Psi and Chi to be followed as the wave propagates. The
difference between the evolved values of Psi and tan(Chi) and the values of
these parameters for the local ordinary mode are evaluated at chosen points.

The electron density profile is shown in figure 2a. The q profiles
for the two values of the shape parameter. s, are shown in figure 2b.

Results

lf alpha is fixed at zero and gamma is scanned S lies in the z,R plane.
A typical set of results is shown in figure 3a and 3b. Psi nutates about
the local ordinary mode orientation. The nutatlon angle is about i 3“.
The ellipticity, tanIChi), also fluctuates about the local ordinary mode
value. As gamma is increased from 0° to 20° the fluctuation amplitudes
increase nearly linearly. At 0a the notation angle and ellipticity
fluctuations are very small and rise to about 6° and $0.1 at gamma=20°' If
the central electron density is raised from 2x101” to 8x101” m“3 the
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fluctuation amplitudes do not change. What does change is the spatialperiod of the fluctuations. At 2x101n the spatial period is about 8 cm. at4x10‘D about 3 cm, and at 8x10m abouL 1 cm. Changing the shape of the qprofile also has only minor effects.
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If gamma is fixed at 10” and alpha is varied the launching directionscans out the surface of a cone with half angle equal to 10“. At alpha=0°Psi nutates by about £3”, at 45°and 225" by about i18°, at 90‘3 and 270° byabout 122°. and at 135° and 315° by about 13°. As one crosses the angle
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alpha=172u and 352". the phase of the mutation changes by m.

At a fixed alpha=90D an interesting transition occurs as gamma is
increased. Up to an angle of gammas18° Psi nutates about the local
ordinary mode Psi orientation with a steadily growing amplitude as gamma
increases. Beyond gamma=18° psi rotates continously so that there are Very
large divergences of the propagating wave‘s polarization properties from
that of the local ordinary mode. This transition is clearly visible in the
Stokes‘ parameter space 812:822. XArctan(522/812) defines Psi. As the
launched wave propagates 312 and 822 are coupled so that they lie on an
ellipse in the 8122822 space. When this ellipse is confined to the left
two quadrants of the space. Psi nutates. This is the situation in figure
4a where gamma=10°. When gamma is increased to 20‘2 then the ellipse covers
all four quadrants and Psi continuously rotates.
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figure 4“ figure 4b

Conclusions

a) As the angle gamma of the launched wave propagation vector is
increased, Psi nutates about the local ordinary mode Psi. This nutaion
angle increases linearly with gamma. The notation angle is not a function
of the electron density or q profile shape. It is a strong function of
alpha.

b) When alpha and gamma aro such there is an appreciable toroidal field
component parallel to the propagation vector of the launched wave Psi begins
to rotate continuously. This is a complication for the scattering
experiment.
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A POSSIBLE ELECTRIC FIELD MEASUREMENT
BY A MOLECULAR HYDROGEN BEAM
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Abstract

A diagnostic method of measuring the static electric field in a. plasma is proposed and
analyzed. By injecting a neutral molecular beam into a plasma, some of the moleculesare ionized and dissociated after some orbital motion. The energy of the neutralsoriginating from dissociation is determined by the original beam acceleration, energy
changes due to atomic processes, and the potential difference between the points of
ionization and dissociation. If the first two parts of the energy can be compensated or
subtracted by calibration, the potential difference and hence the electric field can be
obtained by measuring the energy of the neutral. The analysis shows that fields as lowas 40 V/cm might be measurable by this method.

Introduction
Static or quasistatic electric fields in a plasma result from different confinement timesof ions and electrons (if no electric fields are present), which cause deviations fromneutrality. Electric fields, although themselves caused by particle transport, influenceparticle transport and confinement. They also affect plasma equilibrium and stability,cause global poloidal rotation of the plasma, influence the power deposition of neutralbeams and may be especially important for the confinement of impurities [1].
This paper proposes a new method of measuring the electric field by means of amolecular hydrogen beam. The availability and effectiveness of molecular hydrogenbeams for penetration and detection have been discussed in an earlier paper devotedto measurement of the “local” q-profile with molecular hydrogen beams [2]. This papertherefore concentrates on describing the proposed method and discussing the expectedmeasuring accuracy.

Description of the Method
A beam of neutral hydrogen molecules is assumed to be injected into a plasma inthe poloidal plane. Some of them are ionized and start to rotate in the magnetic field(the motion in the toroidal direction is unimportant for this consideration, since itonly determines the observation angle of the later—described analyzer). The lifetime ofthe ionized molecule till dissociation is only of the order of the gyration time[2]ln thepresence of a radial electric field the energy of the rotating molecule changes with itsradial position. The dissociation of the molecule may lead to a proton and a neutralhydrogen atom. Both particles carry just half of the energy of the molecule (the Frank-Condon effect is discussed later). The energy of the neutral therefore depends on theradial position of dissociation. If ionization and dissociation of the molecule occurat different radial positions, measurement of the neutral particle energy reveals the
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potential difference between these two points. Figure 1 gives an illustration of this
method. A molecular beam is injected from below in the vertical or nearly vertical
direction. The energy analyzer views the horizontal plane and the magnetic field is
purely perpendicular to the plasma cross—section. The locations of ionization n and
dissociation r2 are then separated by about one Larmor radius R. In any case, this
distance can be calculated from the known particle energy, magnetic field, injection
geometry, and line of sight of the analyzer.

For 20 keV hydrogen molecules in a 2 T field B is about 1 cm. The largest distance
possible is two times the Larmor radius if the injector and analyzer are both below or
above the plasma for the measuring location in the horizontal midplane of the plasma.
(Because of the toroidal velocity gained by the ionized molecule in interacting with a
poloidal field, e.g. in a tokamak, the line of sight of the analyzer generally has to be
inclined in the toroidal direction; see ref. [2].) In such an arrangement, however, the
space resolution is small. For optimal measurement of the local field value the angle
between the injection and line of sight of the analyzer should be about 90°. If the
fields vary on a scale shorter than the above-assumed 1cm and a better resolution of the
electric field profile is required, the energy of the beam can be reduced or the geometrical
arrangement of injection and detection can be changed to get a smaller distance between
the ionization and dissociation sites.

An analyzer suitable for measuring the particle energy is a retarding field analyzer
coupled with a stripping cell. The toroidal inclination of the analyzer has to be chosen
according to the toroidal velocity gained by the molecule from interaction with the
poloidal field [2]. This poses the least problem for measurement in the plasma edge,
where the poloidal field is best known and the electric fields are probably largest.

Discussion. of the Atomic Processes Involved
Not only is the energy of the neutrals escaping from the dissociation determined by

the acceleration voltage of the beam and the potential difference between the points of
ionization and dissociation of the molecule, but it may also be affected by the atomic
processes involved. Each particle detected has gone through four atomic processes:

- neutralization of the accelerated molecule
— ionization of the molecule in the plasma

- dissociation of the molecule in the plasma

- ionization of the neutral atom in the stripping cell of the analyzer.
If we assume that charge exchange collisions and collisions with electrons do not

appreciably alter the energy of the molecule or atom we have to consider the effect of
the following collisions on the final particle energy:

- ionization of the molecule by proton impact

- ionization of the atom in the stripping cell of the analyzer.
- dissociation of the molecule (Frank-Condon effect)
According to ref. [3], the energy lost by a proton on impact with electron production

in a hydrogen gas is of the order of 40 to 50 eV (this process includes ionization as well
as dissociative ionization) and is not negligible. This impact can, however, be avoided if
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the energy of the molecule is chosen significantly below the maximum of the ionization
cross—section. Charge exchange is then the dominant process. This is the case for a
beam with less than or about 20 keV in a plasma with a temperature of a few keV.

The ionizing process in the stripping cell is always an atomic impact on a neutral
molecule, and the energy transfer involved is probably as large as the average energy
loss for production of an electron and will therefore show up in the measurement.

Dissociation is a process which produces large energy changes, irrespective of whether
the collision is ionic or electronic. This is due to the Frank—Condor] effect. According to
ref. [4], the average energy each particle gains in a dissociative collision is Epc = 4.3
eV in the rest frame. (The energy loss of the molecule in the dissociation collision
is neglected in this context.) Converted to the laboratory frame, the average energy
change AEFC in the direction of motion of the molecule is

AEFC = 2- \/EFC . E.
E is half the energy of the molecule. The relative energy change AEpc/E is the smaller
the larger the original energy of the molecule.

Discussion of the Measuring Accuracy
As the Frank-Condom effect is usually the dominant one in atomic processes, only this

effect is considered in estimating the measuring accuracy. If for the energy measurement,
for example, a retarding field analyzer is used, one finds a smeared—out curve as afunction of the retarding voltage U (curve 2 in Fig. 2) instead of the sharp limit (curve1). The measuring curve one would obtain when an electric field is present in theplasma will be shifted according to half the potential difference (the atom gets onlyhalf the energy of the molecule) between the points of ionization and dissociation of themolecule, as shown in curve 3 of Fig. 2.

If one assumes that a. shift AE of the curves can be measured, which is at least 10 %of the average spread AEFC due to the Frank—Condom effect, then the following relationis found for the minimum field strength F measurable for a separation of the points ofionization and dissociation equal to the Larmor radius R:

. . . /—. 2. 2EAE=6FTR282F. m B( )=0-1‘AEF0=0-2"/EFC‘Ee.

-B[T] z 2.8- 103 -B for seam

N 2.0- 103 -B for Dzbeam

With a magnetic field of 2 T, electric fields of ~40 V/cm could be measured by meansof a deuterium beam. Here it should be mentioned that AEFC is the largest possiblespread in the particle direction. The spread is negligible if the Frank—Condom motion isperpendicular to the particle motion, and on the average the spread will be considerablySmaller and the lower limit of the measurable electric field may be reduced.
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The best way to take the atomic processes into account could be by operating the
system in a regime with negligible electric field. A relative measurement then suffices
to determine the electric field.

The minimum measurable electric field does not depend on the beam energy. This can
be used to obtain good resolution of the electric field profile by appropriately choosing
the beam energy.

Conclusion
An electric field of the order of 40 V/cm and larger may be measured by analyzing the

energy of neutral atoms resulting from injected, ionized and then dissociated hydrogen
molecules.
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THE LIMITATIONS OF MEASUREMENTS OF THE LOCAL WAVENUMBER
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L Introduction
A Langmuir probe consists of a small conductor in a plasma whosecurrent-voltage characteristic is measured. The characteristic can be

evaluated to provide density, temperature, and potential. Because the spatialand temporal resolution can be very good, Langmuir probes are often used tostudy fluctuations of these quantities. Such measurements are
straightforward as long as one is only interested in temporal fluctuations of the
ion saturation current or the floating potential. If information about thespatial variations of these quantities or the fluctuations of fundamental plasmaproperties is desired, then at least two probes are required and the
measurements and their interpretation become difficult. We are concernedhere with two aspects of this problem, estimation of the spatial spectral density
function S(k), and measurement of temperature fluctuations.

llTwo Tip Estimate of S(k) .
Measurements with two probes are sufficient to provide an estimate of S(k)/1/. Since a sufficient number of sample times are available, a temporalFourier transformation can be made without loss of information, and thevarious Fourier components can be independently analyzed. Each componentof the signal from each tip (located at in or x2) can be characterized by an

amplitude (A1 or A2) and a phase (m or (p2). There are three independentmeasurable quantities, the average power P, the usual local wavenumber k],
and a second local wavenumber we call 151*.

p = (A12+A22) / 2
k1 = ((1)2491) / (xz-X1)k1* = (l/P) (A22-A12) / (X2'X1)

In order to investigate the information content of measured values of P, k1and k]*, we need to develope a more detailed model. We take a single frequencyand assume a particular S(k) to be given. We divide the k-axis into a largenumber of equally-spaced discrete values, to each of which we assign a Fourier
component with an amplitude equal to ‘/S(k). The phases are assigned random
numbers between 0 and 21:, a different set for each realization. We then"measure" this function by calculating the amplitude and phase as a functionof position.

f(x,t) = Eak sin (kx—co t+(pk) = A(x) sin (-0.) t+CI>(x))
We then take the limit (x2-x1)—>°° and set x=0 without loss of generality.

P = A2(0) = [ER/SUI) * sin(<pk) ]2 + [213(k) * cos((pk) l2
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P k1 = P dtD(O) / dx = [248(k) * co5(§0k) 1 * [ 248(k) * sin(q)]
+[ 248(k) * sinupk) 1 * [248(k) * 608((Pk) J

P k1:- = P dA(0) / dx = [ ZVS(k) * cos((pk) ] * [ ZVSUQ * sin((pk) ]

-[ Usao * sinupo ] * [Mean * cos(q)k) 1

With this formulation of the problem, we are in a position to examine
ensemble averages of the above quantities, averages over all possible sets of
phases. One can show that

<Pkl>/<P> = [ZkSUiH/lZSUiH = <k>.
We see that <k> may be equivalently defined as the average k in the fluctuations
(weighted with S(k)) or as the average of k] in the measurements (weighted
with the measured power). Convenient cancellations of cross-terms also allow
an exact calculation of the rms deviations:

< P ((kI-<k>)2 +(k]*)2 ) > / <P> = [ Z (is-<k>)2 80:) l / [ 2 300] = (5102'
As with <k>, we may define 6k in terms of S(k) or in terms of the distribution of
measured values.

We see now that the information immediately available from two-tip
measurments consists of P, <k>, and 5k, each as a function of frequency. If
there is any additional information in a set of measurements, then it must be
found in the shape of the distributions of the measured quantities normalized
as follows:

P = P / <P> .
k1’ = (lg—<k>) / 5k
k1*' = M“ / 8k

We have carried out simulations as described above for several different
shapes of S(k), three of which are shown in Fig. 1(a). The first has a Gaussian
bell shape and might represent a turbulent spectrum with A k z k. The second
has two well—defined wavenumbers of equal strength, as might be the case for
non-turbulent waves which propagate in both directions. The third represents
the possibility of an asymmetric spectrum. The three functions have been
normalized so that <k>=5k=1.

If we are looking for an approximation to S(k), the most natural thing to
look at is the power-weighted distribution of k1. This distribution for each of the
30;) is plotted in Fig. 1(b). It is clear from the figure that the distributions are
indistinguishable and do not retain any of the shape of the input spectral
density functions. The fourth curve in the figure is the function (3/4)(1+k12)‘5/2,
which was found to be the limiting distribution. If this distribution is
interpreted too literally as an approximation to S(k), then one would always
come to the erroneous conclusion that the spectrum drops off as k‘5. It is also
worth noting that the distribution of k1 is narrower than the corresponding S(k)
by a factor V2.

The power-weighted distribution of k] is only one way to look at the data. It
was found that the probability that the normalized measured values lie between
P’ and P’+dP’, \klh\ and \klh+d\k]h, and \klsh\ and \klsh+d\k_lsh\ is equal to
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(l/Tr) P’ exp (—P’(1+k12+k1*'2)) dP' dkl’ dk1*’_ If this expression is multiplied byP’ and integrated over P’ and k1*', the power-weighted distribution of k1’ given
above is recovered.

We have analyzed ion saturation current measurements from the ASDEX
divertor in a similar fashion. The tip separation was 6 mm, and the
correlation was about 80%. We analyze 0.84 sec of data as 21 packets, each 40
msec long (40,000 points at 1 MHz sampling rate). For each packet we use the
81 Fourier components from 9 kHz to 11 kHz. Thus the distributions of k] and
kf" plotted in Fig. 2 are based on a total of 1701 realizations. Comparison withthe (1+k2)'5/2 curves also plotted shows that the ASDEX data fit the theoretical
prediction very closely.

]I[. Temperature Fluctuations with Two Tips
One method used to investigate temperature fluctuations is to observe the

fluctuations in the current through a pair of probes <(51)2> as a function of the
bias voltage VbiflB between the probes /2,3/. The measured curve is fitted with
the theoretical curve as a function of six parameters, <(5n2)>, <(8E2)>,
<(5T2)>, <(5n)(5E)>, <(5n)(5T)>, and <(5T)(5E)>. There is a serious problem
with this method, namely that although fluctuating gradients in plasma
potential (5E) are central to the measurement, gradients in density and
temperature are neglected. Since the floating potential is strongly influencedby the temperature (Vnsl-BkT/e). and it is reasonable to suppose that the
temperature fluctuations may be of the same order as the potential
fluctuations, the effect of temperature gradients cannot be neglected.

If temperature and density gradients are included on the theory, we are
faced with the difficult task of determining not 6 but 15 parameters from asingle curve. The important point is that a gradient in temperature has aqualitatively and quantitatively similar effect on the current as an electric field.
In particular, both can produce a <(5I)2>~nas curve whose minimum is non-
zero and shifted away from Vbias=0-

How can we obtain more information? One possibility is to measure thepotential of one of the tips as well as the current. The fluctuations in probe
potential <(5V1)2> provide a second curve which can be fitted, and the
correlation between the two signals <(51)(5V1)> provides a thisrd curve. Theinformation is tripled; the number of parameters to be fitted is increased from15 to 21 since we can now detect absolute potential fluctuations, not justgradients.

The information content of the measurement can be further increased byallowing a different current to flow in the two probes. The simplestconfiguration of this sort would be to measure the current fluctuations to twosingle probes and their correlations, as functions of the two bias voltages.
References:
/1/ J.M.Bealll Y.C.Kim, and E.J.P0wers. J.Appl. Phys. 53(6), June 1982./2/ D.C.Robinson and M.G.Russbridge. Plasma Phys. 11(73), 1969./3/ H. Lin, R.D.Beng‘tson, and C.P.Ritz. Phys. Fluids 1(10), October 1989.
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T r (b)

l
—2. l. 2.

Fig. 1. Results of simulations of measurements of k] for three qualitatively
distinct spectral density functions. (a) The three S(k), normalized so that <k>=0
and 815:1. (b) The corresponding three power-weighted distributions of k].
They are normalized to have equal areas, but the position and width have notbeen adjusted. The solid curve is the analytical prediction.

I

Fig. 2. Results of analysis of ASDEX data. The curve on the left is the power-
weighted distribution of k1, on the right, that of k]*. The dotted curve has the
analytically predicted form. The vertical bar is the k=o line.
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ABSTRACT

Collective Thomson scattering, using a high—power pulsed D20 laser
at 385nm and a heterodyne receiver system, has provided local ion
temperature (Ti) measurements of the plasma in the TCA tokamak. Recent
improvements in the noise--equivalent power (NE?) of the Schottky
barrier diode mixers permitted us to achieve a typical recision of
+12% for a single shot measurement at densities above 102 m‘ Even at
densities of standard TCA discharges (5x1019m_3) the uncertainty is
better than i25%.

For the interpretation of the measured spectra and the evaluation
of Ti the local value of the electron temperature (Te) is an important
parameter. Therefore, Te was measured simultaneously by incoherent
Thomson scattering at 0.694um during a series of shots. The density
was obtained from a far-infrared interferometer, An independent
measurement of Ti on TCA can be obtained from a neutral particle
analyzer (NPA). Comparison of the results from the two methods showed
good agreement.

The precision of a Ti-measurement depends strongly on the plasma
density. Since an uncertainty of +25% at standard densities may still
not be regarded as satisfactory, further investigations using a
numerical simulation code have been carried out to find ways of
improvement.

INTRODUCTION

Last year we reported the first single shot ion temperature
measurements in a tokamak by collective Thomson scattering (CT) [1].
The precision was estimated to be of the order of 25%. This could not
yet be considered as sufficient accuracy compared to other Ti
diagnostics and hence improvements were required. On the other hand,
two important questions still had to be answered: (1) are the observed
spectra indeed produced by scattering from thermal velocity
distributions and (2) is the ion temperature obtained from collective
Thomson scattering in agreement with results from other diagnostics.

In this paper we report measurements which were undertaken to
investigate these points.
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APPARATUS

The experimental set—up has been described in detail in ref [1].
We will only briefly recall the main components: A C02 laser Which
delivers 600J on the 9R(22) line in a 1.4us long single mode pulse is
used for optical pumping of a 4m long unstable resonator containing
6.5mbar of D20 vapor. The far infrared laser produces 0.5J during
1.4us at the wavelength of 385um.

The D20 laser emission is focused to a 3mm waist close to the
plasma center via a set of off—axis parabolic mirrors. The scattered
light is collected at 90° to the incident beam in a solid angle of
4.3x10' sr.

For detection and spectral analysis of the scattered radiation weuse a heterodyne receiver with an optically pumped CD3Cl laser as
local oscillator. Its emission is combined with the scattered
radiation in an optical diplexer and ndxed in a Schottky barrier
diode. The resulting IF signal around 3.6 GHZ, is amplified and Split
into twelve channels with a bandwidth of 80 MHz each. Thereafter the
signals are integrated and digitized.

A considerable improvement of the sensitivity of our detectiou
system has been achieved through a collaboration with groups at the
University of Dusseldorf and the MPI fur Radioastronomie, Bonn, which
provided the mixer. The double sideband system noise temperatureTSYSDSB has been measured as a function of the IF frequency. For the
diode used for the measurements reported here SOOOOK, corresponding to
a NEP (noise—equivalent—power) of 1.4x10‘19w/Hz, has been obtained in
the most sensitive channel.

For the interpretation of spectra obtained from collective Thomsonscattering, the electron density and temperature are required. Thesewere measured simultaneously by a far—infrared interferometer and by
ruby laser scattering, respectively. An independent measurement of Ti
on TCA can be obtained from a neutral particle analyzer with five
energy channels with an accuracy of the order of 5%.

MEASUREMENTS

So far we have analyzed collective scattering data from several
hundred plasma discharges. The observed spectra could all be
interpreted assuming thermal density fluctuations taking into account
the influence of impurity ions and the magnetic field. There is no
indication that non—thermal fluctuations contribute to the spectrum inthe parameter range of interest (Ak = 230 cm“l, AOJ> 3 x 109 5’1).

Table I shows the results of 8 plasma shots with fairly
reproducible plasma parameters. The diagnostic systems for ne, Te and
the NPA were all operational. It is immediately obvious that while ne,
Te and TiNPA are very similar, thus proving that the plasmas were
indeed reproducible, TiCT shows large fluctuations. This indicates
that the signal—to—noise ratio was not as good as was usually the case
for this particular series.

For the centermost channel (400MHz from line center) we show in
table I the ratio of the scattered signal S to the standard deviation
of acquisitions in the absence of a signal 6(N), as obtained from 18
acquisitions immediately before and after the laser pulse. Simulations
for the corresponding experimental conditions indicate that this ratio
has to be greater than 13 in order to achieve an accuracy of better
than 30% in Ti. There is a reasonable correlation between the
difference ATi = TiCT— TiNPA and the ratio S/6(N).

The last column in table I shows the FIR laser energy in arbitrary
units. While the least accurate Ti measurement was obtained at the
lowest laser energy, a high laser energy does not necessarily
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guarantee good precision. We suspect that the mechanical stability of
optical components is partly responsible for shot-to—shot fluctuations
of the signal.

Based on the assumption that the plasma conditions for the 8 shots
were reproducible, we averaged the measured signals in all channels.
Fig 1 shows the resulting spectrum with the standard deviation from
the averaging process. The spectrum is now quite smooth and can be
fitted with a calculated 5 ectrum based on the measured average plasma
parameters (ne = 1.2 x 10 0 m— , Te = 415 eV, Zeff = 2.5 (estimate)).
The resulting ion temperature is 305 eV which is in excellent
agreement with the average ion temperature measured by the NPA for
these 8 shots: 310 eV.

In Fig 2 we present the results from an individual shot. The
shaded area is 6(NJ, the points are the measured signals and the curve
is the fit with T1 = 280 eV. For the ratio of S/0(N) = 14 at 400 MHz
we expect an accuracy of = 28% from simulation results. The deviation
from Ti is less than this value.

Fig 3 finally shows the expected accuracy of an ion temperature
measurement for standard TCA plasmas and. the parameters of our
collective Thomson scattering system, as obtained from simulation
results. In this caser the frequency range covers the region from 640
to 1520 MHz which allows a more accurate determination of Ti by
fitting and represents only a minor modification of the filter bank
used in the current set—up.

CONCLUSIONS

Collective Thomson scattering of far—infrared radiation is a
powerful tool for the determination of Ti in a tokamak. The
measurements with excellent temporal and spatial resolution are based
on a direct method and are in good agreement with Ti measurements
obtained with other methods. The accuracy is density dependent andapproaches 10% for densities around 1014 nf3. Further improvements are
still possible, e.g. by using cooled Schottky diodes.

TABLE I

The measured plasma parameters of 8 reproducible TCA plasma discharges

shot # n3e Te TiNPA TiCT IATiI/TiN S/O'(N) EL(*101 cm_3) (eV) (eV) (eV) (a) (@400MHz) (AU)
37720 12.2 450 310 260 16 6 6037721 11.7 450 320 290 9 9 8037722 12.2 400 315 370 17 16 7037725 12.2 450 310 220 29 13 8537726 11.9 420 300 160 47 5 5537727 11.9 450 310 280 10 9 9037728 11.8 380 300 180 40 3 10537730 11.3 330 330 300 9 14 105
averaged 12.0 415 310 305
spectrum

average of 12 415 310 260 22 9 80
indiv. shots

REFERENCES

1. Behn R. et al.,W62, (1989) 2833—36.
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Fig. l: The average and
standard deviation of 3
measured spectra obtained
from reproducible plaSma
discharges. The plaSma
parameters correspond to
table I. The solid line is a
least square fit, yielding
Ti = 305 eV.

Fig. 2: Fit to an individual
spectrum with time
resolution of 1.4].Ls. The
shaded region is C(N) (see
text). Measured plasma
parameters: ne = 7.2 x 1019
m‘3, T8 = 500 ev, TiNPA = 320
eV, Zeff = 2.5. The fit
(solid line) yields T1” =
280 eV.

Fig. 3: The accuracy of an
ion temperature measurement
in D as function of plasma
density for Te = 700 eV, Ti =
400 eV and left = 2.5, for 12
optimally placed frequency
channels of 80 MHz width.
The scattering angle is 90“
and the laser frequency 780
GHz. (Simulation results).
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ITHOMSON SCATTERING DIAGNOSTICS DEVELOPMENT IN FT—1 TOKAMAK
FOR THE ELECTRON TEMPERATURE TEMPORAL VARIATION MEASUREMENTS

T.Yu.Akatova, D.G.Bulyginsky, V.M.Zavadsky, giggigantgr,
L,s.Levin,Yu.V.Petrov, G.T.Razdobarin, A.I.Tokunov,N.V.Shustova

A.F.Ioffe Physico—Teohnical Institute, Leningrad, USSR.

To study‘ the dynamics of ECRH in FT—1 tokamak a proper
Thomson scattering diagnostic approach. has been developed
using the multipulsed ruby laser and the multibeam laser
optical system for plasma probing.

.7, The multipulsed laser operation mode was obtained by means
of the Q-switcing dye solution cell The oscillator was adjusted
to yield the train of 70 ns duration pulses with the spasing
between being from 100 up to 200 us. The overall energy of the
5 to 6 pulse train was near 2.5 J. This energy was increased up
to 15—20 J after the amplification.

For additional rise of the energy by approximately one order
of magnitude the multibeam plasma probing of tokamak plasms was
applied. To build the multibeam laser probing system which is
fitted to the tokamak experimental conditions a new optical
layout has been designed [1].Its schematic diagram is shown in
Fig.1, where 1 and 2 are the spherical mirrors with the tokamak
discharge chamber being put between them. 01 and 02 are their
muwature centre points, a is the input beam axis, S is the
line of observation, S1 and 52 are the points of the input and
the first reflected beam intersection with the line of
observation. 3 is the focusing lens. The spasing between the
two mirror surfases is the sum of both curvature radii. The
hmut beam is pointed to plasma closely to the first mirror
edge. After being focused on the line S it is placed on the
second mirror reflecting surface. All the reflected beams are
lying in the same plane coming through the observation and
input beam axes. The coordinate of the (j) mirror beam
intersection point for the n reflection is as follows(n=0,1..)X(1E’1)=X(8)+(—1)J[n2A—n(Cj—SO)];
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A=C1-G2 is the distance between the curvature centre points.

In the case of the concentric nmltibeat system (A=O) the

number of beam transits through the plasma is defined. by

N=2(D—d)/d,where D and d are the diameters of the mirrors and

the laser beam section in the vicinty of the first mirror.

While taking the optimum distance A=d2/16(D—d) the number of
beam transits became 4 times as large due to more effective

light gathering by the mirror reflecting surfases. In. this
condition the last of the transit probe beams which is leaving

out the mirror system is pointed towards the laser body what

may' be resulting in the laser spontanious generation. Its

suppression can be achieved. using the dye cell between. the

oscillator and amplifier.

In FT—1 tokamak the multibeam laser probing system comprises.

of two spherical mirrors each of 800 mm curvature radius and of

80 mm diameter. As it follows from the experiments on Reileigh
scattering the 16 transits of laser beam through the discharge‘
chamber yield the 13 fold scattered power increase. Two‘

scattered. signal traces at the same laser output with. the.

multibeam laser probing being on and off are shown in Fig.2 by?
the curves 1 and 2 correspondingly. A number of peaks which are

seen on the curve 1 during the time interval of 500 us is

accounted for the amplification of the consecutive returning to!

the laser body beams, with the spacing defined by the light

travelling time from laser to plasma and back. This helps to

use utmost the stored inversion and to give the increment of

laser output at a given pumping rate if necessary.

The diagnostic arrangement was used in studies of FT—1

tokamak OH and ECRH discharges. The ECR wave of 100 kW power at

frequency of 30 GHz was launched by means of gyrotron from the

stronger magnetic field side with the resonance layer being

near the discharge axis. The example of the temperature

measurements at 4 separate laser pulses with the overall energy

of 10 J is shown in Fig.3. The electron temperature measurement

statistical error was found to be of near 6% in a single of 3 J

laser pulse whenever the electron density was E1O1c_3. Within

a good accuracy it was happened to be necessary to take into
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account the small relativistic corrections in scatteredI.adiation spectrum.
A train of 5 or 6 laser pulses was not large enough to carryout a perfect temporal variation measurements during ECRH.such measurements are capable only after the storing of numberof scattered radiation pulses in different tokamak discharges(see Fig.4). The signal averaging was sometimes performed todecrease the statistical fluctuations. For this purpose thescattered signals in each spectrum channel were summarizedinside the taken gate and the resulting integrated signals wereused for data processing. The determined averaged temperaturevalue was related to the temporal point which was calculated asthe weighted mean value over the all pulse temporal pointsinside the gate. The weighting coefficients were taken to bepropotional to each pulse energy. The gate was shifted step bystep. This averaging procedure was performed separately for thetime intervals before, at and after the auxiliary heating. Thetemporal dependence of the averaged temperature values is shownin Fig.5. The gate duration was taken to be 200 us while theeach step was 50 its.

The, temporal variation oi‘ the electron temperattuee spatialprofile using the averaged temperature values is shown inFig.6. The electron energy content time derivative at themmnen't of gyrotron switching on has been taken to determine theHT" absorption rate in bulk electrons. In order to get the moreacmL’r'ate data the local values of electron energy content were«lete'mnined at the different radial positions in the time beforethe EGRH and during the first 150—200 us of gyrt::*t1*~o‘t1 action.This makes it possible to get the HF absorption rate radialdistr:i.‘nu'ti(.m and to obtain the power absorbed thrrjnughout theplasma rgmlurrln. This one was found to be of 601-15 kW which isclose to the ovarall gyrrflron power launched into plasma withacooun t 01‘ 15% ILJSHES in waveguide and discharge c}‘1arnl’>e1:- walls.Reference:
1.V.K.Gusev, M.Yu.Kantor, G.T.Raadobarin. Bulletin "Otkrytia iizoln-etenia”,8,1990, ses 14217072.. (Invention bulletin, 8, 1990,Aauthnr snr-tifiuation 742107?)
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IN-BEAM STUDY OF 9sew n11)12c REACTION. PROMISING
AS FAST ALPHA-PARTICLE DIAGNOSTICS IN TOKAMAK PLASMAS.

V.G.Kiptilyj, A.V.Matjukov, A.S.Mi5hin, V.0.Najdenov,
I.A.Polunovskij, L.A.Rassadin, I.N.Chugunov.

A.F.Ioffe Physical Technical Institute, Leningrad, USSR

The investigation of the behavior of thermonuclear alpha
particles in plasma is considered to be one of the main
questions on the way of solution of the controlled fusion

problem in a tokamak—reactor. A lot of diagnostic methods is
being worked out for this purpose [1]. These methods enable to
investigate the alpha particle distribution in plasma and the
effects connected with a high density of fast alphas.

Atomic collision techniques are considered to be one of the
most perspective and worked out diagnostics. Nowadays it is
discussed intensively in this connection. It will be informative
in the alpha particle energetic range Ea < 1.5 — 2.0 Mev in
accordance with the conclusions from the report [2]. The method

based on the properties of nuclear reaction 9Be(a n17)12C [3] can
be used for the diagnostics of alpha particles with EU > 1.7 Mev.

The obtaining of information about the distribution function
in this method is based on the measurement and analysis of the
spectrum of 1 rays with energies 4.44 MeV which are as the result

12C. The
level lifetime is equal to 0.06 ps and is much less than the

of the deexcitation of 2+ level of the finite nucleus

slowing down time of the recoiled nuclei in the medium. That's
why the measured spectrum of 4.44~Mev y rays is distorted by the
Doppler effect. The shape of gamma spectrum is defined by the
velocity distribution of the recoiled nuclei, angular
distribution of y rays and angular correlation of neutron - y ray
cascade. The velocity distribution of the recoiled nuclei depends
on the impulse distribution of the incident alpha particles and
escaping neutrons (the target can be considered to have
negligible velocity). The impulse distribution of neutrons is
defined by the energy of alpha particles and angular distribution
of neutrons in respect to the direction of the alpha particle
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velocity. Angular distribution of neutrons and angular

correlation of the neutron — y ray cascade depend on the

structure of the excited states of nucleus 13 C which change

together with the excitation energy. So all the factors which

determine the shape of 4.44aMeV y ray spectrum depend on the

function of the alpha particle velocity distribution. The

question is how much their sensitivity to this distribution.

The in—beam spectroscopy investigation of the reaction

SBe(rx n11)12C was provided for the estimation of sensitivity of

the gamma spectrum on the alpha particle energy and the detection

angle in respect to the beam direction. The comparison of spectra

with the simultaneously measured angular distribution of neutrons

which feed the 2+ level of the nucleus 12C have shown their

adequacy.

Fig.1 shows the example of y ray spectra measured by HpGe

detector in two positions 6 = 00 and 900 (in the direction of the

beam and in perpendicular direction). The figure shows that

besides the energetic shift of the peak in respect to the

non-perturbed position the shape of the spectrum is also

distorted. This change can be explained by the anisotropic

character of neutron radiation because it is the only factor

having an influence on the velocity distribution of recoiled

nuclei at so shot lifetimes. In the case of isotropic

distribution of neutrons the gamma spectrum would have symmetric

shape. The dependence of the line shape on Eu would contain the

changes of peak width and center of gravity only. This effect

would be practically unnoticeable in the diagnostic experiment.

In the case of single source of the 4.44-Mev plasma

radiation the spectrum is connected with the alpha particle

distribution function fYEa,9a) by the formula

5(Ey) d If n‘ f(Ea,9a) 0(Eu) Vh K(87'Ea’ea) deg dEu

where nL - the concentration of 9Be in plasma, 9“ - the angle

between the direction of the velocity VA and the direction of the

collimated spectrometer, 0(Ea) - cross section of the reaction.

X(E1.Ea,9a) - complex function connecting the energy of detected

y—ray with energy of the alpha particle and the direction of its
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movement. The real diagnostic spectrum of 4.44—Mev y—rays is the
integral IVS dv through the whole plasma volume observed by the
spectrometer.

Obviously, the precise knowledge of function K(E7'Eu’9a) is

necessary for the calculation of the spectrum 3(Ey) for given
alpha particle distribution. Experimental method of determination

of this function is one of simple methods. For this purpose the

spectra of 4.44-MeV y rays were measured carefully and then were

organized in the matrix M(E7,Ea,9a) The energy of the alpha
particle beam is varied in the range 1.9 — 4.0 MeV with the step

0.1 - 0.3 MeV. The spectra were registered by the 30% HpGe

0 - 1500 in respectdetector which was located'at the angles a = o
to the beam (the step was equal 15°). The matrix M was further

transformed into the function K(E7,Ea,6u) by the normalization.

interpolation and extrapolation. The accuracy of the
transformation was controlled by the comparison of the calculated
spectra with the spectra measured in the runs with semi thick
targets ”0.64 and 1.50 mg/cmz). Good agreement of the compared
spectra gives the basis for the modeling of diagnostic spectra
using the obtained function K.

For calculations the alpha particle distribution based on
the classical character of particle slowing down in plasma
[4].Fig.2 shows the function f(Ea) and the energetic dependence
of cross section 0(Eu of the reaction ElBe(a,n11)12C. Fig.3
shows the calculated spectra of 4.44-Mev 7~rays for the steady
state of plasma (A) and for the cases when 0.03 s (B) and 0.05 s
(C) have passed after ignition.

The figure shows that the sensitivity of spectra to the
different types of the distribution is enough for diagnostic
purposes.

It is necessary to mention in the conclusion that the
presented calculations were provided on the basis of the simplest

model ( the distribution was supposed to be isotropic ). At the
NBI and ICRF heating of plasma the anisotropy of the distribution
must show itself. As calculation shown, the sensitivity of the

spectrum to the anisotropic distribution is enough for
diagnostic analysis, too.
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1) D.Post,S.J.Zweben,L.Grisham, in Proc. of the Cours 'Basic and

Advanced Diagnostic Techniques for Fusion Plasmas', Italy, 1986.

2) A.B.Izvozchikov et a1. ,Report ITER-IL-PH-7-9-S-O7.

3) V.G.Kipti1yj,V.S.Zaverjaev, Report ITER—IL-PH-Z-Q-S—IS.

4) D.Post et 31., J.Fusion Energy,1981,vol.l,129.
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A High gegglutign LipAR-Thgmsog Sgatteping gggtem £2; QEE
H. Fajemirokun, C. Gowers, K.Hirsch, P. Nielsen, H. Salzmann

The spatial resolution achievable with theThomson scattering diagnostic at JET is about

on temperatureoperation. This region'of theplasma is of interest because it is believed that these gradientsdetermine transport and confinement in the'bulk plasma.
The two factors influencing the spatial resolution of a LIDAR—Themson scattering system are the length of the laser pulse andthe integration time of the detection system. To achieve thedesired 5 cm level of spatial resolution, it is proposed to use:

0 the existing LIDAR ruby laser, operating at 180 ps pulsewidth (as opposed to the 300 ps pulse currently used);
0 the existing input optics, modified to input the beam at .17°above the major radius plane of the torus to optimise thevignetting function for collection of light scattered at theedge;

. one mirror of the existing collection mirror array inconjunction with the rest of the collection optics;

. a new three channel edge filter spectrometer;
a streak camera to detect incoming light;

0 a CCD camera coupled to a personal computer for datadigitization and storage.

At present, feasibility tests for the streacamera are in progress. Measurements made atto noise ratio level, using a commerciallcamera and intensifier unit indicate thatscheme is feasible.
A suitable three channel edge filter spectrometer has beendesigned. The optimum wavelengths of the edges of each channelwere determined using simulation software developed specificallyfor the,LIQhR-Thomson scattering system.

k camera and the CCDthe expected signaly available streakthe above described
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LOCALIZATION OF FLUCTUATION MEASUREMENT BY WAVE
SCATTERING CLOSE TO A CUT OFF LAYER

M0), L.Laurent (1), T.Lehner (2), J.M.Rax(1)

(1) Association EURATOM—CEA rur Infusion controlée

CEN Cadarache BF I 13108 S! Paul Iez Durance France

(2) Laboratoire PM! Ecole Polytechnique 91128 Palaireau France

I. Introduction
In tokamaks several fluctuation diagnostics are based on the scattering of an electromagnetic

wave close to a cut off layer. For example measurement of density fluctuations (H) by
reflectometry [1] and magnetic fluctuations (E) by cross polarization scattering [2]. For such a
configuration the eikonal approximation does not remain valid to describe the pump wave
although it is valid to describe n(r) and E(r)[3]. In this paper we shall consider a linear density
profile. An unidimensional exact analysis has been performed. Spatial and spectral localization
of scattering process close to the cut off layer is investigated and a modified Bragg rule is
derived.

II. Unidimensional Scattering in Critical Layer
11.1) Structure of pump wave

We consider the case of a monochromatic wave of ordinary polarization (0) launched into
the plasma perpendicularly to the magnetic surfaces. To have an analytically tractable problem,
the density profile is taken linear n(x)= n0(l—x/Ln) where n0 is the cut off density. The electric
field can be expressed using Airy functions Ai, Bi [4] :

Ei(x)=2(n3koLn)1/6E[WAL23LXI] m
where x=x (k02/1.n)1/3. k0, B0 are respectively the wave number and amplitude of pump wave
in vacuum. The first term represents an incident wave, and the second term a reflected wave.
Far from the cut off layer these fields match with the WKB solutions Ke'lmt i1 x. In a non
dissipative medium, energy conservation for each progressive wave yields the group velocity
v3.

i=3} (know (AK-902 + BMW) (2)K

In (2) it can be seen that obviously the amplitude of the field is large close to the cut off layer.
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[1.2) Structure of scattered wave
Four processes have to be taken into account: the forward and backward scattering of the

incident and reflected wave. The wave can interact with either density fluctuations (an ordinary
wave is scattered) or magnetic fluctuation (an extraordinary wave is scattered) [3]. Both
mechanisms are considered:

a) Process 0i+fl—’Os
Using the fact that the scattered wave in vacuum is simply a reflected plane wave, the solution
of scattering equation within the Born approximation is given by:

x we

Esm=-intAi(-x)-iBi(-x)1 IAi<—§)G<§)d§ - MAX-x) IlAi(-§)-iBi(-§)] 009d: (3).00 X
2 ..

whereGis the scattering source term G(x)=(koLn)2B % Ml Ei( )
n(70

If x=a, x=b are the boundaries of the scattering domain, from Eq.(3), we calculate the spatial
autocorrelation function of scattered field as follows:

2 » _ .<Es(x,ws)Es*(x',w's)> = I27: 130i2 (kOLn)4/3 [ET 2E 5(m5_w.s) clko(x X)
1‘:

b b

Idéi IdtzAi(-€1>2Ai<~é2)2 <n (£1.ws)n*(§2.ws)> (4)
a a

where ro (=(e2/41t80mcc2)) is the classical electron radius, < > stands for statistical
average.Through a change of variable R=(§1+§2)/2, r=§1~§2, and with the Wiener Kinchine
theorem [5], the scattered power can be expressed as :

00b
Pm=P .(2r0k02)2(koLn)4/3 d n(R) ‘d—kFab(k,R)Sn(k,w,R) (5)S (1)1 a 27E

R ' ~ “twith Fab(k,R) =_£11m (Ai(-R-%)Ai(-R+%))2 emand SET?» 00 T7 <n(k’w’1:)(§) (k’m’R)>
R1=2(R-a), if Re [a,(a+b)/2)]; R1=2(b-R), if Re [(a+b)/2,b]. Sn is the 1-D form factor of ii[5].
In the WKB range, Fab is simply given by Dirac functions :

Fab(k,R) = 1617 (koLn)'2/3 21c (5(k-2ki(R)) + 5(k+2ki(R))) (6)
This corresponds to the standard Bragg relation (ki(R) is the local wave number of pump
wave). In Eq.(5) the integration in R (respectively It) corresponds to the spatial (spectral)
distribution of the scattered power. The R variation of Fab describes the "swelling effect " close
to the cutoff layer. The discussion on the spatial and Spectral localization depends essentially on
the form factor Sn and the Bragg function Fab- Fig.1 displays the contour plot of Fab(k,R)
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with WKB treatment for pump wave. The function Fab is maximum on a parabola
corresponding to the usual selection rule k=2kmdgnmy = 2co/c m. The broadening Comes
from the finite extension of the scattering zone. Without WKB approximation the main
differences are a more complicated structure and spectral broadening around the cut off layer
as shown in Fig.2 and forward scattering (corresponding to the straight horizontal line for
k=0). We find again the parabolic branch outside of the critical layer corresponding to the WKB
computation.
b) Process Oi+§—)XS
It was shown in [3] that using the cut off layer as a polarizing mirror, then combining the

reflectometer and forwardscattering technics, we can measure 13. In this case, the scattered
wave (XS) crosses freely the plasma, and the calculation is more simple. The expression of the
forwardscattered power per frequency bandwidth is given by :

(We=Pmi—————(kol_.n)—jn(R)dR fin—Fab(k R)[b(k,m,R)+qy(k,co,R)] (7)
(1-“Ha?

TL

‘ ~ ~*

B (k,(u,R) B (k,cu,R)
with u: E and Sbu(k,w,R) = lim —1— < L—-’;— >

(Dr T,L—>oo n(R)Bo
A simple expression of Fab can be obtained by using the fact that the scattered wave (X mode)
can be treated with the WKB approximation:

Fab<k.R) = n<R)2 $3332) 21: Elton/ko2)1/3koNs<R)r%%9-k)] (8)
In Eq.(8), K, 90 are respectively the modulus and argument of Ai+iBi, N5 is the refractive
index of scattered extraordinary waves. Fab represents a modified Bragg rule for forward and
backward scattering processes '+, - ', the Dirac distribution describes a matching with the local
wave number. The swelling effect is now expressed by the function K2(R) in Eq.(8). Finally
the spatial localization problem for E depends only of the balance between K2 and Sb-

II-3) Numerical application
Let us model the microfluctuations as follows : Sn, Sb: exp(—(k(R)—k.(w))2/(Ak)2) with a

maximum at k. and a width Ak equal to the inverse of thermal ion Larmor radius. We define t
as the ratio between power scattered from the critical layer and WKB domain. We use Tore
Supra Tokamak parameters Ln=0.7m, k.=Akz77O m‘l (TizlkeV, Bo=4T), tu/e=6OGI-lz. We
find respectively t(§)—~«3.5, I(h)=0.5. This result is not surprising as we expect, a relative
spatial localization for process Oi+§—>Xs since it. is met close to the critical layer. On the
opposite for process Own—>05 the selected wave numbers of fluctuations in the cutoff layer .
are nearly zero and correspond a spectral range far from the maximum of Sn .

III Conclusion
The scattering process is described by a function Fab(R,k) which contains the spectral

selection rule through its k variation and the localization effect due to the swelling of the electric
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further work.
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POLARIZATION OF HARD X—RAYS, A CONTRIBUTION TO THE MEASUREMENT OF
THE NON-THERMAL ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION (L.H.C.D.)

fl. EES§E, P. PLATZ, M. LAMOUREUX‘

DRFC - CEN/CADARACHE - 13108 St PAUL LEZ DURANCE (France)
*LSAI - as: 350 — Universite Paris Sud 91405 ORSAY (France)

I - 0 ON

The hard X-ray spectrum emitted by a plasma containing non-thermal
electrons generated during Lower Hybrid Current Drive experiments has
already been measured on several Tokamaks /1-2/ but the polarization
properties of the bremsstrahlung have not yet been studied. The present
study starts with the comparison of tractable analytical expressions of
cross—sections with more precise computer—calculated values ; then an
evaluation of the polarization is carried out under real tokamak current
drive situations and finally a proposal of a new diagnostic for the Tore
Supra LHCD experiment is presented.

2 - LE TRON- ON BREMS T LU

In the medium relativistic range of energy (50 keV - 1 MeV), the
only available analytical double-differential cross-section formulae are
those obtained in the relativistic Elwert—corrected Born approach (EB) /3/.
The BB calculations have already been compared with a numerical Exact-
Coulomb (EC) multipole relativistic partial waves approaCh /4/ for a low-
energy electron beam (50 keV) and for a high fraction of emitted energy
hv/E, = 0.95. These calculations have now been extented /5/ to electron
energies up to 800 kev concerned in LHCD experiments. Figs. 1 and 2 present
the Shape—function S [dzo/d9d(hv) normalized to the solid—angle-integrated
cross-section do/d(hv)] and polarization versus viewing angle 6 for 2 high
electron energies (400 and 600 keV) and for one photon energy, 320 kev
(hv/E,=.8 and .53) ; a few curves from /4/ are also plotted. At high photon
energies (hv)200 keV) the Shape-functions (cross—sections) decrease very
fast with increasing viewing angle 9. EC values are higher than EB values
for 0(8<10'.However, this region contributes little to the total emissivity
due to the sine—weighting factor. EC and EB polarization values may be
quite different in particular ranges of 8 (case E,=600keV,hv=320keV,6>50')
They occur in the wings of the Shape-functions and therefore have little
contribution in the emissivity. In conclusion, we consider the analytical
Gluckstern-Hull /3/ theory appropriate for the present study.

3 - O T O A MA CONTINUU

A detailed study of polarization properties of the continuum
emitted by a plasma containing impurity ions and suprathermal electrons
has been carried out /6/. The model of electron distribution is a two-
temperature Haxwellian with forward and perpendicular temperatures TF and
TP ; the other plasma relevant parameters of the calculations are : ion
and electron profiles, observation angle, cut-off energy of suprathermal
electrons and ion charges 2. The most important outputs of this evaluation
are :
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a) The optimum observation angle for polarization measurements is
different from the optimum angle for emissivity measurements ; a goodCompromise, between polarization sensitivity and emissivity, is a slightforward observation (60') with respect to the electron toroidal direction.Line—of—sight integrated volume emissivity is presented fig. 4 in praticalunits for the case of Tore Supra experiment.

b) In the range of parameters covered here. the useful X-rayspectrum lies in the 200-600 kev range (fig. 3) where the upper limit isdetermined by the cut—off energy of the electron distribution.
c) The X-ray spectra and the polarization values are very sensitiveto the cut-off energy. Inasmuch as it is physical, this cut-off energy will

have to be measured.

d) The polarization value is quite high, up to 0.4. Polarization
increases with photon energy but reaches maximum value already at 300 keV.

e) Polarization is almost independent of the forward temperature.

f) Polarization is most sensitive to the perpendicular temperture.These last two outcomes are the basis of this proposal of polariza—tion measurements aiming to evaluate the transfer of the parallel energygained from the wave into perpendicular energy.

4 - 0 ME

Relativistic Compton scattering of polarized photons is describedby the Klein—Nishina formulae. For the photon energies considered here(200-600 keV) and for low-Z elements the photoelectric effect isnegligeable and Compton scattering is greater than pair—production by xradiation up to 10 MeV. A simplified lay-out of a polarimeter is shown infig. 5. The diffuser-scintillator is equipped with several PM‘s for thedetection of the recoil electron (in a neutron environment the mostappropriate Compton scatterer is the hydrogen-free NE 226 scintillator, O =S cm, L = 10 cm). Pairs of scintillator—analyzers (BGO 10x10x1 cm3) onorthogonal side-arms S11..822 detect the scattered photons. Polarizationsensitivity of the polarimeter is given by the contrast C (or asymmetryratio) for a perfectly linear polarized incident beam, as the ratio of thecross-sections integrated over the scattering solid angles on perpendicularside-arms. C decreases with photon energy and aperture angles as shown infig. 6. In the 200—600 keV region, a contrast of 10 which is quitesufficient for measurements of P > 0.1, is obtained for 10‘ (half-aperture) angles. For IL" = 1 MA, n, = 10‘3 ecm‘J. a = 60', 2", = 3 and aplasma resolution of 10 x 10 cm? a count—rate of 103/kev.s is expected.Reduction of neutron-induced and other non-Compton events will be obtainedby use of standard electronics such as coincidence techniques, pulseheight analysis and pulse shape discrimination on the diffuser signal.
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5-W

The present study shows that extension of the conventionnal
spectrum analysis to polarization measurements permits the determination of
the mean perpendicular energy. i.e. a better knowledge of the distribution
function of electrons.

1/ VON GOELER and a1. RSI 51, B (1986) N F, 2;, 11 (1985)
2/ TEXTER and a1. NF zg, 10 (1985)
3/ GLUCKSTERN, HULL Phys. Rev. 39, 6 (1953)
4/ LAHOUREUX, JACQUET, PRATT Phys. REV. A. 11, 12 (1939)
5/ LAMOUREUX, PRATT private communication
6/ HESSE, PLATZ EUR-CEA-FC 1376 Report 1989
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THE THOMSON SCATTERING SYSTEMS
OF TORE SUPRA . FIRST RESULTS. ,

E. Agostini . T. Chies . W . B. Moulin , P. Platz.

Association EURATOM—CEA sur la Fusion Controlée
CEN Cadarache 3P1 ,13108 Saint Paul-lez-Durance (FRANCE)

INTRODUCTION Major objectives of Tore Supra are long-duration discharges
(>305) and ergodic divertor experiments .We have set up a 12-point,multipulse
Thomson scattering system for the main plasma and a 3-point,high resolution ,
single-shot system for the peripheral plasma (Figl).

LASERS Both lasers are from B.M.Industries (Evry France) .The multi-pulse
system uses a laser source made—up of 3 NsAG modules (oscillator + amplifier)
with a total pulse energy of 2.1] and a combined beam cross-section of 8x33 mm2 ;
the pulse FWHM is 15 ns.The mean pulse frequence is 27 Hz. For each pulse ,
there is a 2 ms time-window for an optional external trigger . The length of the
pulse train is unlimited.The single-pulse system uses a 20} NsAG oscillator /
Nd : glass amplifier.
Remote controlled mirrors offer complete freedom of beam alignment,in
particular parallel beam displacement in the toroidal direction during the
discharge (see the alignment and calibration procedures below).

SPECTROMETERS AND DETECTORS. The twelve 3-filter spectrometers
(FIGZ) for the main plasma , labelled # 1 to 12 , have the spectral
characteristics, temperature range and standard radial settings as shown in table 1.
They are precision-mounted into four modules , each module having its own
collection lens (doublet f=75cm, @=22cm) as shown in FIG1. Each module may be
tilted around an axis going through its collection lens , allowing for a shift of the
three associated space-points by i 11 cm from the standard position. For the
ergodic-limiter experiments the spectrometer # 2 is interchanged with # 2" ,
which is a low-temperature version with 3 spatial channels of increased
resolution (table 1). The detectors are R.C.A. avalanche photodiodes,fir5t
produced for,and used on Asdex /1/.
Electron temperatures and densities are obtained with the two-channel
method developped for T.F.R. /2/. The three-filter lay-out increases the
dynamic range and provides , within a reduced range of Te , two redundant
measurements , a powerfull indicator of calibration errors.
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CALIBRATION PROCEDURES i) in the laboratory , the responsivity functions
(volts/umwatt) of the three channels are measured with a tunable DC light
source . ii) on TS , the responsivities are periodically checked with a high-
trough?“ , calibrated DC source (tungsten halogen + diffusing sphere + fresnel
lenS) mounted in front of the collection lens, iii) the amplifier/data acquisition
system is calibrated with a pulse generator, iv) The geometrical coupling of the
laser beam to the detectors is measured by scanning the beam in toroidal
direction during a stationnary discharge.This also serves to eliminate initial
alignment errors, v) Rayleigh scattering in nitrogen for absolute density
calibration (not yet done).

RESULTS : FIG3 shows Te(r) profiles 6 ms before (+) and 4 ms after (u) a
sawtooth.The high signal-to-noise ratio is demonstrated by FIG4 ,which shows
the net output of the acquisition system for the spectrometer #7 during a 4-pellet
injection experiment ( 400 laser shots). w and FIG6 show Ne(t) and Te(t) for
two values of r : -5.5 cm and -38.5 cm.The solid lines are eye-guides .Notice that
pellet #1 precedes a laser shot by 0.4 ms and that pellet #2 follows a laser shot
by 0.1 ms . FIG7 and FIGS show Ne(r) and Te(r) profiles for 3 lasers shots ,
before (El ) and after (I; x ) pellet #1.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS We are grateful to Drs Hirsch [ IPF Stuttgart] , Meisel ,
Murmann , Rohr , Salzmann and Steuer [IPP Garching] for fruitfull discussions.
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(nm) (nm) (nm) (cm) -TlUN(cm) (Kev)
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g' 1(1) 874-960 960-1006 1006-1032 :33: 5 0.25—3.
4 ’ 9 127.5
5 , 8 850-930 930-992 992-1024 $165 6 0.5-5.6 , 7 15.5

72 2
2* 1010-1031 1031-10451045-1054 75 :1] 2 0.01-0.20

78 2

1131M
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DIFFERENTIAL ELECTRON-CYCLOTRON WAVE TRANSMISSION FOR
INVESTIGATION OF A LOWER-HYBRID FAST TAIL IN THE REACTOR

REGIME

R.L. MEYER, X. CARON
LABORATOIRE DE PHYSIQUE DES MILIEUX IONISES

(URA CNRS 835) UNIVERSITE NANCY I
B.P. 239 - 54506 VANDOEUVRE LES NANCY Cedex FRANCE

and

I. FIDONE, G. GIRUZZI
Association EURATOM-C.E.A. C.E.N. CADARACHE
13108 SAINT PAUL LEZ DURANCE Cedex FRANCE

One method to obtain information on the current carrying fast tail generated by
travelling lower-hybrid waves in a tokamak plasma is emission of electron-cyclotron waves.
The success of the method [1—3] relies on the fact that in low temperature plasmas the thermal
and non—thermal features of the wave frequency spectrum are well separated. In a tokamak
device in the reactor regime a new physical situation arises which leads to overlap of the two
spectra. We first note that, in a high temperature plasma the combined effects of plasma
accessibility and strong Landau damping will restrict lower~hybrid wave penetration to the
peripheral plasma region. The electron distribution function in the region where the lower-
hybrid wave is localized is characterized by a flat superthermal tail superimposed to a
Maxwellian at relatively low electron temperature. This tail can interact with an electron
cyclotron wave at frequency a) if the resonance velocity lies within the range of the
superthermal tail. However, it can also interact with the Maxwellian tail in the central plasma
region, where the electron temperature is much higher than at the plasma periphery and
therefore the received signal is not unambiguously related to the lower-hybrid tail. It is
possible to eliminate the contribution due to the thermal electrons in the plasma core using the
differential transmission between two equivalent rays with equal and opposite values of the
parallel refractive index NI! that is two rays characterized by the same sequence of values of
the plasma density, magnetic field, bulk electron temperature, and INHI. This is, for instance,
the case of wave propagation in the equatorial plane for two modes with equal and opposite
launch angles. However, for the same launch from a top position the two rays are not
equivalent because the 1/R dependence and the non-zero poloidal component of the tokamak
magnetic field produce different effects on the two rays. Two equivalent rays experience
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equal plasma refraction and c'yclotron damping by a Maxwellian distribution and therefore the
differential transmission is totaly unaffected by the hot central plasma and spurious losses due

to plasma refraction. On the other hand, the damping of a wave by a fast tail in a given
direction is only determined by the resonant value of N” and the differential transmission is

unambiguously related to the energetic electrons.
Differential transmission was applied in Versator II to eliminate the effect of plasma

refraction [4] on the extraordinary modes launched from a top position. As shown below, the

method used is in our case inapplicable since the chosen rays are not equivalent and the values
of INHI along the ray paths differ significantly.

It is easy to show that two rays launched from the same origin with equal and opposite
values of NZ (along the toroidal magnetic field direction) will in general describe differents
orbits with different values of IN”! . This is illustrated by the following example. We consider

a torus with circular cross»section with major radius R0=5 m and minor radius a=2 m. The
density and temperature profiles are given by ne(r)=ne(0)(1-r2/a2), Tc(r)=Te(0)(1-r2/a2), and
BT=BT(0)/(l+x/Ro) where ne(0)=1014 cm-3, Te(0)=20 keV and BT(0):6O kG. The poloidal
field results from a central current distribution with a Te3/2 profile ( IC=6 MA ) and a
peripheral lower-hybrid current ( ILH=6 MA ) located between r1=125 cm and r2=145 cm
with a peak near r0=135 cm.This kind of lower-hybrid distribution is predicted by the
appropriate lower-hybrid code [5].

We now consider two extraordinary modes at m=0.55mc(0) launched from a top
position (x=0, y=a) with Nx=0, Ny=—cos(25°), and Nz=sin(i(p)=sin(fl5°). The initial values
of N”=i‘0.41. Shown in Fig.1 are the poloidal projections of the two rays with (p=25° (a) and
tp=-25° (c). It appears that the two trajectories are different that is the two rays experience
different plasma refraction.

Two completely equivalent rays with opposite NII are found by exploiting the symmetry
of the tokamak configuration with respect to the equatorial plane. We consider two rays
launched from two image points with respect to the equatorial plane (i.e., two points having
the same x and opposite y), with opposite NZ, Ny but me same Nx ,thus, two equal and
opposite N” values are obtained. Since the cold dispersion relation depends on N"2 and the
sequence of the plasma parameters is the same for the two rays, the two trajectories and local
values of INHI are the same. Consequently, equal absorption is obtained in a plasma with a
Maxwellian distribution. For the parameters of Fig.1, the two equivalent rays are labeled by
(a) and (b).

We now consider the damping of the these equivalent rays The lower hybrid-current is
carried by a superthermal asymmetric tail. As shown by Fokker-Planck numerical simulations
[6], the current carrying tail is represented by a flat distribution in the parallel direction with a



perpendicular temperature TL=5Te, where T6 is the local value of the bulk temperature, The
model distribution used here is a Maxwellian at Tll=Ti=70keV in the intewal
0.455pl/mc31.4. For pulmc<0.45, the electron distribution tends to the local Maxwellian at
Te=10keV. Shown in Fig.2 is the absorption coefficient ax versus 5 the arc length along the
ray for the two equivalent rays (21) and (b). For the ray (a) the total damping results from the
contributions of the Maxwellian plasma centered near s=225 cm and the two satellites due to
the lower hybrid tail. For the equivalent ray (b), the contribution to the damping comes from
the central Maxwellian only. The bell shaped curve near 5:225 cm is then the same for both
rays . The total optical depths for the two cases are tx=0.69 and 0.47 respectively, and
therefore the transmitted fractions Tx=exp(-'cx) of the initial energies are 50% for the my (a)
and 62% for the ray (b).

Since the effect of the central Maxwellian is the same for the two rays, information on
the lower-hybrid current drive is obtained from the differential transmission
ATx=exp[—IX(N”)] - exp[-'cx(-N”)]. This is presented in Figs.3 and 4 versus m/mc(0) ( for
IN"|=0.41 ) and (p ( for w/coc(0)=0.55 ) respectively. It appears that ATx has a sharp
maximum with respect to m/(ocw) and (p. This makes differential transmission a very
sensitive diagnostic which is a basic prerequisite for an unambiguous determination of the tail
parameters.

In conclusion, we have shown that differential transmission of two equivalent rays with
equal and opposite values of N“ is a suitable method for obtaining direct information on the
superthermal tail generated by lower—hybrid current drive in the reactor regime. The next and
by far more difficult problem is how to extract quantitative information on the spatial and
energy distribution of the tail from the radiation signal. This can be achieved using adequate
interpretation tools based on 2D Fokker-Planck kinetic codes by improving previous
algorithms [5] of the lower hybrid current drive.
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DIAGNOSTIC l’OTENTlALITIES OF ELECTRON (ZYCLOTRON WAVES IN LH
CURRENT DRIVE EXPERIMENTS I

G.Ramponi. A.Airoldi, D.Bartlett ‘*’, MBrusati W. S.Nowak, A.0refice. F.Rimini ‘*’

IFPfiuratom-Enea-(Inr Association, Via Bassini IS, 20].“ Milano (Italy)

WJFXF Joint Undertaking. Abingdon. Oxon 0x14 3m. UK.

The feasibility of diagnosing the high energy electron tails driven by LII waves in
'I‘okamak plasmas during IrIlCl) experiments is investigated by computing the emission and
absorption of electron cyclotron waves both along lines of constant magnetic field and along
the usual line of sight parallel to the horizontal midplane.

The modelling and the calculation of the emission spectra are made by using a version of
a toroidal ray tracing code /1,2/ which solves the radiation transport equation by evaluating
the absorption coefIicient given by the computation ofthe relativistic dielectric tensor and the
emission coefficient obtained by a quasi-linear approach /3/. Besides the refractive eITects, the
effects of plasma diamagnetism. poloidal magnetic field. harmonic overlapping and finite ac-
ceptance angle of the antennae are also taken into account.

In order to consider electron distribution functions reproducing those predicted by a
quasi-linear Fokker-Plank code for L.Ili waves #1,”, we superimpose to a Maxwellian bulk
plasma a suitable number of Maxwellians drifting in the [2‘ direction. [’1 being the momenttim
component parallel to the magnetic field /S/.

The simulations shown here refer to a D—shaped JET-like plasma, having the following
parameters and profiles:

R, =11 m ; a= 1.03 in: 8(0)? 3.3 T;
”(W) = (17" — 11,.)(l ~» $1)“ + n.
n, = 3. X l0”cm 3', Ila —— .3 X Hillary“; {in = 0.7
W) = t1; —T..)ii ~ Mr
E = 6/«7 V; 71.: (Mi/tel"; [if = ..

The radial profile of the electron distribution function integrated over the perpendicular
momentum is shown in Fig.1: in the region $2 0.5 it exhibits long tails in the positive direc-
tion ofpu , while it is an unperturbed Maxwellian in the central region W < 0.5 . Each IIat tail
is constituted by a number of suprathermal electron populations. all Maxwellian in pJ , but
with different values of T, i The maximum value of 7] , whose profile follows that. ofthe bulk
temperature, is around ZOKCV.
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Aiming to evidence the sensitivity ol li.(‘. emission and absorption with respect to the main
parameters ol’ the suprathermal population, we show in Fig.2 the emission spectra expected
(neglecting reflections) For an X-inode travelling along a vertical line at R: 3. l4 m, in the range
olthe first three harmonics. (These graphs have been obtained without including. for simplic—
ity, the liniteness ol‘ the antenna beam. ic. considering only the central ray propagating
perpendicularly to the magnetic field), It is evident that there are sufficiently 1
frequency, below the harmonics of the local electron cyclotron frequency, where "only”
suprathermal particles emit (or absorb) the radiation.
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Fig.3 shows the Fraction of transmitted power 1‘, ( I‘, = '. 1 being the optical depth), inthe X-mode, in the third harmonic downshifted range where refraction is negligible, for threeVertical rays with dill'erent values of the component u" of the refractive index parallel to themagnetic field.

arge ranges of
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lo the ease of vertically propagating waves, due to the fact that the magnetic field is con.

stant along the ray trajectory (in absence of refraction and if the beam is sufliciently well

collimated), the resonance condition

y 7 l' 7 [Ill/iu/mr : 0 (l)

(where Y: vSZ/m, m is the radiation frequency, S2 is the local electron cyclotron frequency, l.‘
the harmonic number, y = (l + ([l/IltClZ)|/2) , allows a one to one correspondence between the
energy ofthe emitting (or absorbing) particles and the radiation frequency.

“11,20 , as in the ease ofcurve "a“ in Fig.3. the correspomlence is between (I) and y ,so that
no information about the asymmetry of the distribution function can be inferred.

lf nu=fi0 , the resonance contours given by eq.(1) are ellipses in the plane (In/1,.) whose
centers are in (11”,, [’1 : 0) , with p,,,/m(' = )'n../(l »— I73). and whose semiaxes parallel to p. are
In : JP r 1 +11} IN. It is easy to see that, if

It V/tz‘rL/mzi’ (2)

'I being the perpendicular temperature ofthe tail, the resonant absorption of li.(‘. waves shall
mainly be due to particles with [y : ,7,” ul’w being the two intersections ofthe resonant ellipse
with the [7” axis. In the present case condition 2) is well satisfied for Y‘ [.2 and Ir, : j; 0.].
Moreover, for large Y, only one ofthe two intersections will be in the range of/t. values where
particles are present, so that a "nearly" one-to one. correspondence between frequency and [1,,
will exist,

Referring to Fig.3, in the ease of curve "b“ the attenuation of the wave in the frequency

range 195-«220 GhZ (corresponding to Y from l,4l to l.25l is mainly due to particles with [it
ranging from +0.7 to + 0.5, while it comes from particles with opposite values ofp,‘ in the case

ofcurve "c’. The ratio between the transmitted power in the two cases would give an indication
ofthe asymmetry ofthe distribution function,
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Fig.4 shouts the emission spectra which could he measured. From the low field side, along a
horizontal line of sight parallel to the equatorial plane. In this case, although the one to one
Correspondence between frequency and energy is lost because of the dependence on R of the
magnetic field. the radiation received at low frequencies is entirely due to the suprathernial
electrons in the low field side region. In fact the X-mode cutoll‘ prevents the radiation from hulk
particles to cscape, and the spectrum ol‘ emission. in this frequency range. gives an indieatinn
ofthc spatial localization of suprathermal particles.
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FEASIBILITY OF DIAGNOSTIC OF JET LHCD PLASMAS
BY MEANS OF XeRAY CRYSTAL SPECTROSCOPY

F. Bombarda, M. Brusati+, R. Giannella+, F. Rimini+

Associazione EUR/\TOM—ENEA sulla Fusione,
Centro Ricerche Energia Frascati

C.P. 65 1 00044 Frascati, Rome, Italy

+JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon 0X14 3EA, England

INTRODUCTION
The interaction of LH waves with the plasma is expected to develop a high

energy tail in the electron distribution function. Xeray line emission from highly
ionized impurities in the plasma can provide a means to measure the fractiOnal
density of the supratherrnal electrons. The principle of this measurement, which
has already been successfully carried out on FT [1], relies on the relative increase
in brightness of a collisionally exited electric dipole transition, like for example
the resonance line of He—like ions, and on the observation that, for medium 3
ions7 the impact cross section is fairly constant over the energy range of the fast
electrons. The applicability of this method for diagnosing suprathermal tails in
JET plasmas is discussed. The general conditions under which a measurement of
the suprathermal component fractional density and its localization is expected to
be feasible are defined. The set—up of the crystal spectrometers available at JET
is outlined.

I PHYSICS PRINCIPLES
The intensity of a collisionally excited line in a low density plasma is

00

112271371; / dEo-v(E)f(E)
Eu

where nu and n2 are the electron and ion density, U-v(E) is the excitation rate
and f(E) is the electron distribution function. The excitation rate is given by
the Bethe asymptotic relativistic formula [2], to which an empirical term has been
added to correct the departure at low energy from the true values of the cross
section, given for example by the Mewe parametric formula. From Fig. ] it can
be seen that for E 2’ 40 _ 1000 keV 0‘ - U can be taken as constant; therefore the
increase in the line emission rate due to fast electrons is directly proportional to
their number.

Excitation rates, and in particular the high energy average value (av) was
calculated for the resonant transition 152p —+ 152 of He—lilce ions of 3 =18—36. With
these values the fraction N31,, of fast electrons producing an increase in the line
intensity of 30% over the thermal value was derived and plotted as a function of
the atomic number 2, for temperatures of the bulk between 1 and 10 keV. The
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Fig. 1 — Excitation rate of the Ni XXVIII Fig. 2 7 Fractional density N31. of suprai
resonance line w as a function of the thermal electrons inducing a 30% increase
impact electron energy. in the emission of the resonance line as

a function of atomic number 3.

curves of Fig. 2 show that ions of higher 2 are more sensitive to fast electrons,
but for all ions an increasingly high fraction N3_t_ of suprathermals is needed at
increasing temperatures.

The product of the fractional abundance fHE 0f the He—lilce ionization stage
times the line excitation rate Q(Te) defines the temperature range of maximum
emission. This range, also plotted in Fig. 2, roughly determines the fractions NM,
detectable for each ion. Some of the satellites lines also present in the spectra of
He—like ions are the result of the interaction with electrons comprised in a narrow
band of energy in the bulk of the distribution function, through the mechanism of
dielectronic recombination. Their intensity is therefore not eected by a distortion
in the high energy part of the distribution. In thermal conditions their intensity
ratio with the resonance line is a function of Te only. Since Te(t,7‘) can be
independently measured, from the difference between the experimentally measured
ratio Rexp and the expected value Ru,(Tc), the fraction N”, of suprathermals
can be inferred:

N“. = (1/3221: -1/t(Te))Cs(Te)/(U'v)
where GATE) is the satellite excitation rate.

II SIMULATION OF THE JET LHCD EXPERIMENT
The interaction of LH waves with the JET plasma have been simulated by

means of a BonoliiEnglade ray—tracing code [3]. The absorption of the 3.7 GHz
wave is calculated by solving on a. radial grid a steady state, 1D FokkeriPlanck
equation with an enhanced TL in the resonant region. The output of the code are
the parallel electron distribution function f”(v”,r), the driven current Jim-(r), and
the absorbed power Pabg(1'). These data have been used to calculate the emission
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Fig. 3 7 Thermal and suprathermal emission profile of Ar XVII in the simulation of a
pellet injection JET discharge.

profiles for four impurities, either naturally present or to be injected in the plasma,
Ar XVII, Cr XXIII, Ni XXVII , Kr XXXV.

The fraction of fast electrons resulting from the code are generally too small to
produce a measurable effect on the line emission of any impurity, but in Fig. 3 is
shown for example the relative increase in the emission of the Ar XVII resonance
line if the fraction N“, were ~15%, in a pellet injection discharge, with very
peaked electron and density profiles, PLH = IOMW.

In general, when the LH deposition is localized in the outer plasma region, the
line radiation of an impurity whose emission is centered in the same region should
be selected. The emission of higher 2 ions is normally dominated by the thermal
bulk emission, but for more central deposition a marginally excited line like that of
Kr XXXV could be chosen, although even for this element the peak temperature
should not be too high. In all the cases considered, the simulations indicate that
the local fraction of suprathermals needed to carry out the measurement should be
of the order of 10%.

III EXPERIMENTAL LAY—OUT

On JET three crystal spectrometers are available for Xeray line spectroscopy
[4, 5, 6]. One of these, K32, can perform a radial scan at a fixed wavelength
several times during the discharge; the others have a. fixed lineiofisight but a
broader spectral range. Since at least two lines in the spectrum of the chosen
ion need to be monitored, the use of KS? in conjunction with one of the other
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two Spectrometers, should provide a good localization of the fast electrons,line integrated spectra could still be used by themselves,only localization Would be provided by the definition of tthe observed ion, which can be calculated by means of
equilibrium code.

The
but in this case the

he emission region of
the existing ionization

CONCLUSIONS
In the JET plasmas, characterized by high electron temperatures, the possibilityof measuring the fraction of fast electrons produced during LHCD experiments bymeans of X—ray line intensity ratio techniques is probably limited. In particular,the Calculations Show that very high fractions, 10% or more, of suprathermals arenecessary to produce a measurable effect on the observed line intensities.
Different impurities can be used to monitor di

on the localization of the resonance layer,
spectrometers available at JET.

This work was performed in the framework of a contract between JET andENEA on the “Physics support of the LHCD experiment on JET”.

fferent plasma regions, depending
with the combined use of the crystal
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Neutral particle analysers provide a detailed measurementof the ion energy distribution function which can not beobtained by other diagnostics, together with informationneutral density. The standard neutral particle analysers, asthe one in [l], have shown to be sensitive to the high neutrOnfluxes produced in the high temperature deuterium plasma ofthe large tokamaks as JET [2]. The application of the‘coincidence tecnique can provide an effective way todiscriminate the proper neutral signal from a random

on

background. At the same time it can be used to measure theparticle time of flight. A neutral particle analyser withmass rejection capability and low random backgroundsensitivity has been developed and fully calibrated in theenergy range between 0.5 and 200 Kev for hydrogen,deuterium»and helium neutrals.
In fig.1 the analyser layout is shown. The neutrals areionized in a gas stripping cell and energy analysed by acylindrical electrostatic plate system. The inner cylindricalplate has an diameter of 6 cm and the outer diameter is 10 cm.The inner cylinder is terminated at both ends by two flatelectrods and is set to a positive potential. Thisconfiguration provides focalization of the ion beam from thestripping cell both in the plane parallel and perpendicular tothe cylinder axis. The ion trajectories in the electrostaticfield of this system have been numerically computed [2].A set of 15 detectors collect the ion with an energy‘dynamic range 1:25. Each detector is a time of flightdetection system composed by a thin (lug cm—Z) carbon foil and’two channeltrons fig.2. The ion produces secondary electronsin the carbon foil which are detected by the first channeltronproviding the start trigger for the coincidence while thesignal in the second channeltron is the stop signal. Thechannel length has been choosen in the range from 12 cm to30 cm in order to have a time of flight of at least 50 ns foreach selected energy.
The start pulse triggers a set of three programmed timedelays (in the range 10 to 400 ns) and at the end of eachdelay a time gate of programmed length is generated (in therange 5 to 33 ns). A coincidence event is counted if the stopsignal occurs during the programmed gate time. In this way upto three presetted masses can be counted by each detector.The full signal processing for each detector is performed by;the CAEN N209 module. Channeltrons have been choosen agaistchannelplates as their high gain avoids the need of
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preamplifiers near to the analyser which can be affected b
radiation problems. The channelplates would provide a batter
time resolution due to their much faster output pulse but in
the parameter range selected for the analyser the channeltron
time performance is sufficient to obtain a global time
resolution (fwhm) of 8 ns at energy greater than 30 kev.

The analyser vacuum box is made in ARMCO steel to provide
the shielding agaist external magnetic field. A light trap on
the plasma line of sight is set to reduce the stray light
background. Each detector is enclosed in a mu—metal boX to
complete the magnetic and stray light shield of the
channeltrons. Two 500 ls-l turbcmolecular pumps provide the
vacuum in the analyser box and in the analyser duct to the
tokamak.

The neutron background rejection can be estimated
assuming a coincidence gate of 10 ns and supposing that the
neutron induced background is near to the maximum count rate
at which channeltrons can operate (1.10 s—l). In this case a
spurious coincidence count rate of 10000 5-1 is found which
still provides a dynamic of two decades in the neutral signal,
This level of background is expected in JET[2] if the neutron
yield exceeds 1.10 neutrons 5—1. This means that the neutral
particle analyser must be shielded agaist neutrons during the
D—T operation and even with present JET results[3] (neutrons
yields exceeding 1.10 5-1) a neutron shield is recommended.

The analyser has been calibrated in a neutral beam
calibration line [2], with hydrogen and deuterium neutrals
bewteen 0.5 and 200 Kev and with helium neutrals up to
100 Kev. In fig.3 the coincidence count rates for
hydrogen,deuterium,helium at 100 kev are shown for channel 15
as a function of the programmed time delays in the coincidence
module with a coincidence gate of 21 ns. As it can be seen
the three masses are resolved with a rejection level of 1%
between every mass. In fig.4 the peak delays value for each
mass are shown for the higher energy detector of the analyser
as a function of the particle energy. The experimental values
have been fitted by the following expression:

T: L + To
.J.f24;(E— D EL(E,H,Z))

where E,M,Z are the particle energy,mass and charge, D is the
carbon foil width, L is the detector length, T0 is a time
offset due to electronics and cable lengths and EL(E,M,Z) is
the specific energy loss in carbon foils for the given
particles[4]. The free parameters in the fit are D,T0 and L
and it can be seen that the fitting functions reproduce nicely
the experimental values so that they can be used in the
analyser tuning.

The detection efficiency of each channel has been found
to reach about the 50% of the maximum efficiency which is
fixed by the ionization in the stripping cell for energies
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than 30KeV while it decreeses down to 1% at the vergreater 1 Yas.low energ
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PROJECT OF MAGNETIC FLUCTUATION MEASUREMENT
BY CROSS POLARIZATION SCATTERING IN THE TORE SUPRA

TOKAMAK

M.Paum§(1), X.L. Zen (1). L.Laurent (1), T.Lehner (2), D.Grésillon (2)

(l) Association Euratom CEA DRFC/SPPF
CEN CADARACHE 13108 .5" Paul Iez Durance France

(2) Laboratoire PM] Ecole Polytechnique 91128 Palaiseau France

I Introduction
Up to now the direct measurement of the magnetic fluctuations in the core of tokamakplasmas has been impossible. According to various turbulence models, the estimated level 0fE/B lies between 10'6 (residual magnetic fluctations due to drift wave i.e. 0035/11) where B isthe toroidal beta) and 10“1 (obtained assuming that the heat transport is only due to magneticturbulence). We describe in this paper a tentative diagnostic to measure these fluctuations. It isbased on the cross polarization scattering as suggested in [1]: Magnetic fluctuations scatter anincident electromagnetic wave (with k1 J. B) with a change in polarization. In section II thebasic principle of the diagnostic is explained. In section III the experimental set up isdescribed. It will be tested on the Tore Supra Tokamak at the end of 1990.

II Principle of the diagnostic
It can be shown that an incident electromagnetic wave in the ordinary polarization is scatteredby magnetic fluctuations in the extraordinary mode. Far from the cut-off. the scattered powerper unity of frequency and solid angle is:

dPS/dfdfl = Pi r3 n L (map/mi)2 < ledge) I 2>/132
where Pi is the incident power, r0 the classical electron radius, L the length of the interactionzone and n the density. Depending on the level of magnetic turbulence, for typical plasma andantenna parameter the scattered power lies between 10'9 and 10‘13 of the incident power (i.e.typically 102 to 106 less than the power scattered by density fluctuations).
The main difficulty is that one has to excite or detect a pure eigenmode in the plasma from theoutside. At the plasma boundary, an incident wave is projected on the plasma propagationmodes (ordinary and extraordinary). For not too short wavelengthes (millimetric waves), thetwo normal modes are distinct enough and the Wave propagates across the plasma without modeconversion. Using what is available to the expenmentalist Le. a linearly polarized antenna, it is



Possible to excite a pure mode provided the antenna axis is perpendicular to the total magneticfield. In this configuration, when its E plane is aligned ( respectively perpendicular) with the
total magnetic field at the edge the antenna is coupled to the ordinary (respectivelyextraordinary) mode. For other incidence angles normal modes correspond to elliptical
polarization and cannot be excited selectively from the outside.
It can be esrimated that it is possible to launch or detect a mode with an attenuation of 1000 ofthe other mode provided: i)the wavelengh is long enough; ii) a high gain antenna is used atnormal incidence with a correct orientation of its E plane. This limit comes from spurious
euiptical polarization of the antenna, imperfect orientation of the E plane, beam divergence (the
incidence angle is not exactly perpendicular).
The geometry of the experiment is so that the emitting and receiving antenna E plane are

respectively parallel and perpendicular to the total magnetic field at the plasma edge. Theconfiguration corresponds to pure forwardscattering. The wave vectorhof the observedfluctuation is in the radial direction and its modulus is the difference lg::::f;dd’"ary - REESE: It
actually depends on the plasma parameter through the difference of refractive indices. In our
case this formula is only an approximation. As discussed later the scattering process will occurclose to a cut off layer where the WKB approximation is not valid. A full wave analysis isnecessary [2]-

A careful optimization leads to a proportion of 10‘3 emitted/received in the extraordinarymode (assuming that no extraordinary mode generated by wall reflection crosses the scattering
volume). There are several spurious effects as shown in figure 13. The mean one is due to theordinary mode, forwardscattered on density fluctuations (much larger than the cross scatteredpower) and received by the imperfectly selective receiving antenna. This situation can be madebetter choosing the probing frequency in such a way that the cut off layer (which is a perfectmode filter) lies between the two antennae as shown in Fig.1b and Fig.2. This improves thepolarization selectivity of the receiver and avoids any direct light on the receiving antenna (whenthe plasma exists). Now, the only remaining spurious signal is due to the power launched in theextraordinary mode and forward scattered by density fluctuations. It cannot be discriminatedfrom cross polarisation scattering of the ordinary mode. This unavoidable effect is due to low itturbulence, since the selection rule in pure forward scattering without mode conversion iskselected = kgflflmary - 3:53;?” = 0, provided the 1: resolution of the experiment isgood enough (i.e. large width and low divergence beams). According to the results ofscattering experiments it should correspond to low level and low frequencies turbulence.

III Experimental set up
A scheme of this system is given in Fig.2. As the scattered fraction is very small (10‘11 ofincident power for SB/B= 105) it is necessary to launch a large power in the plasma and useheterodyne technique as receiver.
The power source is a Varian Extended Interaction Oscillator at f=60 GHz with P=70 WattsCW stabilized in frequency by a feedback loop based on a high Q cavity.

The main part of the power is transmitted to the machine by using a 10 m oversized waveguideWG16. The wave is then launched by a gaussian optic lens antenna consisting in a corrugated
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feedhorn antenna coupled to a quartz lens located at the top of the vacuum vessel. The radiation
pattern (HEn) is characterized by circular symmetry, high gain. and low sidelobes which can
be assimilated to a linearly polarized gaussian beam of which the waist is located at the lens
(¢= 9.4 cm ). A particularity of this system is that a motorized rotary joint allows to match the
direction of the electric field to the total magnetic field at the plasma edge. The vacuum interfacc
is then made of a resonant quartz window (¢=16 cm). The receiver is a similar system located
at the bottom of the vacuum veSsel. The collected power is sent to a low noise heterodync
receiver. The local oscillator is a Gunn diode (Millitech GDV15) with output power 70 mWaus.
Its frequency is stabilized by phase lock loop in order to have an intermediate frequency of 20
MHz. The signal is detected with an AEG balanced mixer with integrated 1F amplifier. After
amplification the frequency is shifted down by a second mixer and the signal which is
proportionnal to SB is sent to a fast data acquisition. The spectrum of magnetic fluctuations in
the range [0.500 KHz] is then obtained.
The forward scattering geometry allow to use a simple calibration technique: A known power
fraction of extraordinary mode is sent to the plasma by a slight oscillating rotation of the top
antenna (10'3 rad). This simulates a known proportion of forward scattered power. A numerical
analysis is then necessary to compute the level of magnetic fluctuations [2] .

IV Conclusion
A diagnostic which should allow direct measurement of magnetic fluctuations in the plasma

core is planned for Tore Supra. The main difficulty is that it is based on the cross scattering
process of a pure ordinary mode which competes with the more efficient usual scattering on
density fluctuations of spurious incident extraordinary mode. A careful optimization has been
made to avoid this second process.
This diagnostic is also equipped with the following systems:
- The top microwave circuit (emitter) is also a reflectometer. The antenna is equipped with a
coupler to measure the backseattered signal . This will be useful to discriminate spurious
signals.
- The bottom circuit can also be transformed into a reflectometer. The system can then be used
as a double reflectometer to detect up down correlation of density fluctuations.
- Quartz prisms located between the lens and the antenna can be inserted and the diagnostic
becomes small angle scattering experiment (typically 0.1 radians) useful to study large scale
density fluctuations (kS3OO m'l).

Acknoledgements: The authors wish to thank C. Cordier , J.C. Patterlini for technical
assistance and P. Goyfor useful discussions on the microwave set up.
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TO THE THEORX OF dUBITEfi’S DELAMETRIC S—EMISSION

A.G.Eoyev, M.Yu.Lukyanov
Institute of Radio Astronomy, Khar’kov

I.So—called Io phase dependent S—emission is observed overall range of Jupiter’s decametric radio spectrum up to upperlimit frequency fmax: 39,5MHZ. The radiation pattern of thisemission was discovered to be a hole cone surrounding the Ioflux tube (IFT) and is characterized by specific feature -frequency of emission decreases steadily with increasing ofangle between the axis and the formative line of the cone [I].
Previous theories of Jupiters decametric radioemission

proceeded from the assumption that frequency of emission cor-responds or is close to gyrofrequency in the Jovian ionosphe—
re at the foot of the IFT. However, recent experiments [2]have pointed out on a great discrepancy between the maximum
frequency of S~emission and the gyrofrequency on the Jupitersurface as well as on a weak correlationin behaviour of thesefrequencies with changing of the sattelite Io jovigraphycallongitude.

The proposed mechanism of S—emission generation is basedon the next assumptions: a) the electron concentration in the
IFT differs from one in the Jovian ionosphere so that theplasma frequency CD can be equal to the gyrofrequency CUBoreven exceed it slightly ( usually the case L0P<<Zu% was con-sidered); b) the emission source is supposed to be an elec—tron beam moving along the IFT and exiting plasma waves whichhave anomalous dispersion ( frequency a) decreases with in—creBSing wave number k) near the upper-hybrid frequencyJZ=(bUi-+L0: )fifi; c) the plasma waves convert into fast ext—raordinary waves on the regular unhomogeneity of density
arising on the diffusal boundary of the IFT.
2. Assume that the electron beam arises in the polar region
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of Jupiter's ionosphere and moves along the IFT in the Io d1-
rection. Beam density is much smaller than plasma one. This
beam excites a packet of anomalous dispersion plasma waves
near the upper—hybrid frequency 51 owing to beam— type ins—
tability. The packet has the width

MUN VT wfiwg 4/2
u) H {Lia 32(4w§_Qi)J/2}

4where U0 is the beam velocity, w;(&T/m)4z is the thermal ve-

(2.1)

locity of plasma particles. Thd emission is beamed into a
wide but hollow cone characterized by the half—angle

90 = a7c‘05{1/5A{fl,7,} (2.2)

’ (ifqWfl
is the minimal value of refractive index for anomalous dia—

whe’re fl =U0/c

persion plasma waves. The width of radiation pattern is de-
termined by the apex angles of external 6 out and internal
9 int cone boundaries

N , . 9(9M — autos {.4 35 cos a}
goal C—‘l 07000.5“ -{ Q 91/ £05 60}

It should be mentioned that the frequency-angle dependence
corresponds qualitatively to the experiment because 39959‘(Q

The maximum frequency of S—emission fmax=39’5 MHZ can be

(2.3)

explained by existing the anomalous dispersion plasma wavesin the range from Ufiato 2195 . As it follows from the upper-
hybrid frequency definition the frequency fmax is generated
in the auroral regions of Jupiter's ionosphere where magnetic
field strength B27 G. Electron concentration in the IFT must
reach the value ntube= IO7 sm—3 exceeding the ionosphere
maximum nion: 5-105 smTB. Such divergence may take place be-
cause the IFT is the material formation in ionosphere, with
properties differed from ionosphere ones. Increased concen-
tration in the IFT can be explained, for example, by additi-
onal ionization of neutrals lifted from the lower lays of
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ionosphere -
3, One of the most important features of the decametric emis—
sion is the dynamic frequency drift of S—bursts. Whatever
observation condition, the frequency drift rate is negative
and proportional to frequency dag£§-§ . In the framework of
Supposed theory, when the source moves along the IFT with ve—
locity U generating waves with frequency f=.Q%§g., the expe—
riment is explained by assuming that the plasma frequency
changes along the IFT this way

wlg = 99/50) exp=[- g/J—SJ} - w: (3’) (3.1)
Here 50,8 - are coordinates of the source, correspondingly,in
the initial and final moments of time,a’=I s is the scale
coefficient.

Dependence (3.1) being unVerified directly, it was explo-
ited for another experiments explanation. It was the depen—
dence (3.1) which allowed to explain the longitudinal variati-
ons of the cone angle and the width of radiation pattern. Fi—

. ‘ gure shows the results of cal—
& 1 + culation executed accordingly

(2.2),(2.3) for frequency f=IIMHz
W and South hemisphere source lo—
“ cation. Hereyfi is the jovigrap—

hycal longitude of lo in the oo-
60- ordinate system flil965, the ex—

. 4:0 ' 280 l ado A: perimental data are taken fromfi]
One could see the experiment

is explained well in the frame of assumption about distribu—
tion of plasma density in the IFT. Small divergencies between
theory and experiments can be excepted by variating the model
parameters, e.g. the source velocity.

Dependence (3.I} was used also for explanation the maximum
frequency behaviour with the change of source longitude. In
left figure the circles are marked experimental data [2 .
Curves I and 2 show the change of local gyrofrequency at the
foot of the IFT on the Jupiter's surface in the North and
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I400 200 300 A 400 200 300 ASouth hemispheres correspondingly.
Supposed mechanism allows to explain this experiment, but

the additional assumption about source altitude is needed. To
explain the curve 3 extrapolating the experimental data, the
source altitude h has to change as it shown in right figure.
Here 33:66700 km is the polar radius of Jupiter.

Character of this dependence deal with properties of IFT
global instability being responsible for beam occurence and
will be investigated in future. But an experimental definition
of maximum frequency source localization could provide a di-
rect examination of this dependence predicted by theory.

I. Ryabov B.P., Preprint N°2, Institute of Radio Astronomy,
Khar’kov, I987.

2. Geneva F., Calvert W., J. Geophys. Res., 22, 979-986,I988
3. Boyev A.G., Lukyanov M.Yu., Fizika Plasmu, £2, 1315—I320,

I989.
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ON A GAS-DYNAMIC DESCRIPTION OF SCATTERING
OF A RAPID ELECTRON CLOUD IN A PLASMA

V.N.Mel'nik

Institute of Radio Astronomy
Ukrainian SSR Academy of Sciences, Iflaarkov, USSR

A problem of one—dimensional expanding of a cloud of
fast electrons with a low number density in a plasma was
considered in [1] taking into account generation and absorp—
tion of plasma waves. There were got and analyzed guasigas—
dynamic equations.

It is shown in the present paper that a closed set of
gas-dynamic equations can be obtained for electrons and plas—
mons, using ideas of [1] and a self-similar solution can be
found for the case of abrupt injection.

The system of one-dimensional quasilinear equatios to
describe the electron scattering on the one hand and the elec—
tron-plasmon interaction on the other has the form

Di: of 42262 We!
fi+vaxv m” but“ ‘3?)

WV fa) 2 D!5;; = 7?” W527
Let us consider a problem where an instanteneous source of
electrons is introducedagt the time t=O and at x=0 ( i.e.
3EHI£=0=N§(D)§(X) , {dz/“9(0):! ‘ , with N being the num-

ber of rapid electrons). We shall seek the solution for the
time 1: >>t71= (Cd/o 7’5)" . Then it can be assumed that in the
zeroth approximation the distribution function takes the form
of a 'plateau' at each spatial point over times about 7,—7.7, 1
{1], Viz.

£5 (1}, Xi) =

(1)

[30915) , véaflg‘é)

0 v>u(x,£) (2) ‘9
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where p and u are slowly varying parameters. As for the
spectral energy density of plasmons, it can onl'.)r be written

k“), x,{) , 7} <u(X,é)
fiaudm!)

(3)W(vx,)=£
’

Calculating the zeroth, first and second of the kinetic
equations (1), we can obtain the following system of gas—
dynamio equations:

m+13u2
o8 2X :0

2 Q43_ (4)
2X “ 0

M
where, instead of the plasmon momentum Cf: COPE-219.3 and
energy 21}: (gr Sd1}._ we hav introducedbcthe following
dimensionless functions. fla{)= //Q,[ (fool:=f0/L1/nflgfg =
mflf);o<= w/Eaz (5F fa’v—g— m%‘-) .

In order to close the set (4), we shall makesuse of the equa-
tion resulting from (1), i.e.

21‘s as _ a, .2. 1 2M (5)
2£+ In on us 21f

%+0%§=fl%é3m, vac
a) 2MP(%-E‘+v%%>=s(—%a~— 942‘”

“ff: 0 U=LL

A self—similar solution of the gas—dynamic equation set
(4) with conditions (6) has the form [2]



F‘ 90% ’ 7(92/735 ’ “WW. “we, g=w
Paar—1+:3 : +3N§(2£-LL) OC(§)- 4+4,31.4144!3‘62?UH) §>LL/2’

[asks figfiéyu), we5-%“- gme:—a) s< / (7’
.(zzs,~€)= mif'f7é‘WW‘ 29+ WAS]

Where £_ 34::J'Advgoflv) 5': 6212+ ”faib‘ifljflfii). The so far un-
known function 90(7)) is determined by the spectral density W0
at the moment when first particles of the flow arrive to a
chosen point. The distribution function of these particles is
3%,) 5(044) since the electrons of lower velocities have not
achieved this point yet. It is well known, that after the ¢
quasilinear relaxation W0 becomes W ~ 0:”)! moreover W0: am”3,7542 3‘(With an account of (7)) and hence L/Jfiy)=a.472 , 5’.4a 4 9:2 . {

i
The solution found describes a beam-plasma structure of a

humplike form (Fig.1), moving at a constant velocity 7}: ‘V2
(Fig. 2). The electrons slow down in the region of f,» ‘6n trans- ‘
ferring part of their energy to plasma oscillations (Fig. 3), ‘

9G)

0 LL/:a M, g “
Fig.1. Profile of beam-plasma structure (there is a non—
self-similar transition at §=% of the width Sg: 52-24, ).

Fig.2. The beam-plasma structure moving at a constant
velocity: v,e=%.
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and they accelerate at 3< $2 absorbing this energy. These tworegimes correspond to 2 asymptotic self-similar solutios.Thereis a non—self-similar transition between them (see Fig.1) of

W

Fig.3. The spectral energy density of the Langmuir waves(7) at the different moments.
width S§=:§¥1Lé determined by the quasilinear relaxation time.The situation is similar to that arising in gas dynamics, whenthe front width of a shock wave is determined by the particlefree path length.

REFERENCES
1. D.D.Rutov, R.Z.Sagdeev. ZhETPh, 1970, gg, p.739.2. V.N.Mel'nik. Inst. Radio Astronomy Preprint,No.20,Kharkov,1988,25p.



NONEQUILIBRIUM SPECTRA FORMING FOR RELATIVISTIC
ELECTRONS INTERACTING WITH MED - TURBULENCE

LE. Kochanov

Institute of Radio Astronomy
Academy of Sciences of the Ukrainian SSR, Kharkov,USSR

In this paper the formation of distributions of relati-
viatic electrons propagating through the turbulent ecsmic
plasma is considered. Interections with different plasma tur-
bulences lead to a spatial diffusion of the electrons and
their diffusion in energy space and, consequently, to an
acceleration of low energy electrons. We consider that elect-
rons are injected by a point source placed in the centre of
the plasma cloud and lose their enery on a. synchrotron radi-
ation.

Distribution function of the relativistic electronsN(/9)satisfies to the kinetic equation with a source Q00);
g1imp)+é5§p21>4m$®+wmp=

( 1 )

: —Q{P, ?) = - C209) 5(3),
and the boundary conditions

t

N < oo , /V = 0, ( 2 ) !2:0 'Zza I
The first term in equation ( 1 ) describes the synchrotronlosses

2 2 2

zi/Ie ) ___H0 (3 >1 9 mcz mzcz '
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The second and the third terms describe energetical and Spa-
tial diffusions Ikflfl and JZKFO respectively. fio is the
magnetic field strength, a, is the cloud dimension. Boundary
condition ”7:11-20 corresponds to a tree going of the
electrons out of the cloud. The diffusion coefficients and
the injection spectrum are considered to be power—law fume-
ticn of momentum

Da{P) :Da'PQa , D1100) :DH'IDZj)”, (4)

CUP) =Qop”2_%6’/p*P1)9(p2—P). < 5 )
The equation ( 1 ) have not an analytical solution and

should be solved numerically in general case at arbitrary )G
and V” . However, the equation ( 1 ) becomes the confluent
hypergeometric equation in three special cazes, namely, when

L/“Va'V/zzylw’ya) =0;/;2, (5)
and the solutions can be expressed in terms of Wittekker func-
tions. For example, when V1:C7 the solution has the form
( in one—dimension case)

MP): imp? 2/17M,-

006 HAM/9‘2“}D “V‘s/i “? w W"6/42,)
(6' aDX:F(LfK+)/"(u+;<+1} MK“ H t) )

'l"o‘2+“5+§°° u—K—I W7)?
'fd/DP 2 M Jr W) e P

0

J

{fiflznflj‘ ewjfzp’flmw5W“ 21/14:} 715%”
0 fl 0
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where S (3 “Va )Da 2a _-27——, 5:3—u , K=§;;,
+3{Va‘/)+l/DH/TZU+§/)2' (5)

{3-1402 paw—W *
Figure 1 represents the electron distribution function

<7>atm=m=2.
*wxfix

X> X; +/
52—2

X=%+7
acceé’eratwn gasses

P4 P0 P2 P
Fig. 1

r2

In the high energy region P >>P0=Da/g1 the elect—
ron spectrum is determined by the synchrotron losses only and
has the exponent X=%+/ . In the low energy regionB(P(<Pa
the spectrum is determined by the turbulent acceleration and
has b/(—2 . In the region P QR) the synchrotron losses
and the turbulent acceleration became of the same order of
magnitude and the spectrum is determined by all three terms
in the left-hand side of the equation ( 1 ). The electrons
almoet do not move along the energy axis in this region. They
accumulate near P=ID0 and £111 in the whole volume of the
Plasma cloud. The spectrum is much steeper at ’02, [Do than at
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>> 0-
P Iégis well—known that the spatial ( and energetical )

diffusion of the relativistic electrons in a cosmic plasma
may occurs on the Alfven waves [1,2], on the plasma turbulen-
ce caused by the hose instability [3], on the ensemble of
small scale shock waves [4] etc. The specific values of the
indices )Q and )fi, are determined by the dependences of the
turbulence spectra on their wavenumbers. Comparison of the
theory with the observational data enables us to estimate the
cosmic plasma turbulence parameters.
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1. D.G.Wentzel. Astrophys.J., 1969, v.156, p.303; v.157,p.545
2. V.N.Fedorenko. Preprints No. 725, 765 of the A.F.Ioffe
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RESONANT ABSORPTION OF MHD BULK WAVES
VIA SURFACE MODES

V.K. Okretic, V.M. Cadez

university of Belgrade, Mechanical Engineering Faculty,P.O.Box 174, 11000 Beograd, Yugoslavia* Institute of Physics, P.O.Box 57, YU-11001 Beograd,Yugoslavia

The subject of this paper is to investigate the reflection
of magnetohydrodynamic body wave from the inhomogeneous plasmamedium in an external magnetic field B.

The considered plasma profile consists of three differentregions mutually separated by one sharp discontinuity (x=0) anda transitional layer (DSXSD+a) with a given parameter
distribution. The MHD wave propagates through the medium
occupying half—space (-m <x< 0) and is being reflected from thenon—transparent region x20.

All the relevant quantities (mass density, temperature,magnetic field) are constants inside each of the regions,sufferring discontinuity at x=0 while continuously changingthrough the transitional layer.
starting from standard set of linearized MHD equations for acompressible, perfectly conducting nonuniform plasma at rest ina magnetic field B=(0,0,Eb(x)) the following differential

equation for small velocity perturbation (u) perpendicular tothe boundary plane, is obtained [1]:

g—X (HHS—1,: ) — r3(x)u = o (l)

(iix)-w2) (kfcf <x)—w2) <c?x)+Aix))c(x)=p (x)
0 (kZAfx)-w2)(kzcix)-w2)+k2(k2c2(x)—w2)(cix)+A?x))z z y 2 L

m>c)=p0 (x) (kWh—ma)

where
Atx)=(B§(x)/<up0>)“"‘, c(x)=(vRT,gxn“2,
cL (x)=c (x) A(x)/ (cix) +Ai’x) ) “2
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Im J = as (x) , s(x)=cr(x)+iel(x)

6x x=x l5 ]« 2r l r
where xr is the resonant point (e (xr)=0).

Numerical calculations of the reflection coefficient Show
that R is significantly reduced for appropriate parameter Values
(Fig. 1). On figure 1 the dependence of the reflection
coefficient on dimensionless parameter kD/V is drawn. D is the
intermediate region width, k is the wave number while V is
normalized phase velocity.

I —‘\J/.r
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H
D/azi 1h:||:50

M nhfl
H 1M

0.4 l

M

0b

01 ‘°°
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Fig.1 The MHD wave reflection Fig.2 The reflection
coefficient versus normalized coefficient
intermediate region width (D) minima versus D/a

This phenomenon is equivalent to the increased absorption
which we explain as follows.

The incident body wave tunnels through the region located
between x=0 and x=D and excites surface modes along the
transitional layer. This process is reversed to the MHD surface
wave leaking considered by Cadez & Okretic [2]. The presence of
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are the Alfven, sound and cusp speeds, respectively.
The solution was assumed to be of the form

f(X) exp[ i (wt+kyy+kzz)]
Applying the Fourier analysis, we can easily solve the

e nation (1) inside separate homogeneous regions: x<0, OSXSD and
xzD+a.Thus, the related solutions are as follows:

e 1 + R e‘1K1x x50
I K X n _K x 1/2u = C e 2 + C e 2 OSXSD K =(B /€)2 2 J J J

_ -D,
C e K4(x A) xzD+a J=1,2,4 (2)

4

Assuming a relatively thin boundary layer (ka« 1) so that
the total pressure perturbation is nearly constant across it,
the equation (1) can be solved in the transition region (index
3) to yield

I u x dE
u=C3+ C3 f ———————D new)

The boundary conditions for the continuity of both the
normal velocity component and the total pressure perturbation
give the set of algebraic equations yielding the reflection
coefficient of the incident MHD wave

a2+ a2 a =A+(A-2)e‘2"2”- D 5(1+e’2‘2”)
R2 = r l r 12

V103+ 10? ai=D12(A—(A—2)e_2K2D) + 5(1—e‘EK2D)
br=A+(A—2)e_2K20+ 0125(l+e_2K2D)
b‘=D12(A-(A-2)e_2K2D) — 5(1—e‘2K2”)

D+a dg

DU=€1Ki/(CJK)) , 5=Dm€2KZIm J , J=ITTU§ZKT , A=1+D42

(l.j=1.2,4)

To illustrate this phenomenon we shall proceed with a
specific parameter distribution inside the boundary layer.

Without loss of generality, we have Chosen the quantity C(X)
to vary linearly and to change sign across the transitional
ayer.

To calculate the reflection coefficient R for various
frequencies with the ratio D/a as a parameter we need to
determine the imaginary part of the integral J in a similar way
as done in Landau damping derivation:
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the boundary layer allows for the resonant transformation of
surface waves into local Alfven waves in the region where
c=D.Such a resonant absorption of MHD surface waves alone has
been recognized as an efficient damping mechanism and
considerable recent investigations have been devoted to this
process ([l],[3],[4],[5],[6],[7]).

Now, our investigation shows that the incoming MHD wave is
affected too: it loses the energy through the surface wave
resonant transformation.

Fig. 2 shows the typical dependence of the reflection
coefficient minima on the ratio D/a. Apparently, the total
absorption can be reached for appropriate value of D/a.

We point out that the analysis was done for particularly
chosen values of the incident angle a and the propagation angle
9. In fact, these are not to be taken arbitrarily because the
conditions for surface modes to exist in such a geometry depend
strongly on both of them.

In practice, the method could be employed to "detect" the
resonant absorption and numerically calculate corresponding Slab
width, angles and frequencies for any particular physical
system.
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NONLINEAR TRANSPARENCY OF UNDERDENSE PLASMA LAYER UNDER THE EFFECT \
Ol" INTENSE CIRCULARLY—POLARIZED ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE

V . V. DEMCHENKO

International Atomic Energy Agency
P.O. Box 100, A71400

Vienna, Austria

“LEVEL Simulation studies have been made of the spaceertime
eWmtion of the large amplitude circularly»polarized electromagnetic
wave normally incident on the plane waveguide filled by nonuniform
plasma. It is shown that relativistic electron—mass oscillations plays a
crucial role in the evolution process and could lead to a nonlinear
transparency of a plasma layer.

1. I_nt_rg‘1uction._ From the linear theory it follows that
electromagnetic waves with frequencies 0: less than electron plasma
frequency cope cannot propagate in an unmagnetized plasma. However for 1
sufficiently high electric field intensity there exists a redistribution
of plasma density under the effect of strictional [1] or relativistic
[2] nonlinearities with leads to the downshift of the cape value and
violation of the linear theory "opacity" condition (m<wpe). This
results in the possibility of electromagnetic wave penetration into the
"underdense" plasma (e.g. [3]). However, the effect of "induced"
transparency reported before have been restricted by the assumptions of
1) steady—state wave propagation, or 2) homogeneous plasma density
profile.

The purpose of this paper is to present the results of numerical
simulation of the nonuniform plasma layer transparency in the field of an
intense electromagnetic wave.

2. Etial equation; Let us assume that plasma occupy the space
bounded by planes x = (0,L). Normally to the plasma boundary (x=0) it is
incident circularly—polarized wave electrical field of which could be
presented as E=E**VE3 —.-. FK¥,*D'~N\>K‘§IU¥W +23,” In
modulational approximation URN/bk, um?) the equation for slow varying
amplitude F takes the form

1
aka—E—ttjo + 3-5 +£,!\=O, (1)m; M“
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No(x) — profile of equilibrium plasma density schematically presented inFig. l.

3. Results of numerical analysis. To demonstrate thresholdcharacter of the nonlinear transparency phenomenon let us suppose thatthe amplitude of incident wave is linearly growing function of time. OnFigs. 2—4 the different stages of the electric field amplitude evolutionare presented at the following set of parameters: Y2=5. 92:0,5,
3:0.9. From Fig. 2 it follows that at small incident wave field
intensity the skin—type field amplitude distribution takes place. As theincident field amplitude increases observed depth of field penetrationsufficiently exceeds the characteristic scale of the linear skin—layer.After the critical value Acr~1o have been achieved, the formation of
nonlinear soliton—type structure occurs, which propagetes into the"underdense" region with constant velocity (Fig. 3). On the large timeinterval the complete plasma layer transparency appears and equilibriumstate have been established in the form of a large amplitude standingwave. From Fig. 4 where the temporal evolution of the electricpermeability c are shown, it follows that function e (A?) have
changed it sign under the action of relativistic nonlinearity of 1>220which is the cause of "induced" plasma layer transparency.
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FoRHATION AND EQUILIBRIUM 0)? AN ELECTRON PLASMA IN A SMALL ASPECT RATIO TORUS

Puravi Zaveri, P.I.John and P.K.Kaw

Institute for Plasma Research
Bhat, Gandhinagar 382424, India

I. Introduction:

Experiments on electron injection and confinemept in a toroidal magneticfield Yale first carried out by J.D.Daugherty et al. and later on by w.Clarket 31, in large aSpect ratio torii (R/a ~ 5 or 6) for applications relatedto heavy ion accelerators. Properties of electron plasmas in small aspect
ratio toroidal systems have not been studied from the point of view of under—standing the formation, equilibrium, instabilities and transport. The presentpaper deals with the equilibrium. We have designed and built a device havinga small aspect ‘atio (R/a : 1.2) to study those effects which are highly toroi—dal and their impact on equilibrium.

In ICPP proceedings”) we published just those results which were ob—tained using a single electron injector. In this paper we have been able topresent equipotential contours obtained using multiple injectors (more uniforminjection), electron density profile and a detailed discussion on equilibrium.

11. Apparatus:

A vertical cross—section of the apparatus is shown schematically in Fig. 1.A toroidal magnetic field is produced by passing current through the centralconductor 'A'. 'C' is the vacuum vessel which is placed very close thecentral conductor. Experiments are performed at a base pressure of 9x70— Torrand with magnetic field of 150 gauss at the minor axis of the torus. The rise—time of the magnetic field is 75 microseconds and it has a flat top of 800microseconds .

III . Observations:

The electron injector located at the outer wall is shown in Fig. 2. 'A'is a semicircular grounded anode having a length of 4 cms. in perpendiculardirection to the plane of paper. 'C' is a helical cathode which is applied-200 volts. The cathode—anode gap is ~ 15 mm. The radial electric field Ein the gap crOSSed with B . brings electrons out of the cavity. A mecha—torOida
nism called “inductive charging" is partially responsible for taking elec-trons into the vessel.

We have used wall probes to measure net charge in the system. These areaCtually small isolated sections of vessel walls (disks) which measure thecharging current (like a capacitor) when charge is introduced into the system."all probe signals showed a charging current for the first 12 microsecondsWhich was followed by a quiescent period (of 40—60 115) and then followed by
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a high frequency noise (0.5—1Mfiz). During 12 microseconds, the magnetic field

has risen only to 13.4 gauss. Electrons which are able to go into the Vessel

have an upper limit of 28 eV to their perpendicular kinetic energies, higher

energy electrons being lost to the anode. There is a spread of l2.5 ev in

parallel kinetic energy due to an ohmic drop across filaments.

Using a movable high impedance wire probe the potential distribution
of the electron cloud was measured at a large number of points in the poloidal

plane. The equipotential contours are shown in Fig. 3. The error in shot—to-

shot measurements are less than 2%. The fact that we observe these contents

all the way up to 800 usecs supports strongly the case for 8611 equilibrium

The total of grad‘B and curvature drift turns out to be 3x10 cms/sec. The

electron cloud has its own self el tric field E in the radial direction,
The E xB drift is stronger (3efix10 cm/sec) than the toroidal drifts. The

existence of equilibrium in spite of a downward motion of the cloud is not

clearly understood.

There is a z-asymmetry in the sense that we observe larger floating poten-

tials in the lower half of the plane than in the upper half. We measured poteni

tials of the order of 320 volts in the lower plane whereas the potentials

observed in the upper plane were less than 30 volts. This is also evident

from the contours. It could be due to two reasons — very localised nature

of the electron injector and secondly, the first order inertial effects, i.e.

toroidal drifts. In order to verify the first possibility we put five identical

injectors along z-direction as shown in Fig. 4 and the resultant equipotentials

are shown in Fig. 5.

We did local density measurements using the wire probe as a charge collec—

tor by grounding it through a very small resistance of 100 ohms. These measure-

ments were carried out in a pulsed mode (~20 microseconds) so that the pertur—

bation is tolerable. The current that was measured was interpreted as to be

comprised of two velocities — one being the acceleration of particles because

of the local potential difference between the probe and the cloud, And the

other contribution comes from the parallel 'thermal' velocities. The density

profile obtained using this model is shown in Fig. 6.

IV. Conclusions:

We have formed an electron plasma with an aspect ratio 1.8 lasting for

800 micro seconds which coincides with the duration of the magnetic field.

ExB rotation in the poloidal direction dominates over toroidal drifts and

gives an equilibrium, however the first order effects (proportional to m] are

important which are responsible for the downward drift of the cloud.e This

was further supported when by reversing the magnetic field almost a mirror

image of the contours was obtained in the upper half of the poloidal plane.

Electron densities are in a range of 8x10 —2x10 per c.c. and their profiles

are hollow. High frequency noise (0.5 — 1 MHz) a possible diocotron mode is

observed only on the boundaries of the cloud. The particles which are able

to go into the vessel have perpendicular kinetic energy less than 28 ev, where-

as we have observed floating potentials as large as 320 volts. It indicates

that there is an accumulation of the electrons. The extra energy comes
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from the work done by the poloidal electric field induced by a rising magnetic
field-
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FORMATION OF VORTICES IN A TOROIDAL PLASMA

AJAY K.SINGH & Y.C.SAXENA
Institute for Plasma Research

Bhat, Gandhinagar 382 424 INDIA

ABSTRACT
Coherent vortex structures are observed in a toroidal

embedded in an in-homogeneous magnetic field, The fluctuating vortex potentials aremeasured by high impedance Langmuire probes in a poloidal
section of the plasma column.

device in Which a non uniform plasma is

Cross
The contours of equipotentials arefound to be closed curves exhibiting a vortex pattern. Thevortices are stationary and have negative polarity. They areassociated with the fluctuations in the frequency range of 5-9Khz. It is suggested that the experimentally observed vorticescould result from the self organization of fluctuations that aredriven by the equilibrium density and magnetic field gradients.
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ARBITRARY—AMPLITUDEELECTRON-ACOUSTIC SOLITONS IN A TWOELECTRON COMPONENT PLASMA

R.L. MaceO S. BaboolalT R. Bharuthrami M.A. Hellberg<>
<>Plasma Physics Research Institute, Department of Physics,

University of Natal, Durban, South Africa
Departments of Applied Mathematics‘l‘and Physicsi,

University of Durban—Westville, Durban, South Africa
and Plasma Physics Research Institute, University of Natal

1. Introduction

Previous work on nonlinear electron-acoustic waves in two—electron temperatureplasmas has often included at least one hot ion species in the plasma model (Yu 35Shukla 1983). This usually requires that the ion-electron temperature ratio be Verylarge (~ rug/me), which is not easily fulfilled—especially in the laboratory. 3'
In our investigations, we use a reductive perturbation technique (Washimi & Taniuti‘1966) to derive a Korteweg-de Vries equation describing weakly nonlinear electron!acoustic waves in a three component plasma modelled by hot Boltzmann electrons;cold fluid electrons and cold fluid ions. Also, using the arbitrary-amplitude techniqueof Baboolal, Bharuthram & Hellberg (1988, 1989], we extend the theory of electron—i

acoustic solitons into the intermediate to large amplitude regime (sci/Th S 1.

2. Arbitrary—amplitude formulation

The normalized fluid and Poisson equations are:

871- 8 i(T; + $01l = 0, (1);}
a a T] nj {in} Zj 64> ‘‘ '_ 3——_ = —¥— — ;at + u, 8:: mingj 61: mi 621’ J 1’6, mi62 ?rig: = no}, EXP ()5 + n; — 71;, (3):

where the subscripts h, c and 1' represent the hot electrons, cold electrons and ions,ijrespectively. We have normalized spatial lengths by A}, = (Th/47rn05e2)1/2, time bycup“: = (me/47rn0£62)1/2, densities by noe the total electron density, potential by Th/e,velocities by 1);, = (Th/mgr”, temperatures by Th, masses by mC and Z; 2 (11/6. Theassumption of adiabatic ions and cold electrons ("file 2 3) is valid because the phasespeed of the electron—acoustic wave is larger than both the ion and cold electron thermalvelocities. The plasma is assumed to be undisturbed at :c —> co and the following
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boundary conditions hold

(:5
¢’;9—z’u"u‘ —’ 0’ "h”: _* “ounce as :6 —> oo. (4)

We seek travelling wave solutions that are stationary in a frame moving with velocity [.L.

Transforming the above equations to the frame defined by E : a: — wt and integrating

equations (1) and (2) with the above boundary conditions we arrive at the following

equations for m, n, (after elimination of u)
2 2

n - T‘ n‘ T- 2 , ,meta—J) w—inj mi 710,- mi mj

where for an electron-proton plasma Z.- = 1 and Z, = —1. Formally, we can write the

first integral of Poisson’s equation (Baboolal et a1. 1988, 1989)

1 d¢ 2 ‘fi I
5 E + WWII] = 0, \I’(¢>,u) = —/0 (non exp 43 + nu - n.-)d45- (6)

For solitons We require (Sagdeev 1966) ‘II(0,/.L) = 3‘I'(O, p)/6¢ = O for all it, \II(¢>0, [1,) : 0

for some ¢o, u, and \Il(¢,u) < 0 in 0 < |¢| < IqSol. The arbitrary-amplitude problem

is solved by numerically solving ‘1! = 0 for 450, and integrating (6) as an initial—value

problem with (ME = 0) : (#0.

3. Small amplitude theory

Employing the coordinate stretchings

E: (El/2(II: # Vt), r : ES/Zt, (7)

and the expansions

n, : n59) + 6715-“ + £271.32) + sang-3) + - - - , (8)

uj = eugl) + Jug-2) + 63“?) + ' ' ' , .7. = 1': Cs (9)
45 = 5¢(1) + 52¢”) + 5345(3) + . . . , (10)

in the reductive perturbation technique, we arrive at the Korteweg de-Vries equation

345(1) 643(1) 33¢,(1)
W +043“)? +5 6&5 =0, (11)

where

(V2 + Te/mal /m? "as (V2 + Tc)
A — — , 12

(V2 _ 3Ti/mg‘)3 (vz _ 3193 ”Oh ( )

l/m; noc
B = 2V ———— —— 13{(vz—ammmmmz} ( l
a : é b = l. (14)

By B
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The wave velocity V, satisfies

nag/4 _ {3110), (Tc + 3) + ”0:: + i} V2 + i {Roan + I; + 31211} = 0, (15)m; m; m;

which has the approximate solution V 2 (nae/n0), + 3T¢)1/2. For Tc = 0 this reduces to
the linear electron—acoustic sound speed found by Gary & Tokar (1985).

The solution of the Korteweg—de Vries equation in the stationary frame defined by
77 : E — nor, is given in laboratory coordinates by

45 = 410 sech2 {fl (35 — Ml} , (16)

where we have defined the velocity 11. E V + We E V + 5p and amplitude Q50 E 36/10/17. :
36u/a respectively.

The soliton width is given by (4b/ELL0)1/2, or, in terms of 5a, (4b/5u)1/2. Note a150,
that in the coefficients a and b of the Korteweg-de Vries equation, the ion terms are at
most 0(mfl). Consequently we expect very weak dependence of electron-acoustic Wave
profiles on ion temperature, which is in accordance with linear theory (Gary & Token-I
1985). Also, upon ignoring such terms, it is easy to show that a < 0 and b > 0, which,
by inspection of our soliton solution (16), yield the following conditions on u and (1501

p>V and, ¢0<0.

The first of the above conditions implies that only supersonic electron-acoustic solitons
exist, and the second says that the soliton potential is negative, i.e. only rarefactive
solitons exist. This is in contrast to the ion—acoustic wave, where both rarefactive
and compressive solitons exist (Baboolal at al. 1989) but agrees with the findings of
Yu 8; Shukla (1983] for the modified electron-acoustic wave. The negative potential is
associated with a local decrease in the hot electron density and an increase in the cold
electron density corresponding to an overall increase in local electron density. The ion
density remains virtually constant everywhere.

4. Numerical results

In the numerical work we have defined the Mach number by M E v/(noc/noh) 1/20,. =
p/(ngc/nmm/2 where v is the soliton velocity and (nae/nogl/zvh E v” is the electron-
acoustic sound speed. It is for this reason that we have termed the normalized waveform
velocity [1. in what went previously. The figures show the results of numerical solution
of (5] and (6) without any approximation (typical soiiton profiles shown in fig. l[d)).

Figure 1(a) illustrates the efifect of increasing the Mach number M on the maximum
soliton amplitude. The effect is an approximately linear increase in Mic] with M. Clearly,
the range of Mach numbers over which soliton solutions occur, decreases with increasing
temperature. This occurs because above a critical cold electron temperature the cold
electron density becomes complex, leading to wave breaking. Also, the threshold Mach



number for solitons increases with increasing cold electron temperature. This is well
described by our approximate expression M > (1 + STE/(nOC/nOhDI/z.

Figure 1(b) illustrates the monotonic decrease in [450] with cold electron temper-
ature for various Mach numbers. The effect of a finite cold electron temperature
is to increase the phase velocity of the linear electron-acoustic wave which decreases
6P :1 It ’ (”On/nor. + Thy/2 and hence 5M, resulting in weaker nonlinearity and therefore
dispeISIOn.

Figure 1(c) illustrates the soliton maximum amplitude as a function of the cold
electron number density for a Mach number of M : 1.2. The maximum value of
|¢0| increases with increasing ”0:- However, it must be borne in mind that because
of our definition of M (see above), the absolute velocity of the soliton also increases
with progressively larger no, in order to keep M constant. We have performed some
computations (not shown) in which the soliton velocity was kept constant, and find that
there is a decrease in the maximum amplitude with age.
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Figure 1 (a)—(c) Maximum soliton amplitude as a function of (a) M, (b) Tc, (c) n.0,: for M : 1.2.The parameters labelling the curves are (a), (c) Tc 2 T,-, (b) M. (d) Arbitrary-amplitude solitonprofiles. The parameter labelling the curves is M. In (a), (b), (d) no; 2 0.5.
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THE OBLIQUELY PROPAGATING
ELECTRON-ACOUSTIC INSTABILITY

R.L. Mace M.A. Hellberg
Plasma Physics Research Institute, Department of Physics,

University of Natal, Durban, South Africa

1. Introduction

The electron-acoustic mode is a normal mode in a plasma with two electron compo.
nents provided the temperature of the hot electron component is much larger than that
of the cold component (Watanabe & Taniuti 1977). The mode may be driven unstable
by a relative drift between the two electron components (Gary 1987) or by a relative
drift between two ion components (Schriver 86 Ashour—Abdalla 1987).

The effect of a magnetic field on the dispersion and growth of the electron—acoustic
instability was investigated by Tokar & Gary (1984) (drifting electrons) and Schriver
and Ashour-Abdalla (1987) (drifting ions). However, in both cases only a restricted
range of the ratio 9 /wc , where DC is the electron gyrofrequency and we is the cold
electron plasma frequency, was investigated.

In this paper we investigate the magnetized electron-acoustic instability over a wide
range of Q,/wc and propagation angles.

2. Basic equations

We consider a magnetized plasma consisting of Maxwellian ions, cold electrons and::
hot electrons. The hot electrons drift with velocity V“ parallel to an external uniform";
magnetic field B, relative to stationary ions and cold electrons. The wavevector k has
components It“ and ki parallel and perpendicular to B, respectively, and tan 0 = (“ll/kit
The most general dispersion relation for linear electrostatic waves in such a plasma can
be written

1+:Ka = 0, (IlH
where

1 w — ku'uofl k2 112 A311)”
K“ = 1+ 0‘ In a

15—:2/‘2 fikllva niooexp( 0% “Z
><Z w — n00. — knvm . (2)

fikllva

The definitions of symbols are as follows: Ag : (Tm/47'rnmez)”2 is the Debye length,
ma : (47rnae2/ma) 1/2 is the plasma frequency, 1)., = (Tat/mm)“2 is the thermal speed,
(la 2 IqIB/mac is the cyclotron frequency, van is the parallel drift speed, of species
a, a = {i,h,c}, In is the modified Bessel function of order n, and Z is the plasm
dispersion function. Temperatures are measured in energy units throughout.
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3, Results

Figure 1 illustrates the effect of magnetization on the dispersion and growth of the
electron-acoustic instability. The resonances at n, and its harmonics which lie belowto“ enrich the spectrum of waves for oblique propagation. For oblique propagation these
resonances give rise to two modes that lie below we : one that has an upper frequencyof 0‘ cos 0 and exhibits an electron—acoustic regime to, : k(nc/n,,)1/2v;. 2 k1)”, at smallwavenumbers (fig. 1(a)), and a. higher frequency mode that behaves like

2
2 we

w“ * 1 + 1 /k2/\i
for large to intermediate wavenumbers, and which connects to a cyclotron harmonic atsmall wavenumbers (fig. 1(b)).

If the plasma is strongly magnetized and the ratio (la/tun > 1 then the dispersionof the magnetized electron-acoustic mode (figure 1(c)) difiers from its unmagnetizedcounterpart only by a factor of cos 0.
Figure 2 shows the threshold v0,” as a function of 0, for the electron-acoustic in-stability, at various values of Qc/wc. At 0 = 0° the threshold is the same as thatfound by Gary (1987) and satisfies v0}, 34 511,. At larger angles, for XL < wt, we findthat maximum growth occurs at two values of k, and hence we have two thresholds,corresponding to an electrostatic electron-cyclotron—like instability (lower threshold as(9 —> 0°) and an electron-acoustic instability. As the ratio fie/wc is increased, so thethreshold drift velocity of the lower frequency electron—acoustic mode decreases, for0° < 6 «<4 60". At fie/L.)c 2 1 the threshold reduces to a single curve corresponding tothe strongly magnetized electron-acoustic instability. This curve has local minima at: 0° and 0 2' 40°. At larger ratios i'le/wc >> 1, the threshold versus 0 curve reduces to”Oh :4 4.71)c for 0 5/ 90° and illustrates the relative insensitivity of the threshold of theitrongly magnetized instability to 0.

In the frequency regime {la/we < 1 we have two competing instabilities: the electron-:yclotron and electron—acoustic instabilities. The former has lower threshold for small (9mt this behaviour is reversed at larger values offl. In figure 3 we illustrate the maximum;rowth rates of the two instabilities at an angle of 20° (21), where the cyclotron-likenstability has lower threshold, and at an angle of 40° (b), where the electron-acousticistability has lower threshold (c.f. figure 2), QC/wc : 0.424. In (a) the electron-yclotron instability has larger maximum growth rate for all ’Uoh. In (b) the electron-coustic instability has larger maximum growth rate only for v0}, ’5 13vc.
Lin et a1. (1985) used particle simulations to investigate the nonlinear develop—ient of the hot electron-driven electron-acoustic instability. They demonstrated that1e electron-acoustic instability saturates by trapping the beam, by trapping the coldectrons, or by forming a plateau on the beam distribution. If the amplitude of theectron—acoustic waves grows large enough for the beam to become trapped, so thatLe beam velocity is confined to values near the threshold value for the electron-acousticstability, and assuming that this eventually leads to saturation of the instability, then,)m our previous discussion, it will not be possible to observe the electron-cyclotron
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instability for small values of 0. In any real physical situation it will be the electron~y
acoustic instability that dominates in this regime. At larger 0 values the electrostatic;
electron—cyclotron instability dominates due to its lower threshold and larger gr0wth‘
rate in this regime. Thus in this sense, the electron-acoustic instability is truly oblique
for [lg/u)c < 1. A further implication of this result is that, in some cone of angles abOut
B, the upper frequency “cut off” of electrostatic noise would be 01¢, which is greater
than the gyrofrequency (It. For larger angles the cut off is ~ 0:.

1n the regime fie/w, > 1 the electron-acoustic instability has lower threshold for all
angles 6 < 90° (figure 2). The upper frequency in this case is N w. which is less than
the gyrofrequency fie [Tokar & Gary, 1984).

4. The hot ion driven instability

In this section we briefly compare the hot electron with the hot ion driven magnetized
instability. The ions now consist of two Maxwellian components: a stationary cold ion
species and a hot ion species that drifts along B with speed v0.15. The electron species
are the same as in §2 but the hot electrons are now stationary. In this model the form
of the electron-acoustic wave has become known as the modified electron-acoustic wave
(Yu & Shukla 1983).

Figure 4 illustrates the threshold of the instability as a function of 0 for two values of
the ratio fie/wt. For the strongly magnetized [QC/we > 1) curve, the threshold is almost
constant with 110;» ~ 4.11),. However, in the case of weak magnetization (De/we < 1), we
observe two instabilities that are related to the modified electron—acoustic instability.
The curve for Sig/wc < 1 with lower threshold drift velocity at 0 2 0" corresponds to
an ion beam-resonant instability (Schriver & Ashour-Abdalla, 1987) for 0 > 0”, and the
other curve corresponds to the weakly-magnetized modified electron-acoustic instability.

The latter instability, has an upper frequency of ~ (1, as does the hot electron-driven
electron-acoustic instability. We note also that in the regime (la/Mc < 1, the modified
electron-acoustic instability has smallest threshold only at intermediate angles 0, as does
the hot electron—driven electron-acoustic instability.
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GENERATION OF EXTRA-ORDINARY MODE RADIATION
BY AN ELECTROSTATIC PUMP IN A
TWO ELECTRON TEMPERATURE PLASMA

SGHHLand ZEHRA HASAN

Department of Physics , Ravishankar University,
Raipur (M.P) INDIA.

There has been a great deal of Interest In the study of the generation
of the electromagnetic radiation in the earth's magnetosphere. Two
types of radio emissions In the range of 10- 80 kHz have been inves-
tigated by the IMP 6 satellite [1] The first is the nonthermal continuum
radiation which at times also displays a banded frequency structure.
The second type of radiation correlates very well with the auroral
kilometrlc radiation. It is also known that an anisotropic flux can drive
instabilities more rapidly than an isotropic one. The topside ionosphere
is presently known to be a major source of hot plasma within the earth’s
magnetosphere because here the warm Ions and electrons exhibit
anisotropic distribution.

In the present paper we have Investigated the role of finite ion
temperature (thermal Ions) on electrostatic plasma Instabllltles driven
by electron temperature anlsotroples In a homogeneous, collisionless,
charge neutral, nonreiativistic plasma which bears zero current. The
problem of radiation emitted by the interaction of upper hybrid waves
(UHW) and low frequency wave propogating perpendicularly to the
magnetic field has been investigated. We have used standard model
[2] with cold lonospheric electrons which is filled with hot magnetos-
pheric electrons and streaming warm ions of ionospheric origin. Thus,
in an earth fixed reference frame our analysis could be helpful In under-
standing the lnteraction of up flowing Ion distribution of lonospheric
origin along auroral field lines and also in the generation of the X mode
radiation.

A finite amplitude es UH pump ls taker/1‘ to be propagating In the x-‘
2 plane In an external magnetic field Bgz.We are lntereste In the
generation of em radiation(wr,_k7)and low frequency wave(wT,kT)by the
pump.The nonlinear Interaction of waves In a magnetoplasma is
governed by the two fluid and Maxwell’s equations.We have considered‘
the dependence of all variables as exp.l(kxx + kz’i-wt)and used perturba-
tlon technique.AIso knz < knx and Enz < Enx where n = 0,r,T. ‘
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.9 —+ —-v —+ —r —-v —v —r- The X mode (wr, kr) with ker, ErlBo and Br/lBoLkr ls ellipti-
cally polarized and so such a wave while propagating into a plasmac”Vamps an es component Erx and an em component Ery, thus becom-
ing partly transverse and partly longitudinal (Ery > Em).But at resonance
the em component Ery of the X mode approaches zero since both its
mas and group velocities approaches zero. On the other hand the escomponent Erx attains a very high value.Thls mode has finite density

perturbations which also contributes to the coupling strength of theump, X mode and the decay wave.The nonlinear interaction of a finiteamplitude UHW (wo,ko) with the low frequency wave (wr,kT) would give
rise to a ngpllnear current which becomes the source of the enhanced Xmode (wnkr) radiation propagating perpendicular to Boz.The wave
equation governing the X mode I the magnetoplasma is 22 E - 41'rgno'xtver = 411%; NL.(l) Here JNL gives the nonlinear electron current
density and is given by

* —> —-—> ——o ——ej—Nl = -e(1/2 nl c vpec+npec VPec) - e(1/2n'*eh vpeh+npeh v'teh)(2)
Where nec,h and ec,h stands for the perturbed electron density and
velocity of the low frequency decay wave for cold and hot electrons
reapectively and Is obtained f om the first order equation of motion.The
electron quiver velocity (v sch) and the electron number density(npec,h) in the field of the pump wave are obtained from the zero orderequation of motion andcontinuity.For the three low frequency es wavesunder consideration BT=O; the expression for electron and ion densityperturbation can be obtained using basic fluid equations governing thewave dynamics.

: ions having a small gyrofrequency respond tothe es fields as an unmagnetlzed species.The generated X mode radia-tion beats with the pump thereby generating a low frequencyponderomotlve force acting on electrons which amplifies the low fre-quency wave.The nonlinear dispersion relation is obtained by substitut-ing Ion and electron density perturbations in Poisson’s equation whichis of the form eT¢T=uT¢o¢ r (3) where GT,¢T and MT are specific foreach low frequency wave.
AJSIQLLThe parallel phase velocity of this wave lies between theion and electron thermal velocity, so the inertialess electrons obey theBoltzmann relation.The ions ove In a plan perpendicular to thg mag-netic fleld.We will get €|c= axes-x9... gxi (4 , t=4moe /Tec,h(5). Xl=Ai/1-3 v2 thi A: (6), where Ai,ec,eh=k 1x/ 1- ci,e+k21z/W1 (7)and MIC = (X30 + xeh)¢pe (8)
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m : The frequency of LHW lies between the electron and Iongyrofrequencles.The magnetized electrons are coupled to the ions bthe spzfe charge potentlal.W get from equation (3) after some algab,CLH= 1-W2piX12-W2pecxe2c- pe Xe2h ( ) MLH=¢pe( Tim-Ly:peBBhE (10) where Bc .h= k21z/1-3V thec,hAec,h(11) Xi2= 1/y 1.3k 1V thi (12), X92,ch=Aec,h/1-3V thec,hA ec,h (13)
Q._EAW_ : In a plasma, with electrons of two distinct temperatures]EAW can propagate. The ions follow a Boltzmann distribution. So weget from Equation (3) €EA=k21-Xl3-W2pecX620- stGZh (14) whereXia=4moe /Ti (15).

: 0n finding out the value ofJNL from (2) for each low frequency wave and substituting It In (1) wewill get the coupled nonllnear dls erslon r latlon as Dx :11 T (15where Dx= r- rc - pe/P[1 + ce WgrP{W2rc?‘k?rJ>-$ e (17))gives the dispersion relation of the X mode.Here P =w r- ce/Wér andMrT is the coupling constant for the X mode and low frequencywave.Slmllarly €T=o will give the dispersion relation of ESICW, LHWand EAW as in (4), ( 9) and (14). u rT represents the coupling constantfor X mode and low frequency wave and varies with each low frequencywave.
9W5 : The growth rate, in the absence of linear damping canbe determined by the expression [3]

2 .36 n, 3 .Dr. = -1. /< s...) —-> amusing some approximations viz, (1)k21x Vzthi >W2pi,W2ci,W21
(2)W209>W2o, w21.w2r.w’-cs (3)W2p8 >ce (4)V2thl >v2men > V2thec-
The final expression after some simplification. for the growth ratecomes out to be

cIim.) m, ”0: "all We‘ll, wlklrkar( 2 2 )71C : —— 2 T + T *2 + %2 up“ +19%“was awowlmznx‘ ”0m Ulheh “c:

ago, J (nae + WWW. — tap/cu (nu/(w; — arms...) + "oi/(w? — 3km...» (k5 ~ w§.k§/<w§ — we»)We: (Mediums (n./(3k$v3..-) + rum/(us. + 3km...) + nah/(W31. + 3km...»

wt:

e130, J01” + ”oh)wlkor/n — Wok1:(nac/(wi! — 3kfzvfzhec) + "all/(“12*3k12flxzhzr.» (‘12— 4""692/7‘1')75A - a ,,(15W0W1k12m3)§("ac/(w35 + 3kizur1t+ "oh/(hm + 3k12:”rzheh))
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Dlscusslon : If we conslder the lone to be cold then we see that
fifl‘fllA-

The grointh rate depends on the parameters llsted In the abstract.Theresonce of even a small fraction of the low temperature electrons can

Injecting hot electrons will lead to enhancement of growth rate.But forthe Ion modes the growth rate can be controlled conslderably by lnlect-mg warm Ions.

low altltudes [1].
The results of the Ian modes should be relevant to the low frequen-cy fluctuatlons In the solar wind and cometary plasmas.The EAW plays

References [1] P.C.Fllbert & P.J.Kellogg J.Geophys.Res., 94 (1989)8867 [2] M.A.Abdalla 8: C.F.Kennel J.Geophys.Res. 83 (l978) 1531[3]R.R.Sharma & V.K.Trlpathl Phys.Rev.B 20 0979) 748[4]D.A.Gurnett &LA. Frank J. Geophys.Fles.82 (1977) 10311
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PROPAGATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES
IN A MODULATED DENSITY PLASMA

IlI Lama/In It} and N. ILIIII'II (+ I

(3’) Im'tum dI' Fixica deI I’ltzmm. ('1 N R.. [FUR/i7‘01‘ll-ITNI5A—(7NR :lnorian‘orz, IlIiIano, Ilaly
I 'l' ) III.YIIIIIIC opp/Ied I’Iryxim, .S'oriel Academy ofSI‘ir'nr‘m', Cor/(i. USSR

As it is known. the interaction of high power electromagnetic (EM) waves 0
relativistic electron beams with a plasma can lead to the onset of a modulation i
stability which develops spatial periodical (or quasi periodical) structures of in
plasma density and of the electric field intensity. '

If the spatial pattein consists of a large number of periods and if the modulatioti
is regular enough then an efficient I‘(’W)II(IIII interaction between an incident EM wav-
and the plasma density modulation can occur depending on its relative amplitude and
on the wavelength of the incoming radiation /lI‘.

An analogous situation can ha ppen when a strong density fluctuation is indueecii
in a plasma under RF heating conditions. Around the plasma resonances the heating
waves become essentially longitudinal and coherent density fluctuations are excited.

In these conditions the resulting density modulation can strongly increase thé
reflectivity of the medium, even at relatively low densities (nn < I1,.,), for EM waves
of particular wavelengths and directions of propagation, leading to a transmitted
power spectrum qualitatively different from the incident one. In the unidimensiona
case (Le. I; M 2/1) the condition for an efficient backscattering is

1
It 2T1127, l:].2.3,..1, (n

where I is the radiation wavelength, A,, is the spatial period of the modulated struc-
ture, Iis an integer.

In general the spatial scale of the inhomogeneity can he of the order or smaller
than the wavelength of the incident radiation, therefore the WKB approximation
cannot be used to study the characteristics of the EM wave propagation. Further-
more, in a periodical medium even if the reflectivity of a single layer is low, when the
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number of periods becomes large. the global reflectivity increases substantially and
the analysis cannot be performed Within a perturbative theory.

The present work/2/ is intended to investigate two main problems:
a) the possibility of computing the transmission coefficient of a single plasma layer

when

I an _[,
n (a: ‘

h) the extension of the analysis to a multilayer structure made up of a succession of
N identical or slightly different plasma slabs

Referring to those physical situations based on a unidimensional scalar wave
equation:

(125(2)2 + Home) : 0, (2)
(1':

ill

with boundary conditions E(zo) = En, E'(zn) = E’, we can go to a vector description
by introducing the functions (Dj l/k(z) [13(2) i % E’(2)] and the vector
Q E (q‘;> , (/> ); eq.(2) becomes ‘

(11(2) : Ptz) ' @lll (3)

where (_D(zn)=gn, 13(2); i/<(z)83+ gk 8“ and (9f (i=l,2,3) are the Pauli
matrices/3L

The solution of eq.(3) can be written in terms of the exponential, time-ordered
operator /4/:

9(3) = @(Z-a'qllznl» (4)

where

own) = Texpflzdz' 13(2)]. (5)

Clearly @(zm) acts as a space propagator from 20 to 2. It is shown that, if 18(2)
is a real function. then the matrix tll) is quasiunitary, i.e. Qll = Q22. Q” : Q2]. Fur-
thermore, if z > z. > 22 > 2“ > 2,, > 20, the total propagator from 20 to 2 can be re-
presented as the ordered product of partial propagators:

4329,20) = @(2.21) 0 @(zl, 22) . @(22, 23) . . @(2”_1,zn)o QB", an), (6)
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This allows to use at each step of integration different approximations for @(zi: Zf‘l)depending on the steepness of spatial gradients in the z-direetion. The COmPUtation
of the propagator relevant to a single plasma layer is accomplished by means ofthe
so called Magnm approximation /5/, which preserves the quasiunitarity of the Opera.
tor at each order of the expansion. It consists of an expansion in stIccessjVe
eommutators where the first terms can be written as follows:

lED(2,zU) = exp[ [2612] [9(21) + % [Zr/z, [21(122[lg(zl), lg(22)] -|— (7)
7n

+ % [2d2,r'(tzzrzd23([flight/3(a), flan] + [[fi(zl),13(zz)], 13(23)])+ J,
' lo 20 20

Finally it is easy to show that the transmission and reflection coefficients for theEM wave crossing the plasma layer can be written as follows:

2
&
Qii

TIE l ,RIE2lzl
, (s)

where R. + Tl = I.

Once the matrix (Mao + (S, 20) is known, the extension to a multilayer structure iseasily performed by introducing the following representation of the propagator:

@(20 + 6, 20) E :3p Q) = expmt’i] + p232 +1533 ) (9)
where the pj components can be determined from the matrix elements Q,,,,.

Therefore the propagator relevant to a succession of N identical layers
(.20 < z < Zn + N5) can he put in the following form

{DNlZo 4' N5. 20) : (10)
= @1[2{,+ N5. Zn + (N 7 Ho] - QIEZO + (N — 1M. Zn + (N — Do] @|(Zn + 5, 20) =

: [@|(Zo + «5‘ an” = export) a),
where the p,» components are the same as in the case of a single layer.

The transmission and reflection coefficient relevant to a uniformly modulated
plasma can be written as follows:



l
TAJ _ 2

cosh2(/Vp) — p_32 sinhZUVp)
P

2 2+ I—p‘ 2’2 sinhZ(N/7) (11)
RN : ’7 2

)
coshZ(N p) — 1—: sinh2(Np)

P
Eq.(lO) shows that, for physical parameters describing the wave-plasma system

such that p is a real quantity, the dependence of TN and RN on the number of periods
N has a monotonic character and can give high values of RM: l). This happens
when the condition (I) is satisfied and is related to the presence offorbidden zones in
the parameter space/6/. The transmission coefficient has been computed for different
kinds of density profiles and the possibility to apply the same techique to a slight non
uniform periodical density structure has been exploited.

This work has been performed in the framework of the scientific cooperation
agreement between the Soviet Academy of Sciences and the Italian National Re-
search Council (CNR).
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LASER WAKEFIELD ACCELERATION IN AN EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD

P. K. Shukla
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It has been proposed that the plasma—based particle acceleration schemes
the plasma beat wave accelerator (PBNA). the plasma wakefield accelerator '
(PWFA) and the laser wakefield accelerator (LHFA), would employ strong
electric field gradients of electron plasma waves that have a phase velocity
of nearly the speed of light. Large amplitude plasma waves could be excited
by the beats of two relatively low power, long pulse laser beams in the
PBHA, by a low energy, high current relativistic electron beam in the PNFA,
and by a short, intense, single frequency laser pulse in the LNFA. In all
these three schemes, a trailing bunch of electrons can then be injected into
accelerating phase of the excited plasma waves, so that the energy can be
transferred from the plasmons to the electrons.

Recent considerations of the laser propagation issues, along with
recent advances in laser technology, indicate that the single frequency,
short pulse LWFA might have advantages over the PBNA and PWFA schemes.
Accordingly, a number of authors[1,2] has focused attention on the calcula-
tion of the electrostatic fields in the LNFA scheme. In the latter concept,
the short pulse, intense laser beam provides both a radial and axial
(with respect to the laser propagation direction) radiation pressure on the
plasma electrons. The radial radiation pressure pushes electrons radially
outward while the front (back) of the laser pulse exerts a forward (back—
ward) force on the electrons. In this sense, the short laser pulse behaves
roughly like a negatively charged macro—particle propagating through the
plasma. The plasma electrons flowing around the laser pulse would then
generate large amplitude plasma waves.

In this paper, we present a three-dimensional calculation for the
electron plasma wave generation by the circularly polarized short laser pulse
propagating along the external magnetic field. Using hydrodynamic and Poisson%
equations we derive a driven plasma wave equation including the perpendicular
ponderomotive potential as well as the time derivative radiation flux in the
longitudinal ponderomotive force. Analytical results for the one-dimensional
(parallel to the guide magnetic field) axial wakefield within and behind
the laser pulse are obtained by choosing a laser pulse profile of the Gaussian
form. It is found that the guide magnetic field has substantial influence
on the maximum electric field gradient of the wakefield.

Consider the nonlinear interaction of a pure electron plasma with a
short, intense right—hand circularly polarized elfictromagnetig (CPEM) wave
packet whose electric field is represented as E = (3+iy)exp(ik-r - im t)+
compl. conj., where 2 and A are the unit vectors in directions perpendicular
to the external magnetic field B 3. {or the CPEM wave propagation along B 5,
the frequency<o and the wave vector =2k are related by the dispersion
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1
lation ”218524. cupid/(u 40;), where mp and o.)c are, respectively, the

Electron plasma and gyrofrequencies.

The field—aligned short CPEM wave packet interacts with background
lasma. As a result, there arises an envelope of high-frequency CPEM waveacket that may propagate at an angle to the external magnetic field. Theradial ponderomotive potential reinforces electron motion in a perpe-ndicular plane, whereas the field—aligned ponderomotive force expels theelectrons along the magnetic field. The multi-dimensionai cold plasma wavedynamics is governed by

at?“ —i- in“???L + no azuz=o, (1)
_’

/\flaunt)”; = % atvii¢+¢pl+$nwczxw¢+¢>pL (2)
a“): = .3“— 814) " F2 I (3)

and 2
Vd) = 4176114 , (4)

where n (n l is the unperturbed (perturbed) electron number density, 7 isthe elegtron fluid velocity, e and m are, respectively, the magnitude of theelectron charg§ and the mass, and q; is the electrostatic potential. The per-pendicular(to ) component of the ponderomotive potential associated with thethe CPEM wave pgcket is

q>p=_ eiEiz/mim—mcf. (5)
The axial ponderomotive force reads

2 2=3 _c 316m _
F1 [ Z wan—<05) t mm(w—w¢) (6)

The second term on the right—hand side of (6) is the time-derivative of the.radiation pressure associated with the CPEM radiation in a magnetized plasma.
Combining (1) to (4), we readily obtain

to: + w2><éiv1+ via?) + “:31Vf]¢={(af+wi)x
Q 1 21 mm. m ’- 2 eiEIl: 37- “ com-um 31.2] + w—w; BtV-Lj mining-we)

(7)
Equation (7) governs the excitation of three—dimensional electron plasmawaves in the presence of the axial and radial ponderomotive forces of theCPEM waves in an external magnetic field. When all the waves are alignedalong the guide magnetic field, then (7) takes the form
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2 '1 km fi‘lalE'l2(at + W) 51¢ = E a, ‘ TimTiu'ciat1m ' (8)0n the other hand, in the limit at « u%,multi—dimensional electron plasmawaves are governed by
22 c.) 2 1 21 '2 km 2[iv +3§Vi>5t + topaz“:=$l[a,———.w(w_°wc)atzj

2
3 w ’ ealEI2t

+ $5 CID—“3c vi} Taiwan—03c) ‘ (9)
For illustrative purposes, we present some specific results for theaxial wake electric field assuming that all the waves are aligned parallelto the external magnetic field. We suppose the excitation process to bestationary in the frame moving with a group velocity (=zv ) of the CPEMpulse. Thus, in a new frame ‘5 :z-vgt, (8) becomes g

1 1 kugw e“iEi2= C 10(a? + he ) q) [12 + (0(w‘wc) maw(w;wc) U; I ( )

where Re: cow/g and Vg=kc /[ (.u + we to; yum—ma]. Equation (to) is solved,giv1ng co
, hi} h); 62 r9; I Iq; = — he[i + —-—3———w(m_wc)] j————Wcow—wow: :l g SMDEJS-EJ].

5 (11)
Let us assume that the electromagnetic pulse envelope is of the form

i EO sin(U'S/l) exp(—r2/2r§), O S E £ 1;
E :

0 , otherwise, (12)
where l is the pulse length and r is the spot size. Then, the profile of the jaxial electrostatic wakefield gen8rated in a pure magnetized electron plasmais given by

RU we 9 QiE f XP —9 3 . 1_ a We oe (/Yo.) . _,Ep' ker1+ WWW] Wamwflwdw:(4“ah1—ELJ)[H5n(ke§/H) tegl
(13)

where H=(k l/2TY) within the laser pulse, 0 s S /l ~é 1, and H21 behind thepulse, 3,g 0. Equation (13) shows that the strength of the wakefield isenhanced in the presence of the external magnetic field.

In order for the LwFA scheme to work, the short laser pulse should beable to propagate without distortion within the plasma. Thus, the laser-driven various parametric instabilities must be suppressed . Therefore, itis instructive to consider the stimulated Raman scattering, the modulationahand the filamentational instabilities in a magnetized plasma. A three-dimensional analysis of these parametric instabilities has yet to be carriedout; although the results for one-dimensional problem are available in the
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literature. In the following,we summarize some results. The maximum growth
rate of the stimulated Raman process (.0. /K >> v h’ where Q and K are,
respectively, the frequency and the wavenumber oi; the low-frequency wave
in an electron plasma, and Vth is the electron thermal velocity) is given by

YR: KU°(GJ¢-3p)1/a/2Aml(w-°Jcll 1 (14)
2.

where v =eE /mw , and A=1+ “amp/7w(w-wc)2. When 1') >>wp and va/c2 >
(oar/w ), we have a reactive quasi-mode as the scatterer. For this 8ase, one
finds the growth rate 2/3

Vv - l[__L_1K2‘2“1‘° 33¢) . (15)
9. _ 2 2 A (03‘ me.) C

For the stimulated Compton regime, we have fl~ Kvth’ and the maximum growth
rate is given by 2 a

0.4 U0 mu)
X; 9.5 A ( 11“,) (03“ we):

The growth rate of the relativistic modulational instability of the CPEM
wave is found to be

v..=(v’c WZK IEOI, (17)g r
2 2 ’ __ 2 4 /_where CrlEc} > K vg/4, Cr—e , and vg- bug/3k.

(16)

0.11m: vg/2m2c4k(w _ we)

To summarize, we have developed a three-dimensional model for the
laser wakefield acceleration in an external magnetic field. Specifically,
we have derived a three—dimensional electron plasma wave equation in the
presence of the radial and axial ponderomotive forces of the CPEM waves.
Choosing the electromagnetic pulse profile to be of the Gaussian form, we
have obtained an expression for the field—aligned wakefield. It is found
that the strength of the latter is enhanced in the presence of the guide
magnetic field. We have also discussed various parametric instabilities
associated with a finite amplitude CPEM wave in a pure electron plasma
with fixed ion background.
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RADIATIVE ENERGY TRANSPORT
IN THERMONUCLEAR PLASMAS

Satish Purl
Max-Planck Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association,

Garching bei Miinchen, Federal Republic of Germany

Electron thermal diffusivity X contributed by the radiative transport of electrostam.
electron-Bernstein wave emission in toroidal geometry is computed via accurate ray tra—
cing using the full hot—plasma dielectric tensor. Enhanced values of x Z 0(.5) are found
to occur for TE ~ 3 x 105°K, n5 ~ 1 X 1021 rrf3 and Bo ~ 10T in atypical Tokamak
geometry. The possibility of similarly enhanced values of X for other parameter ragimes
through the introduction of rotational transform is discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Energetic electrons in a magnetic field are profuse sources of synchrotron radia_

tion. The collective effects in the plasma channel this radiation into cyclotron-harmonic
modes. Using the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation of Planck’s formula, Kirchhofi’s law
generalized to anisotropic media gives the total radiated power density [1,2]

"T = (mg [alkidk = fiTe/kak) -vg(k)dk , (1)
k k

where k is the propagation vector, ki = 3‘ [k] and vg is the group velocity. The integra-
tion extends over all propagating waves that satisfy the hot-plasma. dispersion relation

D(k,w(k,r),r) 2 O. (2)
Steady-state Maxwellian distribution and local—dielectric-tensor description are assu-
med. Since TIT scales as the k-space volume, radiation in a, plasma is dominated by
the large—k electrostatic Bernstein [3] waves. The asymptotic (c —> 00) form of the
classical Us“ = O) Bernstein wave dispersion relation near the nth-harmonic may be
written as

2 w; ma 1
fiwwcw vow: r28.

kin (3)
Differentiating Eq.(3) gives the perpendicular group velocity

_ 6w _ 37r1/G {w—nwc)4/3
'UgL — BkL _ “21/3711/3 wg/awcz/a 12L ~ wgz/awCZ/aTel/z . (4)

Parallel group velocity along the magnetic field is substantially the electron thermal
speed. For finite k“, k; possesses an additional imaginary component in the vicinity of
the harmonics, giving rise to the cyclotron-harmonic absorption/radiation.

Figure 1 shows the fundamental-cyclotron emissivity r}; = nT/s normalized with
respect to the thermal energy density a : (3/2)n5TE as a function of electron tempe-
rature for ne 2 1021 m‘3 and B0 = 10 T. The corresponding 77T 2 0(1) MW m‘a.
Large r]E values imply that a transport of the emitted radiation over a mean square
distance of only < r2 >~ 0(10‘3) m2 would lead to an electron thermal dilfusivity of
X : n, < r2 >~ O(.5).
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RAY- TRACING RESULTS
Determination of X is accomplished through ray tracing in accordance with theWeinberg [4] approach using the dispersion relation (2). The amplitude ofa ray, startingat r0 With the normalized value 1/)(k, r0) = 175(k,ro) dk, at a point r along the ray pathis given by

Mr) =nelk,ro)dkexp —2/ki(r) -dr . (5)
The normalized power deposited by the ray in the plasma in distance Ar equals

2w(r)k;(r) .Ar.
The diffusivity contribution of the ray is

00

x(k) dk = /22/J(r)k,~(r) «drlr -— rolz. (6)
1'0

Integrating over all possible rays, gives the total diffusivity at r0 as

1me) = (2w / we dk . (7)
k

The computational parameters consist of: major torus radius R0 = 3 m, plasma radiusa = 1m, me = 720(1 —-p2), T6 = To(1 —p2)2, no = 1021m‘3, and B0 = 10 T. Rotationaltransform and relativistic corrections are not included.Figure 2 shows the computed results for the case of fundamental cyclotron emis-sion as a function of temperature. The starting position of all the rays is assumed to bethe plasma axis. Since the emission as well as the absorption of the rays occurs near thecyclotron-harmonic layer, the diffusion takes place primarily in the vertical direction
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ROLE OF THE ROTATIONAL TRANSFORM
Despite their considerable import, the foregoing results do not constituverdict on either the magnitude of x or its scaling with respect to T6 because 0approximations and the limitations of the present model. Even the correct sca 'of the k-space in the integration of Eq.(7) presents delicate problems because the ‘tributions to the integral are dominated by regions of k-space where the rays 1mlarge excursions with correspondingly large < r2 > values.
An important source of inaccuracy is the neglect of the rotational transf-Since the magnetic field lines lie parallel to the singular surface, v5,“ plays no partitransport of the emitted radiation away from the singularity. Relying solely on the ,.smaller ugl, the rays emanating from the resonant layer tend to stick to the [83011Introduction of rotational transform would enable the emitted radiation to mOVe ,from the resonant layer along the direction of the magnetic field lines with the 1parallel group velocity component v9“. Equation (4)

one moves away from the resonance. '< 72 > and lead to an enhancement of
plasmas since 119” ~ Tel/2.

As long as the validity of the local dielectric tensor is maintained, thebresonance structure remains intact, although the resonant surfaces are displaCed, -modification requiring the introduction of the poloidal magnetic field compenentbe readily incorporated into the model.
The concept of local dielectric tensor has to be abandoned when dealing with a. . .plasma in toroidal geometry. As a matter of fact, the cyclotron harmonic singulari icease to exist with possibly radical consequences on the electrostatic-wave dispel-relation. Absence of singularities would cause a reduction in kl, thereby giving .,to larger perpendicular group velocities in the neighborhood of the resonances .venhancing the intensity of radiative emission. This may be seen by rewriting Eq.(4the form

te the

6 to: no.) 1 . i
fiwwc k1 r38 I

An elegant prescription for dealing with the non-local dielectric tensor in a large asp 3:1ratio torus has recently been formulated in Ref.[5]. 1.The foregoing conjectures regarding the role of the rotational transform in ra 3.tive transport need to be supported through detailed computations.

129;:

DISCUSSION
These results are of fundamental significance both for thermonuclear fusion ;;search and for the transport of energy across vast reaches of space inhabited by 51'interstellar plasmas. To my knowledge this is the first manifestation of such 3 hi,electron thermal diffusivity which does not invoke either instabilities or non-lineart h"bulence.
Apparently previous attempts at determining radiative contribution to x ha,tended to underestimate its importance. Several reasons may be cited for this oversigliBernstein waves are internally trapped within the plasma (with the exception of!narrow window near the upper-hybrid resonance) and lack the ability to communicwith launching/receiving antennas situated outside in the vacuum region. As such thare of no importance for either electron-cyclotron heating or for plasma diagnostlwhich are the two principal motivations for ray-tracing studies. Thus their potential »: ,.
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instigatOIS of electron thermal diffusivity has evaded detection. Much work, however,
has been dedicated to the radiation and transport caused by the electromagnetic branch
of the ordinary and extraordinary waves. The net transport due to these waves is found
to be insignificant in the context of thermonuclear fusion [2], since the radiation from
these waves originates from a comparatively sparse k-space volume.

Experimentally, the electrostatic-electron-Bernstein wave radiation with normal-
ized energy density of

2 1u, = EWk/dk ~ 0(10—6) , (9)

would escape observation with the current diagnostic techniques.
The difficulties encountered in carrying out ray tracing using the full hot-plasma

dielectric tensor are severe indeed. The choice of the rather restrictive set of parameters
in this paper is due to the somewhat fragile constitution of the computational code.
The origin of the rays has been confined to the torus axis because the absence of sharp
gradients in density and temperature allows computations with larger step sizes. The
program is being improved to enable ray tracing in the outer plasma region to facilitate
study of the variation of x with plasma radius. A more ambitious undertaking that
includes rotational transform effects is also being pursued.

The physical picture of electrostatic rays leaving the resonance, getting reflected
in the region of zero group velocity (upper—hybrid resonance in the present case) and
finally being reabsorbed at the resonant layer, albeit at a different vertical location, is
instructive. The largest contribution to x comes from the weakly damped components
having 2 S g = (w — a/kzvy S 4 since these rays traverse great distances. The
stronger radiation arising near the resonance with g' S 2 makes only a small contribution,
since the waves are absorbed almost immediately after they are emitted. Thus the
effective value of < 7‘2 > for the spectrum pertinent in the present context far exceeds
its average value. The important implication is that radiation contributing strongly to
X is carried over large distances. In fact, from every point in the plasma there is a
well-directed stream of radiation aimed at precise locations well away from the point
of emission. For the case of radiation originating from points other than the median
plane, the contributions to < r2 > are not likely to be symmetrical in the vertical
displacement. Thus it may be improper to treat radiative transport as a diffusive
process. It has aspects that resemble convection; as such, the energy containment time
could be significantly less than that indicated by the diffusivity x.

Only the fundamental cyclotron emission with the upper-hybrid resonance situ—
ated between the fundamental and the first harmonic cyclotron frequency is considered
in this paper. Higher harmonics, no doubt, also have their part to play.

To summarize, the radiative transport of electrostatic Bernstein wave emission
may hold important clues to the understanding of anomalous thermal transport in
magnetoplasmas both in the laboratory and in space.

I am grateful to Prof. R. Wilhelm for his helpful comments.
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NONLINEAR EXCITATION OF P—POLARIZED SURFACE WAVE
IN ANISOTROPIC PLASMA LAYER

Sh. M. Khalil and B. F. Mohamed

Atomic Energy Authority, N.R.C., Plasma Physics Dept,
Cairo — Egypt

Recently. investigation of surface waves and its proper-
ties has been a subject of great interest either fronIthe
theoretical point of view /l—3/ or in connection with some
experiments and applications of plasma devices /4,5/, In
addition, to understand the physics of plasma—wall interact-
ion, laser plasma in vicinity of the critical density surface
particle acceleration, determination of the optical charact-'
eristics of the medium, some phenomena in space and solar
plasmas, we have to deal with surface waves /6,7/.

In case of excitation of surface waves by electromagnet_
ic wave packet /1/, it is shown that, in the linear stage,
independent of its polarization, a wave packet propagating
along a plasma—vacuum boundary can excite surface waves
associated with the boundary in the presence of static magn—
etic field. If the magnetic field is absence /8/, only P—
polarized electromagnetic wave can excite a surface waves.

In the present work, we show that S-polarized electro-
magnetic waves can also excite surface waves in the presence
or absence of magnetic field. In fact, the excitation of
surface wave in our case is due to nonlinear interaction of
two incident S—polarized electromagnetic waves onto a thin
plasma layer and we study the effect of an external time—
dependent magnetic field on these surface waves.

Let us assume that waves propagates in the X—y plan and

the fields does not depend on coordinate z. The external

magnetic field is directed along z—direction and oscillates

with frequency equal to the sum of interacting waves frequen-

cies a)! and (.02 _\_ _/ZL)mf
555”?n é; cum=ag+a32 (1)

We shall consider a thin plasma layer satisfy that the

unperturbed plasma density naflp)equal to zero in the region

OCSO , a linear function of 9C (flu/x)=/‘€ % ) in the region
o\< I‘d , and independent of :1: (@(x):/1é:(pn§f,) in the

region 922.05 . Ion motion is neglected.



We can write the equation of motion fwith combined frequencies a] =(d/r C01 and wavfefinumber k}: ”/7“;53‘ QZGZ(Q_:$J¢ :‘fi‘i E¢5/Z¢X//Z]

or waves oscillates

I9f:; 3T3€6_L SY£2 (2)where, [f6 and [flare the velocity and electric field compon—ants of the generated waves. 007/3 and /7/’G are the velocity andmagnetic field components of the fundamental S-polarizedwaves in the linear approximation. It is in agreement withthat for unmagnetized plasma /9/, since the magnetic field hasno effect on the S-polarized waves in the linear stage. Theonly change is that we have the exact solution for the elect—ric field components in the inhomogeneous plasma region
- g 3/2 K2 1/3 24,3: zg/f J; (3 3‘ J , 54%) fem-2;], <3)2xf’C‘ . L0 2. 137/0 .%: 4‘9 I 96“,: «3—: 2' “3" 41,776 2 g=({/9')A180, reflection coefficient from the plasma layer is:

[:\4—/‘w05 ; A =/9'?r/J;/’47§§%Jé=33 €=Xf£éfa (4)A 1' 08‘ o+ a?” .2: (WM/3M) ; 6% 2052-0.Now, we can derive the following expressions for thegenerated current density components:6 . *- G I G - (.02 —@ I “GJaw/’6 [—fj; :/i(./:rfj, 4:0 (5)x 4414) 2: 7‘1 42 412W; J .2: Zvhere, a} / i U— fl (1)2 _ 9T2 4)i
J” : C [sf/£9 «2‘ fl/xI/j ’ /02 meIt is clear from (5) that the generated waves are of P—olarization. From Maxwell's equations we can obtain theenerated electric field components in teé'ms of H:_c /( 610,36 I _ c /°A/9,y .01: G:=_— A//7’+ ) E _—_—(.;_e /_/’<f '[=01 SH” ‘73,??- ’ X 9 lyax*co;x)m (

5.8:

6)‘2 ‘ A’CSQ: " «w disc-0%0“ d‘. . CThe generated magnetic field ”a can be calculated by)lving the inhomogeneous differential equationS95: #4?- eZ/éfi We) 29x
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lffl—N:—?:)>o ' E(x):—I‘§% LA‘ZC’)+__LZ’Lia/if] _(_c?)2/7(%”we Ce- 42
29;) represents a source term due to: (i) nonlinear effec:s’

(ii) presence of the external magnetic field. Even for

file/{:0 ;/Q{x}750 . At xgo and 12d equation (7) has the
following solutions:

@3699: A90HG——H e +52 7 1&0 (a)
(:3m e_a:, (351/)Hf: gag”?

a/emgfiage/:2]: /x£€9:§,&/0/9C, 9526/ (9)
IL/ and H the amplitudes of the generated magnetic field

components at the boundaries, and £02

=530-‘W 9?; “1) 6°” :50”?g: G“M3.) er- ’Ytééxw‘gf’)
It is clear from (8) and (9) that we obtainedDsolutions

describing a surface waves that decay on both sides of the
boundaries (i.e., at QC=o and CE: ). The first terms on
the R.H.Sa of (8) and (9) are in agreement with that obtained
for unmagnetized plasma /9/, while second terms are due to the
effect of the time dependent magnetic field, which leads in
this case to the amplification of the generated surface waves.

Let us substitute in (7):
6 - :to/1‘4 = 2W7) , 7 a) (10)

where, 657- : f- :5 ,' gro/ : 53') 2,0/

If we look for solution near the cutt—offwlayer, i.e., at
7+0 (162;), we can put equation (7) in the form:

0/2 ( / /7 2 1 _ Rf?)é:)+i_ 5/; / _(/g€+?2)}/{U .. -07 (11)
Accordingly, the exact solution for the magnetic field

components of the generated surface wave in the inhomogeneous
plasma region o\< DCSJ is:

=@Z/W/czw/ygy7—4/y79/9gg7yeégq7) 47¢ w
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if and /Q are the modified Bessel functions of the first and
aecond type, and solution (12) is valid for LEG/$7555.

In conclusion, nonlinear interaction of S—polarized
waves in the presence or absence of external time—dependent
magnetic field leads to the generation of P—polarized surfacewaves- The magnetic field has an amplification effect. It is
also clear from (8), at azgo , the generated surface wave is
associated nith P~polarized electromagnetic wave oscillatesas ege(%%£—I§§6) with amplitude AQ/QEE . In addition, we
obtained an exact solution for the fields of the generated
Surface (12) which different from previous works (e.g., /3,9/)
where the small parameters/.2?z//<<Jand /€§0//<</ are used to
solve equations similar to (7) by the method of successive
approximation. In our case, the obtained solutions are gener-a1, 1.9., it is independent of the relation between the wave-lengths of waves and the plasma layer width.
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NON-LINEAR COUPLING 0F DRIFT MODES IN A QUADRUPOLE

J A Elliott, J C Sandeman and G Y Tessema
Department of Pure and Applied Physics, UMIST, Manchester M60 lQD, UK

ABSTRACT: We report continuing experimental studies of non—linearinteractions of drift waves, with direct evidence of a growth saturationmechanism by transfer of energy to lower frequency modes. Wave launchingexperiments show that the decay rate of drift waves can be stronglyamplitude dependent.

1. INTRODUCTION

The UMIST linear quadrupole is a steady-state device in which Hydrogenplasma is continuously injected axially, at one end, from an externalduoplasmatron source. The system has been described by Phillips et a1(1978) and Daly and Elliott (1982), and consists essentially of two parallelconductors carrying 19,500 A—turns, with current centroids separated by0.31m. The quadrupole is 2m in length. A cross-section of the magneticfield configuration is shown in Figure.l. The system manifests a range ofplasma micro~instabilities, and of these the drift waves particularly havebeen studied in some detail (Carter et a1.,1981). They occur in the shared—flux region, between the separatrix and the critical surface. In thisregion Te: 0.5 eV and n=1015m‘3.

The spontaneously excited drift waves are driven by the ‘dissipativetrapped particle' mechanism, and appear in the frequency band 40 — 60 kHz.They are weakly unstable, with 3/«1 measured to be ~0.l. They propagateparallel to the machine axis, away from the plasma source, with a phasevelocity of ~3 km/s; along the closed magnetic field lines they formstanding waves with nodes at the field maxima. The growth rate is asensitive function of the plasma parameters (Hastie and Taylor 1971), andthe drift modes only appear spontaneously when plasma density, collisionrates, density and temperature gradients are in appropriate ranges.
Also in this region is found a low frequency band (1 — 5 kHz) of flute—like modes. They are fluid-unstable, with g/ul ~l, and wavelength 0.2 —l m. These modes have been shown (Crossley et al 1989a) to play animportant role in the non—linear interaction of the drift modes.
Previous studies (Greb and Rusbridge 1988a,b, Crossley et al 1989a,b)of non-linear interactions between drift modes in this system were performedby measuring the bi—spectra of the intrinsic modes. We have shown (Tessemaet al 1989) that drift waves can be launched from antennae in the plasma

intrinsic modes. The coherence of the launched waves makes their study mucheasier than for the intrinsic modes. Non-linear effects are readilyobservable, and measurable with accuracy, which should greatly facilitatethe testing of theoretical models. The studies give a valuable insightinto the manner in which such drift modes contribute to the dissipation ofthe free energy of confinement, and clearly show that energy loss isinitially by a cascade downwards in frequency among drift modes, mediated by
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coupling with the low frequency flutes. We postulate that the energy isthen dissipated by ion Landau damping, which increases with decreasingfrequenCY until the drift mode cut—off is reached at about 15 kHz, the ionbounce frequency.

2. THE WAVE-LAUNCHING SYSTEM

The observed frequency of the intrinsic drift waves is between 40 and60 kHz, and the wavelength along the direction of propagation is about 60mm. A launching system has been constructed using two flag probes, each 30x 20 mm, aligned with the long dimension along the radius of the vessel, andthe short dimension parallel to the field. The flags are placed at theminimum field points, on opposite sides of the system, and lying on the sameflux tube. The system draws no net current from the plasma; current ispassed from one flag to the other through the plasma by means of anI isolating transformer. In the experiments described, the voltage appliedbetween the flags was sinusoidal, and typically 0 - 5 V peak-to-peak. ThecarresPonding current was 0 — 3 mA. The launching mechanism has beendiscussed in a previous report (Tessema et al 1989).
} The launched waves were detected using a small cylindrical Langmuirprobe, 1mm in diameter and 1mm in length, and biassed to —60 V. The signal‘ from the probe, essentially proportional to the plasma density, was fed to alock-in amplifier, the launching signal being used as the reference. Thelock—in amplifier yielded the wave amplitude and phase relative to thelauncher, as a function of distance. In this way a plot of the spatial wavein the z-direction was obtained.

I If non—linear interactions are occurring in the system, we expect thatthe decay/growth rate will be a function of the launching amplitude as wellas the frequency, and measurements have confirmed this.

3. DRIFT WAVE BLOCKING

We have observed that the presence of the two 3 x 2 cm floating flagprobes in the drift wave region completely prevents the propagation of theintrinsic waves past the flags. Immediately downstream of the flags, theplasma is quiescent for about 3 cm, and then the drift modes begin toreappear. The reason for this stabilising effect is not understood, but itoffers a very powerful means of studying drift wave growth in an unstablebut quiescent plasma. Waves may also be launched into such plasma, from theblocking flags. Figure [2] shows one observation of the spatial re—development of the intrinsic power spectrum. This may be interpreted as thetime development.

The drift peak appears after about 17 pus (i.e.3 cm), and grows to avery sharp peak initially. It subsequently broadens, but only in thedirection of decreasing frequency. This is consistent with the model beingd8veloped, in which the drift wave at frequency to, couples non—linearly witha low frequency flute mode at frequency U. giving rise to a drift mode atthe lower frequency w, - la);-

The drift instability thus appears, as suggested, to saturate bytransfering energy to lower frequencies by coupling with flute modes. The
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rate of re—growth of the drift modes varies markedly with plasma conditions
and is the subject of further study.

'
4. MEASUREMENT OF THE DECAY RATE

Typical wave traces are shown in figure [3]: the "near field" within
one wavelength of the antennae behaves in a complex manner, and we have
taken our data only from the "far field” region. Growth is never obserVed'
even when a wave is launched in the presence of a high amplitude of
intrinsic drift modes. The reason is not yet understood. The decay Constant
is shown in figure [4] as a function of launching current, for three
different frequencies. For small currents, when non-linear effects should
be negligible, the data is not precise enough to reveal any marked
dependence on frequency or amplitude. Above ~0.8 mA, the decay constant
begins to increase with frequency, showing a marked increase at 60 kHz, the
upper limit of the intrinsic drift modes. These results suggest therefore
that the upper cut-off is due to strong damping through some non—linear
process not yet identified, but which may be the cascade process of Crossley
et al (1989a).

saturation: as the launching current increases, 3 increases to a saturation
value which depends on frequency. At 30 kHz, the data indicates that the
damping decreases with increasing amplitude, a result consistent with a n0n~

Knowing the decay rate, it is possible to project the launched wave
back to the origin assuming exponential decay, and calculate the effective
amplitude at the launching flags. Figure [5] shows the results. For
launching currents below 1.7 mA the amplitude is a linear function of
launching current for all frequencies; the availability of a linear
launching mechanism is important for the study of non—linear effects in the
wave phenomena. Above 1.7 mA, the efficiency falls off. The reason for
this is not yet clear, but may reflect the bulk disturbance of plasma
properties by the injection of the drift wave.
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A TWO~DIMENSIONAL COLLISIONLESS MODELOF THE SINGLE~ENDED Q—MACHINE

H. Pedit and S Kuhn

Institute for Theoretical Physics, University oflnnsbruckTechnikerstmsse 25, 1443020 Innsbruck, Austria

1. Introduction and summary. Q—Machines have been around for almost thirty years/1,2/, but it appears that there exist no comprehensive theoretical models taking intoaccount their considerable geometrical and physical complexity with a reasonable degreeof self—consistency. The (one—dimensional) "collisionless plane—diode model", e.g., hasproved useful but its validity is restricted to certain longitudinal phenomena in "s1»ciently" Iow~density machines /3/.
Accordingly, to make progress in the understanding of Q—machines (and, in thelonger run, of bounded plasma systems in general), we find it indispensable to developand stud models that are more realistic with respect to (i) the geometry, (ii) the phys-ics, and iii) the dynamics of these devices. In View of the obvious complexity of such anundertaking, we believe that the most promising strategy is that of limited but still sub—stantial steps of improvement.
In the present work, we develop a two—dimensional slab model for the dc states ofthe low—density single~ended Q~machine /4/ by adding to the (axial) x—Coordinate /3/a y—coordinate that is still cartesian

but simulates the radial coordinate of VT
the cylindrical Q~machine geometry, I 'cyl lndrical' wall te-ew)cf. Fig. l. A uniform magnetic field B Rw Lis applied in the x~direction, and the
plasma is assumed to be sufficiently
rarefied (nP g 108 cm‘3 for typical
Q—machines) to be tractable as colli~
sionless. Both the ions and the elec—
trons leave the emitter with haif Max-
wellian distribution functions corre
sponding to the hot—plate tempera—
ture T, but their emission densities
may be different. All articles reach—ing either the emitter ”hot plate”) orthe collector ("cold plate") are ab
sorbed. The system is specified by
prescribing the following parameters:
axial length L, emitter "radius" Re,
collector ”radius" RC, wall ”radiusll
Rw; emitter potential <1>e E O, collector
potential (DC, wall potential Qw; emit—
ter temperature T, electron emission
density 1180*, ion emission density nioi
(or, equivalently, the ”neutralizationparameter" a E nay/new).
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In what follows, our method of calculating self—consistent collisionless dc states of
above configuration is described, and first numerical results on axial and radial po—

thetial distributions are presented.ten
2 Method of solution. By integrating the Vlasov equation

(%,—+v.v.+§fin(x,i)-vv seem) a gamma = 0 (1)

along the species—a particle trajectory passing through the point (x,v,t), we obtain

fa(X,V,t.) : fa0(XaVa0,ta0) 1 (2)

where (x30,va0,tao) is some previous point on the trajectory, at which la is assumed to be
iven iu the form fag. Tracing the trajectory back in time and defining (Xaoflamtao) as

that point where it first intersects the emitter or some other material boundary (where f
is known to be half Maxwellran or zero, respectively), Eq. (2) enables us to determine
fa(X,V»t)- From this and Poxsson's equation we obtain the system of equations

ua(x,y) = 11;;0 Id3v fa(x,y,v) 2 meta (d3v {30(xo,yo,vo) (a = e,i) (3a,b)

We) = 4151 : i—ornaxi—anitxn (4)
With the boundary conditions

©(0,0SIYISR9) : 0 a ‘1’(O»RB<IYISRW) : (be + (‘I’VF‘I’J (lYl—Rel/(Rw—Re)

@(LOSIYI 5R0) : (Dc a (D(L7RC< |Y| SRw) : (be + (Qw—‘I’Cl (lYI_Rc)/(Rw—Rc) (5)
)3%(x,0) = 0 , @(X,RW) = o,,.

This system is solved numerically by the following iterative scheme: Given an initial
guess for the potential distribution, the particle densities are calculated according to (3),
then from solving (4) a new potential consistent with these densities is obtained, with it
new particle densities are found via (3), etc., until self—consistent potential and density
distributions are reached. Due to the y—symmetry of the problem, the solution need to
be found only in the upper half (y 2 0).
3. Calculating the electron and ion densities. Due to their large mass, ions typically ex-
hibit small velocities and large Larmor radii, so that each ion trajectory is traced back to
its point of emission by direct numerical backward integration of the equation of motion

migg = q,[n(x) + v><B)] . (6)
To this end, velocity space (parametrized by the parallel velocity component vp, the
normal velocity component V“, and the polar angle 17) is discretized. If for some phase
point (x,vp,vn,29) the emission point is located outside the emitter, the ion distribution is
set equal to zero; otherwise, it is set equal to the half Maxwellian emission distribution
function. Summing up over velocity space yields ni(x).

For the electron trajectories, which are typically characterized by fast gyrations
and small Larmor radii, direct trajectory integration would be inappropriate so we sim-
plify matters by using a guiding—center approach. Electron motion is decomposed into a
Larmor gyration and a guidingwenter component:

x=p+R, v=v1+vgc. (7a,b)
Inserting this into the electon equation of motion, expanding the guiding—center velocity
in the form_ 13a 1d EaxB “12a 1d3 news 1
Vac—VP+T2—‘nar£—EVL‘mmn“§r'mar3 " ‘Oiml (8)

(where Q E 4313/1113), and averaging over the gyr0phase we obtain
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<§tgg> 31% = ~§3iit (9a)<Vgc2> v2 =—§17B'(R'Vr)g%2‘g§3 [res-vase?”catering
+ <%-vrx§%vr><%%vr>§%l (9b)(Vgc3> v3 = fig’f‘EQ—rfighgéiyi-vagg + <3%t)<§%t>§§zl , we)where 2“

M) do» = ilmcw) = @(RiJr/il—ngwggilnm (10)0
.denotes the gyrophase average of @(x). On neglecting terms containing V2 Oder derive» 'tives thereof we obtain the following three equations governing the guiding—center mo.tion:

dv1 _ goat
HT — Eml (1121)

v _V‘a2é +162<i>62<13 +3 at (we2* I BEBE WERNER—151:2 WEBEBRRBEyams x a2s_1 626) Mmm! 2] [93+27R72 mg[ {1. 2]] (11b)
1 sq") 1 - a2 «in as <13V3 = Bm2*m[v1mg+vl2m1 . ,3] (11C)

These simplifications are realistic because the main portion of the velocity perpendicularto the magnetic field is already contained in the Larmor motion. Therefore. the normalcomponent of the guiding—center velocity is small as compared to the parallel compdnent.
Now the electron density at some position x can be obtained from (2) by numeri-cally integrating Eqs. (11), superimposing the Larmor motion, and finally summing upover velocity space.

4. Relaxation scheme for solving Poisson's equation. Discretizing Poisson's equation (4)on a two—dimensional grid with variable meshwidths and introducing a relaxation para-meter w (with 0 < w < 2), whose proper choice will accelerate convergence, we obtain.. : _ .. ‘0 bi+1bi . . . i . .(I’lln (1 w)q)ua+ai+1ai+5j+15j [ai+i+ai(a‘¢“‘JafiMéHJn)
FEELS;a;(q’ij+la+bj+1q)ij-ln) + H-J—Mgég ”b [Iii] 7 (12)

where ai and b are the meshwidths in the x» and y—directions, respectively, and (PUBand @114! are the potential values before and after some iteration step. After severalsweeps, Eq. (12) yields a potential distribution consistent with the given charge distribu-tion.
5. Results and discussion. In Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), axial and radial potential distributionsare shown for a configuration characterized by the following parameters: L = 5 mm, Re: RC = 1.5 cm, Rw = 6.5 cm; the = 0, (DC = —3 V, (1% : O; T = 2000 K, 1150* =5.12x108 cm’3, and a = 0.1. For the numerical calculations, the relevant (x,y)—region (0g x g L, 0 g y 3 RW) was discretized by a 17x22 mesh with enhanced x—resolution nearthe emitter and enhanced y—resolution in the plasma—vacuum transition region. Velocityspace was discretized by a 8x9x11 grid for vp, vn and 19, respectively.Since the particular system presented here is among the first ones we have con—
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1 detail, we have chosen it extreme—
- i1 . . . . .

sidefigfl L : 5 mm is unrealistic for eXlstrn
[y s chines but still realizable in principiefi
', a . .

m to minimize computational expense and
50 csentrate on getting our — rather complex —

thod working properly. Starting out from

1nemliuear initial approxnnation to the

tential distribution, the results shown here
poe t pically obtained after 6 iterations.

30h iteration required about 80‘ minutes of
CPU time on the Innsbruck Universuty Cy-

r 840 mainframe computer (electron—dens—
it 7 diStribution 35 min, 10n—densrty distribu-

min, potential distribution 2 min).
The axial potential distribution in the

center of the plasma (y —_~ 0) exhibits a point

of inflection at x 2 1.5 mm. The related po—

tential value ("plasma potential“) 13 (DP ;

--0.76 V, in good agreement with ODe—(dk
mensional theory / 3 / . Radially, the potential
is practically constant near y :_ 0 but Jumps

at the plasmawacuum transition (y 2 Re),
where a radial space—charge double layer ex—

ists due to the combined effects of electron

drift and the vastly different electron and ion
Larmor radii (pa : 7 pm, pi 2 1.87 mm, hence
Pi Fe 2 270). Near the emitter, where most
ions have performed only a fraction of a Lar-
mor gyration, the plasma—vacuum transition

is sharpest. Far from the emitter, where
most electrons cannot get due to the nega—
tive potential, the potential distribution is

solely determined by the ionfiensity distri—
bution and the boundary conditions.

Similar computations for longer sys—
tems and various wall potentials are now uni
der way. We believe that the method out—
lined here is open to various generalizations
(e.g., to collisional plasmas 0r truly cylindri~
cal geometry) and, with appropriate modifi—
cations, applicable to many bounded—plasma
configurations of interest, such as fusion
plasmas near limiters or first walls.

tion 45
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ION—ACOUSTIC EIGENMODES IN A COLLISIONLESS BOUNDED PLASMA

S. Kuhn, N, Schupfer, M.A.M. Santiago,* and A.S. de Assis“

Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of Innsbruck
A—6020 Innsbruck, Austria

*Instituto de Fisica, Universidade Federal Fluminense
24020 Niteroi, RJ, Brazil

1. Introduction and summary. This work is based on the integral—equation method pro-
posed in Ref. /1/ for solving the general linearized perturbation problem for a one—di~
mensional, uniform collisionless plasma with thin sheaths7 bounded by two planar elec-
trodes. In a first, predominantly analytical application /2/, this method was used to ana-
lyze the Pierce diode with a non—trivial external circuit. Here, on the other hand, we ap-
ply the method to ion—acoustic eigenmodes in a oneaiimensional, collisionless bounded
plasma consisting of non—drifting thermal electrons and a cold ion beam propagating
through them. This case is of relevance in the context of both Q— and DP—niachines,
First numerical results include eigenfrequencies and related eigenmode profiles. For the
specific situation considered, these modes turn out to be unstable, but it is concluded
that more investigations are needed to substantiate this finding. A more detailed ac
count will be given elsewhere / 3 / .
2. The collisionless plane—diode model; linearized basic equations. We consider a one—
dimensional diode as shown in Fig. 1, where Lest-hand right-hand
the surfaces of the (ideally conducting) 'DIXI {Sheath Sheath 1
electrodes are located at x = 0 (”leftihand ; ‘ I
electrode”) and x = L (”right— hand elec— / __}i /
trode“), and the far ends of the electrodes le— plasma ”9““
are connected through an external circuit 5 l 1 g,
with specified properties. The intervenin 0 / l ’1 l —>
space (”interelectrode region", ”diode gap" 0 _ / X
is filled with a collisionless plasma consista P 5 1
ing of I15 particle species. The particle g l /
charge and mass of species a (a : I, , / l | fi
115) are denoted by e‘7 and ms, respectively Z: l g l ”a
Figure I. shows the model geometry, with a 3:23:32 3:22:33?
monotonically decreasing equilibrium po— (emitter) (collector)
tential distribution as an example.

Each physical quantity Q involved is eXternal- 1
decomposed in the form lIl—-— circuit

com) : QM + new), (2.1) ' Fig- i
where Q is the (given) timeiindependent, or "equilibrium" part, and Q is the small—am-
plitude perturbation, which is to be calculated. For the equilibrium state we assume a
uniform plasma with two "thin'l sheaths adjacent to the electrodes. This "uniform—plats»
ma, thin—sheath approximation" is of relevance, e.g., for longitudinal modes in a single—
cnded Q—machine at "moderate" values of the interelectrodc bias, whereas for "very
high" values the sheath widths may no longer be negligible /4,5/.

The small—amplitude longitudinal perturbations in the collisionless plane diode
are governed by the following set of equations /l/:
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~a ‘0 . .
6f _ _ if *5 a linearized Vlasov equa—

% + V??? # n10 V [tions ((7 =1, ...,ns) ] (2‘2)
.. ns

33% = “Zea Edv f0 [Poisson's equation] (2.3)
0:1

_ ns
1 (7E xt *0 _ 7 equation of total—
E t + zeafidv v f 7 J9”) ’ [current conservation (2‘4)

U=1

L- , A -
—J dx E(x,t) = Z{je(t)} , [external—circuit equation] 2.5)

0+
115re, 0 oc’ , ~a’ , leftihand article

fi(v>0,t) = f1g(V:L) + 2 Ldv, b1 (V’V ) f1(v ’0 [boundary cgnditionl (2'6)
a’=1

115
_ ~0 , 06’ , ~U’ , ri ht—hand article
{70’0” = f'gw’t) + 2 Edv br (v’v )fr(v ’0 [beigindary colfdition l (2'7)

0’ =1

Where E(x,t) : E(x,t) is the electrostatic field, fax,v,t) :~ [((v) + ffx,v,t) is the velocie
w distribution function of species a, fv v) E df v)/dv; je(t) is the perturbation of the
ekternal—Circuit current density (i.e., o the external—circuit current per unit electrode
area), Z is the (linear) "impedance operator" of the ”extended externaLbcircuit",I (by
which we mean the "real" external circuit plus the two electrode sheaths); {1% and f5 are
externally generated (and, hence explicitly given) perturbations, and the generalized
reflection—coefficient unctions" lir(v>0,v’<0) and bers(v<0,v’>0? essentially represent
the probabilities for a sheath—bound particle of species 0’ with ve ocity v’ to "produce"
a plasma—bound particle of species a with velocity v. Clearly, mv>0,t) and f‘Xv<O,t) are
the perturbations of the distribution functions of the plasmaibound particles at the
sheatheplasma boundaries, and hence may be sloppily referred to as "injection distribu—
tion functions".

Equations (2.2) to (2.7) constitute a complete system of evolution equations (in—
cluding boundary conditions) for the perturbations. In /1/ they have been transformed
into (2+2ns) coupled linear integral equations for the (2+2ns) time Laplace transforms
Kw), E x,w), f1 v>0,w), and fF(v<0,w). These "Laplace—transformed integral equations"
[Eqs 37)—(4O of Ref. /l/] are the basis of our analysis, and their specific form
appropriate to the physical situation considered here (See. 3) will be given in Sec. 4.

3. Special case: ion—acoustic oscillations in the negatively biased single—ended Q—ma—
chine. For Q—machines under a wide range of operating conditions, the sheath regions
are usually far less extended than the plasma region, so that the uniform~plasma, thjni ,
sheath approximation is applicable. Assuming half—Maxwellian emission from the hot
plate (whose temperature is T), the injection distribution functions at the left—hand
plasma boundary are cut—off Maxwellians for both the electrons and the ions /5/ . At the
right—hand boundary plane (x = L), on the other hand, all ions are absorbed, while all
electrons are specularly reflected due to the cold—plate sheath, cf. Fig. l. A quantitative
analysis of this model has been given in Ref. /5/.

In this first approach to the problem, we try to simplify our model as much as
possible, while still keeping the essential physics. In particular, we approximate the elec~
tron velocity distribution function by the "waterbag"

fe(v) = fip[U(v+VSw)—U(v7\78w)] /(2\7€w) (3.1)
with nP the equilibrium plasma density and Vfiv = ,/'(3kT/m) the waterbag cutoff
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velocity, and the ion distribution by the cold beam
fi(v) : up (Xv—vi), (32)

with Vi the ion average velocity For the initial perturbations of the distribution func-
tions we assume

f?(x,v) = 0 and flew) = 5mg) 6(v—vi) , (3.3%)
which, although the simplest possible perturbation, is sufficient to excite all eigenmodes
of the system. Since we do not allow for any externally imposed modulation of particle
injection through the boundary planes, we have that if“ = ffg = r53 = ffg E 0. Most of the
generalized reflection—coefficient functions introduced in Eqs. (2.6 and (2.7) vanish (blei
= biie = b,Bi = b,ie = biee = blii = b,Ii E 0), and the only nontrivial one is

bree(v<0,v’>0) = 5(v+v’) . (34)
Finally, the external circuit is taken to be a short—circuit, which corresponds to 2 s 0,
4. Solving the eigenmode problem by means of the integral—equation method. With the
specifications of Sec. 3, the Laplace-transformed integral equations yield the explicit re
lations

f?(v>0,w) = ii(v>0,w) = ifi(v<0,w) = 0. (4.1“)
and the "reduced" system of coupled integral equations

L- -J dx’E(x’,w) = 0, [external—circuit equation] (4.2)
0+

— k5(x,w)je(w) + E(x,w) + J‘E,(x,[x’] ,w) E( [x’],w)
+ %§(X7[v< 0],,” $05,”) = 1286M) I [Poisson's equation] (4.3)

I ~ / " 1 h ‘-«nvmx M w M + new) = 0’ [restraints] (4.4)
from which the remaining unknowns 32w), E(x,w) and frTv,w) must be determined. Here,
k5 and k3 are known functions, #3 and 3:6 are known x—space operators, and 70,9 is a
known v—space operator. While for the full details of these functions and operators the
reader has to be referred to Refs. /1/ and /3/, we present here, as an example, only the
operator $6:

~ L- _ I -$e(v<0,[x’],w) E([X’],w) =fla+v3nJ dx’ exp (luL—X] new») . (4.5)
2me(vgw)2 0 + vSw

Via appropriate basis—set expansions of all functions and operators involved, Eqs.
(4.2—4) are then transformed into a system of linear algebraic equations for the
w—dependent expansion coefficients, which can be written as the matrix equation

0 LQJT 0T 0 3,.
3(a).a(w)=12(w),wnh an); —k51+J§, 7/0? , no): 128 , no); n . (4.6a—d)

0 see 1 o is
Here, 91 (w) is the "system matrix",k(w) is the vector of known expansion coefficients,
and ii(w) is the vector of unknown expansion coefficients. The formal solution to our per-
turbation problem is obtained by inverting Eq. (4.6a) and performing the inverse La—
place transformation:

na) = I%e'tfi(w) = (fie-m awe-12w) : J§A;e-imtgl%}-i(w), (4.7)
where 9 ’1 is the inverse matrix, A (w) is the adjoint matrix, and D(w) is the



(in). More specifically, one can show that the n—th eigenmode is de
geranium“ “f g
Mid“? : -1 Resn[9‘1(w)-l-i(w) e-im] = —1 [dam/mam] fiat.) e‘l‘“nt (4.8)

u" a} is (he n~th solution of the "eigenfrequency equation"
tere ns MM“) : 0’ (4.9)

R5 denotes the residue at the pole w = w“, and D’(w) E dD(w)/dw.
9n

discussion. Figure 2 shows the first and second eigenmodes for a negative
51R? ed single—ended Qemachine characterized by the following parameters: elec—
1." I”? plasma; interelectrode distance L = 30cm; hot—plate temperature T : 2200 K,

“or 11 emission density new = 1010 cm'3, ion emission density ni0+ = 108 cm-3 (hence

fl M:nzation parameter a z nay/1190* 2 10'2), plasma density up = 2x107 cm'3, plasma

Dentrtial p = #13 V, electron waterbag cutoff velocity vcwe = 2.7x105 cm/s, electron
Wtena frequency wpe : 2.5x108 s‘l, ion~beam velocity v'1 = 2.7x105 cm/s, ion plasma
1313512“), 9,4x105 s'l, external short—circuit. Each of the relevant variable spaces (0 5 x
{mun ( v S vmax, and vmin S v S O) was discretized by a one—dimensional mesh consist—

of j) gridlfltS, and the basis functions were chosen to be square functions whose

1 calization interval essentlally comeldes With one meshwidth.
0 The eigenfrequencies corres ending to the first and second eigenmodes shown in

- ,2 have been found to be an : 3.22p4x104 + 1.5235><103i)S'1 and a); = (6.2512x104 +
66399x102i)s1, respectively. The positive imaginary parts mean that these modes are

uhstable, so that 10n—_ acoust1c turbulence should be expected in the negatively biased
sin ie—ended Q—machme for the parameters consrdcred here. However, we wish to point
out that these results are

still of a preliminary charac-
ter and hence w1ll have to 3

ults and

eh
i

first eigenmode second eigenmode

be checked carefully before
definite conclusions can be
drawn. Forthcoming numeri- A
cal results will include stu— 1 O

dies on how the eigenfre— ,g 0
quencies depend on plasma,
boundary, and external—cir—
cuit parameters / 3/ .
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PLASMA HEATING BY A STRONG MULTIMODE LASER FIELD
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considered. In the first step of the laser plasma interaction, Whencollective instabilities have not yet developed, the main mechanism ofheating is the inverse bremsstrahlung, where electrons absorb energyfrom the electromagnetic field when they collide with ions. The theOry

result is given by a simple analitycal formulalli. Rather completecalculations are also availableili for high radiation intensity for thecase when the laser field is described by the ideal model of a sing1e~mode (SM), purely coherent field. It amounts to say that the fieldfills all the space and that its parameters have well-fixed values. Itis by now well known that very strong fields are never purely coherentand that fluctuations of the electromagnetic field, space and/or timeinhomogeneities may affect significantly the elementary processes ofradiation-matter interaction. A chaotic field is used here and a

and ions in a fully ionized plasma. Numerical calculations areconcerned with the dependence of the energy absorption rate on laserintensity, frequency, and statistics. The multiphoton structure of theenergy absorption is analyzed as well. The approach used here has two

statistical average over all the electron momenta and over thefluctuations of the radiation field. It is assumed that the electron ofmass m and charge ~e interacts with infinitely heavy ions via a staticpotential V(r); the radiation field is taken in the dipoleapproximation and it is described by its vector potential A(t). Forstrong assisting fields, it is appropriate to assume the potential V asa perturbation causing the transition, as in the conventionalscattering theoryizi. The unperturbed initial and final states arestates embedded in the field, that is, the nonrelativistic Volkov waves



xk(r,t)=exp{i k'r} exp{(—i/2mh)ft dr [mug A(r)]2} (1)
labelled by hk,the particle momentum averaged over the field period orstatistics, as required, and normalized in a box of unit volume. Thefirst orderlzl S-Matrix for the transition from the initial momentumhkito the final momentum k is

. . 'I' *51%;):(‘1/1-1) hr; _fT dt fdr k(r,t) V(r) i (2)
with k and Xk. Volkov waves. At any order in the scattering
potential, the radiation field is included exactly. The first ordertransition probability per unit time is

= . 1 (1)2: . 1 T T , " 2P(pi->pf) lair; TIsfi I (Rf; E _dt_dt |V(Q)| x

x exp(-iafij:l dr A(r)} exp{(i/ ht-ci)(t-t’)] (3)

being

2 2 _. . A _ . _ . _ .57=hk7/2m, 7—1,f, eL—A(t)/A(t), Q—ki—kf, py—hky,

G(Q)=(1/h) far V(r) exp{-iQ-r}; afi=(e/mc)éL'Q.‘
In the process of plasma heating the physical quantity of interest isthe energy absorption rate dc/dt, i.e., the energy absorbed per unitvolume and unit time. The ions are assumed to be at rest and randomlydistributed. If the field is fluctuating, what is physically meaningfulis the average over all the possible realizations of the absorptionrate. In the present approach the radiation field is treated exactly,qhatever its time dependence (deterministic or stochastics). In the:ase of a purely coherent field (i.e. a field with well-stabilizedmrameters) no average operations are needed. The energy absorptionate with the appropriate average over all the possible realizations of:he fluctuating assisting field is:

d
- 1 _ . ,_ 9.< I: >FL — < 5 Ni LM. mm for )1 (e 2) P<p p )>FL <4)

dth the maxwellian distribution function f(p) given as
-3 2 2 3f(p)= Ne (2nk) / exp(-p /2k); ff(p) d p =Ne.

k compare our results with those of a monoenergetic and spatiallymllimated beam via the 6-function distribution. The used plasmamrameters are: the electron and ion density Ne= Ni: 1019 cm'3; thedasma temperature T=105 0K. A Ne+++ glass laser is used with photonmergy mn=1.17 eV. The laser is linearly polarized. The laserntensity I, in the coherent field case, or the mean intensity in thehectic field one, is chosen in the range: 2-1075 I s 4‘1016 W/cmz.The Figure shows the total energy absorption rates for both thelectrons distribution functions (curves 1 and 3, or 2 and 4) and for0th the radiation field models (curves 1 and 2, or 3 and 4)as aunccion of the ratio R of the oscillatory velocity of the electrons in



the field and the mean thermal electron velocity in the plasma
R=vosc/VT, 10‘3SRSlS.

In particular the sums over the first 100 contributions are PerfOrmedand these are found to give a good representation of the wholeabsorption rate. For RSI in the case of a monoenergetic beam, theMarcuse effect (negative absorption) is still present (although 1355pronounced) also in the chaotic field case. This effects occurs whenthe electron oscillatory velocity imparted by the field is lower thanthe electron beam velocity, so that the electrons tend to emit photohsto reach the oscillatory velocity of electrons in the laser wave. Inthe monoenergetic and spatially collimated beam model, the SM fieldresults (curve 1) show the typical oscillatory behaviour after theperturbative intensity region with the position of the maximum situatEdat oscillatory velocity values Vosc~ Vi: being Vi the incidentvelocity, while for velocity Vosc>>vi the energy absorption rate islower than the corresponding CH field result (curve 2). Comparingcurves 1 and 3 or curves 2 and 4, it can be noted that the 5-distribu—tion results are, in general, higher than these corresponding to theMaxwellian distribution function. This is due to the well known factthat a monoenergetic electron beam in the parallel direction of thelaser electric field, realizes the most effective interaction with thefield.
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concerning the joint influence of the radiation field and particle

atistics on the absorption rate, the basic result may be stated as
“110“5' For situations when the particle thermal velocity VT is longer

fgan the oscillatory velocity Vosc imparted by the field (VTZVOSC,

clatively weak fields), the absorption rate is only weakly dependent

:fi the radiation statistics. For situations, instead, when Vosc>>VT1

flfiCh occurs for very high intensities, the reverse becomes true: now

the initial particle veloc1ty distribution plays the modest role of a

Velocity spread of an electron beam oscillating at Vosc' In general,

however: for very high intensities (vosc<<vT), the energy absorption

via btemsstrahlung becomes less effective because the high oscillatory

velocity v03c reduces the time available to the electrons for the

interaction with the ions, the ”third body" which makes possible the
exchange of energy between the plasma electrons and the radiation

field. Finally, the relevant physical quantities as functions of field

intensity exhibit in realistic cases, as a rule, a rather smooth

behaviour, Which could be easily fitted to be incorporated in more

realistic modelling of many-particle process.
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TURBULENCE AND FLUCTUATION INDUCED TRANSPORT IN A
DOUBLE PLASMA DEVICE

M.J. Alport, R. Gaunt and G. Wintermeyer

Plasma Physics Research Institute, Department of Physics,
University of Natal, Durban, South Africa.

Introduction

The use of the fixed double probe method1 to obtain the spectral power density
S(w,k) is well known and has been used widely to study edge plasma turbulencg in
tokamaks for example. We have used this technique to analyse the ion beam turbu-
lence in a Double Plasma (DP) device. The implicit assumption when using a double
probe with fixed separation to determine the complete k-spectrum is that a single Eis
present for each frequency. We have demonstrated that this limitation can be relaxed
by translating one probe relative to the other. As an application of this technique, we
have constructed the 5(a), k) diagram for an ion-beam geometry where more than one
mode is present.

Experimental Results

We have used an experimental configuration in which an ion beam of energy 1-60
eV is injected into a background argon plasma parallel to the axis of the DP device.
It is well known2 that for a beam velocity 11,, > 2a,, (c, = ion acoustic velocity), such
a configuration is unstable and the slow beam mode has a positive growth rate as it
propagates down the axis of the device. In addition to the slow beam mode, if a test
wave is launched, two other damped modes (the fast mode and the normal acoustic
mode) can also be seen. We thus have a situation in which more than one mode (A:
vector) is present at a particular frequency. This is of particular relevance to tokamak
edge plasma turbulence measurements where it is very likely that more than one k may
be present at each frequency. A further problem inherent in the two-probe technique
is that it is sensitive to differences (phase, amplitude) in the transfer functions of the
two probe circuits and hence distorts the perceived propagation characteristics of the
waves.

With a. view to overcoming these limitations of the fixed two-probe technique,
a new method has been developed which utilises a number of two-probe measurements
taken at regularly increasing spatial separations. The separation is varied by placing
a reference probe at a fixed axial position, and incrementally moving a second probe
in the axial direction. The frequency spectra obtained from each two-probe measure-
ment are cross-correlated, effectively producing a resultant spectrum S(w, at) which is
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independent of the characteristics of the two probes. Following this, the Ic-components
are obtained by taking the FFT with respect to x for each w to obtain the full discrete
a.enumber-frequency power spectrum, S(w,k). Assuming time stationary data, this
process is analogous to using a. n-probe array, without the latter technique 5 intruswe-
mass or the associated duplication of probes, digitisers etc. . . .

A result obtained in the manner described is shown in the asciometric plot in
Figure 1 with a 220 kHz injected wave. Frequencies below 120 kHz have been zeroed
for clarity. The fast and slow modes are clearly seen at 1: ~27, 5.1 cm . The ion
acoustic mode is not Visible since it is strongly damped. Repeating such measurements
for different injected wave frequencies, and combining the results in a Single contour
diagram gives the plot shown in Figure 2. The solid lines which haveabeeri—fomputed
from the theoretical dispersion relation with E. ~ 4.2 eV, ns = 5.7 x 10 crn , rib/1?: :
0,5 and Ta = 1.5 eV agree fairly closely with the fast and slow modes. This technique
may be easily modified to include complex 14: to describe the growth or damping oflthe
waves as they propagate down the axis by analysing the spatial growth of the various
k—components.
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Figure 1; Axiometric plot of S(w, k) Figure 2: Composite contour plot of S(w,k)with a 220kHz test wave. with injected frequencies of 150, 185, 220,
255, 289 325, 360, 394, 429 and 465 kHz.
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We have also used the standard fixed double probe method to calculate thefluctuation induced cross field transport driven by electrostatic cross field ion acollstic
turbulences. If the beam energy is increased to ~ 40 eV and a perpendicular B-field (1-20G) applied, there is a rather sharp onset of a fairly broad band fluctuation SpectrumFigure 3 shows the FL(w) power spectrum and the coherency 7(a)). Measurement of thetwo dimensional S(w,k) indicate that the turbulence is propagating predominantly inthe axial direction resulting in fluctuation induced transport in the k X B direction

The (spectrally resolved) fluctuation induced particle flux 1" may be measured
directly by calculating the ensemble average < 77.5 > =~ < FLE > /B = < fikd > /B.
This requires the simultaneous measurement of FL and 45 at the same physical locationin addition to a, the phase angle between FL and 45. This can be achieved to a 800d
approximation by performing two measurements to separate the inherent phase differ_
ence a(w) and k(w)d due to the propagation from probe 1 to probe 2. d is the probeseparation. Firstly, probe 1 measuring q; is placed downstream from probe 2 measuring73.. The phase difference between these two signals is Ada = 010.0) + k(w)d. Next, the
probes are exchanged and now the phase difference is A¢z = —a(w) + k(w)d. Thedispersion is then given by k(w) = (A451 + A¢g)/2d and a(w) = (A451 — A¢2)/2d. Theflux I‘ is then calculated“ from

PM = @x/mw)x/étwwwisinoo» (1)
Figure 4 shows a. plot of I‘(w) indicating transport in a hand between 30 and 100 kHz.

The relative importance of classical and anomalous fluctuation driven diffusionin a magnetic field can be accessed using the test particle methods, in which a slow beamof electrons is injected parallel to the weak magnetic field. By modulating the beamand employing lockin amplifier techniques, we have distinguished the test particles from
the background electrons. The diffusion of charged particles produced by the turbulentelectrostatic fluctuations may then be calculated from the spreading of the electronbeam.
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Figure 3: Power spectrum and coherency
as a function of frequency.

Figure 4: Fluctuation driven flux
calculated from Equation 1.
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We have used a. moveable Lari m ' 'g uir probe to obtain the spectral w n '. p0 er (1 17y

Sik) of plasma. fluctuations for a configuration in which more than one mZl‘is

resent at a. particular-frequency. This overcomes the limitations of the fixed 2 b
had as well as the interferometer method where beating between modes canio i:as

met
the wave number and growth rate. We have also directl_ y measured t '

induced E x B transport due to cross-field ion acoustic turbulence he flucmatlon
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RESONANT FOUR-WAVE MIXING AND PHASE CONJUGATION :IN AN UNMAGNETIZED PLASMA

C.W. DOMIER, N C LUHMANN JR , ILA. PEEBLES
Institute of Plasma and Fusion Research, UCLALos Angeles, California 90024 U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION:
In recent years, there has been renewed interest in generating Phase '

have been several theoretical treatises published on the subjectl‘“, but ‘little in the way of experimental results“. We wish to present here a briefreview of the relevant optical mixing and resonant (FWM) formulae, followedby the first detailed measurements of resonant FWM in an unmagnetized plasma.
OPTICAL MIXING THEORY:

A simple two-fluid description suffices to calculate the steady-statedensity response of the plasma to the beating of two electromagnetic waves,The continuity and momentum equations for the two fluid species a - (i,e) are
an”at + V-(nava) - O,

(1)
and "I“(g—t + va-V)va — Eu‘Vnar + max/“Va + qa(E + £VXB), (2)a:

where qa, mm, Tu, na and va are the charge, mass, temperature, density andvelocity respectively. Here, Va is a phenomenological damping constant. These ,equations are to be solved in the presence of two external transverse EMwaves 2
E""(r,t) - Z EJcosacJ-r — wt), (3)3-1

where kJ and cod are the wave vector and frequency.We are looking for a low frequency plasma response to the beating ofwaves 1 and 2, in which R - k1 — k2 and w - W1 — ‘02- We linearize Eqs. (1) and(2) and retain only terms to second order, giving

g“ + n¢V~U + a-va - 0, (4)
‘W .- _ - _Ta - _3a'__ -(1),—(2)and E“ + U W“ uuvrx + manoVna mas (V(vq v“ )t, (5)

where ( )L denotes a time average over high frequency oscillations, U is theplasma drift velocity and val”) is the linear plasma response to the externalfield E”) given by _9
- ( ) ,Va 4 - mugajsmmJ-r — (03:). (6)

Equations (4) and (5) may then be Fourier transformed in both space andtime. Solving for a quasi-neutral response fii =1 {1“ e n we find, in the smallm/M limit, the fractional density response to be given by
a _ (l/2)(m/M)kzv1-v2'no (u — k-U)(w — k‘U — 1:“) — kzZ' (7)where vJ - eEJ/Inw_1 and c,I - [(TB + 'I.‘1)/M]1/z is the ion acoustic speed. Note
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2that at resonance, (to - Irv)2 - kzcI , the fluctuation amplitude reaches a
ximum 0f 2 .ma fix" _ 1111M B ]E1’E2 ’ (8)

no 2111/i mmacI

and lies 90° out of phase with the beating of waves 1 and 2.
The predictions of Eqs. (7) and (8) have been quantitively verified by

experiments done at UCLA involving the optical mixing of two anti-parallel
flAcrowave beamss. Detailed studies were made of the growth and saturation of
the ion acoustic waves driven by this three-wave mixing process. As expected,
the interaction was found to be greatly enhanced when the difference
frequency is tuned to match ion acoustic resonances in the plasma.

poUR—WAVE HIKING THEORY:
In four-wave mixing, a strong pump

wave mixes with a weak signal (or probe) [I],
wave in a nonlinear medium to generate a k ////l l/ k
density modulation or "grating“. A second—2, // 1
strong pump wave scatters from this grating I / / l /
to generate a fourth wave. If the two pump Ill/ll I k3
waves are antiparallel, then the fourth III/ll I V\\.A
wave is phase conjugate to the signal wave. I
Following the approach laid out in [6.7], k4
the equations governing resonant FWM can be
found from the wave equation Figure 1. Four ulvn mixing gum-try.

2[%2+ clv2 + wpz[1 + gosinflt-r — wt)]:|E — o, (9)

where E - E”) + E”) + E‘3)-+ B”). We assume that all EM waves are approximated
by plane waves polarized perpendicular to the intersection plane. We let the
signal frequency (.13 - too + Aw, and assume an anti-Stokes shifted signal (i.e.
Au positive). The conjugate beam will then have a frequency w,‘ - mu -— Au; and
wave vector k‘ =- (k1 + k2 — k3)(l + 2Aw/wo). We note that the phase mismatch
Ak - k1 + k2 — k3 — it, between the four waves is often sufficiently large that
it may not be neglected.

We consider the case where the grating formed by pump 2 and signal wave
3 (and hence also pump 1 and conjugate wave 4) is resonant. We assume the
pump beam intensities to be much stronger than that of the signal and
conjugate beams, so that we may neglect pump depletion. Making the usual
slowly-varying approximations. the steady-state solutions of Eq. (9) are

as . .53 - é E2[ 22 152;, + £12, exp(iAkr)], (10a)

3—? - g E1[ Ezra‘expuAkr) + £11.], (10b)

k n mAw e 2h _ _o _O _ _ _
w ere g 4 nc H u‘ [mac] ' (11)

Note that if the signal wave is Stokes shifted (Aw negative), then the gain
parameter g is replaced with —g.

We consider a uniform plasma extending from 0 to L (or alternatively a
larger plasma within which the pump and signal beams overlap from 0 to L).
Using the boundary condition E‘(0) - {0, the reflectivity is given by

HM. 4—1 <L> _R Ian) M Shawn‘s 2' (12)
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where M - gIEJIZL - gIJL, A - (M1 + M2)/2 + iAkL, and B - 1/2(A2 + M1M2)v2_ Ithe short interaction length limit, AkL < (M1 — M2)/2, and this simplifies to
2R _ 1112 [ exp(Ml + M2) - 1 ] .

II + Izexpflil + M2) (13)
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS:

The experimental studies are performed in a cylindrical plasma chamber(75 cm in diameter by 200 cm long). Inside the chamber are three microwavehorns. Horns 1 and 2 are large aperture horns centered along the chamber axisproviding the two anti-parallel pump beams (s 30 kW/beam) for.the experimentA third horn (signal horn) launches the signal beam (5 1.7 kW) at a 40' tiltwith respect to the pump beams, and collects the conjugate beam. The Pumpwave frequency is 3.24 GHz, and the signal wave frequency can be offset fromthat of the pump wave over a i 20 MHz range to within i 500 Hz. The Pulseduration of each input wave (pump and signal) can be adjusted up to 60 page.with controlled rise- and fall-times from 0.1—10 psec.Much of the power collected by the signal horn is pickup of the Signaland pump beams, arising from beam-spreading effects and reflections from thechamber walls. In order to select the desired phase conjugate reflected (PCR)signal, a microwave source whose frequency lies half-way between that of thepump and signal waves is used for mixing down the signals picked up by thesignal horn. The pump and signal power now at a frequency 0.5Af can then befiltered out, allowing the PCR power at a frequency 1.5Af to be measured.Shown below are sample data taken at resonance (Af - 200 kHz) in a Hydrogenplasma. The ringing in the PCR signal seen at t - O psec arises from thefiltering out of fast risetime pump wave signals.
,. r 1 , u v

hiEA 3a: 7" 53 J .
Q .u I» 5 _D

6 ”z a‘14 I‘
I4.4 w.
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ill 1 A . , .o n a as u so u
(I) Tim. (mac) (1:) Time (unc)Pigun 2. Sample data at. rum-lance (AI - 200 kHz) in I Hydrogen plasma of (a) input signal Nov-tom.and (b) PCR mix-r output signal after hi5h~pus filtering.

At resonanceI the momentum of the ion wave must be matched to themomentum difference between the two optically mixed waves, For any non—zerotilt between the signal and the two anti-parallel pump beams, there are 4possible resonances. Figure 3 displays the resonances which exist for a 40'tilt angle, showing the wavefronts and propagation directions of thecorresponding ion waves. Figure 4 shows the results of difference frequencyscans performed to determine the ion acoustic resonances in (a) Helium and(b) Hydrogen plasmas. Notice that in both cases all A resonances can beclearly seen. Note also the shift in resonant frequency between +’ve and -'Vefrequency space due to a plasma drift along the chamber axis.
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DISCUSSION:
Direct measurements of phase conjugate reflected power have been made in

a resonant FWM microwave-plasma experiment. Work is still ongoing to study
the effects that beam-spreading and beam curvature have on the physics of
resonant M, as well as studying ion-wave saturation and plasma heating
effects which occur under high power conditions.
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KINETIC VORTICES IN MAGNETIZED PLASMAS
A.G.Sitenko, P.P.Sosenko

Earlier 1’2) the quadratic polarization approximation
(QPA) has been suggested for the description of strongly non—
linear low—frequency motions in a magnetized plasma. The es-
sence of this approach is in introduction of the renormaliZed
equations for the nonlinear plasma polarization (or nonlinear
charge density) implying the renormalization of the second-
order nonlinear electric susceptibility. The renormalized
equations make it possible to describe the low—frequency non-
linear oscillations in the broad range of wavelengths and
phase velocities, which includes the kinetic scales of the
order of particle gyroradii and parallel thermal velocities.

We demonstrate within the context of the QPA the exis—
tance of nonlinear structures possessing kinetic characte-
ristic scales. The vortex-like solutions of the renormaliZed
equations are found, and the crucial role of the finite—gy—
roradius effects is established.

1. Sitenko A.G., Sosenko P.P. Aspects of the renorma-
lized statistical theory of plasma turbulence//Sov.—Ital.
Symp. on Math. Problems of Stat. Physics: Abstr. of Contr.
(Lviv, Sept.30—Oct.11, 1985). Kiev: ITP, 1985.P.105-106.

2. Sitenko A.G., Sosenko P.P. Kinetic theory of low-
frequency nonlinear structures in magnetized p1asmas//
1987 ICPP Inv. papers, v.1.P.486-524. Singapore, World
Scientific, 1987.
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ELEKTRON - CYCLOTRON - WAVES IN NON - MAXWELLIAN,
RELATIVISTIC PLASMAS

E. Borie, Kemforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, i.T.P., Fed. Rep. Germany
1:, Maser, E. Rauchle, Institut flir Plasmaforschung der Universitat Stuttgart

7000 Stuttgart 80, Pfaffenwaldring 31, Fed. Rep. Germany

fibgtract: '

The dispersion relation for electromagnetic and electrostatic waves propagating
obliquely to the magnetic field is derived for weakly relativistic plasma using
the dielectric tensor due to Orefice (i ). Numerical examples for the complex
index of refraction are shown for a propagation oblique to the magnetic field
in the frequency range of the first harmonic. For perpendicular propagation
there exist differences in comparison with the results of Robinson (2) especi—
ally in the damping rates of the waves.
The dependence of the dispersion and absorption of temperature, density. fre-
quency and angle of propagation is shown.

The dielectric tensor dispersion relation:

Electromagnetic and electrostatic waves are investigated in the frequency range
of the electron- cyclotron resonance and harmonics. The plasma is described
by the relativistic dielectric tensor due to Orefice (1) for plasmas with relati—
vistic Maxwellian, drifting relativistic Maxwellian or Loss- Cone electron di-

stribution functions. The Loss - Cone distribution functions

flpupn)=nop”2m”p1_2mlexp[—1§u2(Pf+Pfil] (1)

are characterized by the Loss - Cone _ index rn l and Anti - Loss - Cone - index
In H.

There is:

3 ‘V {

n0=m_1i!(_u_2)§(il§2_)ml m” n ‘meocz. (2)2n I‘(mH+1§)' “2'”,

I‘ is the Gamma~ function, men the electron rest mass, TI,2 the electron tem-
perature and the indices J. and II refer to the directions perpendicular and pa—
rallel to the external magnetic field.
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In the dielectric tensor

Llif)
ij=su+(g£—E)2{fiu 11(W2‘w1l1113gl} (3)

W1 and wz are the weights of the drifting Maxwellian and the Loss—Corie-
distribution functions with w1+w2=1 u1,2=meoc z/ee,1/2 with Te“2 the
electron temperatures. p is the electron momentum in m“,- c units,mup! the
electron plasma frequency, F11‘5135311 po~is the electron drift momentum pat
rallel to the magnetic field. The operator H” and further details are described
in (1 l and (3). In Eu the Shkarofsky-functions are expressed by the plasma
dispersion function Z using the recursion relations due to Shlcarofsky (4).
The finite Larmor radius expansion is considered to arbitrary order.
Different solutions of the dispersion relation correspond to different wave mo-
des.

Numerical results:

Ordinary and extraordinary electromagnetic waves and electrostatic Bernstein
waves are investigated for a propagation perpendicular and oblique to the ex—
ternal magnetic field. By relativistic effects the dispersion is greatly influenced
in the frequency range of the electron-cyclotron-resona.nce and their harmo-
nics. additionally new modes appear. Such a new mode of ordinary wave pola—
risation is shown in figs. 1 and 2 with the real part of the index of refraction
Re (n) versus the normalized electron — cyclotron frequency Gee =$ ( wcu= elec—
tron-cyclotron- frequency and u=frequency of the wave).

Two characteristic examples of the dispersion for ordinary waves are shown in
fig. 1 (low density,m =e(cop,_./m)2 =00.8) and in fig. 2 (high density,w e=100l
for perpendicular proppagation ((-3: 900 l. Values for Im(n) are indicatped. The
slow relativistic ordinary wave is weakly damped especially in the frequency
range who)“

For different angles of propagation G the wave characteristics Re(n) and
1min) are given in figs. 3 and 4. Values for Re(n) obtained by Robinson (2)
are indicated in fig. 3. Robinson obtained his results using an approximation to
the dispersion relation.

Electrostatic Bernstein waves are influenced by relativistic effects in the dis-
persion as well as in the polarisation.

In the results described above relativistic Maxwellian distribution functions
were used. Similar investigations with Loss- Cone or Anti— Loss - Cone relati-
vistic distribution functions show a large influence of the Loss— Cone or
Anti-Loss-Cone index on the absorption of the waves.

Therefore the knowledge of the electron distribution function is necessary to
obtain a good agreement between theory and experimental results.
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E31133 captions:

Fig- 1:

Fig. 2:

Fig. 3:

Fig. 4:

Real part of the index of refraction nr= Re (11) versus the electron cyc—
lotron frequency 6ce=f of the slow and fast ordinary wave (O.W.).
Maxwellian distribution function, low density case.
(parameters: 63,, = mg, / (.02 = 0.8, Te= SkeV, G)= 900)

Real part of the index of refraction nr=Re(n) versus the electron eye?
lotron frequency ECE=% of the slow and fast ordinary wave (O.W.).
Maxwellian distribution function, high density case.
(parameters: age = (age / (92 =100, Te =5 keV, ®=900)

Real part of the index of refraction nr=Re(n) versus the normalized
frequency (1)/c for three angles of propagation @=86o,88°,900,
compared with Robinsons results for 6:900 for the fast ordinary war
ve. Maxwellian distribution function, high density case.
(parameters as in fig. 2)

Damping rate nl=lm(n) versus (1)/wee for three angles of propagation
O=86o,880,90O of the fast ordinary wave.
Maxwellian distribution function, high density case.
(parameters as in fig. 2)
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1°“ CYCLOTRON WAVE EXCITATION BY DOUBLE RESONANCE PARAMETRIC
COUPLING

Hamil, T.N. Good, P.J. Paris, F. Skiff+, M. Q. Tran

Centre de Recherches en Physique des Plasmas
Association Euratom — Confederation Suisse
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21, Av. des Bains - CH—1007 Lausanne - Switzerland

Introduction.

The term Double Resonance indicates generally a non—linear coupling
between an electron plasma resonance (in our case, the Upper Hybrid,UH) and
a low frequency eigenmode (typically, in a magnetized plasma, the ion
cyclotron mode) [1]. The modulated parametric decay has been investigated
in the past, both in theory [2] and in experiments [3], mostly in the
acute)“: of plasma heating, in order to decrease the power threshold
I:equired in the case of a monochromatic pump wave. More recently, renewed
interest has been shown in connection with experiments on large scale
modification Of the ionosphere [4] .

In the experiment reported herein, we studied the modulated UH
resonance as an internal antenna for Electrostatic Ion Cyclotron (BIC)
waves. A method for a selective excitation of the Bernstein mode, based on
the choice of the modulation excursion, is proposed.

1.2xperimental set-up and diagnostic apparatus.
The experiment has been performed on the Linear Magnetized Plasma (LMP)

Q-machine [5]. The plasma column has a length of about 470 cm and a
diameter of 5 Cm. The axial B-field is of the order of 0.3 T (f e=8 GHZ,
{cin30 kHz). Densities are of the order of 109—101‘8 cm‘3;
TeETiiEZTiHEOJeV. Sheath acceleration at the hot plate causes a
supersonic ion drift vDEl.2x105 cm/s.

The RF launching system is composed of a high frequency (7—12 GHz)
generator, a Traveling Wave Tube amplifier (20W), and an open waveguide
disposed in the extraordinary mode inside the vacuum chamber and facing the
plasma at a distance of about one cm. The maximum power flux to the plasma
is of the order of 1 w/cmz. A lay-out of the LMP device, with the geometry
of the launching and detection systems, is shown in fig.1.

The diagnostic apparatus, mainly devoted to the study of the ion
features, is based on the technique of Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIE‘)
(6]. Direct information on the ion distribution function and the related
moments (density, ion temperature, drift velocity, etc.) can be obtained.
In the case of collisional pumping of the quantum states, a measurement of
the line intensity ratio for two different transitions enables one to infer
the electron temperature.

2.The monochromatic wave.
We considered an electromagnetic (e.m.) wave in the UH frequency

regime: fUH(r)E (fcez+fpe2(r))1/2 (=fée). when the e.m. wave propagating in
the X—mode across the density profile encounters the UH resonance, its E—
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field enhances in amplitude and tends to become parallel to the Wave

vector. An efficient conversion to the electrostatic Electron Bernstein

Wave (EBW) can then take place. Radial probe measurements confirmed the

presence of these e.s. oscillations (kLpeexP 22X10_q). Streng local

electron heating is produced by the enhanced field at resonance.
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Fig.2:Decay amplitude and '10“

Fig.1:LMP experimental set—up heating effects vs. RF pump

power at resonance (r/a=0),

Along with the linear conversion, non linear parametric effects occur,

when the driving wave is kept at resonance, a signal around fci and its

harmonics is seen on the low frequency fluctuation spectrum. By scaling the

frequency of this signal with the B—field (fdecay=(l+5)xfci, with 5:0.2),
and by measuring perpendicular and parallel wavenumbers, we identified the

decay product to belong to the forward branch of the EICW dispersion

relation. Ion heating has been observed in correspondence to the parametric

decay; the decay amplitude and the increase in Ti are represented as a

function of the RF power in fig.2. A relatively low level for the

instability threshold, buried into the background noise, has to be noticed.

3.Ion wave excitation by modulation of the h.f. resonance.

The central part of our experiment was the study of the effects of the

modulation of the h.f. field, primarily in relation to the possible

excitation of ion oscillations over an extended frequency domain.

When the e.m. wave is frequency modulated (fFM) in the fci range, an

enhancement in the level of the low frequency oscillation (=+15 dB) with

respect to the monochromatic case is observed for different pump powers. A

reduction in the instability threshold can be inferred indirectly.

A first indication of ion wave propagation can be obtained from the

probe signal locked to the FM driver. This signal, reported in fig.3a as a

function of fFM, shows, along with low frequency (drift or "edge") modes

around 10 kHz, a clear response over an entire portion of the first ion

cyclotron harmonic band. To prove that this signal derives effectively from

the h.f. resonance, we fixed fFM=12fci and swept the pump frequency. The
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result is displayed in fig.3b; the signal at {PM
resonant pump frequencies (AfEfUh-fce=50 MHz).

The ion wave characteristics are investigated via LIF. The macroflcopi

interferograms at different modulation frequencies reveal the preSte a:
both the forward and the backward (or Ion Bernstein, IB) branches in the
EIC range. The two modes have comparable amplitudes, for the matm
modulation excursion, in contrast to the usual case of capacitive—am;Enna
excited ion waves, where the coupling efficiency for the Isw is much
smaller than for the fast mode [7]. On a kinetic level, the CIEarefi
signature of an ion wave propagating in a plasma is the presence Qfa
perturbed ion distribution f1(vi,vl|) . In fig.4 we show a tYPical
measurement of f1(vi), for an IBW driven at fFM=l.3fci. Ballistic and freE_
streaming effects, which characterize the plasma perturbation inducEd by
antennas in contact with the plasma [8], are not observable in this Case
The excitation seems to occur only through collective field interaction.

Another important feature of this launching scheme, concerning the
character of the excited e.s. waves, is suggested by simple theoretical
considerations. In the Vlasov equation for ions, a source term can be
introduced in the form of a pressure~gradient driven electric field. The
pressure perturbation can be represented as pl(r,t)=p15(r-ro+Acosm2th
where to is the resonance location, mg the modulation frequency (FM), and A
the radial excursion of the resonant layer; As[dH(r)/dr)'1xm1 (m1 is the
modulation excursion). The Fourier analysis of such a field term will give
a series like Zt(kLA)exp(inw2t). The term of interest is J1(kiA); maximum
efficiency will manifest for a fixed value of the product kiA. So, when
varying A, the corresponding wavenumber should be determined (0:
"influenced") consequently, A linear dependence of li=2nki—1 on the
resonance excursion Ais indeed observed in the experiment (fig.5).

is present only to
r
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O
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Conclusions.
A localized virtual antenna for the excitation of electrostatic waves ’

is created inside the plasma by modulating a resonant e.m. wave in the ‘
Upper Hybrid frequency regime. Wavelength and distribution function
measurements identified the launched modes as EIC waves. A control on
perpendicular wavelengths and a selective excitation of the IB wave can be .
achieved experimentally by acting on the FM modulation parameters. ‘

+Permanent address: Laboratory of Plasma Research, University of Maryland,
College Park, MD 20742.
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Introduction
A general program to study wave—particle interactions and wave-

induced transport in a low temperature, low density, collisionless plasma
has led to the application of an assortment of ion wave launching
schemes. These wave launching techniques include the use of:
capacitively coupled rings at the plasma periphery, inductive coils,
grids immersed in the plasma, and ion wave excitation by modulation of
microwaves (double resonance— see paper presented at this meeting by A.
Fasoli et al). The generated ion waves are either ion acoustic, the
forward and backward (neutralized ion Bernstein) branches of
electrostatic ion cyclotron, and/or ballistic modes.

Our earlier studies have addressed the ion interaction with a single
monochromatic wave, such as ion acceleration by intrinsic stochasticity
induced by interaction with an ion Bernstein mode [1], and ion coordinate
space diffusion constrained by conservation of integrals of the motion in
this deterministic system [2]. In the case of linear ion acoustic wave—
particle interaction, an experimental test ion approach has yielded
direct evidence of phase space orbit perturbations for ions resonant with
the wave phase velocity, demonstrating on the kinetic level the essence
of ion Landau damping [3,4].

We are now turning our attention to the problem of stochastic
interaction with two ion cyclotron modes. A detailed knowledge of the
waves excited by the antenna will allow a selection of mode phase
velocities such that the seperation of wave-particle resonances can be
controlled. In this way, the wave field amplitudes necessary for
reaching the stochasticity threshold can be reduced, in comparison to the
situation with one wave [5].

This paper reviews the wave dispersion characteristics compiled
during the aforementioned wave—particle interaction studies. It will be
seen that the plasma dispersion relation universally determines the wave
response, quite independent of the antenna configuration.

Experimental Apparatus and Methods
The experiments have been conducted in the Linear Magnetized Plasma

[6] device arranged as a 470 cm long Q—machine with variable
nagnetostatic field of 0.1-0.3 Tesla. The 5 cm diameter barium plasma
:an be described by the following parameters: densityzlo9-1010 cm’3
temperatures: Te E Til E ZTi“ E 0.2 eV, ion drift velocity: VD/Vth
and with ion—ion collision length greater than the plasma length.

4:
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Wave features were measured optically via laser induced fluOrescenCe
(LIE), by analysis of the ion dielectric response [7,8]. Through the us
of phase-lock techniques, or spatially localized measurements of the i0“
velocity distribution function synchronous with the wave field, a
component of the perturbed distribution is observed that oscillates
coherently with the wave. Single point detection of the perturbed
distribution, or spatial scanning of the velocity moments of this
distribution yield measurements of wave vector and amplitude. The Superb
velocity, spatial, and temporal resolution (AV/Vth < 1%, AK3 =lmm , At =
l usec) complement the nonperturbative nature of this diagnostic, ‘

The electrostatic antenna consists of l to 4 insulated metal rings
of length = 5 mm, maintained in contact with the plasma edge, and with
variable spacing and phasing to allow an antenna wavelength from 3-13 cm,
The electromagnetic antenna is an inductive coil of 3 cm length and
situated outside the plasma radial boundary with diameter 7 cm. The
planar grid (grid spacing = 2 mm) was kept normal to the plasma column
axis and covered the plasma cross section to ensure plane wave
propagation parallel to the magnetic field.

Experimental Results
The measured wave dispersion relations for propagation perpendicular

and parallel to the magnetic field are summarized in Figs. 1 and 2. A
composite of data points from all wave launching structures is presented
to underline the primacy of the role of the plasma in determining the
wave response. In Fig. 1, one can recognize the resonant feature of the
wave near the cyclotron harmonic frequencies. By comparison with the
theoretical dispersion relation derived for these plasma parameters
(displayed with constant knfor aiding identification), one identifies the
fast,backward branch and slow, forward branch of the electrostatic ion
cyclotron mode.

The parallel dispersion of Fig. 2 shows two readily identifiable
curves. The ion acoustic mode (with theoretical prediction) propagates
with phase velocity equal to the sum of the ion drift and sound speeds.
The fast wave is most likely the electrostatic ion cyclotron mode, since
it exhibits a cutoff at the fundamental cyclotron frequency. Note also
the convergence of the two dispersion curves for large fRF/fci =4—5,
where the ion cyclotron frequency is indicated in the figure. A few
points showing propagation at low frequency and slower phase velocity
than the ion acoustic wave remain as yet unidentified.

By observing the ion density response locally as the excitation
frequency is slowly swept, a coupling efficiency curve is determined for
each antenna configuration as in Fig. 3. In this case, we show the
peaked response at the ion cyclotron frequency and its first harmonic, as
well as a non—zero response for nonresonant frequencies below and between
these values. Our results indicate that there is an evident optimum
spacing for most efficient coupling at each frequency. Still, for a
given frequency, we have observed no wavelength dependence on the type of
antenna or on the electrostatic antenna ring spacing.

The ions responded to grid excitation in two modes: the ion acoustic
waves shown in Fig. 2, and ballistic pseudowaves. The presence of the
pseudowave depended on large excitation amplitude (evgrid/Te > 1), and
could be avoided by limitation of the fluctuating grid voltage. The
spatial evolution of the total time—resolved ion velocity distribution is
presented in Fig. 4, under conditions where the pseudowave response
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dominates. In this 3—D plot, one clearly sees the velocity space
propagation characteristic of ballistic ion bursts accelerated locally at
the grid.

The investigation of two wave launching has been initiated as we
have evaluated the importance of wave—wave interactions on the particle

dynamics. Employing two electrostatic antennas, beat waves have been

Observed that obey the conservation laws for matching parallel wave
numbers and frequencies. The waves beating at the difference frequency

also follow the ion acoustic dispersion relation, as seen in Fig. 2.
In the context of utilizing two antennas to reach stochasticity

conditions, it is important to mention some adverse effects of large
amplitude excitation. For continuous wave operation in this regime, the
electrostatic antenna cuts off the plasma flow beyond it, by some
mechanism not yet well understood. Ions are even reflected axially and
carry a ballistic perturbation upstream, like in the case with the grid.
with only partial plasma cutoff, the downstream plasma profile is
modified, pinching the plasma radially, and enhancing the static radial
electric field and resultant plasma rotation. In a gated RF operation, a
severe transient response reduces the plasma density to zero upstream
tOOr before a new quasi—equilibrium is restored in an ion transit time.

Conclusions
A proper theoretical investigation in support of our data would

involve a two dimensional analysis of the plasma dispersion function. As
shown above, both wavenumbers are changing with frequency. In contrast
to standard assumptions, the parallel wavelength is not fixed by the
antenna structure, and the perpendicular wavelength is not fixed (but
probably influenced by) radial boundary conditions. Thus the dispersion
relation must be solved simultaneously for kl and k”, with frequency as

the independent variable.
The problem of plasma cutoff presents an obvious impediment to

coupling from two antennas seperated axially. Achieving sufficient wave
amplitude for stochasticity studies will isolate the downstream antenna
from the plasma. These adverse effects have motivated a search for other
wave—launching schemes that minimize plasma contact with strong local
antenna electrostatic fields, such as double resonance techniques [9].
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THE SHEATH FORMATION NEAR AN ELECTRON
ABSORBING BOUNDARY

Nikola Jelié, Milan Ceréek and Tomai Gyergyek
J.Stefan Institute, E. Kardelj University of Ljubljana,

Jamoua 39, 61000 Ljubljana, Yugoslavia

INTRODUCTION
The conditions for an ion-rich sheath formation near a negatively biased or floating object

representing a boundary for a plasma were widely investigated from the early days of plasma
physics [1]. However there are less works reported about the conditions for the electron—reach

sheaths forming near an electron drawing boundary. The both cases are important for the edge
plasma investigations in front of a limiter or divertor plate in fusion mashines, as well as in the
probe diagnostics. In our experiments on double layers [2] this problem arises in the context of
a (monotonic) double layer existence conditions as well as for the plasma existence conditions
in the presence of such a double layer or a positively biased anode. In the probe theory it is
convenient to make an analogy between the cases of positive and negative sheath. Such an
analogy implies the critical electron velocity at the plasma electron-reach sheath boundary to
be less then the ion acoustic speed for the finite electron temperature plasma (e.g. [3]). In
the literature concerning the double layers it was recognized that the average electron velocity
for such a case must be larger than the sum of ion acoustic and electron thermal velocity [4].
However, no matter if the distinction between the two cases was made, a common questionable
analogy about the mechanism for the electron drift, being represented by an electron accelerating
electric field in a ”preasheath" region, still remains (e.g.[5]).

The measurements of the drift electron velocity ad in the presence of a double layer show
that the minimum electron velocity required at the low potential side of the double layer could
vary depending on the experimental conditions from ad ~ 0.31mt [6] to ad ~ 1.01m. [7] (where
1m. = m. In the presence of an anode at diFferent potentials the measurements were
performed far from the plasma sheath boundary where the electron drift velocity saturates at
ud ~ 0.4:)“, when the anode becomes positively biased [8]. Due to importance of the value for
the electron drift velocity for the investigations of the of the plasma turbulence observed under
conditions similar to those in our experiments, we try to measure this velocity with and without
the presence of a double layer. Furthermore, we were interested in the origin of such a. drift and
so the detailed shape of the electron velocity distribution was investigated.
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

All measurements were performed in a collisionless cylindrical plasma in a homogeneous
magnetic field Ba = 70 X 10"1 T. (A detailed description of .the experimental conditions could
be found elsewhere [2]) Plasma created by a hot filament source flowed from the source region
along weakly converging magnetic field lines into stainless steel tube region (length 1.20m,
diameter 0.18 m ] making a plasma column (diameter 2cm) terminated by an end plate (anode
of the radius R = 15m). The plasma density, electron and ion temperature and plasma potential
Were 111 ~ 2 X 1015 m's, T“ ~ 22V, Tn ~ 0.leV and 95,, ~ 2V, respectively. The neutral gas
(argon) pressure ranged from p = 4 X 10'1 Pa to 1 Pa.

Increasing the anode bias potential led to an anode current-voltage characteristic which is
plane probe-like up to some critical anode potential where a sharp increase in the anode current
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Figure 1: Probe characteristics taken at different distances from the anode for the Ho
potential with (inserted) the current ratio 0(Vp) .=_ IA/IC (a),
regime (b). The indexes "A” and " + ”
negative electron velocity orientations.

ating anode
and in the current saturation

correspond to the positive, and ”C" and ” — ” to the

is observed, corresponding 3 new plasma formation. The new (anode) plasma at high Plasmapotential was separated from the basic (cathode) plasma by a strong double layer. The positicmof the double layer could be controlled by the external bias voltage, i.e. changing the total anodecurrent [2]. The electron velocity distributions were investigated by the help of an onesided planeprobe. An emissive probe was used for the plasma potential profile measurements.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The first set of measurements was performed for the case when the anode was at the floatingpotential (in, = —12V). The measurements were performed for different axial distances (0.3 —
12 cm) from the anode. The typical probe traces taken at the positions 0.3 and 12c
the anode, are given in the Figure 1~a. Under these conditions the electron distributi
therefore also the probe traces for the probe orientations corresponding the positive and negative
electron velocities ( In and IC) should be identical. The difference in the probe traces Ill and
IC could be interpreted in terms of the shadow effect. This behaviour is more pronounced and
complicated at smaller distances 2 from the anode due to plasma inhomogeneity near boundaries.We characterized this effect by the electron currents ratio 0(Vp,z) E IA/Ic (inserted in Figure
l-a]. The investigations of the shape of the velocity distribution in the floating anode regime
were performed by fitting straight lines to the experimental probe traces in the semilog plot.
This method showed that the electron distributions were maxwellian with a small contribution
due to the primary electrons.

Under the current carrying conditions (q, ~ 10V) the functions 6 obtained in the anodefloating regime were taken into account as the corrections to probe traces I. obtained for
the negative velocity orientations. To investigate the shape of the velocity distribution under
these conditions a more general method of fitting straight lines to the experimental curves
In([+ L) = —2e/kT¢Vp is shown to be applicable in the range of the probe currents Ii, collected
far from the plasma potential. This method is valuable in the cases when there are reasons toexpect shifted (or nonshifted) maxwellian distributions [9]. Under current-carrying conditions
good agreement of the experimental curves with straight lines confirmed the assumption of the
nearly shifted maxwellian distributions.

m from
on‘ and

A comparison of the distributions obtained experimentally by differentiating the previously
corrected probe traces, and by fitting to it the shifted maxwellian, is shown in Figure 2 in velocity
space, for the cases when anode was floating and in the current carrying conditions . The results
of the axial dependence of the velocity distributions corresponding to these conditions are givenin the Figure 3. When a double layer was formed the observed behaviour with respect to the
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Figure 3: Axial dependence of the electron velocity distributions for the floating anode potential
(a) and in the current saturation regime (b)

double layer position was the same as presented for current saturation regime. The calculations
of the electron drift were performed using direct integration method of the experimental velocity
distributions. However for such calculations very close to the anode or the double layer the
electron density was normalized to the ion density as it was confirmed not to suffer of the
shadow effect up to the plasma sheath boundary. We chequed out the results obtained from the
electron velocity distributions at the plasma sheath boundary by the electron drift calculation
based on the electron current continuity with a good agreement, At the distance 3 mm from the
anode we measured ud ~ 0.85m}, while on the low potential side of the double layer (identified
at the point where the ion density has a minimum) it was ad ~ 1.01;”.
DISCUSSION

From Figure 3 it is clear that there are no electrons accelerated towards the anode. The
emitting probe measurements have not given any indication about an electron accelerating
stationary electric field. Therefore we conclude that an electron accelerating preasheath can not
ensure fulfillment of the theoretical requirement for the minimum electron velocity necessary
for a monotonic negative sheath or a double layer formation, at least in the cases when the ion
temperature is much less from that of the electrons. Instead of that an electron drift could be
provided by the mechanism of the electron absorption at the anode (or high potential plasma
when a double layer is present). To shed more light on the nature of such a drift we performed
the standard analysis for the formation of a monotonic negative sheath. The generalized Bohm
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criterion for this case must hold at the plasma-sheath boundary:

d .EV“ n.)50
(1)If the electron velocity distribution is supposed as a nonshifted maxwellian wTC and the electron mass m;, truncated at some finite velocity Her, and the ioas a fluid with finite temperature T; << T5, the criterion 1 becomes:

ith a temperaturens are represented

uh ex meufr 1— erf u" > 1 LT"x/2—kT-e7m. 9 k2". \/—2kT-,7m: - «F T. (2)
(providing the anode potential is sufficiently high to reflect all ions). Here n, represents theadiabatic constant for ions. Due to small temperature ratio this expression could be reduced to-

) Pkg]? c

u" ‘ FT—c "T, (3)
For such a nearly half—maxwellian distribution it is straightforward to show that the flVerageelectron velocity must satisfy the condition ud > 1.321;”, where these velocities are the aver-ageof a half-maxwellian.

However, our experimental distributions are not truncated but rather relaxed, probablydue to streaming instabilities which could be excited by such distributions [10]. Therefore thetruncated velocity distribution could be treated only as an initial conditionsheath formation. To obtain a criterion applicable to more realistic conditioabout the truncated distribution as well as about the laminar nature of the negative Sheathand double layer must be relaxed. This could be done, supposing that in this situation a. non-stationary velocity distribution in a fluctuating electric field establishes and which preservesthe current continuity and the total particle energy of the initial distribution. Then the gener.alized Bohm criterion must be modified to include the time-averaged fluctuating electric fieldpressure at plasma sheath boundary, calculated as a free energy released in the transition fromhalf-maxwellian to the shifted maxwellian. Such a model is expected to give the somewhat lesssevere requirements for the electron drift at the plasma sheath boundary, in better agreementwith experimental results. This work is in progress.
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KINETIC DESCRIPTION OF NONEQUILIBRIUM PLASMA
FLUCTUATIONS

O.D.Kocherga

Institute for Theoretical Physics, Kiev, USSR

“The general statistical approach is applide to derive

a nonlinear equation for the stationary spectra of electro—
magnetic field fluctuations in a nonequilibrium plasma

including third—order terms with respect to the field
intensity. The collision term and incoherent fluctuation
gources associated with the stochastic motion of individual

charged particles are involved into consideration consis—
tently. A nonlinear dispersion equation for nonequilibrium
plasmas is obtained and the nonlinear eigenfrequency shift
is expressed in terms of the renormalized dielectric per—

mittivity. This allows one to take into account both quasi-

linear diffusion and particle collisions. The nonlinear

shift of one—dimensional Langmuir oscillations in a strongly
nonequilibrium cold plasma is shown to be not equal to zero.

The formalism of multiple time scale approximations
enables one to consider time evolution of fluctuation
spectra. Kinetic equations for waves are derived for the
cases of three— and four—wave resonances. These are
suitable for the study of the mutual effect of resonant and
nonresonant phenomena.

Resonance wave interactions are shown to be influenced
by nonresonant wave processes as well as by wave—particle
interactions and particle collisions. The nonlinear wave

damping and cross—sections of wave scattering and transfor—
mation by plasma fluctuations are shown to be different
under the conditions of three— and four-wave resonances.
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ON THE ROLE OF ANOMALOUS RESISTIVITY IN A DYNAMICS
OF PLASMA SWITCHING

J.L.Ka1da, e;§;glflg§gg; A.A.Sevastyanov

I.V.Kurchatov Institute 0+ Atomic Energy,

123182, Moscow, USSR

High-current plasma diodes are considered now in a problEm of

plasma switching [1-3]. The switching scenario admits the MHD

. The most popular EFDSinn

model [4] corresponds to the vacuum diode approximation a « C/w

framework if the space scale a » c/m

Some intermediate region in a broad range of parameters

c/w . » a » c/wpi pe
VA,CS « j/ne « “Te’vfie (U

is adequate to the limits of applicability of EMH i.e. electron
magnetohydrodynamics [5]. In a plasma diode EMH describeS
so—called conductivity phase E1].The real physical switching may

be achieved already at this stage, at any rate, it corresponds to

the magnetic field penetration into a gap.

The model of the diode geometry is presented in Fig 1. The

mechanism of the field penetration was proposed in [5,6]. It turns

out to be non—diffusional, based on the BUrgers equation
2 ,2 2SB/at + (u/ZJGB /82 = 0a 3/32

Brz,t)z =0=Bo’ B(z,t)

(2)

t =0=Bvr1 — 9(2)], 0 =c2/4no, n =(c/4fie)Vn_l
Its solution looks like the shock wave:

=(Bo/2)[1 *th(uBO/4D)(z —Vt)], V =nBo/2 (3)

The result (3) has been obtained in the assumptions 0 =const

and P =P(n). Let us note however that condition (1)

ponds to the excitation of

just corres-

the ion—acoustic instability providing

the anomalous resistivity. It may be taken into account within the

framework of hydrodynamics in Sagdeev‘s form:

aan=(w/4n)(vTe/u), u =J/ne

Assume the diode plasma to be cold (e.g., due to the

(4)

thermal

losses). Instead of Eq.(2) one can obtain using (4):

aB/at + xBaB/az = AlaB/azlaB/az
A =(4n)3/2 lc3/n22P1/2

of E

& ~
p13

fie

Res

and

de

ou

oi

sw

de
5

n
+

u.
U
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The result looks simple enough:

3 =(Bo/2)[1 —sinn(z —Vt)6_11, é =n(A/n)ll2, V =nBo/2 (5)

arg(sin¢) e E-n/2,+fl/23

The width of the "shock" front (5) exceeds those for the case

of Coulomb resistance 6 :q -éq/é =270n3/2A97/2|n/Vn[1/2n5/2B 7’2 (.5)o
E.g., taking n N 1013cm 3, In/a ~ 1cm, Bo” ZOKGs, one has

6 ~ 0.5cm » éq and only by Ba" 20 Gs 6 N éq” 10'2cm. Then assume

plasma to be hot taking into account the turbulent heating. So the

field dynamics is conditioned by the effect Vn x V(P + 32/Bn).

Respectively, the fundamental syzstem of equations is the following

aB/at + (c/e)[V(P+82Ian) ,Vn 1] = ~crotj/o
—>

arc P + lan) = div(c P v + S) (7)
-> V —> P e -'- __12—>
S = (c/4rrcy)jXByez + (c/4ne)(BP/Bz)8yex + (4n) B ve

Two first integrals result from the system (7): V = yxBo/Z

and s) = 82(z)/Bncv. As for the width of the front, it may be

described by the formula (6) again. The shape of the front turns

out to coinside with the KDV soliton (or, more exactly, one half

0+ it):
Vt, B = BIf 2 a

If 2 Z Vt, B = Bach 2Erwpe/c)(V/c)1/2(2cv)1/4(z ~ Vt)]

If however the diode gap d S 6, the penetration of the

IA

magnetic field is purely diffusional.

Anomalous resistivity is allowed to be the main reason of

switching by itself. The condition (1) shows that, while

decreasing of plasma density, the "vacuum" limit is being achieved

simultaneously with the threshold of the Buneman instability

j N nevTe. The latter at the non-linear stage leads to the

formation of double sheets. This critical point may have been

coming in owing to both EMH dynamics and/or overheating (when the

magnetic field does not play any essential role). Assume formula

(4) to remain still valid, but the external magnetic field to be

applied to the diode strong enough for the crossing the electrodes

by the net field line. The basic system of equations
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__
aV/dt + VnT = 0_. e

an/Bt + div (nv) = O (B)—> ' —> 2n(uV)T - (r - 1)T(uV}n = j 4nu/w
may be reduced in this case to the l—d:

peuTe

n(H/l)(6V/6t + vav/ax) + 6(a:)/6x = 0
Bn/at + aaJIBx = O (9)nv2 = [nay/2n3(1—r)/2 v3 + (3/2)(y—i)r4n/IJI/2(j2/e)n3’/P xTe 0 —3-/2 02/3x I: n(:) r df]

no = n(x)x=0, v0 = VTE(X)X=0.
The stationary solution of (9)

. 2n — noexp[(J/novo) (x/rDe(0))(1—r)lyJ
cannot be realised within a reasonable range of parameters becausecondition (1) breaks and Buneman instability joins the game. The
time~dependent solution of the linearized system (9)

&n(t) = — 0.67 (l/M)[(r—1)n-1l2j2/eJ2/3x_4/3t2
2x ) rDe(0)(vo/u)

reveals the swift decrease of plasma density close to the cathode
~ (Ml-)I/Zw;: the system pene—trates the Buneman threshold and then formation of the double

(Fig.2). During the time interval T

sheet occurs in a time T N w;:. This sheet turns out to be locatedin a cathode region, its space scale is of the order of c/wpe.
Thus we can see the anomalous resistivity in a broad range ofplasma density and/or current velocity values does condition bothcurrent penetration into the PEOS gap and probably the mechanismof the switching.
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KINETIC THEORY 0N ALFVEN SULITIONS IN HOLLISIUNAL PLASMAS

PAN Chuan—Hong QIU Xian—Ming IAN Guangifle
(Southwestern Institute of Physics,P.0_Box 15,Leshan,Sichuan,P_R_China)

ABSTRACT In kinetic theory frame we have studied numerically the Aliven
wave nonlinear propagation in collisional plasmas, and observed that an
initial solitary wave packet undergoes viscosity and damps becauSe of
both the collision effect and nonlinear Landau damping,

1. BASIC EQUATIONS We are now dealing with the following system.the plasma
is homogeneous and includes only two components, electron and ion; the d.c_
magnetic field, _B'., , is constant and directs along 2 axis; a parallel Alfven
wave propagates in the direction of in , Under the conditions considered
here, we have a/ax: a/ayzfl and a/azqtl] when spatial differential operator
acts on_the wave field—quantities.

Each component of the plasma is described by its own Boltzmann’s equation.
We take the form of

i : [9 + r; , (1)
to express the distribution function. Where I9 is the part independent on é, and

lg, the oscillations on 5. Substituting expression (1) into Boltzmann's
equation, we obtain

—”r9 + s, : (——), (2)it at
atE 1 aig qi,

: ~{Q vi(b, cosfi-b,sin§) — + [(— —§2 vzby)cos§
a: Q 3v, n

q _ at, d0 at
+(—+sbx)51n§]——+ ¥Tg+S;_(_)g} (3)m avl [it at

where we have dropped the subscript indicating particle species and written
the velocity variable as V1V12+VL (icoséflsiné ) , i is the angle in the
transversal velocity space, QEqB/m the gyro—frequency, q and m are the

electric charge and less respectively, "£1t the wave electric field.

B : than? = Bo (b,2+by§) the wave magnetic field, 59 and S; have the sale
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meaning as f9 and fg for the quantity
N

aft q q aft
SEQvl(bycos§—bxsin§ )—— +[(——— —Q U zby)cos§+(— +Qv1bx)sin§ ]—

av, :11 m an

1 q . q 3f;
— —[(— —sby)51n§—(# +shx)cos§]—, (4)

vl m m afi

Similarly, (Bf/at) : (Bf/at) 9+ (at/at) g the collision term In this paper

we take a FokkeriPlanck operator, which conserves momentum and energy,

In fact, Both f9 and fg include two parts, one is the pure response to

the incident wave (without a collision term) and the other is related to

collision. Taking the equilibrum distribution to be a Maxwellian, we have

fnz+fm+f9 , f;:f'€+fvg, Here t'M indicates Maxwellian, f':f;+f'é the response

to the incident wave, and
N ~ ~r : f9 + fE (5)

the perturbation distribution function due to collision.

Making use of the Fourier series expansion for f'é , f1 and (Bf/at) 5 ,

{2:21 (A: cos n§+B: sin n§ ) , fig :2 (En cos n§+ en sin n§ ) , (Bf/at) g:

2 ([3,. cos n§+iJn sin n§ ) , we found that only the first order of oscilla-

tions on f, are essential to our problem, Integrating over g by parts, the

current components, j,‘ and j, , can be reduced to

1 N
”-z—Eqidv vl(A‘,‘+ti,). (6)

1 ~
j“: — 243:15:” “(117+ 8.), 1y—

In which the collisional contribution has been taken into account, and the

conservation relations have beenused here.

Using the Fourier series expansion, 59 can be found from Eq. (4) , We can

also calculate (at/at) g and C” 1],, by Sustituting f0 : fIn and f: f: +

Z (Kncosn§+,§nsinn§) into the Fokker—Planck operator. After that the func—

tions f; and f; are determined. Both AyEAT+K1 and 315834311 can be finally

obtained from Eq.(3). Finishing the integrating over velocity space and

neglicting the displaeement current, we obtain from Ampere’s law that
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ab, 52_ +17b, + 2(by+by(b§+b3)<1—e+6imp—hen
at an an?
ab, (7———-+ibn-43{ )bfibnb9b0(l-B+fiu)}-H-2:M:Uat an 2

Here we have token the approximations E,(:V/cBy and Ey:—V/cBHVis the Charge.

teristic speed of Alfven wave v2: 13% Anna (mime) .n is the dimensionless
distance along the d.e.nagnetic field, and 1 the dimensionless n"

variable, They are introduced by means of Baez—>14 3/31] , a/ 31"“3/61,
where L and w are, respetively, the Characteristic length and frequency
of Alfven wave, [3 the ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic pressure,

p. 51/2 (1/RiA1/Re) t3, l/RjEm/QJ' the ratio of Alfven wave characteristic
frequency to particle gyro-frequency and

fish; v i a i/§2;+mgv aoi e/§L)/(tiii+ii,)
fidzdfl nU/BS[T1W(§ ,)+T,W( t e)],

a yERj/flflfdv [1+ (vi/kvg) /V2:I fl”, W(§1)2 (2n ) “2].d X EXp(-x2,2)

/(x—t, j) the dispersion function, 4:, JEV/Jfi the ratio of Alfven wave "
charactenistic velocity to particle thermal speed, Other quantities are
conventional.

From Eqs. (7), we get

' a -6 2 - 82
-1(i+v)¢i+1—{¢=l1+l¢tl (g-ilmfiMH u—¢r~ (8)

at an an2
Where ¢1Ebyiibx , gene-Reed .

In Eq, (n) the terms including 37 and Iain indicate the collision ‘
viscosity and the nonlinear Landau damping respectively. This shows us that
the system here is dissipative. So that it is no longer to find a
stationary soliton—like solution.

2. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Dropping the collisional term and the nonlinear Landau damping, we can 3‘

reduce equation (8) to that Spengler el al_studied in Ref, [1] as long ass
replacing g by 1/4(l-fl). In Ref_[1] Spengler et at, adopt the

pseudo—potential methodm and found the solution in the form of i
i9(‘1. 1)¢:u (n t T ) 9 They pointed out that both (in and ¢_ have two
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soliwns' a super‘Alfvenic soliton, and the one with vE<1(vl is envelope

speed of Alfven wave—packet). From Ref, [1], the super—Alfvenic soliton can

be reduced to a simple form

/vE—1 . x T fi-l x
¢;“P": HNChXHW’ZexNiIl- + — -3tg“(—~th—)i}

g 2 2 2 2

Here vI is the envelope speed.XE (vi—1)/p [n —vt-r) ] _TE [ (v!—1)'/p.] 1: i,

1' is the time measured in the frame loving with the wave—packet.

We now consider that a wave—packet shown above exists initially in the

plasma at tzfl, and investigate numerically its time evolution for non—zero

values of 3 and imfld . To do this, we adopt the variables X and T instead

of q and ‘L’, and make a trant‘orm $101 , 1: ) -> [ (vs-1) /g] ”24) 1(X,T).

Equation (8) can be rewritlen as

1(3— +m¢t+ifil4>t[-1+l¢t\2(1-in>1}i 32m :0
at ax 3X2

"here Ca? u/(vE—l)2 , Dsla/g .

The equation was discretized according to [hank—Nicholson schel_ The

numerical results show us that the initial wave—packet uncergoes viscosity

and danps because of both the collision effect and nonlinear Landau damping,

Our numerical results include both the i— -— V
i

¢+ and ‘11,. We illustrate here the “'ST “3-0

time evolution of |¢_| in the figure 0.

for 020.08 and D:[] we see that the 0.5+ 756.0

envelope damps obviously as T increases. 1 ‘ j
—o.o .

We have also obtained the results for "3 T }

[3:0 and 0:0.08, and found that the 505T r=4.o
‘9-

envelope can exist fora longer time—G'Li"__n

than the preceding case. So we can

conclude that nonlinear Landau damping

is a weak damping-effect comparing with

the collision one, Mi r=o.o

J.— D

[1.] S.R.Spangler et 31., ”team ta.27.193(]982)

[2i] P.J.Hanaen and D.RiNicholson, am.J.taid7v769(197E),
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ION—ACOUSTIC RAREFACTIVE SOLITON IN Two—ELECTRON TEMPERAT uPLASMA RE

V.K. Sayal and S.R. Sharma

Department of Physics, University of Rajasthan,
Jaipur — 302004 (INDIA)

1. Introduction
The Ion-acoustic rarefactive soliton (IARS) in a

two—electron temperature plasma with cold ions has been
investigated theoretically using fluid model [1,2]. It has been
found that only for certain temperature and density ratios of
the cold and hot electron components IARS exists. Howevar,
experimental study of IARS shoves that there is a discrepancy
between theoretical predictions and experimental observations.
Specifically experimental results show that the relationship
between Mach number and amplitude of the IARS is not a linear
one. Experimentally observed width of the IARS is much smaller
than that predicted by theory. It seems that the fluid mldel is
not suitable to explain quantitatively the propagation
characteristics of the IARS.

In this paper we have tried to explain the propagation
characteristice of the IARS assuming that reflected electrons
also play the crucial role. Section 2 deals with the
formulation of the problem. Conclusions are drawn in section 3.

2. Formulation of the Problem
Ue consider a plasma consisting of cold ions, two electron

components having different temperatures TC and Tr. Since ions
1

are cold therefore the dynamics of the ions is determined by
fluid equations i.e.

6N a _ .3? + 5; (Nu) — 0 (i)

du Bu _ _ e 8p
fi+ufi ‘ 51H ‘2)
The distribution function for free and refleced cold (not)

electrons can be described in the following form which are the
steady state solution of Vlasov equation [4].

for free electrons i.e. v2 > 2 E (W +¢J
111 m E

/2 e 2 .
exp(- 2T (V0 i (v ~ 2 E (w + w)

5 e

1/2_ e l 2
s _ As “05 (2nT ) ) )s

2 E [3.a)
for reflected electrons i.e. v S 2 E (w +p)
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me 1/2 me 2 2 e
Est = As “03 (igfg) exp(- 7T; (VO + fls(V — 2 Eetw + F))))

L3.b)
where e = c (h) corresponds to cold (hot) component. noe'Te are

unperturbed density, temperature of the electrons, fig is an

arbitrary number (20) associated with reflected electrons. AS

is normalization fator. V0 is the velocity of perturbation. w

is amplitude of the potential w , —w E p i 0.
Since V0 is of the order of ion-ecouetic epeed and is much

less than electron thermal speedtherefore it can be neglected
in (3). Hence the density of the electrons, obtained by
integrating the distribution function (3) over velocity

space, is 1
= — 6 + . ‘nS as A5 (exp(65¢) (1 erftV S¢JJ VFSexptfisés¢J erf(¥fi565¢))

(4)
where a = n /n , 6 /TS, ¢ = w + p is normalized withs 03 o s: Teff

Teff/e' Teff: Tt/(ucTh+ ahTCJ1 _1
AS: (exp(98w) (leerf(¥65w)) + ?3Sexp(fiaesw) erftffisesw)) (5)

f

For the eteady state solution of L1) and (2), we use the
transformation 3 = x - V t and get,

_ 2 1/2 °
N — M/(M - 29). (6)

where M = Vo/¥(Teff/mi). N, p are normalized by no and Teff/e

respectively.
lone end electrons densities are coupled with the

normalized Poisson's equation
2

0 w = nu+ n_~ N (7)
88 2 L h

Using the conditions that as 8 a w, w and p'+ D we get

from (4), (6) and (7)
1 do 2 _ _
E (a?) ' V(P) (8)

:?ege- m2— n(n2— 2-)1/2- 1 A /e f g ) ~ ~ A /e f (,) (9‘p ' V “c c c c p “h h h h p )
fete) = exp(95Lw+¢)J (l-erftV95(w+¢))) ~ exptfisw) (1~erf(V93wJJ

3 2 t+ v; (IA/r18) was down) - W) + 1/ n8“ L
exp(flses(w+w)J evt(Vfl595(W+w)J - exp(fisdsw) erf(¥fl563wl )

In order to get rarefactive solitary solution of {8).
Sagdeev potential (9) mufit satisfied following conditions

at p=0, V"(D) = 1/M - né(0) v ”5(0) S U (lD.a)

1/2_ _‘ . _ _ 2 ‘ . _ _ . .at p— w. v ( w) — M/(M +»2w) dCAC ahAh a 0 (10.b)
and V(-w) = 0 (10.c)
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where né(0) =

The nonlinear dispersion relation for IARS obtained from(9) using condition (10.c) is 1
2 2

H = A /2(w+A) . (11)
where A — aCAc/Gc Ec(-w) + ahAh/ah Eh(-w)

Perturbation in ion density at 8 = O i.e. at p= —w is ‘
2 1 2 .6N = mm + 2w/ — 1 (12) _From (6) and (8) we can define the width of the soliton 33follows N 2 ‘

D = f 0 §_ dN
3 Vl-ZVWJ) ‘133NO/Z N

In order to get numerical value of D we rewwrite (13) 33D Z m ( (2510+ SNIJ'HNl—No) + 3— tan_1( 51—1 _ 1))
4V(-2V (-w)) N2 1N NO NO

N 2 l o
f 1 M dN (14

3 V—c—s“ )J ' JNo/Z N
1/2where NO: 1+ 6N = M/(M2+ 2w) and N1 = 1+ 0.99 6N

3. Discussion and Results
One can see that for ac: fin: 1 the nonlinear dispersion;

relation for the IARS (ll) reduced to that derived with
Eulid model for electrons. Numerical analysis is performed .
with (11), (12) and (14) along with the conditions (10.a&b) for‘
different values of HG and flhkeeping Th/Tc= 14, ah/ac= 12.6 as
in experiment [3].

1_2g’" ‘4’ ~fi W~~ 77' ' ' Fig.(1) shows the variation
- oE Mach number with the

1.16 ' amplitude (6N) of the IARSi
‘ with three sets of H and,1.12- C1 . fl . We have choosen suitableM1ee— h :' values of fie and fih andw

1.04 " compare with the.1 00 experimental values as
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ‘ obtained by Nishida and0.00 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 Q'ZaNagasawa [3].In fig-(2) the‘

SN"* variation of square of width
Fig.1: Variation of Mach number with the inverse of the
with the amplitude (dN) of the amplitude is shown. For the
IARS, given by relation (11 a 12), same values of HC and fih we
for ah/ac=12.6 and Th/c=14. line find that the curves are
(—--) refers to Kdv solution. Dots closer to the experimental
(0) are experimental values [3]. values as compared to the
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RELATIVISTIC DISPERSION FUNCTIONS FOR ANISOTROPIC PLASMAS

M. Bornatici

Physics Department, University of Ferrara, Ferrara, Italy
Physics Department "A.Volta", University of Pavia, Pavia, Italy

A general class of weakly relativistic plasma dispersion functions
(PDF‘s) relevant to describing the dielectric properties of a plasma with
temperature (and loss-cone) anisotropy is discussed. Series rePIESEHtations
of the new PDF‘s in terms of standard trascendental functions are Obtained
and a number of relevant limiting cases are discussed.

Introduction. The presence of a low-density population of superthermal par-
ticles is a common feature of plasmas with significant additional heating
and/or current drive. Whereas a detailed knowledge of non—thermal velocity
distribution requires the use of a Fokker—Planck code, to get a first in—
sight into the main physics of a non-thermal plasma it is often useful to
adopt a model distribution function suited to describing the salient Charac
teristics envisaged for the plasma under consideration. *

For the specific case in which the particle distribution is a bi—
Maxwellian ('I‘_V # Ti, with T" and 'I’_L , respectively, the temperature paral—
lel and perpendicular to the external magnetic field), the case of a loss—
cone anisotropy in the form of a Dory-GuestAHarris distribution being
formally the same, the plasma dielectric properties are described by the
following class of weakly relativistic plasma dispersion functions (PDF‘S

/1/ 2
iz (T")T—a“t /(l-iT)

e nRm (T ) a A -T /T_: ei :3} CV 7h )q,e[zn " ' *‘i "J‘ o (l—i'C')q(l-i’CTl/T")e (l-fl‘Ti/T
no (1)

7\k+lnl W= ak=0 k, In! J- q,k+1°+ In!

with q ande , respectively, semi—integer and integer positive numbers,

2 2zn<T..>=M,<l-nwc/wl a.;/4,N../2 , Mm : mc MW, <>> 1)
_x 2 2

P(x):e In(x) , 7\J_=(W/(A{:) N1714-
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AS ’ being a modified Bessel function, with N" and Ni , respectively, the

L161 and perpendicular wave refractive index . Furthermore,

k ,
i 2 +‘ 1 —(k+( 1) [(lm K) 2 ml ), and

(|n|+k)!(2ln|+k)!klgt
“

2
eizn(T")’L’—a"t /(l—ic)m

:T )2 - ' d'C'(Tulyau i/T" _ ljc (l—if)q(l'i’5Tl/T")p (2)
' n

ctionflm effect of the temperature anisotropy can be delt with by applying

asma pinomial expansion to the (1—itrL/T")—p—factor of the integrand of (2),

he result that the W -functions can be expressed in terms of the
esent;t q,p

shkarofsky functions [2/ for which several analytical proper—
e Obtgindex)

are known /3/ .

Depending upon whether the
hermaweakly relativistic anisotropic PDF's.

or T"< T1' the
erature—anisotropy is such that Il-Tn/Td < l, or Ti< T",

1 hem
1 velQWing series representations of the wq p-functions (2) are obtained,

I

first 00
Jsem T")? Z (Wk T“ k T.,
ient C= (’* ‘ "" (l — “) W _ (z (T ),a"), l—r—‘ < 1 (3a)

1L k—O k1 TL q+p+k n " Ti

a bi—
Jre pa 0° ,
F ii k k (_1)]

)_ a l e 2 (p) —— 2i; f”“—T—‘ W , (z (Tn),a"), $L< T" (3b)
)eing F0 k T" J; JHk-J)! q-J n

1 by t

Is (£31),
on .

k kT" _a" .. Z (_1)J 2
_) =— e Z (q) M(q+k,q,a") — ——. _ F .(x (T ,N n,
. T k=0 k Tl j=0 i-j)‘. [3-] n l "
u i _

T” < Tl
(3c)

9 (b) = b(b+l)...(b+k—l), (b)u= l; the W —functions are the Shkarofsky

tions /2/ which are defined by (2) with Tf= T" in the denominator of

integrand; the F -functions are the Dnestrovskii functions of integer

x /3/ and are degined by (2) with an= O and TL: T", the argument of

5 x (2L,NE)3/M*BNE/2)+(nw flJ)—g ;M(a,b,x)is the confluent hypergeome-

(KSmmer's) function /4/ ? also referred to as a degenerate hypergeo—

ic function /5/ . A few relevant limiting cases can be obtained from

bers,
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(3). In particular, i) from (3a), Wq p = W +13(Zn (T),a" ) to lowest Order in

[1 - Tn/pd , with a" =/LN /2- ii) from (3b?, to lowest order in TL/T“,

q = Wq (2n (T ), a ), which is independent of the index p; iii) to lowest

significant order in (T ”/QL), from (3C) one obtains W =(T /TL )F (2n(i)
which is independent of the index q, on the other han for perpendiCular

(N"=a"=0) propagation, (3c) yields, (M(a,b ,o)=l),

(3d)

00
T T k k DU.. n J

w (N50) = — Z (q)k( ) Z (—)j Fp_j[/<*3_(Vw° — 1)]q,p Ti k=0 Ti 3:0 j‘.(k— 3'):

For the case in which the density of the non-thermal population is Small

with respect to the density of the bulk, the non—thermal plasma component

contributes mainly to the antiAHermitian part of the dielectric tensor, It

is thus of particular relevance to evaluate the imaginary (Im) part of the

PDF's (3). From (3a) we get

T p 2
" 2 —q+ ‘1 ‘au-X (Tu,Nn 2ImW = ~JT (—“) [h (THINnij p e n )g (x (T ,N ),a :T/T)q,p Ti - n q,p n n u .. . i

(4)

with

2 k
x) [a x (T ,N ) TE u n .. n M( + +1: (l _H) (’1‘ N2))

= I I - X ,gq:P k=O k!(q+p+k—l)1 P q P 11 n n " (5a)

or, alternatively,

+ -l 2_ 9—9-— 00 (p) T x (T ,N ) k1 2 E k (1 _1Hn " " )él
: —2— — '

gq,p aux mum") k=0 k! Tl a" _
_ n -

2
I (2 Va x (T N )) (5b)q+p+k—l n n u n

2 2
the profile variable xn(T",N")(§M"[(Nu/2) + (naJAJ) - q

C
-w b—l -st(ImW =0 for x (Tn N") g 0). By noting that 5 t M(a,b,t)e dt=(b—l)1v

r n r O
-b q p--l —a

(1—5 ) , Reb > 0, Res > 1, cf. Ref. 5, from (5a) one finds-s
00

I (—Imw )dx =IT. For perpendicular (N"=a"=0) propagation,
o nv
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T

:0) = M( + (l - ") z (T ) ) (6);:P(N" (q+p—l)! prq p: T1 | n "I

he limits of strong temperature anisotropy can be obtained from (5a) by

sing the asymptotic expansion of the hypergeometric function M(a,b,z)/4/.

0 lowest order in (?L/ TH)<< 1, one has

2 2 9—1
zanNu 2 2x (T ,N ) 2 ______________

If A 2 ‘xn(Tua) n u " I ( flN2 (’1‘ N2) (7)
= » e X

qlp flllNE _ q-l u u n n' ..

.e., Imw =ImW , a result which follows immediately from (3b). On the

ther hangipto lgwest significant order in (Tu/g_) << 1, it is
T nw

3T " 9—1 -|7 (T )| c (8)
= - -— z (T ) e ‘n‘ i z (T )2 (1— aa~) < o

“'m (p—l): TJ. I n *l ’ n i /ui w

result which can also be obtained directly from (3c).
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Boundary Larmor Radius Effects

Jin Li and Jan Scheffel

Plasma Tfiysics and fusion Research
1(0a Institute 0f ‘liacfinalagy, 5-100 44, Stockfiofm, .SWEQKM

Introduction

The Vlasov-Poisson system for a plasma slab of width L with a homogeneous
Maxwellian equilibrium is considered. The purpose is to try to understand how stability is
affected by Large Larmor Radius effects when the Lannor radius is comparable to the charac.
teristic dimensions of the plasma. Basically there are only two kinds of inhomogeneity: in—
homogeneous equilibrium (e. g. non-constant magnetic field or density) or the inhomogeneity
due to fmite dimensions of the plasma (a boundary prevents a complete gyromotion and
therefore destroys homogeneity). Most of the published works concerning Vlasov stability
deal only with the first kind of inhomogeneity, and kinetic boundary conditions are usually
not considered. In the present paper we show a method of treating the kinetic boundary
conditions when deriving the dispersion relation. Under a specific boundary condition the
dispersion relation takes the form of an integro-differential equation, and it is solved
numerically.

Formulation

We consider Vlasov-Poisson equations in a homogeneous, Maxwellian plasma

(1—2311: (ac—011+!) %?+L: vXBo- %_a1 = _Z_a;a:v V‘Ph (1)

~50 V24», =arEaCIaaIdv- <2)
Here, fa] is the perturbed distribution function of particles of species a,fa0 is the
Maxwellian distribution function of species a, v the particle velocity, x the spatial coordinate
vector, qa and ma the charge and the mass of species a respectively, By the equilibrium
magnetic field in the z-direction, «in the perturbed electric potential, k3 the Boltzmann con-
stant, and 80 the vacuum dielectric constant. Integrating Eq.(1) along the unperturbed orbits,
and noticing that fag is the orbital invariant, we obtain a formal solution for fa;

fa1(x,v,t)= - q_T:faoafv V¢1(x 1")dt + fadxbvvbztb) (3)

where x'(t’) and v'(t') are the coordinate of the particle orbits with initial conditions x'(t'=t)
= x and v’(t’=t) = v . The subscript 'b' stands for boundary values. Using the relation dgb/dt
= c9¢/t9t + v-t, we obtain from Eq. (3)

tIafozo 4a¢1(xbitb)fa0
axi¢1( I) fatfdt]]+fa1(xbivbitb)+'T (4)for!” v x") - '

f0
sh

ou
co
si

’T
l

CT

I'B
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me here that the lower time limit of the orbital integral is not necessarily minus infinity if
3 orbit comes from a wall, which must happen for some particles in a finite plasma. This
rmula suggests also that the boundary conditions of the perturbed distribution function
ould be properly given only for the in-corning velocities which direct into the plasma re-
31’} in the velocity space. The boundary values of the perturbed distribution function for the
t-going velocities are in general determined through the orbital integral by the values for in-
ming velocities at some other places and should not be given again. In this paper, we con-
ler only one specific boundary condition which simplifies the formulation

faflxbivb) + Who = 0. (5)

this case we obtain a simple formula for the initial value problem:
I

8
fa1(x.v,t) = - % [¢1(x,t)- I??? dr’]. (6)

‘b

e apply normal mode analysis in order to derive a dispersion relation, i.e., we perform a
.Luier transform in the y— and the z-directions and a Laplace transform in time:

fa1(x.VJ) = fak(x,v)e “”‘x’w, ¢1(x,t) = ¢k(1)e i"‘"’“"). (7)

tere k = kyey + kzez. Making use of these in Eq.(6) we have

0
fak(xlv) = - (IafaO ¢k(X)+iw I¢k(X')ei(k'X'm)dr (8)

kBTa Tb

Jere 1b = tb - I <0; its absolute value is the time taken for a particle to travel from the
undary to the phase point (x,v). So 1;, is a function of (x,v). Here X = Xex +Yey + Zez,
= x+X and the relative orbital position X in a homogeneous field are given by

X = L [sin(wmt'— (p) + simp], (9)
[00a

Y= ”—4 [cosmm'r- (p) - cosgo], (10)
“cat2 = W, (11)

iere (vii (p.U/,) are the cylindrical coordinates of the velocity space. The indices 1 and // are
’erred to the direction of the equilibrium magnetic field. Using Eq.(8) in Eq.(Z) we obtain
: eigen equation

0my. 2 _ 1 . , -k.X_—dx2 -k «pk— E —/t,,a2 ¢k+ mfFao dvgtpkh’k'i War (12)
rt=e,i

iere Fag : (27wdz)'3/2exp(- 02/2va2) is the Maxwellian distribution, 1)“: \ikBTa/ma is the

:rmal velocity, and log: \j EOkBTa/(qnf—n) is the Debye length of a species particles.
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Numerical Method

The eigen equation (12) is an integrodiffrential equation. For this type of equation
very little is known about the well-posedness of the problem. In the following, however, we
assume that the problem is well-posed. Galerkin method is applied to solve Eq.(12), follow-
ing Davidson (1976, Phys. of Fluids 19, 1189). In a preliminary study, we adopt periodical
boundary conditions, i.e., expanding ¢k(x) in terms of periodical, exponential functions

<l = E‘pnei’wa k,= 2mm, 71 = 0,i1,i2,... . (13)
"no

Using this in Eq.(12) and integrating with a weight function e'ikmx we obtain, after some
manipulation, we obtain a mauix eigenequation for the vector Wu}:

2M..." = 0, m = amazes.-. (14)
n:

I
Dmn : mn(km2+k2) + 2 — (6mn+ 511,a (15)

a=e.i Da2

1 1 °“ 2 37r/2
_ '2 . _ “1 i1 sinIpSa,mn— 27wa20 e1 "Tn mmdrl 019x!“ zvazhjvi'fl-Le nJ. "dq,

0

w -. iT U . _ 2 2 2
{Dari/Kluge '1¢"[Zp(Cla)-Zp(Cza- %)ez(lwcarw)rb 10/ Th Dar /2]’ (16)

1:.“

Where Amt = ica‘1(k"2+ky2)1/2, (on = QD-COS'1(kn(k"2+ky2)‘1’2), C10: = (w‘lwca)/('\/§k//Ua)i
77 = x/L, (om is the gyrofrequency and ZP(C) is the plasma dispersion function. The disper-
sion relation then takes a form

det |D,,,,,{(u,k)| = 0. (17)

From Bq.(17) the eigenvalues cu are determined, and from Eq.(14) the eigenvectors [¢,,] are
determined for given k and mode number in the x-direction nx. In the calculation a 5>6
mauix is used.

Results and Discussions

Some preliminary results have been obtained for the pure ion Bernstein waves.
Figures 1 and 2 show the scalings of the eigen frequency to ke and L/rL, which reflects the
boundary effects, respectively. Some phenomena in these scalings have not been well
understood. Four eigen-modes in the x-direction are recognized according to the shape of
the eigenfunction, as shown in Figs. 3. The assumption of the periodical boundary
condition ¢k(x) = ¢k(x+L) can be seen clearly in these figures. It seems that the Bernstein
waves are seriously influenced for L/rL< 10 and the damping usually reaches maximum for
L/rL between 3 and 7 depending on ke and the x-mode number 11;. A possible physical
reason for the damping is that the boundary inhomogeneity prevents regular cyclotron motion
for a fraction of ions and causes phase mixing.

7

mm
M
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NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE VLASOV—MAXWEIJ.
SYSTEM IN THE HEAVY-ION FUSION PROBLEMS.

Batishchev 0.v., Karas' Vi", Sigov Yu.S., Silaev 1.1.

M. V. Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics. USSR Academy of‘
Sciences. 125047, Miusskaya sq.4, Moscow, USSR.
*Kharkov Ph sical Technical Institute, Ukrainian Academy of‘
Sciences, 3 0108, Akademicheskaya st.1. Kharkov, USSR.

The development of linear induction accelerators with
spatial charge compensation and magnetic isolation of boost'm
intervals is one of the_perspective trends to obtain a higfi
current beam of heavy ions for inertial controlled fusion
1problem. Two main ideas. underlyin
his system, are to the firs

glance contrary to each other.
irst. for the ion beam propagation

throughout the system without
retaining it must be accompanied by
the electron one. From the other
hand, the isolating magnetic field
cusp structure
H =Ho/k rot C9 10(e siazD.

(Iobeing modified Bessel function
of the zeroth order, L bein the
cusp length. k=n/L J s ould
evacuate e ectrons from the working
re ion. Fortunately Karas’ et al.
[1 showed mechanism. which allows
to avoid difficulties, mentioned
above: electron beam will cross the V
region with the strong transverse Beam
magnetic field due to the Mix]! A
drift. provided by the radia
polarization electrostatic field
and the self-consistent azimuthal
magnetic field components. if
fo lowing conditions are met:

H2 an > —-, Azc— C1)
1 [Him-0z of

where n1 is the ion beam density, H
is an external magnetic field
amplitude. c is the speed of light, Fig.1
:1. and w. are cyclotron and plasma
electron fre uencies. _ _ _ _ _

The sel —conSistent plasma dynamics in a linear induct1on
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accelerator is described by_ the relativistic Vlasov equations
for the electron and ion distributionfunctions coupled with

. Simulation of physical
rocesses in such a system may be performed with the use ofthe Maxwell equations. Numerical

tic—dimensional discrete kinetic model based on particle
method for open plasma configurations [2], in which charged
articles injection in and eXit

grom a bounded computational domain
are essential. In cylindrical frame
the problem is a spatially two-
dimenSional one due to the assump—
tion. that all the functions do not
depend on azimuthal angle 0 (while
the velocity_space still has all
three dimenSions), and is formu—
lated as follows. The tubular ion
and electron beams are injected
into the rectangular vacuum domain
0<r<R. 0<z L (see Fig.1).
All geometrical parameters are the
same for both beams: the beam ra-
dius_is a=R/3, its thickness Aca.
Initial ion and electrontempera-
tures are T1=T.=O, the injecting

velocities are of the order
Vbum/ c a O. 2 + 0. 8. with current

compensat i n condition being
qanOV. = qln1 1. In the region

involved the cusp magnetic field
configuration and ion accelerating
poten ial difference AP = F'z- F1
are imposed. The similar problem
was conSidered in the CarteSian
geometry as well. with the beams
eing planar and infinite along

ignorab e z- coordinate._ Cylindri-
cal and Cartesian spatially two-
dimenSional computations, from our
point of view. mutually com lement
each other and enable compre ensive
study of 3—D physical processes in
the s stem.

.B—D particle simulations
were erformed on the grid
(256x12 J. the typical number of
model particles was «10 . mass
ratio was nil/ma: 1840. The bounda-
ry conditions for the EM field were
8 mmetry at the aXis and metallic
a the outer surface. Those for the
particles were symmetry at the axis
as well and free exit from the
working region through the external

Ions

Q T:100.8

31'
EMIAEa-iW

ELectrons Z

Fig.2

Fig.3
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contour (in nractice. most of the beam electrons are reflected
by the magne ic field_and only few of them actually reach the
boundary r==R). Explicit_ integrating schemes were used for
solving both the Maxwellian system and relatiVistic article
dynamics equations (similar to those used by Boris [ i). The
cell dimensions were Ar==Az=].c/w , time step At was
a0.1w'1, the typical run of some thousand steps, correSpon—
ding to several ion transition times T;R C=L/V12100w‘5
takes a few hours of CPU time at IBMV AT/386 personal computer
in gtandand Th d
con igura ion. 9 e—
veloped system enables 4—_~_‘W
to compute dynamics of FtTEl_9
up to 1 million par—
ticles of dozens _of
sorts at computational-
rids as large as
1024x1024) and re-
uires aMb of RAM and
Ohm hard disk. In—

teractive re ime and
rich graphica support
make it possible for-{0.03
physicist to start 40
simulation with de- !
Sired parameters and
to get_any diagnostics
in a_s1mp e manner. A Fig.4
spe01ally _ designed
technique implemented
in our code was suc~
cessfull applied to
numerica experiments'
on interactions of

lasma potential soli—
ary vortices [4].
lasma electron injec—_
ors [8] and large-

scale astrophySical
nroblems (to be pub—

ishefi). _ l
umerica simu— “F0.03

lations were mainly 40 I BP-TIrqE
intended to rove the
validity of t e charge Fig.5
com ensation mechanism
men ioned above. Electron spatial distribution. obtained
durin the simulation with magnetic field H, satisf ing (1)
and 1=F2=0, is presented at Fig.2. It is seen. hat the

main portion of the electron beam is passing throu h the
middle of the cusn. marked by two vertical lines, due 0 the
drift mechanism. he main contribution to the drift veloclt
is given by the product of azimuthal magnetic H151; and radia

BPTIME
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)olarization ER fields. Fig.4.5 present time dependence of
,hese field components, measured at the point P (see Fig.1). A
,ertical dash on the time axis indicates ion half— transition
,ime TTKAE. As can be seen from the pictures positive z—drift
.n the middle of the cusp is provided by increasing negative
(alues _of the fields involved up to the electron half-
,ransition time. Note, that the electrons exit cusp center
nth the velOCity of about ion beam
;peed. The last circumstance is
_mportant~ for ion _beam further \( i
:om ensation. _ApprOXimately at : 133.()
,) £3TTR a quaSi- stationary regime -
_s settled. The ion beam propagation is 3
;hown at Fig.3. Being unmagnetized_and _.
more inertial ions have straight m+¢f”
,ra'ectories, except the small front
)ar of them expanding in the absence of
:harge compensa ion.

When an external ma netic field is
stronger than condition 1) rescribes.
,he electrons trace magne 10 lines,
)ecause they can't be pulled throu h the
:usp. An example of CarteSian Simu ation wc
”or this case is shown at Fig.8. “*5

So the Simulations performed 3;
:onfirm the principal possibility of
ieavy ions acceleration With the use of
,he technique described above. Stud ing
)f _the beam-plasma instabili ies ><
)laUSlble here must be an object of
‘urther investigations.~ Regular full—
;cale qauntitive simulation on_heavy ion Fig.6
)eam propagation, stability and
mtimiza ion are to be fulfilled. The authors have develo ed
.mpliCit relativistic particle method, which enables sta le
:omputation for hundreds of the ion transition times TTR

ELectPons
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NONSTATIONARY SELF—ACTION 0F ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE BEAMS

IN THE BEAT ACCELERATOR

L.A.Abramyan, A.G.Litvak, V.A.Mironov

The resonance excitation of a plasma wave in a modified ac-

celerator using the beats of two electromagnetic waves [1}

permits to increase considerably the intensity of the accelera—

ting field and, consequently, the rate of the accumulation of

the energy by charged particles. The efficiency of the electrO—

magnetic radiation conversion to the longitudinal wave is de_

fined by nonlinear processes. The saturation of the accelera-

ting field is considered which is due to the appearance of

multiflux motion of electrons oscillating in the wave field

with overturn of waves [2], due to the development of paramet-

ric instabilities [5, d] and due to the change of natural fre-

quency of plasma oscillations caused by the relativistic in—

crease of electron mass [2]. The effects of self—action which

change the form of the electromagnetic radiation pulse and the

wave beam structure play a significant role in the most promi-

sing laser plasma beat accelerator [5]. We consider dynamics

of space distribution of the plasma wave in a self—consistent

field of the wave beam.

To describe the evolution of the transverse distribution

of the field of two collinear wave beams

—-7 ’ _7 fl ' ( — )

[542— E52 [Zuzfl-L) 70 ZX/DAZ‘J/IZ 7’! E/C
during the generation of a longitudinal wave at the frequency

of his in a homogeneous plasma 4&0: %"W/ [ea ((4/42)
“7 —9 .5,, =20 Excel) ems, (£-¥/c)
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we use the following set of equations

. > 2 __a _.
’25k1fl. 5g"? +Al£/,2+,%lefi/ khi wffhlflo (1)

'2.

2

wan/1,4 2!? — 3/eplzeP=—2;£E fifé (2)
3t _ 60/ 0/1

Here it is assumed that wave beams are wide on a scale of

the electromagnetic wave wavelength, plasma nonlinearity is

associated with the dependences of electron mass on the rate

of oscillations in the plasma wave field, the group velocity

of a plasma wave is equal to zero. It is supposed that relati—

vity is weak. Fields are normalized to the fields which are

characteristic to relativistic nonlinear effects

E2: QmC/e (€=E/E ‘The saturation of the amplitude of
plasma oscillations is defined by a nonlinear frequency shift.

Further we shall consider a more simple situation when the

intensities and forms of wave beams are equal. Now the initial

set of equations assumes the form which is standard for stu—

dying nonstationary self—action.

4% +Aie+lml2ezo (3) I

ZLint/x1214: (9/ (4)
“0/3 2 3/ 467

where 2H:{:%£) KiL/Z'6 jg'ffi:6 ?%%%/¢)

2;, =(kt)/%/w)%j/z “(my to
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The study of the stability of a plane wave in a nonstationa_

ry regime shows that the increment of instability does nOt de-

pend on the wave number of disturbance. Owing to the absence

of the optimal scale of instability at the initial stage of

the plasma wave excitation (:32? >>/‘1I2h ’ a homogeneous wave
beam collapse can take place and self—similar distribution

forms

:5 5(z/flflg)€7¢ fie/[Ade]

7’: 75:1" ”(Z/(£0-19)

The structure of the field of homogeneous waveguide Chan.

nels which collapse during the finite time ib, is described

by a localized solution of the equations

4:5 +0V2—4}5:0 (5)

0M 2:9? +U=8) T=’Z//fo-f) <6)
3

As the stationary distribution establishes ( 25%: = O)

a wide wave beam is expected to be divided i330 a gggber ogy/

narrow ones with a characteristic size Li=é: (2%{//%/C% g; 3

(A is the wavelength, é; is the dimensionless field ampli—

tude). Since the nonlinearity (/l1/%: [42/ ”63 is “weaker"

than a cubic one, peculiarities do not appear ( the fields

remain finite) and there forms the succession of quasiwave—

guide structures.

The results of the numerical calculation of the set of equa-

tions (3), (4) for the two-dimensional case are given in
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\ig. 1, 2. It is seen that at {:é 1 according to quantitative

lnalysis, the excitation of a plasma wave leads to the focu-

iing of the electromagnetic radiation. Then (fg> 1) the plag—

1a wave field distribution becomes strongly inhomogeneous and

fesults in the defocusing of the wave beam.
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SELF-INTERACTION OF THE MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC
SURFACE WAVES AT THE PLASMA—METAL BOUNDARY

N.A.Azarenkov , K.N.Ostrikov

Kharkov State University , 5IOO77 , Kharkov , USSR

At the cold magnetoactive plasma-metal boundary the exis-
tence of the surface waves (SW),propagating across the exter-
nal magnetic field is possible.The dispersion characteristicS
and the field topography of these waves in the linear appr0xi-
nation in respect to their field amplitudes are well studied
[I,2].The results of these works are valid for the small amp-
litude waves,when nonlinear effects can be neglected.In the
present report we consider the influence of nonlinearity for
the SW propagation,which exist in the frequency rangeODLLQL
(CO; is the ion cyclotron frequency).We consider a cold and
homogeneous plasma occupying the half—space X2>CD bounded at
the plane)(=CD by the ideally conductive metallic surface.The
external stationary magnetic field}{ois applied parallel to
the boundary at Z direction.We consider the wave perturbations
propagating at Y direction at the plasma—metal boundary.In the
frequency rangecozz<COgL,in the linear approximation,the dis-
persion of these waves is described by the following expres-

: - Z Z 2,CL) KLVA(i‘kLVA/ZCO5) , (I)
wherewx; ,}<L are the Alfven velocity and the Wavenumber.

We study the nonlinear properties of the SW in the Weak

sion :

nonlinearity approximation,when the electron and ion oscilla—
tion velocities are much less than the wave phase velocity.In
our case the nonlinear effects clear up in the second harmo-
nic generation of the SW and in the appearence of the drift of
charged particles across the external field with the second
order nonlinearity taken into account,and in the self—interac-
tion of waves - with the third order nonlinearity considera-
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tionJJJhe estimates show that the dynamics of the SW is defined
by both ion and electron nonlinearities in the frequency range

of our interest.Using the method,presented in[5],in the third

approximation in respect to the SW field it is possible to ob-

tain the following dispersion equation :

co=coo+QIE\Z, (2)a
where ___4 LLQQ

Q' 422 We2 52:03: ( a)’
z 3 la 5CO = ‘ (do_ 600 600 (Do (’00Q;( o) i? 145 w; 256—wiz+2¥0m+?96 wg‘IJrSSO—‘COLE’

23:40325-60‘3 )(Dois defined by expression (I).Our conside-

ration is valid in the frequency range 0125—6054 L04 (245—00,; ,
where together with the fulfillment of the inequalitywzw1244
the second harmonic is not the eigenwave of the system,but is

the forced perturbation,disappearing with fundamental wave (

sinus first harmonic signa1)switch off.This fact gave us a pos

sibility not to consider the resonant first harmonic interac—

tion with the second oneten the conditions w+w=zw and
2Kz{m):\cz(2w)are satisfied) and effects associated with higher
harmonics generation.

en calculating the nonlinear frequency shift n=Q|EizVh L
both self-interaction channelsQLO-LO=LO(through the second

harmonic generation) and0+w=CO (through the ponderomotive
force action) are taken into account,and the corresponding fre—

quency shiftsAngaawllzandAm;QmIEIZ are calculated.It can

be shown that in the frequency range Q27w£<w< 0155(4)]: the
inequalitylA‘zw)|>>.A(°)|is valid.When Q25®g<w<q33ux and
0400;4034OI45C05 IA‘M\>IA‘°J| .wnen 025w;(w<q38wa
the signs ofA‘zwhnd A”) are the opposite,and when QSXCOL-(LO
40,450.); -are the same.In the whole frequency range of our

interest A(O)40 .This means that the self—interaction chan—

nel O+LO=LO taking into account leads to a decrease of the
wave phase velocity.If the channel 2w-w=w is considered

only,the SW phase velocity increases in the frequency range

Q25w£4w<Q38wL and decreases when Q32w£<w<qt45m£
In the first frequency range both processes lead to the oppo-

site results,and in the second one lead to the wave phase ve-
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locity decrease.‘l‘he resulting nonlinear frequency shift is P0~
sitive when £040,31l and is negative when (AWQBTHJJL .

With nonlinear dispersion equation (2) in mind,one Can
derive the nonlinear Shrb’dinger equation for the envelope ainp-
litude ['4'] :3—E VQE +L9E+P 31E sg-

‘ Bt+ 53L) "372’19‘22‘
where‘Vé’: A is the SW group velocity,

- 2 a - Z1 av B'VA coo P 3, - ‘5‘
.L

2QIEIE, (3)

_ — , _.

" 35R%— Kit;— 260;]-
is the linear decrement of the collisional damping.Becau3e

Q changes its sign in the range QZSWKCO‘OIAIEH); in the vici_
nit;r or the frequencywoxolgyoi we can make the following 0013.
clusions about the stability of the SW.

I.In the frequency range (325103605 0157(4); (C?>O> the
stationary waves of the SW envelope considered are unstable in

respect to longitudinal perturbations.The greatest instability
increment is reached when W‘Ez-EOZQP'FL) 39.1.: O and is an.

al to<fm$2>ma=x‘v/2+(E3QZ+))Z/4;1/2 .The greatest increment in a 103
sless midium i m9 masO Q .In this frequency range,assu-
minga ail and 1) to be equal to zero in (5),one can ob—
tain the soliton type solution for the SW field envelope :

A=A1 9;? (WAGXPHPM < 4)
Here A1 :figidh [m B1(\§"\§o)] ’ LP1=- (2812-1; 3

m =2 — 9/29. , 5):??n , so: ewe).
lolhenPuB E3 7-:‘>=O ,the antisoliton solution for the steady
state spatia distribution of the SW field envelope can be
realized as a result of the evolution of stable transverse

perturbations :

A: Azexp (NZ) exp (-3290 (5)
where A2 = 82 "Lh [m (2‘20) Bl] #92,: TIB:(g_go)/2 Kzo

7‘2‘K20Q/Vé' 220:3{é30)19°=3(19=0)- I
2.In the frequency range (23760540304014560; an insta—

bilit}r in respect to transverse perturbations occurs.'l‘he gre—

atest increment<Im 53mm: “ya+ (E04622 +vZ/4)1/2 is reached
X

whenéQE:-E02QPJ:1andg€"=0.When’9:O (Imfl)max: nI’
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3 a result of the instability in respect to transverse per—

u-bations ( Puaz'E/ggz:0 ) the stationary solution in the

>rm of the wave with the soliton profile of its intensity

lich does not depend on the Y coordinate,can be realized in

1e collisionless case.It is given as

A=A3€XP(LW5)9XP('3€1X)J (6)
‘6” A3 : Bz d" i [KI-373’ 8514191593: 7'3 8: (3'30)/2\Czo

4V3 : ‘ )<:zo CQ//Vr . ,
glution (6) describes the steady—state spatial distribution

f the SW field envelope.

In the same range of frequencies in collisionless plasma

ne solution in the form of the antisoliton of the SW field

nvelope can be realized.Neglecting Pl BZE/azz and L’QE in
5),and following[.51,we get :

A=Aq€XP(5WA)€XP(-3€1X) ,2 <7)
he” A4 = 81.1% W. were] .vq=—QB.£,@2=o/4P...

The account of a damping effect in (3) leads as in the

ork [5] to a decrease of the amplitude in solutions (4) and

7) N ex? f- C IQIE0237‘E/VALOL‘].
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DETECTION OF SRS PRODUCED ELECTRON PLASMA WAVES BY
THE USE OF ENHANCED THOMSON SCATTERING.

E.J, LEENSTRA

AERP, University of Washington, Seattle WA 98195.

Fast electrons have been observed to eject from a preformed
plasma during laser-plasma interactions and have been measured1 to
be Maxwellian with a temperature ranging from 29keV to 105keV.
The laser-plasma interaction is conducted in a preformed plasma,
generated by two opposing shock tubes (figure 1), at densities well

below the quarter critical
5 density of the laser driver. In

1: ShOCk tube this situation the only twoW 2: E-beam laser. 3: focussmg optics parametric decay processes
3 i 4: ‘NaCl window allowed are the stimulated

E Brillouin scattering [SBS]
: we process and the stimulated

1:1 r\\\ Raman scattering (SRS)
' _ V _ A??? """" - process. This leaves the

1 U 4 To electron plasma wave (EPW) as
Eb \ (j 1 the most likely candidate for

‘\ 3 5 : generating the fast electrons.
9 Q7 : 4 since it is the only electrostatic

5: to IR. detector or EEES wave in both decay processes.
spectrometer . Simple trapping of the

g: :fegnfigieagtgftecmr 2 electrons into the EPW at wave
8: interaction region W matching conditions in the SRS
9: Thomson scattering window process, predicts that the
figure 1 Experimental setup
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electrons are ejected out of the
plasma with energies of 5keV l e1
corresponding to the phase 51
velocity of the wave. Therefore a) _ _ _ _ _ e
the observed fast electrons mp2 0
cannot be explained by simple mp1 I
trapping of the electrons into the I d
electrostatic daughter wave of the vPllll :
SR8 process. vphx | |

Brooks & Pietrzyk2 have k2 ki 1‘11
PTOPOSCd that the electrons can figure 2 EPW dispersion relation
gain significantly more energy if plotted for two densities.
the EPW in which they are
trapped itself accelerates while the trapped electrons remained
trapped. This process can be readily seen in the dispersion relation
for an EPW in a uniform isotropic unmagnetized plasma (figure 2). i.e.
(02:0): + kzvfh. Since the wave will propagate at constant (0, an

increase in density (i.e. (Dp) will require the wavevector to decrease
and thus the phase velocity to increase if the temperature is assumed
to remain constant. Thus the wave "accelerates" as it propagates into
regions of increasing density. For densities well below quarter critical
density, as in our experiment, the second term is much smaller than
the first term, i.e. (Die » k2vfh. Consequently, a small increase in the

plasma density will require a large decrease in the wavevector and as a
result a large increase in phase velocity of the wave. For typical
experimental conditions, a density increase of a mere 2% will force
the wavevector to become very small (~O). Density gradient EPW's are
in a sense unavoidable in our experiment. because the density cannot
be controlled to such an accurate degree for any reasonable
propagation length.

This process of accelerating electrons in an EPW that propagates
into a region of increasing density (density gradient acceleration
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mechanism) has been modeled by the authors in ref. [2]. Thermal

electrons are trapped into the density gradient EPW at the low density

side of the wave and can gain ten to a thousand time its initial kinetic

energy by the time it detraps from the wave. The energy gain depends

on the electric field strength of the wave. the amount of damping of

the wave. the density gradient and the plasma temperature. The

density gradient acceleration mechanism therefore can account for

the unexpected higher energies observed in the experiment.

There are of course other processes that may generate higher
than expected electrons energies and the likely candidates are
Langmuir wave collapse. wave breaking and two plasmon decay. An

Enhanced Thomson scattering
diagnostic (figure 3) has been

horizontal plane added to the experiment and
— - ~ -H - - - - « 3,3,..- will be able to discriminate
s redirection 5 against the above mentioned

EPW optics alternative processes. This

é: Effigy? —————‘l’l‘pl Enhanced Thomson scattering
3: plasma _ vertical plane diagnostic Will reveal the
4: beam dump wavevector spectrum of the
5: camera input slit . probed waves in the interaction

figure 3 Thomson scattering setup
region in a time resolved

fashion. The density gradient EPW is expected to exhibit a broadened

wavevector spectrum compared to the uniform EPW wavevector
spectrum, as can be seen in the calculated case depicted in figure 4.

The frequency spectrum on the other hand is expected to remain

narrow as is the case with the uniform EPW frequency spectrum.

These features of the density gradient EPW will allow for the

discrimination against the above mentioned alternative processes.
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correlation of the
density gradient
wavevector spectra
with the detection of
fast electrons will
support the
conjecture that the
fast electrons are
accelerated in the
density gradient
acceleration
mechanism. Data is
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figure 4 The expected wavevector spectrum of
the density gradient EPW.

expected to be presented using this diagnostic.
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MEASUREMENTS OF MASS ABLATION RATE AND ABLATION

PRESSURE IN PLANAR LAYERED TARGETS

F. DAHMANI and T. KERDJA

HCR/CDTA, Laboratoire de Fusion. 2, Bd Frantz Fanon

PB 1017 Alger—Gare Algiers, Algeria

INTRODUCTION

Here we report the layered targets experiments at 1.06-ym

.aser light in order to measure mass—ablation rate m and

1blation pressure Pa as a function of absorbed laser flux Ia

1nd laser wavelength AL .

LI. EXPERIMENT CONDITIONS

Planar targets were irradiated with S—ns pulse of 1.06-pW-at

Laser intensities of 1011 — 4.5x1012 w/cm2. The experiments

were carried out with a Nd—glass laser. Typical laser energies

were upto 5 J focused onto spot of QGFV“ diameter using an

f/lO quartz lens.

The targets were massive polyethylena(CH2) foils with

over-coatings of 0.2—0.9a Al, in order to observe the burn—

through of the overlayer as a function of laser intensity. The

experimental set up included a Faraday cup, anx—ray yield

detectors, and a time of flight spectrometer (LTOFS).

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In table I we give an example of the characteristic over—

layer thicknesses db ablated experimentally bylming the ion

analysis diagnostic for 1.06—ywx1aser light as a function of

the absorbed laser flux Ia. The last column of table I repre-

sents the value of B defined as B : 9°dt
135/9 kr4/9 "ta

If we define the experimentally ablation rate mexp as
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mexp = dt , f0 being the solid density of the overlayep
ta

material, Ta = C 1L the time duration for the ablation, where
c is a factor close to unity (c 31.1) (Goldsack et al.1982)’ we
can write B as

mexp (kg/cm2 sec) .B : ——_______________l____ (1)la (W/cma) 5/9kq4/9
1014

TABLE 1. Experimental values of characteristic overlayer dt

}\ 't L Ia dt B
; (nS) (W/cm2) ( wt)(y F

3 x 1011 0.2 423
1.2 x 1012 0.4 395

1 O6 3 4 x 1012 0.78 386
4.5 x 1012 0.9 413

0.27a 2 1012 0.63 454
1.4 x 1012 0.8 462

a Reported by Ng et al.(1986)
One can see that, for our various experimental conditions, B is
constant with value of 425 t 55. Taking into account the defi—
nition of B, weobmun the experimental mass ablation rate

Ia(w/cm2) 5/9 1VW\ 4/9
mexp (Kg/omesec) z 425 14 . ______ (2)

10 XL
and taking the ablation pressure from the self—regulatored model
(FabDet al.(1985) as Pa = (Ia.m) 1/2, we obtain the experi—
mental ablation pressure

Ia(w/cm2) 7/9 lrwx 2/9
Pa(Mbar) 5:; 20 K . 5 (3)1014 R

L
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[V. COMPARISON WITH NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

We have used the Lagrangian hydrodynamicscode MEDUSA to

3heck the validity of the principal results in our experimental

york, and to evaluate the range of applicability of our experi—

mental relations (Eqs.2 and 3).

The numerical simulations show that approximately
ml at no1/3 1:3 (4)

Mhere n1 é nC (nC is the critical density) (Mora. 1982).
This result is valided by the code calculated mass—ablation rate

h and ablation pressure Pa which are found to scale as

5/9 -4 9
rh 0L Ia X L/ (5)

Paalawg x—i/g (6)

To illustrate the laser—wavelength dependences, fluid code

calculations and values from Eqs.(2) and (3) of m and Pa are

plotted against >\L at absorbed laser fluxes of Bxloll,

1.2x1012, and 4x1012 W/cm2 (Figs. 1 and 2).

V. DISCUSSION

These results are in good agreement with the published ex—

perimental measurements reported by Gupta et al. 1984 at 1.06—ym,

by Ng et al. 1986 at 0.53—, 0.35—, and 0.27—ym, and by Meyer et

al. 1984 at 0.35—ym.

Several authors reported the wavelength scalings close to

Xifl/s for m and.ki for Pa. This is true because of their

laser intensities range which are close to 1013 w/cm2 and well

beyond this value. At these intensities a steepening of the

density gradient for decreasing wavelength occurs. This is due

to the fact that laser energy is deposited at the critical

density which means that the reflection rate becomes important

and leads to important ponderomotrice forces or to thermal

inhibition as is the case in the paper by Fabbro et al.1982,

and by Dahmani.1989. That's why theseauflwrs asked themselves

about the discrepancy for the wavelength dependence of Pa

between low — and high—intensities. In fact, the steepening of

the density gradient for decreasing wavelength occurs even at

lower intensities.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have measured the rate in planar targets irradiated by

1.06—rAm laser light. The results which were presented were

found to agfie with previous data. These results are also in good

agreement with simulation results.
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Heavy-Ion Driver Design for Indirect-Drive Implosion Experiments

R.C. Arnold

Theoretische Quentenelektronik, lnstitut fiir Angewundte Physilc
Technische Hoehschule Dermstsdt, 6100 Dermstsdt, FRG

and

KW. Milller

Gesellschaft fili- Schwerionenforschung, 6100 Dermstadt, FRG

)esign issues are presented for s heavy-ion driver suitable for pellet implosion
eseerch with indirect-drive targets. A low repetition rate and low efficiency driver
lSlIlg synchrotron acceleration with uon-Liouville final bunch stacking is described.
.‘he goal is to design an intermediate facility an order of magnitude less costly
hen the HlBALL fusion reactor driver. We find this is reasonable if molecular-
on photodissocistion can be used in final stacking. Pellet gains of order unity or
more would be expected from a driver which produces at least 100 id of thermal
udiation in a few ns, inside is high-Z hohlrsum which contains a fusion pellet.
l‘his radiation would be generated by a solid converter heated by an intense pulse
If high-energy heavy ions. Such a pulse, of several MI energy, could be produced
)y s heavy-ion accelerator with two rings of 1000 Tm magnetic rigidity, one for
Lccelcrntion and one for pulse stacking. Only one beam is required. Utilization of
'ings designed for relativistic heavy-ion colliders may be possible.
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NOVA PROGRAM AT LLNL"

C. Bibeau, M. Cable, M. Campbell, L. Coleman, D. Correll C. Darrow,
1.1. Davis, R. Ehrlich, G. Glendinning, B. Hammel, W. Hatcher, B. Haendler,
M. Henesian, D. Kania, R. Kauffman, C. Keane, J. Kilkenny, H. Kornblum,

D. Kyrazis, N. Landen, 3. Lane, C. Laumann, J. Lawson, R. Lerche, D. Montgomery,
D. Phillion, D. Ress, R. Speck, E. Storm, R. Thoe, I. Trebes, R. Turner, P. Young,

R. Wallace, P. Wegner, F. Ze

University of California
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
PO. Box 808, Livermore, California 94550

At LLNL, successful experimental work is being performed with the Nova
laser facility (Fig. 1), a solid state laser system using neodymium-doped glass
(Nnlass) laser technology. Nova is the primary U.S. facility devoted to the study of
the indirect drive approach to inertial fusion. In this concept, energy from a
laboratory driver is converted to radiation that is used to implode and heat the
fusion fuel in an inertial fusion capsule. Nova’s principal objective is to
demonstrate that laser-driven hohlraums (chambers that trap electromagnetic
radiation) can meet the conditions of driver/target coupling efficiency, driver
irradiation symmetry, driver pulse-shaping, target preheat, and hydrodynamic
stability required by hot spot ignition and by fuel compression in order to realize net
fusion gain (fusion energy released/driver energy delivered). Major results within
the Nova Program fall within the areas of laser performance, target diagnostics, and
implosion experiments.

Completion of the Nova laser amplifier glass replacement with platinum free
material has resulted in reliable laser performance at a level exceeding the originally
specified performance. The ten beamlines of Nova have produced 125 k] (2.5 ns)
83 TW (1.0 ns), and 125 TW (0.1 ns) pulses at 1.05 um with no system damage. With
this demonstrated performance at 1.05 pm it is now possible to irradiate targets with
over 45 k] of 0.35 pm light in a 2 ns pulse. Over 5 TW (1 ns) and 8 k] (2.5 ns) of
0.35 um light has been demonstrated on a single beamline.

*Work performed under the auspices of the US. Department of Energy by the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract number W—7405-ENG-48.
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Progress in target diagnostics has led to multiple frame (>10) x-ray and optical
gating cameras with effective shutter times <100 ps. Prototype x-ray cameras have
:lemonstrated 50 ps shutter times, and we expect to achieve 5 30 ps in the near
Future. LLNL is actively developing neutron spectroscopy, imaging and time-
resolving diagnostics that rival those based on x-ray detection. The diagnostics on
,\lova allow for an unprecedented study of implosion experiments.

Implosion experiments continue to address the target physics issues of
radiatively driven targets: laser-plasma interaction physics, the efficiency of laser
light conversion to x-rays, hohlraum characterization and design, hydrodynamic
stability, and implosion physics. For example, hydrodynamic experiments,
including Rayleigh-Taylor instability studies, have led to a better understanding of
single-mode perturbations in ablatively driven planar samples. As predicted by
computational simulation, using shaped laser pulses having increasing energy
versus time led to higher capsule volume compression when the same target
capsule was compared to experiments with unshaped (square) pulse laser energy.
With unshaped pulses, we demonstrated the successful implosion of capsules with
a uniform volume compression that exceeds the value of 30,000 required for the
success of ICF. This performance is critical for ICF, and achieving it meets a major
program objective. In these experiments, the fuel pellet performance essentially
matched one—dimensional computer predictions of implosion values when
degradation due to present laser beam asymmetry was included. This is the first
time that ICF theory and experiments have agreed so closely, indicating that our
ability to predict and understand results has greatly improved. These experimental
results were achieved both through improved theoretical understanding and
computational modeling and through the use of ultraviolet (0.35 urn) light from the
Nova laser. The experiments also demonstrated control of the hohlraum
environment—in particular, achieving the radiation flux uniformity required for
gain.

As shown by the solid Nova point in Fig. 2, a combination of confinement
time and fuel temperature has been achieved that is less than a factor of 10 away
from the value needed to meet the criterion for fusion ignition. With experiments
at high driver energies, using the sophisticated temporal pulse-shaping capability of
Nova and advances in diagnostic capability, our future work will refine target
designs and is expected to improve results to the regimes indicated by the open
circles in Fig. 2. Successfully executing these physics and implosion experiments
will confirm that fuel pellets indirectly driven with a 1—2 M} driver will achieve the
conditions required for ignition.
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Figure 1

A rendering of the lOO-k}, 100-TW Nova laser facility now in operation at LLNL
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Figure 2

Successive ICF facilities at LLNL have made progress toward achieving the
conditions required for laboratory ignition. The filled circle for Nova indicates
the combination of confinement time and fuel temperature that has already
been achieved; future Nova work is expected to lead to the regimes indicated by
the open circles
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STUDY OF INSTABILITIES IN LONG SCALELENGTH PLASMAS WITH AND
WITHOUT LASER BEAM SMOOTHING TECHNIQUES

T. Afshar-rad, M. Desselberger, S. Coe, F. Khattak, L. Gizzi and O. Willi

The Blackett Laboratory, Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine,
London SW7 2B2, U.K.

A. Giulietti

Istituto di Fisica Atomica e Molecolare del C.N.R., 56100 Pisa, Italy

The interaction of intense laser light with large underdense plasmas is of great
interest for inertial confinement fusion since fusion pellets will be surrounded by large
plasma coronas. Under these conditions various parametric instabilities such as
Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS), Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) and laser beam
filamentation may be very effective in reducing the laser—plasma coupling efficiency, in
the production of high energy electrons and in the nonuniform heating of the plasma
corona. To simulate fusion conditions, plasmas with scalelengths of up to a mm were
produced by focussing four green laser beams of the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
high power laser system onto thin foil targets in a line focus configuration. A delayed
green laser beam was focussed axially into the preformed underdense plasma with an
electron temperature and density of about 0.5 keV and 0.1 n,3 respectively. The levels
of SRS and SBS generated were recorded [1]. Laser beam filamentation and whole
beam self—focusing was clearly observed [2,3]. Further, direct experimental observations
showed that a significant level of the SRS and SBS were being generated in the
filamentory structures [4,5]. When the incident laser beam was smoothed either by
Random Phase Plate Arrays (RPPA) or Induced Spatial Incoherence (131) a significant
reduction in the absolute levels and the virtual suppression of filamentation was
observed [5—7].

In this paper experimental results of a recent investigation are reported. The
preformed plasma was again formed by a line focus configuration using four heating
beams irradiating a thin aluminium foil target (700nm thick, 0.7mm long, 0.3mm wide).
However, in this experiment the heating beams were also smoothed by 131 in contrast
to previous measurements in order to produce a more uniform preformed plasma. The
two pairs of oppossing green laser beams were smoothed using an 181 and RPPA
combination and superimposed in a line focus configuration. Typical irradiances of
1014'W/cm2 were used. Either an 151 smoothed infrared (1.05 pm) laser beam or a
broadband beam (the ISI beam with the echelons removed ) delayed by 2.2 ns was
focussed axially into the plasma. An extensive set of diagnostics was used to investigate
the plasma conditions of the preformed plasma and the nonlinear interaction of the
laser beam with the plasma.

Measurements were made of the absolute levels of SBS backscattering with the
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broadband beam (Ada) : 0.1%) or with an 151 laser beam to study the effect that
spatial incoherence played in the reduction of the backscattered instabilities. At the time
of interaction the nominal electron density was about 0.3 nC (n6 is critical density for
the infrared laser light) and the electron temperature was about 500 eV of the
preformed plasma. The uniformity of the preformed plasma was investigated transversely
to the exploding foil target by using optical Moire deflectometry techniques with a
probe wavelength of 350 nm. The density profile was also measured interferometrically
with 350 nm probe beam propagating along the axis of the preformed plasma. The
electron temperature of the plasma was obtained from time resolved x—ray streak
spectroscopy. The backseattered Brillouin signal generated by the interaction beam was
imaged out via the incident focussing lens onto a calibrated photodiode. In addition,
time resolved SBS spectra were recorded with a 81 Optical streak camera. A four frame
x—ray pinhole camera with a gating time of about 150 ps was used to observe the
x-ray emission of the preformed plasma and of the interaction beam.

Figure 1 shows the absolute levels of SBS backseattering for the IS] and broadband
interaction beams as a function of the incident irradiance.
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Fig. 1. Variation of SBS backscatter fraction with average irradiance for an 151
(illustrated by the solid circles) and broadband (squares) interaction beam.
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The focal spot of the interaction beam was 140 pm in diameter and was kept constant
for all the data shots. For the broadband laser beam a threshold at an irradiance of
about 3x1013 Wcm‘2 is observed with a saturation level between 2 to 6% of the
incident laser energy. For the 181 interaction beam an exponential behaviour is seen
with an average SBS value of 0.5% at an irradiance of 7x1014 Went—2. The SBS
backseattering levels are significantly higher than observed in a previous experiment
[4,5] in which a green interaction beam was used, the plasma was less uniform and the
electron density was lower (by about a factor of 3) during interaction. However, SBS
levels were also recorded in the present experiment for thinner targets (500nm thick).
For these targets a similar electron density ( 0.111,.) as used previously is expected.
However, the level of SBS did not vary significantly when compared with thicker
targets. The estimated electron density is consistent with backseattered Simulated Raman
Scattering (SR5) which was detected by diodes filtered with narrowband interference
filters. For the 700mm targets virtually no SRS backseatter is observed. On the other
hand, clear SRS signals (at a wavelength of about 1.5 pm) are seen with the 500 nm.
These results indicate that the electron density was below 0.25 nC during interaction.

For some of the data shots anomolously high levels of SBS (larger by about a
factor of 8 compared to the data shown in fig.1) were observed when an 181
interaction beam was used. On these shots the x- ray framing camera images as well
as the optical probing diagnostic indicated that whole beam self—focusing may have
occurred. A channel like structure was observed in the x—ray emission with a diameter
of about 40 pm. In addition, a substantially higher transmitted laser energy was
measured at the output plane of the the preformed plasma.

In conclusion the absolute levels of SBS in long scalelength underdense
homogenous preformed plasmas were measured for a broadband laser beam and a beam
smoothed by 181 which interacted axially with the preformed plasma. Whole beam
self—focusing of the ISI interaction beam may have been observed for some of the
shots.
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HYDRODYNAMIC BEHAVIOR OF THE PLASMA ABLATION IN
LASER-IRRADIATED PLANAR TARGETS

DP, Singh, VPalleschi and MVaselli
lstituto di FiSica Atomica e Molecolare clel CNR.

Via del Giardino 7— 36127 Pisa llTAL-Yi

Using local flux—limited model for thermal flux transport, the
dynamics of steady state planar ablative front is studied in details. A set of
nonlinear fluid equations corresponding to the conservation of mass.
momentum and energy is solved self~consistently to investigate the spatial
profiles of plasma dens‘ity, temperature and the flow velocity. The flux—
transport inhibition on these profiles are studied and some results are also
compared with the differential representation of the heat flux formula
obtained from Fokker-Planck equation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Thermal conduction plays an important role in the energy transport
process. as it drives the ablative compression of the interior of the plasma
target necessary for the eventual success of laser-fusionileZ i. The use of
planar targets has the practical advantages such as ease of diagnostic access
and the experimental design. in the present paper. we study the
hydrodynamic behavior of plasma flow in laser—irradiated planar targets.
The plasma flow beyond the plasma resonance layer may be assumed in
steady state, but on the other hand. the underdense plasma is non—
stationary due to its free expansion in vacuum.

Here we study the hydrodynamics of plasma ablation through
local fluxelimited formula. Though the formula is valid for the whole
plasma region. we will coniine our attention to the supercritical zone. In
Sec. 2 the hydrodynamic equations governing the plasma flow are solved in
a selfeconsistent manner by using local flux-limited formula and the
differential representation of heat flux obtained from FP equation. A brief
discussion of the relevant results is given in Sec. 3.

2, HYDRODYNAMICS OF PLASMA FLOW

We assume that the laser~energy is deposited at the plasma critical
surface through collective processes such as resonance absorption. The
electron and ion temperatures are considered to be equal. The justification
of the above—mentioned assumptions is given elsewhereizi
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The steady state equations governing the plasma flow in slab
geometry are:

NOV)ax — (l)

&[p + pv~] 3 Ba 3
as MD a); (L)

5 a v~vcu 1+ 5 — {3)
3 i 5c‘ q

Where p, v. )1. Bo and p l=pc2l are the fluid density. fluid velocity, flow

position, laser field and the pressure respectively c l='V i1 is the

‘ ' _._..Z£2._ Am i
isomermal sound speed and no I— ,I and it lu—i are constants T is

4memiol' ZTl

the plasma temperature e. me. mi. RE and (.0 are the electronic charge,
electronic mass ion mass, Boltzman constant and laser—frequency.
respectively, q represents the heat flux . Using harmonic average between
Spitzer‘s classical heat flux lqcil and the reduced lreestreaming flux mm
for effective heat flux. q may be written as

_ _ l . tq : lqci+qlii on
where

VT , VT
qc‘:-K61VT ls='fflkBTV1hiiv:‘5‘Dp°]—[TH

{v11 lV'li
Kclis Spitzer s classical conductivity-l3] Fl ux— limits f and (I) are inter related
l2]

The second formula incorporating the non-local properties of the
distribution function in FF equatmn may he written as

fl \;
q='Kcl‘l:;1h51i%i%i (ted-TF5” fl1__T)E‘ (6}

where his the electron-mean free path. 8.}, :52 and 53 are constants The

derivation of expression (6! and the numerical values of 51. 52 and 53 can be
found elsewhere”?

inserting expression (4) into eq, l3 i, the energy equation reveals as

Ttflfifll . l7)
dx’ Dr
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where .
. :2 _ 5 [in Maliramific—gmclinflf) , Dr_1-2—5—(;p—c—[1+TJ

where T‘ and x‘ are the variables dimensionalised with respect to their
values at plasma critical layer. M-v/c and MC is the mach number of
plasma flow at the critical layer. TC and Kc are plasma temperature and
Spitzer's conductivity at the plasma critical layer (xc) and m (=pvi the mags
flow rate.R.H.S. in eq. (2i representing the ponderomotive force is quite
small and evanescent in the conduction zone. hence we will neglect it in the
calculations. Eqs. (1). l2) and WM or eq .6 instead of (7)] have been solved
simultaneously to determine the dimensionalised variables p' lp/pc). M‘
and T‘.

The numerical calculations have been made for DT slab target for
the following set of parameters:
TF2 Kev. xc=200 itm, }.= l ttm. Mc=l.

3. DISCUSSION
Figures 1 and 2 show the spatial profiles of the mach number of the

plasma flow (it-1') and the plasma density (p’) using local flux‘limited
formula for different values of flux—limit, It can be seen that the increase of
flux limit enhances the plasma flow velocity and consequently reduces the
plasma density.
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Fig l . Spatial profiles of mach number lM'i of plasma flow using local-flux
limited formula. Continuous (» M-J and dashed ( vvvvv ‘1 curves Curi'espond to
H] 3 and fl 5 respectively.
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Fig 3 — Spatial profiles of plasma temperature using local—flux limited formula

( -------- for {:03 and ----- for f=0.5) and the differential represcntation of
heat flux from Fcuation(------ ).

in fig. 3. a comparison of the spatial plasma temperature gradients is made
by using local flux-limited formula with different flux-limits and from the
differential representation of heat flux derived by Kishimoto and Mimai“.
[t is found that the latter thermal gradient profile resembles With the

‘ormer one with flux —limit 1‘ (0‘3 - 0.5).
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON THE MECHANISM OF MACH WAVE
GENERATION
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Istituto di Fisica Atomica e Moleculare del CNR‘.
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1. Introduction
In the process of interaction of shock waves the mechanism of Mach wave

generation allows the smoothening and stability of the resulting shock fronts. Such a
mechanism has practical application in inertial confinement fusion. The present
paper reports some experimental studies on Mach wave generation in air in almost
plane geometry The experimental results are theoretically interpreted using the

hydrodynamic equations of a perfect gas and the self-similar model of strong
explosion I1].

2. Analysis
Analytical description of the fluid perturbed by a shock wave (SW) makes use

of the oblique SW relations, namely conservation equations across the SW front and

appropriate boundary conditions [2. 3i
The (p,B)-polar H] is a graphical representation of the relation between the

pressure across the SW front and the deflection angle for a fixed value of the SW
Mach number M1=ui/c ,where U] is the velocity of the shock wave and c is the speed
of sound in the unperturbed gas.

(a)

Fig. l - Shock polars in the p-O plane for Fig. 2 - Fluid velocities for Mach
regular (1) and Mach (b) reflection. reflection. in a frame ol rel‘erence at rest

with the triple point Z.
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The boundary condition for SW reflection is that the velocity must be

tangential near the reflecting surface , because the fluid can not penetrate the

surface.Therefore a graphical representation of the SW reflection may be given in

terms of two (pm-polars. related to the incident (I) and reflected (R) SW5

respectively. Two general cases can be considered:

1.) For regular reflection (fig. 1a) the boundary condition 81=82 is met by the

intersection of the R-polar with 8=0 axis and two solutions are allowed. although only

the ‘weak' (low pressure) solution has been observed in most of the laboratory

experiments.
2.) For Mach reflection (fig. 1b) the boundary condition 8| — 82 = 83 is satisfied by

the intersection of the 12—point with the I-polar. and three different net reflections of

the flow in region 3 of fig. Z are possible.

In the non-stationary case the Mach wave front travels parallel to the

reflection plane. while the triple point Z (see fig. 2) detaches from the plane along

an almost straightline making an angle 8 with the reflection plane. The velocity of

the Z point along the trajectory is predicted to be {2} :

= -—L— (o
sin(¢- 5)

where Q is the angle of incidence.
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Fig. 3 - Experimental set-up for plane shock wave reflection.
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3. Experimental set up
In order to produce shock waves an unfocussed Nd~laser beam ( 3:106 pm, 5 J

in 20 ns (FWHMD was shot onto a plastic film coated with a thin layer of aluminium
The fast absorption of the laser energy by the aluminium coating produces a strong
explosion of the layer which‘ in turns, generates an almost plane shock wave, The
resulting shock wave was then forced to interact with a rigid reflector. whose surface
makes an angle a with the direction of the incident shock wave ( fig 3).

We used a shadowgraphic method for the detection of the shock wave front, A
30 m], 20 ns [FHWM] beam, produced by aRuby laser was properly synchronized with
the Nd laser pulse.
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Fig. 4 - Position of the plane shock wave as a
function of time. Full line corresponds to the
best fit of the experimental data with en. (2).

3. Results and discussion
The conversion efficiency of the optical energy of the laser into the

mechanical energy of the shock wave. in the plane geometry, can be estimated
following the propagation of the unperturbed shock wave before its reflection by the
obstacle According to the self-similar model of strong explosion, the propagation of
the shock wave front results as Ill:

R = (656)“ t“ (2)
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in which R, E, p and t represent the shock wave position, energy of the SW, the

unperturbed gas density and time respectively. The parameter B is a numerically

determined constant. which in the case of air is about 0.8. From the best fit of the
experimental data (fig. 4) with eq. (2) a conversion efficiency about the order of 1%
can be estimated, which is quite plausible due to the large difference between the

acoustic impedances of the target (plastic film) and the material in which the shock
wave propagates (air). Because of the relatively low efficiency of the process, the
velocity of the shock wave on the target is slightly supersonic (ul = 350 m/sec) In

these conditions. the critical angle above which the Mach reflection occurs is
theoretically estimated as (0")‘(1 - 74'. This value well agrees with the experimental

data: the transition between normal and Mach reflection regimes was, indeed,
experimentally found around a critical angle (en-)9" = 75': 1'. In figures (Se-5d) some

shadowgrams are shown, referring to the onset of Mach reflection (0:77' > e"). The

trajectory of the triple point makes an angle 6:8.2‘ with the surface of the reflector;

its velocity along the trajectory, as determined experimentally. is Hz)“: 377 t l

m/sec. This value has to be compared with the'theoretical prediction of eq. (2), (vzfih:

375 m/sec. In this case. too. the experimental results agree extremely well with the
predictions of the theory,

b)

Fig.5 - Mach reflection of the incident shock
wave at different timee (0-77").
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EVALUATING KrF LASERS FOR ICF APPLICATIONS

David C. Cartwright
Joseph F. Figueira
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Characteristics at the KrF laser that make it a very promising driver tor inertial confinement lusion (lCF) are that it
operates naturally at a near-optimum wavelength (248 nm) tor ellicient conversion at laser energy into target
compression. can achieve bandwidths approaching 1%. and will produce precise temporal pulse shapes with high
contrast ratio. KrF also holds the promise lot a system elticiency (wall plug to laser light) ol greater than 5%, and can
be operated at a pulse repetition rate appropriate Ior an ICF electric power plant (estimated to tail within the range ol 1
to 10 pulses per second).

The KrF Laser-Fusion Program has three elements:
- Operation and pertormance ot experiments on the Aurora laser system,
- Demonstration ol advanced technology development, and
- Advanced KrF laser system design.

A major alien in theKrF laser technology area at the Los Alamos program is the development of AURORA. a
nominal 10 kJ KrF laser. AURORA is a prototype ol a KrF driver and is being used to develop technology and designs
appropriate to an LMF. Technical issues being addressed include beam control, ability to locus. and contrast lor
target experiments. Target physics experiments on AURORA will address studies at stimulated Raman and Brillouin
scattering; x-ray conversion and other indirect-drive target perlormance issues; hydrodynamic instability growth;
mix: and drive symmetry and unilormity tor both indirect and direct drive.

Aurora has achieved more than 100 TW/cm2 on target with > 1 N ol energy. The lacilily is designed to deliver 5
kJ to the target with a 5—ns pulse length and spot size ~200 pm. The system employs angular multiplexing. in which
96 beam pulses are overlapped into a single. SOO-ns beam train. The 96 paths are otlset and staggered through the
amplitier chain to provide spatial and temporal separation at the individual beams and the energy lrom each amplilier
is extracted continuously over the 500~ns electron beam pumping duration. The appropriate time delay is then
removed lrorn each beam segment so that they are simultaneously recombined at the target plane.

In the Advanced Technology Development Program. we are actively working to advance the state at the an in
the areas at optics. pulse power, and laser kinetics. in particular. we are examining new manulacturing techniques
tor optics. working to increase the optical damage thresholds. examining new pulsed power techniques that will result
in lower costs and higher elliciency. and perlorming laser kinetics experiments to better understand the laser.
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SECOND HARMONIC: A VERSATILE DIAGNOSTIC FOR LASER
INTERACTION WITH UNDERDENSE PLASMAS
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and A. Giulietti

Istituto di Fisica Atomica e Molecolare, CNR,
Via del Giardino, 7, 56100, Pisa, Italy

*Dipartimento di Fisica, Universita' di Pisa, Italy

1. Introduction. In the ICF scheme, laser radiation has to
propagate in a few millimeter underdense plasma (corona):
instabilities arising in this region can greatly affect the laser
energy deposition and the uniformity of compression. Second
harmonic of the laser ligth can be generated in the corona from
zones affected by density gradients. Time resolved imaging of
these structures in second harmonic light can give useful
information on the "quality" of the interaction.

An experimental campaign is in progress at IFAM in order to
optimize the diagnostic use of second harmonic. Experiments are
performed at 1.064 um laser wavelength and nominal intensity of
the order of 1013 W/cmz. The evolution of filamentary regions has
been studied with this method[l]. Time resolved spectroscopy of

20)emitted at 90° allowed to evidence for the first time the

contribution of Brillouin backscatter to second harmonic
generation[2]. It seems possible to use second harmonic emitted
at different angles not only to observe the localization and
evolution of density gradients, but also to provide an additional
tool to evaluate the local plasma temperature and to get a deeper
knowledge of filamentation and stimulated Brillouin instabilities.

In the following we introduce the theoretical background of
the problem and the main experimental results obtained so far.
The underdense plasma was obtained in two different ways:optical
gas breakdown and exploding thin foils.

2.Second harmonic generation in underdense plasma. A simple
way to introduce second harmonic generation in a plasma is the
equation of motion for electrons,taking into account the spatial
variations of electron density (n) and velocity (v), but
neglecting collisions responsible for damping

dv/dt + (v-V)v = — e/m (E + v/c x E) (1)

dn/dt + V (nv) = 0 (2)

where T is the plasma temperature, and E and B the electric and
magnetic fields of the impinging radiation.
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The optical nonlinearity in the plasma can be treated as aperturbation in the successive approximation method, finding forthe equations (1) and (2), coupled with Maxwell's equations, thesolutions

n = n + n = no — e/muf V(noE) (3)
v = vl + v2 = — ie/mw E + ieZ/tlmzco3 V(E-E) (4)
from which we easily obtain the current densities:

j1 = noev1 = — inOeZ/mu) E (5)
j2 = noev2 + nlevl = ie3/m2co3[ ecu-1 (VnO-E) E + 110/4 V(E-E)] (5)

where a)is the laser pulsation, and am the dielectric constant of
the plasma. Equation (6) shows that from an uniform plasma(Vno=O)
second harmonic radiation can‘t be emitted. In fact the firstterm vanishes, while the second being irrotational can't radiate.Considering now j2 as a source for second harmonic generation in
the plasma and using again Maxwell's equations, we obtain:

20,: — 41t/c Vx jam (7)
2V2320) + (2co/c) awe

and developing the source term:

VX3320; = ie3/m2co3 [ ism-1 (Vno- E) Vx E + emcl V(Vno- E)x E
48‘: nc)’1(Vno-E) Vnox E + Vnox V(E-E)/4 ] (8)

For density gradients with cylindrical symmetry, as expected
for a beam-plasma interaction, Vno = F(r);, we find that almost
all the second harmonic emission is forwards; in particular thecontribution normal to the laser beam is several orders ofmagnitude lower.

3. Second.harmonic emission from laser produced plasmas ingases. We have studied second harmonic emission from laserinteraction with a fully ionized helium plasma whose density wasmuch lower than the critical ( n z nC/lOO ). The density scale
length was much larger than in usual solid target experiments.Plasma temperature was measured to be Te: 50 eV [3]. Second
harmonic was studied forward. It is relevant that no secondharmonic was detectable sideward in agreement with the equation(8) of the previous section. The same equation shows that side
2w emission is possible in presence of a relevant reflection orbackseattering, as experimentally verified with denser plasmas(see next section).
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30th reflection and backscattering were negligible in our

experiment in gas. The conditions of maximum m to 2m conversion

efficiency were 150 Torr and 400 MW for the gas pressure and laser

power respectively and it resulted, in agreement with theoretical

evaluation, n: s/Pw= 5x10‘12 [1]. The laser operated with 20 ns

FWHM pulses. We had previously found that in these conditions

both whole beam self focusing and filamentation occurred. The

former was evidenced through beam recollimation and using

interferometric methods to Show the formation of a low density

plasma channel. The second looking at diffraction at large

angles of part of the laser w light. The observed spreading (up

to 14°) is consistent with saturated plasma filaments of diameter

d=5.4um [4]. For what concerns the second harmonic angular

distribution, the observed patterns showed two ring shaped maxima

and a minimum near the axis. Rings correspond to about 20 from the

beam axis. This angular distribution also agrees with a diameter

of the emitting region d = 5.5 um. Despite to the very low

conversion efficiency, we were able to obtain time resolved images

of the cross section of the interaction region. Using a streak

camera we collected front images in which the 2m source is clearly

distinct from the background plasma, and filaments appear as "2w

hot spots". Second harmonic sources were localized in the laser

beam which focuses and defocuses in time in agreement with other

experiments on non steady state self focusing. Micron sized
sub-structures (dSlO pm), with a mean lifetime of a few ns, were

identified as filaments generated by non linear interactions.
To check the validity of our model we also calculated the

expected 2m polarization and compared it with data. Firstly we

used laser light linearly polarized as in all other measurements

of the experiment. For the second harmonic we found a quasi

linear polarization, with the same polarization axis and a ratio

s‘H/s‘y’= 10 i 2 in agreement with theoretical expectations.

Subsequently the laser light was circularly polarized and we

found, both theoretically and experimentally, that the 2m light

has no net polarization, that is Pzw”)/Pzw‘y’= 1.

Obsevations and measurements performed in gas clearly showed

the diagnostic potentiality of the 20) detection, but the interest

of this study is limited by the peculiarity of gas breakdown and

hydrodynamics as well as the lower temperature obtainable in this

way, if compared with that of fusion target corona.

4. Second harmonic emission from thin foil laser produced
plasmas. In a subsequent experimental campaign the second
harmonic from a plasma produced by laser irradiation of thin

plastic foils was studied. The plastic used for thin-target

preparation was polyvinyl formal and the target thickness used in

the experiment was in the range 0.3—1.8 pm. The thin foil was

irradiated at 1.064 um laser wavelength with a pulse of 3 ns FWHM

at irradiance up to 5x1013 W/cm?
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The laser beam was focused perpendicularly to the target plane
with an f/8 optics. The laser bandwidth was 0.7 A. Second
harmonic emission at 90° (parallel to the target plane) was
observed in a wide range of target thickness, down to 0.5um. The
radiation emitted at 900 was collected with an f/7 optics, time
resolved with an intensified optical streak camera, and analyzed
by time—resolved spectra and images.

According to theory [5] the 2m emission at 90° in an
underdense plasma originates from the source term (8) in the
presence of the incident and reflected electromagnetic waves.
The spectroscopic data were consistent with second harmonic
emission resulting from the sum 0% + 0% of the laser frequency

with the frequency of the backscattered light. The signature of
this process came from the red shift of the backscattered light
as expected from the Stimulated Brillouin Scattering which in
turn gave a red shift of the second harmonic light. Other
spectroscopic features were explainable in terms of the plasma
motion. In addition, the measured threshold 2 1012 W/cm2 of the
2m emission agreed with the expected Brillouin threshold in our
experimental conditions.

The frequency sum process, postulated by Stamper et al. [5]
was experimentally confirmed as a non linear process occurring in
laser produced plasmas as well as already observed in crystals
[6]. The emission detected in this experiment can be used, in
principle, as a diagnostic in place of direct measurements on
stimulated Brillouin backscattered light. A disadvantage is
given by equality ( Am/m )2w= 1/2 ( Aw/w)m making the

spectroscopic analysis less sensitive. However, this method
could be convenient because 2m light is spectroscopically well

separated from the fundamental mo much better than mB.

Moreover, the experimental detection is generally more suitable
at 900 than backward. At the present time measurements are in
progress to analyze the forward emitted second harmonic, which
results, as expected from the equation (8), orders of magnitude
more intense than side emitted one.

In conclusion we belive that 2m detection techniques have
to be developed as diagnostic tools for laser fusion in order to
control the formation of unstable regions in the corona, signed
by strong density gradients. At the same time more experiments
are necessary to well understand the limits and possible
contradictions of this method [7].
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EXCITATION OF SOUND BY ELECTROMAGNETIC

PULSE IN A DENSE SEMI—INFINITE NON—

ISOTERMJL COLLISIONAL PLASMA

V.I.Muratov , 1.P.Shuklin

Kharkov State University , Kharkov ,510077,USSR

Resently,the problem of the sound excitation when an

electromagnetic pulse is incident on a non isotermal collisi-

onless plasma,the latter being nontransparent at the carrier

frequency,has been solved [I].Neg1ect of electron—ion colli-

sions sets limits on the field or application of the results,

obtained in [I].The most important is the requirement on smal

lness of the parameter vet-"C’<<i ( Veg' —the rate of electron

-ion collisions , ’C’ — the characteristic pulse time ).In

this paper we propose the solution of one-dimensional problem

of the sound excitation by electromagnetic pulse in a noniso—

thermal collisional plasma with the requirement that )é,(-%’<<

<< (m¢'/me)'/2 ,where ”’9 and W?“ - electron and ion masses,

respectivelyJJe assume that a plasma bounded by a nonconduc—

ting medium fills the half-space Z a 0 .Starting from

t: 0 ,an electromagnetic radiation of frequency 600 and slo—

wly variable amplitude EOK-E) actson plasma.'l‘he electric field

or the radiation is directed normally to theiaxil‘he plasma

is nontransparent for an external radiation at (4/0 .

To present the low-frequency plasma oscillations we use

the system of transfer equations for the electron—ion plasma

corresponding to Grad five—moment approximation [2] :

32572 '7’ 92 "‘ .. 7 92 2n2 _%?@n+§r)_.;s'fizV/fiz) (I)

2J7’_ 295" i . 2152 (2)9 -_39_._+3)é,V/,)
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where 5M : Ski/n0 ’ 57:577'72, are the temperature and den-
sity dimensionless variations,respectively,and

2

1/2/13 2) = gin/fieXp/Jfiz) = I/ja/flexpf—ae 2)
Vs

fig%/2) = Aié/k) yfi-é; -the electromagnetic wave skinning
reverse depth, d:==1- /%H/'a/)Z .The system (I)—(2) must be
supplemented with boundary ( initial and terminal ) conditi-
ons :

__ —- / Z
ig/Sn/zgz)+ST/ti)+gg—V/Ifii’J)/z=+: 0 (5)

572/22)=§7’/qz)=0 (4)
We assume that the boundary of the plasma is fixed ( terminal
condition ), the initial condition is evident.Integrating ( 2 )

and taking ( 4 ) into account wefrind :

S?/£,‘z) = 3232/21 z)+ we, fvfl’was < 5)
After substitution (5) into (1)0 and (3) we obtain :

9:32- 029';;_ 3
2f — ('7)5;” _w= ,%ao,,62(t0), Sn/o,z)=0

where

065,2):[1/2/0 +3VfV/*)a’f]9X/’/a"z)e, < s)
Hereinafter ,it is assumed that 15/20: Li/éo) =‘C7 and the
integral in (8) converges at f —+ 00 .Ve seek the solution
of (6) as approximated by the form :

57(fi-Z): SEA—grhxawi) +W/{)exp/-azz)< 9)
Then using the boundary conditions (7),we find the following
set of equations :

57/13¥)=~W—~@[;Xp(—a/M/f-r'? ))+eXp/-a/5/é—§;/)+

HIM/{21. 9W1} 1; e 42
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2 2 Z

%—”§€i)— a4. meager 424,0), 5%: 4.94, (H)
We remind that the temperature variation is related to the

density variation by (5).The complete system of partial diffs
rential equations (I)-(2) and boundary conditions (3)-(4) is
thus reduced to an ordinary differential equation.We did not

mean to dwell on the analyses of the system (IO)—(II) in gre—
at detail,we only report on some quality results. At 19*?”
( of course,the presented results hold for a situation when

i" is well below the temperature relaxation time ),in the
region near the plasma boundary, g; and S? are 2

87/122): - Jag—Xe,- fMZ/f)q/1Z exp/46;)
0

577%, a) = 34 Va'fKZHMé - exp/— 362)
2 0 2

For MAL) = (f/a)zeXP[- {f—q’)/a 2] ,at dye; = .5— equa—
tions (IO)-(II) were computer analysed.The results of the

computer analysis are shown below .
.—

3? 8n

i=0. t=a

k/\ 0 /\_ _.0 7.: 2:

5T 57‘
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It is clear from the pictures that the density and tempera-

ture waves travel from the boundary deep into the plasma.
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